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Who Is This Guide For?

This guide is meant for full-stack developers or developers that would like to build full stack
serverless applications. By providing a step-by-step guide for both the frontend and the backend we
hope that it addresses all the different aspects of building serverless applications. There are quite a
few other tutorials on the web but we think it would be useful to have a single point of reference for
the entire process. This guide is meant to serve as a resource for learning about how to build and
deploy serverless applications, as opposed to laying out the best possible way of doing so.

So you might be a backend developer who would like to learn more about the frontend portion of
building serverless apps or a frontend developer that would like to learn more about the backend;
this guide should have you covered.

We are also catering this solely towards JavaScript developers for now. We might target other
languages and environments in the future. But we think this is a good starting point because it can
be really beneficial as a full-stack developer to use a single language (JavaScript) and environment
(Node.js) to build your entire application.

Onapersonal note, the serverless approachhasbeenagiant revelation forusandwewanted tocreate
a resource where we could share what we’ve learned. You can read more about us here. And check
out a sample of what folks have built with Serverless Stack.

Let’s start by looking at what we’ll be covering.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What Does This Guide Cover?

To step through themajor concepts involved in buildingweb applications, we are going to be building
a simple note taking app called Scratch.

However, unlike most tutorials out there, our goal is to go into the details of what it takes to build a
full-stack application for production.

Demo App

The demo app is a single page application powered by a serverless API written completely in
JavaScript.

It is a relatively simple application but we are going to address the following requirements.
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• Should allow users to signup and login to their accounts
• Users should be able to create notes with some content
• Each note can also have an uploaded file as an attachment
• Allow users to modify their note and the attachment
• Users can also delete their notes
• The app should be able to process credit card payments
• App should be served over HTTPS on a custom domain
• The backend APIs need to be secure
• The app needs to be responsive
• The app should be deployed when we git push
• We should be able to monitor and debug any errors

Demo Source

Here is the complete source of the app we’ll be building. We recommend bookmarking it and use it
as a reference.

• Demo source

We’ll be using the AWS Platform to build it. Wemight expand further and cover a few other platforms
but we figured the AWS Platformwould be a good place to start.

Technologies & Services

We’ll be using the following set of technologies and services to build our serverless application.

• Lambda & API Gateway for our serverless API
• DynamoDB for our database
• Cognito for user authentication and securing our APIs
• S3 for hosting our app and file uploads
• CloudFront for serving out our app
• Route 53 for our domain
• Certificate Manager for SSL
• CloudWatch for Lambda and API access logs
• React.js for our single page app
• React Router for routing
• Bootstrap for the UI Kit
• Stripe for processing credit card payments
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• Seed for automating serverless deployments
• Netlify for automating React deployments
• GitHub for hosting our project repos
• Sentry for error reporting

We are going to be using the free tiers for the above services. So you should be able to sign up for
them for free. This of course does not apply to purchasing a new domain to host your app. Also for
AWS, youare required toput in a credit cardwhile creating an account. So if youhappen tobe creating
resources above and beyond what we cover in this tutorial, youmight end up getting charged.

While the list above might look daunting, we are trying to ensure that upon completing the guide
you’ll be ready to build real-world, secure, and fully-functionalweb apps. And don’t worry we’ll be
around to help!

Requirements

You just need a couple of things to work through this guide:

• Node v12+ and NPM v6+ installed on your machine.
• A free GitHub account.
• And basic knowledge of how to use the command line.

How This Guide Is Structured

The guide is split roughly into a couple of parts:

1. The Basics

Here we go over how to create your first full-stack serverless application. These chapters are
roughly split up between the backend (Serverless) and the frontend (React). We also talk about
how to deploy your serverless app and React app into production.

This section of the guide is carefully designed to be completed in its entirety. We go into all the
steps in detail and have tons of screenshots to help you build your first app.

2. The Best Practices

We launched this guide in early 2017 with just the first part. The Serverless Stack community
has grown and many of our readers have used the setup described in this guide to build apps
that power their businesses. In this section, we cover the best practices of running production
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applications. These really begin to matter once your application codebase grows or when you
addmore folks to your team.

The chapters in this section are relatively standalone and tend to revolve around specific topics.

3. Using Serverless Framework

Themain part of the guide uses SST. But we also cover building the same app using Serverless
Framework. This is an optional section and is meant for folks trying to learn Serverless
Framework.

4. Reference

Finally, wehave a collectionof standalone chapters on various topics. Weeither refer to these in
the guide or we use this to cover topics that don’t necessarily belong to either of the two above
sections.

Building Your First Serverless App

The first part of this guidehelps you create thenotes applicationanddeploy it toproduction. Wecover
all the basics. Each service is created by hand. Here is what is covered in order.

For the backend:

• Configure your AWS account
• Create your database using DynamoDB
• Set up S3 for file uploads
• Write the various backend APIs
• Set up Cognito User Pools to manage user accounts
• Set up Cognito Identity Pool to secure our resources
• Working with secrets
• Adding unit tests

For the frontend:

• Set up our project with Create React App
• Add favicons, fonts, and a UI Kit using Bootstrap
• Set up routes using React Router
• Use AWS Cognito with Amplify to login and signup users
• Plugin to the backend APIs to manage our notes
• Use the AWS Amplify to upload files
• Accepting credit cards with the Stripe React SDK

Deploying to prod:
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• Use custom domains for the API and React
• Create a CI/CD pipeline with Seed

Monitoring and debugging serverless apps:

• Set up error reporting in React using Sentry
• Configure an Error Boundary in React
• Add error logging to our serverless APIs
• Cover the debugging workflow for common serverless errors

We think this will give you a good foundation on building full-stack production ready serverless
applications. If there are any other concepts or technologies you’d like us to cover, feel free to let us
know on our forums.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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How to Get Help?

In case you findyourself havingproblemswitha certain step,wewant tomake sure thatwearearound
to help you fix it and figure it out. There are a few ways to get help.

• We use Discourse forum topics as our comments andwe’ve helped resolve quite a few issues in
the past. Somake sure to check the comments under each chapter to see if somebody else has
run into the same issue as you have.

• Post in the comments for the specific chapter detailing your issue and one of us will respond.

Serverless Stack Discourse Forums screenshot

This entire guide is hosted on GitHub. So if you find an error you can always:

• Open a new issue
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• Or if you’ve found a typo, edit the page and submit a pull request!

You can also join us on Slack.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is Serverless?

Traditionally, we’ve built and deployed web applications where we have some degree of control over
the HTTP requests that are made to our server. Our application runs on that server and we are
responsible for provisioning andmanaging the resources for it. There are a few issues with this.

1. We are charged for keeping the server up even when we are not serving out any requests.

2. We are responsible for uptime andmaintenance of the server and all its resources.

3. We are also responsible for applying the appropriate security updates to the server.

4. As our usage scales we need to manage scaling up our server as well. And as a result manage
scaling it down when we don’t have as much usage.

For smaller companies and individual developers this can be a lot to handle. This ends up distracting
from themore important job that we have; building andmaintaining the actual application. At larger
organizations this is handled by the infrastructure team and usually it is not the responsibility of the
individual developer. However, the processes necessary to support this can end up slowing down
development times. As you cannot just go ahead and build your applicationwithoutworkingwith the
infrastructure team to help you get up and running. As developers we’ve been looking for a solution
to these problems and this is where serverless comes in.

Serverless Computing

Serverless computing (or serverless for short), is an execution model where the cloud provider (AWS,
Azure, or Google Cloud) is responsible for executing a piece of code by dynamically allocating the
resources. And only charging for the amount of resources used to run the code. The code is typically
run inside stateless containers that can be triggered by a variety of events including http requests,
database events, queuing services, monitoring alerts, file uploads, scheduled events (cron jobs), etc.
The code that is sent to the cloud provider for execution is usually in the form of a function. Hence
serverless is sometimes referred to as “Functions as a Service” or “FaaS”. Following are the FaaS
offerings of the major cloud providers:

• AWS: AWS Lambda
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• Microsoft Azure: Azure Functions
• Google Cloud: Cloud Functions

While serverless abstracts the underlying infrastructure away from the developer, servers are still
involved in executing our functions.

Since your code is going to be executed as individual functions, there are a couple of things that we
need to be aware of.

Microservices

The biggest change that we are faced with while transitioning to a serverless world is that our
application needs to be architectured in the form of functions. You might be used to deploying your
application as a single Rails or Express monolith app. But in the serverless world you are typically
required to adopt a more microservice based architecture. You can get around this by running your
entire application inside a single function as a monolith and handling the routing yourself. But this
isn’t recommended since it is better to reduce the size of your functions. We’ll talk about this
below.

Stateless Functions

Your functions are typically run inside secure (almost) stateless containers. Thismeans that youwon’t
beable to runcode inyourapplication server that executes longafteraneventhas completedorusesa
prior executioncontext to servea request. Youhave toeffectively assume that your function is invoked
in a new container every single time.

There are some subtleties to this and we will discuss in the What is AWS Lambda chapter.

Cold Starts

Since your functions are run inside a container that is brought up on demand to respond to an event,
there is some latency associated with it. This is referred to as a Cold Start. Your container might be
kept around for a littlewhile after your functionhas completed execution. If another event is triggered
during this time it responds far more quickly and this is typically known as aWarm Start.

The duration of cold starts depends on the implementation of the specific cloud provider. On AWS
Lambda it can range from anywhere between a few hundred milliseconds to a few seconds. It can
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depend on the runtime (or language) used, the size of the function (as a package), and of course the
cloud provider in question. Cold starts have drastically improved over the years as cloud providers
have gotten much better at optimizing for lower latency times.

Aside from optimizing your functions, you can use simple tricks like a separate scheduled function to
invoke your function every fewminutes to keep it warm. Serverless Stack Framework (SST), whichwe
are going to be using in this tutorial, has a pre-built Cron construct to help with this.

Now that we have a good idea of serverless computing, let’s take a deeper look at what a Lambda
function is and how your code will be executed.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is AWS Lambda?

AWS Lambda (or Lambda for short) is a serverless computing service provided by AWS. In this chapter
we are going to be using Lambda to build our serverless application. And while we don’t need to deal
with the internals of how Lambda works, it’s important to have a general idea of how your functions
will be executed.

Lambda Specs

Let’s start by quickly looking at the technical specifications of AWS Lambda. Lambda supports the
following runtimes.

• Node.js 14.x, 12.x and 10.x
• Java 11 and 8
• Python 3.9, 3.8, 3.7, 3.6 and 2.7
• .NET Core 2.1, 2.2, 3.0 and 3.1
• Go 1.x
• Ruby 2.7 and 2.5
• Rust

Note that, .NET Core 2.2 and 3.0 are supported through custom runtimes.

See AWS for latest information on available runtimes.

Each function runs inside a containerwith a 64-bit Amazon Linux AMI. And the execution environment
has:

• Memory: 128MB - 10240MB, in 1 MB increments
• Ephemeral disk space: 512MB
• Max execution duration: 900 seconds
• Compressed package size: 50MB
• Uncompressed package size: 250MB
• Container image package size: 10GB
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You might notice that CPU is not mentioned as a part of the container specification. This is because
you cannot control the CPU directly. As you increase the memory, the CPU is increased as well.

The ephemeral disk space is available in the form of the /tmp directory. You can only use this space
for temporary storage since subsequent invocations will not have access to this. We’ll talk a bit more
on the stateless nature of the Lambda functions below.

The execution duration means that your Lambda function can run for a maximum of 900 seconds or
15 minutes. This means that Lambda isn’t meant for long running processes.

The package size refers to all your code necessary to run your function. This includes any
dependencies (node_modules/ directory in case of Node.js) that your function might import. There
is a limit of 250MB on the uncompressed package and a 50MB limit once it has been compressed. If
you need more space, you can package your container as a Docker image which can be up to 10GB.
We’ll take a look at the packaging process below.

Lambda Function

Finally here is what a Lambda function (a Node.js version) looks like.

Anatomy of a Lambda Function image

Here myHandler is the name of our Lambda function. The event object contains all the information
about the event that triggered this Lambda. In the case of an HTTP request it’ll be information about
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the specific HTTP request. The context object contains info about the runtime our Lambda function
is executing in. After we do all the work inside our Lambda function, we simply call the callback
function with the results (or the error) and AWS will respond to the HTTP request with it.

Packaging Functions

Lambda functions need to be packaged and sent to AWS. This is usually a process of compressing the
function and all its dependencies and uploading it to an S3 bucket. And letting AWS know that you
want to use this package when a specific event takes place. To help us with this process we use the
Serverless Stack Framework (SST). We’ll go over this in detail later on in this guide.

Execution Model

The container (and the resources usedby it) that runsour function ismanaged completely byAWS. It is
brought upwhenanevent takes place and is turnedoff if it is not being used. If additional requests are
made while the original event is being served, a new container is brought up to serve a request. This
means that if we are undergoing a usage spike, the cloud provider simply creates multiple instances
of the container with our function to serve those requests.

This has some interesting implications. Firstly, our functions are effectively stateless. Secondly, each
request (or event) is served by a single instance of a Lambda function. This means that you are not
going to be handling concurrent requests in your code. AWSbrings up a containerwhenever there is a
new request. It doesmake some optimizations here. It will hang on to the container for a fewminutes
(5 - 15mins depending on the load) so it can respond to subsequent requests without a cold start.

Stateless Functions

Theaboveexecutionmodelmakes Lambda functions effectively stateless. Thismeans that every time
your Lambda function is triggered by an event it is invoked in a completely new environment. You
don’t have access to the execution context of the previous event.

However, due to the optimization noted above, the actual Lambda function is invoked only once per
container instantiation. Recall that our functions are run inside containers. Sowhen a function is first
invoked, all the code in our handler function gets executed and the handler function gets invoked. If
the container is still available for subsequent requests, your functionwill get invokedandnot the code
around it.
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For example, the createNewDbConnectionmethod below is called once per container instantiation
and not every time the Lambda function is invoked. The myHandler function on the other hand is
called on every invocation.

var dbConnection = createNewDbConnection();

exports.myHandler = function(event, context, callback) {
var result = dbConnection.makeQuery();
callback(null, result);

};

This caching effect of containers also applies to the /tmp directory that we talked about above. It is
available as long as the container is being cached.

Now you can guess that this isn’t a very reliable way to make our Lambda functions stateful. This is
because we just don’t control the underlying process by which Lambda is invoked or its containers
are cached.

Pricing

Finally, Lambda functions are billed only for the time it takes to execute your function. And it is
calculated from the time it begins executing till when it returns or terminates. It is rounded up to the
nearest 1ms.

Note that while AWS might keep the container with your Lambda function around after it has
completed; you are not going to be charged for this.

Lambda comeswith a very generous free tier and it is unlikely that youwill go over this while working
on this guide.

The Lambda free tier includes 1M free requests per month and 400,000 GB-seconds of compute time
permonth. Past this, it costs $0.20 per 1million requests and $0.00001667 for every GB-seconds. The
GB-seconds is based on thememory consumption of the Lambda function. You can save up to 17%by
purchasing AWSCompute Savings Plans in exchange for a 1 or 3 year commitment. For further details
check out the Lambda pricing page.

In our experience, Lambda is usually the least expensive part of our infrastructure costs.

Next, let’s take a deeper look into the advantages of serverless, including the total cost of running our
demo app.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Why Create Serverless Apps?

It is important to address why it is worth learning how to create serverless apps. There are a few
reasons why serverless apps are favored over traditional server hosted apps:

1. Lowmaintenance
2. Low cost
3. Easy to scale

The biggest benefit by far is that you only need to worry about your code and nothing else. The low
maintenance is a result of not having any servers to manage. You don’t need to actively ensure that
your server is running properly, or that you have the right security updates on it. You deal with your
own application code and nothing else.

The main reason it’s cheaper to run serverless applications is that you are effectively only paying per
request. So when your application is not being used, you are not being charged for it. Let’s do a quick
breakdown of what it would cost for us to run our note taking application. We’ll assume that we have
1000 daily active users making 20 requests per day to our API, and storing around 10MB of files on S3.
Here is a very rough calculation of our costs.

Service Rate Cost

Cognito Free[1] $0.00

API Gateway $3.5/M reqs + $0.09/GB transfer $2.20

Lambda Free[2] $0.00

DynamoDB $0.0065/hr 10 write units,
$0.0065/hr 50 read units[3]

$2.80

S3 $0.023/GB storage, $0.005/K
PUT, $0.004/10K GET,
$0.0025/M objects[4]

$0.24

CloudFront $0.085/GB transfer + $0.01/10K
reqs

$0.86
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Service Rate Cost

Route53 $0.50 per hosted zone +
$0.40/M queries

$0.50

Certificate Manager Free $0.00

Total $6.10

[1] Cognito is free for < 50K MAUs and $0.00550/MAU onwards.
[2] Lambda is free for < 1M requests and 400000GB-secs of compute.
[3] DynamoDB gives 25GB of free storage.
[4] S3 gives 1GB of free transfer.

So that comesout to $6.10permonth. Additionally, a .comdomainwould cost us $12per year,making
that the biggest up front cost for us. But just keep in mind that these are very rough estimates. Real-
world usage patterns are going to be very different. However, these rates should give you a sense of
how the cost of running a serverless application is calculated.

Finally, the ease of scaling is thanks in part to DynamoDB which gives us near infinite scale and
Lambda that simply scales up to meet the demand. And of course our front end is a simple static
single page app that is almost guaranteed to always respond instantly thanks to CloudFront.

Great! Now that you are convinced on why you should build serverless apps; let’s get started.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an AWS Account

Let’s first get started by creating an AWS (AmazonWebServices) account. Of course you can skip this if
you already have one. Head over to the AWS homepage and hit the Create a Free Account and follow
the steps to create your account.

Create an aws account Screenshot

Next let’s configure your account so it’s ready to be used for the rest of our guide.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an IAM User

Once we have an AWS account, we’ll need to create an IAM user to programmatically interact with it.
We’ll be using this later to configure our AWS CLI (command-line interface).

Amazon IAM (Identity and Access Management) enables you to manage users and user permissions
in AWS. You can create one or more IAM users in your AWS account. You might create an IAM user for
someone who needs access to your AWS console, or when you have a new application that needs to
make API calls to AWS. This is to add an extra layer of security to your AWS account.

In this chapter, we are going to create a new IAMuser for a couple of the AWS related toolsweare going
to be using later.

Create User

First, log in to your AWS Console and select IAM from the list of services.
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Select IAM Service Screenshot

SelectUsers.
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Select IAM Users Screenshot

Select Add User.
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Add IAM User Screenshot

Enter a User name and check Programmatic access, then select Next: Permissions.

This accountwill be usedbyour AWSCLI andServerless Stack Framework (SST). They’ll be connecting
to the AWS API directly and will not be using the Management Console.
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Fill in IAM User Info Screenshot

Select Attach existing policies directly.
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Add IAM User Policy Screenshot

Search for AdministratorAccess and select the policy, then selectNext: Tags.

We canprovide amore fine-grainedpolicy here andwe cover this later in the Customize the Serverless
IAM Policy chapter. But for now, let’s continue with this.
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Added Admin Policy Screenshot

We can optionally add some info to our IAM user. But we’ll skip this for now. Click Next: Review.
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Skip IAM tags Screenshot

Select Create user.
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Reivew IAM User Screenshot

Select Show to reveal Secret access key.
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Added IAM User Screenshot

Take a note of the Access key ID and Secret access key. Wewill be needing this in the next chapter.
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IAM User Credentials Screenshot

Now let’s configure our AWS CLI so we can deploy our applications from our command line.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure the AWS CLI

Tomake it easier to work with a lot of the AWS services, we are going to use the AWS CLI.

Install the AWS CLI

AWS CLI needs Python 2 version 2.6.5+ or Python 3 version 3.3+ and Pip. Use the following if you need
help installing Python or Pip.

• Installing Python
• Installing Pip

Now using Pip you can install the AWS CLI (on Linux, macOS, or Unix) by running:

$ sudo pip install awscli

Or using Homebrew onmacOS:

$ brew install awscli

If you are having some problems installing the AWS CLI or need Windows install instructions, refer to
the complete install instructions.

Add Your Access Key to AWS CLI

We now need to tell the AWS CLI to use your Access Keys from the previous chapter.

It should look something like this:

• Access key ID AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE
• Secret access keywJalrXUtnFEMI/K7MDENG/bPxRfiCYEXAMPLEKEY
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Simply run the following with your Secret Key ID and your Access Key.

$ aws configure

You can leave the Default region name and Default output format the way they are.

Next let’s get started with setting up our backend.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is SST?

We are going to be using AWS Lambda, Amazon API Gateway, and a host of other AWS services to
create our application. AWS Lambda is a compute service that lets you run codewithout provisioning
or managing servers. You pay only for the compute time you consume - there is no charge when your
code is not running. But working directly with AWS Lambda, API Gateway, and the other AWS services
can be a bit cumbersome.

Since these services run on AWS, it can be tricky to test and debug them locally. And a big part of
building serverless applications, is being able to define our infrastructure as code. This means that
we want our infrastructure to be created programmatically. We don’t want to have to click through
the AWS Console to create our infrastructure.

To solve these issues we created the Serverless Stack Framework (SST).

SSTmakes it easy to build serverless applications by allowing developers to:

1. Define their infrastructure using AWS CDK
2. Test their applicaitons live using Live Lambda Development
3. Set breakpoints and debug in Visual Studio Code
4. Deploy to multiple environments and regions
5. Use higher-level constructs designed specifically for serverless apps
6. Configure Lambda functions with JS and TS (using esbuild), Go, Python, C#, and F#

We also have an alternative guide using Serverless Framework.

Before we start creating our application, let’s look at the infrastructure as code concept in a bit more
detail.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What Is Infrastructure as Code

Serverless Stack Framework (SST) converts your infrastructure code into a CloudFormation template.
This is a description of the infrastructure that you are trying to configure as a part of your serverless
project. In our case we’ll be describing Lambda functions, API Gateway endpoints, DynamoDB tables,
S3 buckets, etc.

While you can configure this using the AWS console, you’ll need to do a whole lot of clicking around.
It’s much better to configure our infrastructure programmatically.

Thisgeneralpattern is called Infrastructureascodeand ithas somemassivebenefits. Firstly, it allows
us to simply replicateour setupwithacoupleof simple commands. Secondly, it is notaserrorproneas
doing it by hand. Additionally, describingour entire infrastructure as codeallowsus to createmultiple
environmentswith ease. For example, you cancreate adevenvironmentwhere youcanmakeand test
all your changes as you work on it. And this can be kept separate from your production environment
that your users are interacting with.

AWS CloudFormation

Todo thisweare going tobeusing AWSCloudFormation. CloudFormation is anAWS service that takes
a template (written in JSON or YAML), and provisions your resources based on that.
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How CloudFormation works

It creates a CloudFormation stack from the submitted template, and that stack is directly tied to the
resources that have been created. So if you remove the stack, the services that it created will be
removed as well.

As an example, here is what the CloudFormation template for a DynamoDB table looks like.

Resources:
NotesTable:
Type: AWS::DynamoDB::Table
Properties:
TableName: ${self:custom.tableName}
AttributeDefinitions:
- AttributeName: userId
AttributeType: S

- AttributeName: noteId
AttributeType: S

KeySchema:
- AttributeName: userId
KeyType: HASH

- AttributeName: noteId
KeyType: RANGE

BillingMode: PAY_PER_REQUEST
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Problems with CloudFormation

CloudFormation is great for defining your AWS resources. However it has a fewmajor drawbacks.

In a CloudFormation template you need to define all the resources that your app needs. This includes
quite a largenumber ofminor resources that youwon’t bedirectly interactingwith. So your templates
can easily be a few hundred lines long.

YAMLandJSONareeasy toget startedwith. But it canbe really hard tomaintain largeCloudFormation
templates. And since these are just simple definition files, it makes it hard to reuse and compose
them.

Finally, the learning curve for CloudFormation templates can be really steep. You’ll find yourself
constantly looking at the documentation to figure out how to define your resources.

Introducing AWS CDK

To fix these issues, AWS launched the AWS CDK project back in August 2018. It allows you to use
modern programming languages like JavaScript or Python, instead of YAML or JSON. We’ll be using
CDK in the coming chapters. So let’s take a quick look at how it works.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is AWS CDK

AWS CDK (Cloud Development Kit), released in Developer Preview back in August 2018; allows you to
use TypeScript, JavaScript, Java, .NET, and Python to create AWS infrastructure.

So for example, a CloudFormation template that creates our DynamoDB table would now look like.

- Resources:
- NotesTable:
- Type: AWS::DynamoDB::Table
- Properties:
- TableName: ${self:custom.tableName}
- AttributeDefinitions:
- - AttributeName: userId
- AttributeType: S
- - AttributeName: noteId
- AttributeType: S
- KeySchema:
- - AttributeName: userId
- KeyType: HASH
- - AttributeName: noteId
- KeyType: RANGE
- BillingMode: PAY_PER_REQUEST

+ const table = new dynamodb.Table(this, "notes", {
+ partitionKey: { name: 'userId', type: dynamodb.AttributeType.STRING },
+ sortKey: { name: 'noteId', type: dynamodb.AttributeType.STRING },
+ billingMode: dynamodb.BillingMode.PAY_PER_REQUEST,
+ });

The first thing to notice is that the resources are defined as class instances in JavaScript. That’s great
because we are used to thinking in terms of objects in programming languages. And now we can do
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the same for our infrastructure. Second, we can reuse these objects. We can combine and compose
them. So if you always find yourself creating the same set of resources, you canmake that into a new
class and reuse it!

CDK is truly, infrastructure as code.

How CDK works

CDK internally uses CloudFormation. It converts your code into a CloudFormation template. So in the
above example, you write the code at the bottom and it generates the CloudFormation template at
the top.

How CDK works

A CDK app is made up of multiple stacks. Or more specifically, multiple instances of the cdk.Stack
class. While these do get converted into CloudFormation stacks down the road. It’s more appropriate
to think of them as representations of your CloudFormation stacks, but in code.

When you run cdk synth, it converts these stacks into CloudFormation templates. And when you
run cdk deploy, it’ll submit these to CloudFormation. CloudFormation creates these stacks and all
the resources that are defined in them.

It’s fairly straightforward. The keybit here is that even thoughweare usingCloudFormation internally,
we are not working directly with the YAML or JSON templates anymore.
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CDK and SST

SST comeswith a list of higher-level CDK constructs designed tomake it easy to build serverless apps.
They are easy to get started with, but also allow you to customize them. It also comes with a local
development environment that we’ll be relying on through this guide. So when you run:

• sst build, it runs cdk synth internally
• sst start or sst deploy, it runs cdk deploy

Nowwe are ready to create our first SST app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an SST app

Now that we understand what infrastructure as code is, we are ready to create our first SST app.

Run the following in your working directory.

$ npx create-serverless-stack@latest notes
$ cd notes

By default our app will be deployed to an environment (or stage) called dev in the us-east-1 AWS
region. This can be changed in the sst.json in your project root.

{
"name": "notes",
"stage": "dev",
"region": "us-east-1",
"lint": true

}

Project layout

An SST app is made up of two parts.

1. stacks/—App Infrastructure

The code that describes the infrastructure of your serverless app is placed in the stacks/
directory of your project. SST uses AWS CDK, to create the infrastructure.

2. src/—App Code

The Lambda function code that’s run when your API is invoked is placed in the src/ directory
of your project.
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Later on we’ll be adding a frontend/ directory for our frontend React app.

The starter project that’s created is defining a simple Hello World API. In the next chapter, we’ll be
deploying it and running it locally.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Hello World API

With our newly created SST app, we are ready to deploy a simple Hello World API.

In stacks/MyStack.js you’ll notice a API definition similar to this.

export default class MyStack extends sst.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

// Create a HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {
routes: {
"GET /": "src/lambda.handler",

},
});

// Show the endpoint in the output
this.addOutputs({
"ApiEndpoint": api.url,

});
}

}

Herewe are creating a simple API with one route, GET /. When this API is invoked, the function called
handler in src/lambda.jswill be executed.

Let’s go ahead and create this.

Starting your dev environment

We’ll do this by starting up our local development environment.
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SST features a Live Lambda Development environment that allows you to work on your
serverless apps live.

$ npx sst start

The first time you run this command it’ll take a couple of minutes to deploy your app and a debug
stack to power the Live Lambda Development environment.

===============
Deploying app

===============

Preparing your SST app
Transpiling source
Linting source
Deploying stacks
dev-notes-my-stack: deploying...

dev-notes-my-stack

Stack dev-notes-my-stack
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://guksgkkr4l.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

The ApiEndpoint is the API we just created. Let’s test our endpoint. If you open the endpoint URL in
your browser, you should see Hello World! being printed out.
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Serverless Hello World API invoked

Note that when you hit this endpoint the Lambda function is being run locally.

Deploying to prod

To deploy our API to prod, we’ll need to stop our local development environment and run the
following.

$ npx sst deploy --stage prod

We don’t have to do this right now. We’ll be doing it later once we are done working on our app.

The idea here is that we are able to work on separate environments. So when we are working in dev,
it doesn’t break the API for our users in prod. The environment (or stage) names in this case are just
strings and have no special significance. We could’ve called them development and production
instead. We are however creating completely new serverless apps when we deploy to a different
environment. This is another advantage of the serverless architecture. The infrastructure as code
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idea means that it’s easy to replicate to new environments. And the pay per use model means that
we are not charged for these new environments unless we actually use them.

Nowwe are ready to create the backend for our notes app. But before that, let’s create a GitHub repo
to store our code.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Initialize a GitHub Repo

Before we start working on our app, let’s create a GitHub repository for this project. It’s a goodway to
store our code and we’ll use this repository later to automate deploying our app.

Create a New Github Repo

Let’s head over to GitHub. Make sure you are signed in and hit New repository.

Create new GitHub repository screenshot

Give your repository a name, in our case we are calling it demo-notes-app. Next hit Create
repository.
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Name new GitHub repository screenshot

Once your repository is created, copy the repository URL. We’ll need this soon.
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Copy new GitHub repo url screenshot

In our case the URL is:

https://github.com/serverless-stack/demo-notes-app.git

Initialize Your New Repo

Now head back to your project and use the following command to initialize your new
repo.

$ git init

Add the existing files.

$ git add .
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Create your first commit.

$ git commit -m "First commit"

Link it to the repo you created on GitHub.

$ git branch -M main
$ git remote add origin REPO_URL

Here REPO_URL is the URL we copied from GitHub in the steps above. You can verify that it has been
set correctly by doing the following.

$ git remote -v

Finally, let’s push our first commit to GitHub using:

$ git push -u origin main

Nowwe are ready to build our backend!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a DynamoDB Table in SST

We are now going to start creating our infrastructure in SST using AWS CDK. Starting with
DynamoDB.

Create a Stack

Add the following to a new file in stacks/StorageStack.js.

import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";

export default class StorageStack extends sst.Stack {
// Public reference to the table
table;

constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

// Create the DynamoDB table
this.table = new sst.Table(this, "Notes", {
fields: {
userId: sst.TableFieldType.STRING,
noteId: sst.TableFieldType.STRING,

},
primaryIndex: { partitionKey: "userId", sortKey: "noteId" },

});
}

}

Let’s quickly go over what we are doing here.
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We are creating a new stack in our SST app. We’ll be using it to create all our storage related
infrastructure (DynamoDB and S3). There’s no specific reason why we are creating a separate stack
for these resources. It’s only meant as a way of organizing our resources and illustrating how to
create separate stacks in our app.

We are using SST’s Table construct to create our DynamoDB table.

It has two fields: 1. userId: The id of the user that the note belongs to. 2. noteId: The id of the
note.

We are then creating an index for our table.

Each DynamoDB table has a primary key. This cannot be changed once set. The primary key uniquely
identifies each item in the table, so that no two items can have the same key. DynamoDB supports
two different kinds of primary keys:

• Partition key
• Partition key and sort key (composite)

We are going to use the composite primary key (referenced by primaryIndex in code block above)
whichgivesus additional flexibilitywhenquerying thedata. For example, if youprovideonly the value
for userId, DynamoDB would retrieve all of the notes by that user. Or you could provide a value for
userId and a value for noteId, to retrieve a particular note.

We are also exposing the Table that’s being created publicly.

// Public reference to the table
table;

This’ll allow us to reference this resource in our other stacks.

Add to the App

Now let’s add this stack to our app.

Replace the stacks/index.jswith this.

import StorageStack from "./StorageStack";

export default function main(app) {
new StorageStack(app, "storage");

}
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Deploy the App

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see something like this at the end of the deploy process.

Stack dev-notes-storage
Status: deployed

The Stack name above of dev-notes-storage is a string derived from your
${stageName}-${appName}-${stackName}. Your appName is defined in the name field of your
sst.json file and your stackName is the label you choose for your stack in ‘stacks/index.js’.

Remove Template Files

There are a couple of files that came with our starter template, that we can now remove.

Run the following in your project root.

$ rm stacks/MyStack.js src/lambda.js

Now that our database has been created, let’s create an S3 bucket to handle file uploads.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an S3 Bucket in SST

Just like the previous chapter, we are going to be using AWS CDK in our SST app to create an S3
bucket.

We’ll be adding to the StorageStack that we created.

Add to the Stack

Add the following above the sst.Table definition in stacks/StorageStack.js.

// Create an S3 bucket
this.bucket = new sst.Bucket(this, "Uploads");

This creates a new S3 bucket using the SST Bucket construct.

Also, find the following line in stacks/StorageStack.js.

// Public reference to the table
table;

And add the following above it.

// Public reference to the bucket
bucket;

As the comment says, we want to have a public reference to the S3 bucket.

Deploy the App

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.
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Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the storage stack has been updated.

Stack dev-notes-storage
Status: deployed

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit and push our changes to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a storage stack"
$ git push

Next, let’s create the API for our notes app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Building a serverless API
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Review Our App Architecture

So farwe’ve deployed our simple HelloWorld API, created a database (DynamoDB), and created an S3
bucket for file uploads. We are ready to start working on our backend API but let’s get a quick sense
of how the aforementioned pieces fit together.

Hello World API Architecture

Here’s what was built initially when we created the SST boilerplate application with its Hello World
API.

Serverless Hello World API architecture

API Gateway handles our main / endpoint, sending GET requests made to this to our default
src/lambda.js Lambda function.
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Notes App API Architecture

Then we added DynamoDB and S3 to the mix. We’ll also be adding a few other Lambda functions.

So our new notes app backend architecture will look something like this.

Serverless public API architecture

There are a couple of things of note here:

1. Our database is not exposed publicly and is only invoked by our Lambda functions.
2. But our users will be uploading files directly to the S3 bucket that we created.

The second point is something that is different froma lot of traditional server based architectures. We
are typically used to uploading the files to our server and then moving them to a file server. But here
we’ll be directly uploading it to our S3 bucket. We’ll look at this in more detail when we look at file
uploads.

In the coming sections will also be looking at how we can secure access to these resources. We’ll be
setting it up such that only our authenticated users will be allowed to access these resources.

Now that we have a good idea of how our app will be architected, let’s get to work!
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to Create a Note

Let’s get started by creating the API for our notes app.

We’ll first add an API to create a note. This API will take the note object as the input and store it in the
database with a new id. The note object will contain the content field (the content of the note) and
an attachment field (the URL to the uploaded file).

Creating a Stack

Create a new file in stacks/ApiStack.js and add the following.

import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";

export default class ApiStack extends sst.Stack {
// Public reference to the API
api;

constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

const { table } = props;

// Create the API
this.api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {
defaultFunctionProps: {
environment: {
TABLE_NAME: table.tableName,

},
},
routes: {
"POST /notes": "src/create.main",
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},
});

// Allow the API to access the table
this.api.attachPermissions([table]);

// Show the API endpoint in the output
this.addOutputs({
ApiEndpoint: this.api.url,

});
}

}

We are doing a couple of things of note here.

• We are creating a new stack for our API. We could’ve used the stack we had previously created
for DynamoDB and S3. But this is a good way to talk about how to share resources between
stacks.

• This new ApiStack expects a table resource to be passed in. We’ll be passing in the
DynamoDB table from the StorageStack that we created previously.

• We are creating an API using SST’s Api construct.

• We are passing in the name of our DynamoDB table as an environment variable called
TABLE_NAME. We’ll need this to query our table.

• The first routewe are adding to our API is the POSTS /notes route. It’ll be used to create a note.

• We are giving our API permission to access our DynamoDB table by calling
this.api.attachPermissions([table]).

• Finally, we are printing out the URL of our API as an output by calling this.addOutputs. We
are also exposing the API publicly so we can refer to it in other stacks.

Adding to the App

Let’s add this new stack to the rest of our app.

In stacks/index.js, import the API stack at the top.
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import ApiStack from "./ApiStack";

And, replace the main function with -

export default function main(app) {
const storageStack = new StorageStack(app, "storage");

new ApiStack(app, "api", {
table: storageStack.table,

});
}

Here you’ll notice thatwe using the public reference of the table from the StorageStack andpassing
it in to our ApiStack.

Add the Function

Now let’s add the function that’ll be creating our note.

Create a new file in src/create.jswith the following.

import * as uuid from "uuid";
import AWS from "aws-sdk";

const dynamoDb = new AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient();

export async function main(event) {
// Request body is passed in as a JSON encoded string in 'event.body'
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);

const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
Item: {
// The attributes of the item to be created
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: uuid.v1(), // A unique uuid
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content: data.content, // Parsed from request body
attachment: data.attachment, // Parsed from request body
createdAt: Date.now(), // Current Unix timestamp

},
};

try {
await dynamoDb.put(params).promise();

return {
statusCode: 200,
body: JSON.stringify(params.Item),

};
} catch (e) {
return {
statusCode: 500,
body: JSON.stringify({ error: e.message }),

};
}

}

There are some helpful comments in the code but let’s go over them quickly.

• Parse the input from the event.body. This represents the HTTP request body.
• It contains the contents of the note, as a string — content.
• It also contains an attachment, if one exists. It’s the filename of file that will been uploaded to
our S3 bucket.

• We read the name of our DynamoDB table from the environment variable using
process.env.TABLE_NAME. You’ll recall that we set this above while configuring our API.

• The userId is the id for the author of the note. For nowwe are hardcoding it to 123. Later we’ll
be setting this based on the authenticated user.

• Make a call to DynamoDB to put a new object with a generated noteId and the current date as
the createdAt.

• And if the DynamoDB call fails then return an error with the HTTP status code 500.

Let’s go ahead and install the npm packages that we are using here.

Run the following in our project root.
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$ npm install aws-sdk uuid@7.0.3

• aws-sdk allows us to talk to the various AWS services.
• uuid generates unique ids.

Deploy Our Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the new API stack has been deployed.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

It includes the API endpoint that we created.

Test the API

Nowwe are ready to test our new API.

Run the following in your terminal.

Make sure to keep your local environment (sst start) running in another window – and to replace
the endpoint address in the curl command below with your ApiEndpoint value from above.

$ curl -X POST \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{"content":"Hello World","attachment":"hello.jpg"}' \
https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/notes
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Here we are making a POST request to our create note API. We are passing in the content and
attachment as a JSON string. In this case the attachment is a made up file name. We haven’t
uploaded anything to S3 yet.

The response should look something like this.

{"userId":"123","noteId":"a46b7fe0-008d-11ec-a6d5-
a1d39a077784","content":"Hello
World","attachment":"hello.jpg","createdAt":1629336889054}

↪

↪

Make a note of the noteId in the response. We are going to use this newly created note in the next
chapter.

Refactor Our Code

Before we move on to the next chapter, let’s quickly refactor the code since we are going to be doing
much of the same for all of our APIs.

Start by replacing our create.jswith the following.

import * as uuid from "uuid";
import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);
const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
Item: {
// The attributes of the item to be created
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: uuid.v1(), // A unique uuid
content: data.content, // Parsed from request body
attachment: data.attachment, // Parsed from request body
createdAt: Date.now(), // Current Unix timestamp

},
};
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await dynamoDb.put(params);

return params.Item;
});

This code doesn’t work just yet but it shows you what we want to accomplish:

• We want to make our Lambda function async, and simply return the results.
• We want to simplify how we make calls to DynamoDB. We don’t want to have to create a new
AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient().

• We want to centrally handle any errors in our Lambda functions.
• Finally, since all of our Lambda functionswill be handling API endpoints, wewant to handle our
HTTP responses in one place.

Let’s start by creating the dynamodb util.

From the project root run the following to create a src/util directory.

$ mkdir src/util

Create a src/util/dynamodb.js file with:

import AWS from "aws-sdk";

const client = new AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient();

export default {
get: (params) => client.get(params).promise(),
put: (params) => client.put(params).promise(),
query: (params) => client.query(params).promise(),
update: (params) => client.update(params).promise(),
delete: (params) => client.delete(params).promise(),

};

Here we are creating a convenience object that exposes the DynamoDB client methods that we are
going to need in this guide.

Also create a src/util/handler.js file with the following.
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export default function handler(lambda) {
return async function (event, context) {
let body, statusCode;

try {
// Run the Lambda
body = await lambda(event, context);
statusCode = 200;

} catch (e) {
console.error(e);
body = { error: e.message };
statusCode = 500;

}

// Return HTTP response
return {
statusCode,
body: JSON.stringify(body),

};
};

}

Let’s go over this in detail.

• We are creating a handler function that we’ll use as a wrapper around our Lambda functions.
• It takes our Lambda function as the argument.
• We then run the Lambda function in a try/catch block.
• On success, we JSON.stringify the result and return it with a 200 status code.
• If there is an error then we return the error message with a 500 status code.

It’s important to note that the handler.js needs to be imported before we import anything else.
This is because we’ll be adding some error handling to it later that needs to be initialized when our
Lambda function is first invoked.

Next, we are going to add the API to get a note given its id.
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Common Issues

• Response statusCode: 500

If you see a statusCode: 500 response when you invoke your function, the error has been
reported by our code in the catch block. You’ll see a console.error is included in our
util/handler.js code above. Incorporating logs like these can help give you insight on
issues and how to resolve them.

} catch (e) {
// Prints the full error
console.error(e);

body = { error: e.message };
statusCode = 500;

}

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to Get a Note

Now that we created a note and saved it to our database. Let’s add an API to retrieve a note given its
id.

Add the Function

Create a new file in src/get.js in your project root with the following:

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if (!result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});
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This follows exactly the same structure as our previous create.js function. The major difference
here is that we are doing a dynamoDb.get(params) to get a note object given the userId (still
hardcoded) and noteId that’s passed in through the request.

Add the route

Let’s add a new route for the get note API.

Add the following below the POST /notes route in stacks/ApiStack.js.

"GET /notes/{id}": "src/get.main",

Deploy our changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Test the API

Let’s test the get notes API. In the previous chapterwe testedour create note API. It should’ve returned
the new note’s id as the noteId.

Run the following in your terminal.

$ curl https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/notes/NOTE_ID
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Make sure to replace the endpoint URL with your ApiEndpoint value and the NOTE_ID at the end of
the URL with the noteId that was created previously.

Since we are making a simple GET request, we could also go to this URL directly in your browser.

The response should look something like this.

{"attachment":"hello.jpg","content":"Hello
World","createdAt":1629336889054,"noteId":"a46b7fe0-008d-11ec-a6d5-
a1d39a077784","userId":"123"}

↪

↪

Next, let’s create an API to list all the notes a user has.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to List All the Notes

Nowwe are going to add an API that returns a list of all the notes a user has. This’ll be very similar to
the previous chapter where we were returning a single note.

Add the Function

Create a new file in src/list.jswith the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async () => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
// 'KeyConditionExpression' defines the condition for the query
// - 'userId = :userId': only return items with matching 'userId'
// partition key
KeyConditionExpression: "userId = :userId",
// 'ExpressionAttributeValues' defines the value in the condition
// - ':userId': defines 'userId' to be the id of the author
ExpressionAttributeValues: {
":userId": "123",

},
};

const result = await dynamoDb.query(params);

// Return the matching list of items in response body
return result.Items;

});
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This is pretty much the same as our get.js except we use a condition to only return the items that
have the same userId as the one we are passing in. In our case, it’s still hardcoded to 123.

Add the Route

Let’s add the route for this new endpoint.

Add the following above the POST /notes route in stacks/ApiStack.js.

"GET /notes": "src/list.main",

Deploy Our Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Test the API

Let’s test list all notes API.

Run the following in your terminal.

$ curl https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/notes

Again, replacing the example URL with your ApiEndpoint value.

Since we are making a simple GET request, we could also go to this URL directly in your browser.

The response should look something like this.
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[{"attachment":"hello.jpg","content":"Hello
World","createdAt":1629336889054,"noteId":"a46b7fe0-008d-11ec-a6d5-
a1d39a077784","userId":"123"}]

↪

↪

Note that, we are getting an array of notes. Instead of a single note.

Next we are going to add an API to update a note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to Update a Note

Now let’s create an API that allows a user to update a note with a new note object given the id.

Add the Function

Create a new file in src/update.js and paste the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);
const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be updated
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
// 'UpdateExpression' defines the attributes to be updated
// 'ExpressionAttributeValues' defines the value in the update expression
UpdateExpression: "SET content = :content, attachment = :attachment",
ExpressionAttributeValues: {
":attachment": data.attachment || null,
":content": data.content || null,

},
// 'ReturnValues' specifies if and how to return the item's attributes,
// where ALL_NEW returns all attributes of the item after the update; you
// can inspect 'result' below to see how it works with different settings
ReturnValues: "ALL_NEW",
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};

await dynamoDb.update(params);

return { status: true };
});

This should look similar to the create.js function. Here we make an update DynamoDB call with
the new content and attachment values in the params.

Add the Route

Let’s add a new route for the get note API.

Add the following below the GET /notes/{id} route in stacks/ApiStack.js.

"PUT /notes/{id}": "src/update.main",

Deploy Our Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Test the API

Nowwe are ready to test the new API.
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Run the following in your terminal.

Make sure to keep your local environment (sst start) running in another window.

$ curl -X PUT \
-H 'Content-Type: application/json' \
-d '{"content":"New World","attachment":"new.jpg"}' \
https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/notes/NOTE_ID

Make sure to replace the id at the end of the URL with the noteId fromwhen we created our note.

Here we are making a PUT request to a note that we want to update. We are passing in the new
content and attachment as a JSON string.

The response should look something like this.

{"status":true}

Next we are going to add the API to delete a note given its id.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to Delete a Note

Finally, we are going to create an API that allows a user to delete a given note.

Add the Function

Create a new file in src/delete.js and paste the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.TABLE_NAME,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be removed
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
};

await dynamoDb.delete(params);

return { status: true };
});

This makes a DynamoDB delete call with the userId & noteId key to delete the note. We are still
hard coding the userId for now.
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Add the Route

Let’s add a new route for the delete note API.

Add the following below the PUT /notes{id} route in stacks/ApiStack.js.

"DELETE /notes/{id}": "src/delete.main",

Deploy Our Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Test the API

Let’s test the delete note API.

Run the following in your terminal.

Make sure to keep your local environment (sst start) running in another window.

$ curl -X DELETE
https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/notes/NOTE_ID↪

Make sure to replace the id at the end of the URL with the noteId fromwhen we created our note.

Here we are making a DELETE request to the note that we want to delete. The response should look
something like this.
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{"status":true}

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit and push our changes to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding the API"
$ git push

SoourAPI is publicly available, thismeans that anybody canaccess it and createnotes. And it’s always
connecting to the 123 user id. Let’s fix these next by handling users and authentication.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Users and authentication
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Auth in Serverless Apps

In the last section, we created a serverless REST API and deployed it. But there are a couple of things
missing.

1. It’s not secure
2. And, it’s not linked to a specific user

These two problems are connected. We need a way to allow users to sign up for our notes app and
then only allow authenticated users to access it.

In this section we are going to learn to do just that. Starting with getting a understanding of how
authentication (and access control) works in the AWS world.

Public API Architecture

For reference, here is what we have so far.
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Serverless public API architecture

Our users make a request to our serverless API. It starts by hitting our API Gateway endpoint. And
depending on the endpoint we request, it’ll forward that request to the appropriate Lambda
function.

In terms of access control, our API Gateway endpoint is allowed to invoke the Lambda functions we
listed in the routesofourstacks/ApiStack.js. And if you’ll recall, our Lambda functionareallowed
to connect to our DynamoDB tables.

// Allow the API to access the table
this.api.attachPermissions([table]);

For uploading files, our users will directly upload them to the S3 bucket. While we’ll look at how our
frontendReact appuploads files later in the guide, in this sectionweneed tomake sure thatwe secure
access to it.
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Authenticated API Architecture

To allow users to sign up for our notes app and to secure our infrastructure, we’ll be moving to an
architecture that looks something like this.

Serverless Auth API architecture

There’s a bit more going on here. So let’s go over all the separate parts in detail.

A couple of quick notes before we jump in:

1. The Serverless API portion in this diagram is exactly the same as the one we looked at before.
It’s just simplified for the purpose of this diagram.

2. Here the user effectively represents our React app or the client.
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Cognito User Pool

Tomanage sign up and login functionality for our users, we’ll be using an AWS service called, Amazon
Cognito User Pool. It’ll store our user’s login info. It’ll also be managing user sessions in our React
app.

Cognito Identity Pool

To manage access control to our AWS infrastructure we use another service called Amazon Cognito
Identity Pools. This service decides if our previously authenticated user has access to the resources
he/she is trying to connect to. Identity Pools can have different authentication providers (like Cognito
User Pools, Facebook, Google etc.). In our case, our Identity Poolwill be connected to ourUser Pool.

If you are a little confused about the differences between a User Pool and and Identity Pool, don’t
worry. We’ve got a chapter to help you with just that — Cognito User Pool vs Identity Pool

Auth Role

OurCognito Identity Pool has a set of rules (called an IAMRole) attached to it. It’ll list out the resources
an authenticated user is allowed to access. These resources are listed using an ID called ARN.

We’ve got a couple of chapters to help you better understand IAMs and ARNs in detail:

• What is IAM

• What is an ARN

But for now our authenticated users use the Auth Role in our Identity Pool to interact with our
resources. This will help us ensure that our logged in users can only access our notes API. And not
any other API in our AWS account.

Authentication Flow

Let’s look at how the above pieces work together in practice.

Sign up

A user will sign up for our notes app by creating a new User Pool account. They’ll use their email and
password. They’ll be sent a code to verify their email. This will be handled between our React app
and User Pool. No other parts of our infrastructure are involved in this.
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Login

A signed up user can now login using their email and password. Our React app will send this info to
the User Pool. If these are valid, then a session is created in React.

Authenticated API Requests

To connect to our API.

1. The React client makes a request to API Gateway secured using IAM Auth.
2. API Gateway will check with our Identity Pool if the user has authenticated with our User Pool.
3. It’ll use the Auth Role to figure out if this user can access this API.
4. If everything looks good, then our Lambda function is invoked and it’ll pass in an Identity Pool

user id.

S3 File Uploads

OurReact clientwill be directly uploading files to our S3bucket. Similar to our API; it’ll also checkwith
the Identity Pool to see if we are authenticated with our User Pool. And if the Auth Role has access to
upload files to the S3 bucket.

Alternative Authentication Methods

It’s worth quicklymentioning that there are otherways to secure your APIs. Wementioned above that
an Identity Pool can use Facebook or Google as an authentication provider. So instead of using a User
Pool, you can use Facebook or Google. We have an Extra Credits chapter on Facebook specifically —
Facebook Login with Cognito using AWS Amplify

You can also directly connect the User Pool to API Gateway. The downside with that is that youmight
not be able to manage access control centrally to the S3 bucket (or any other AWS resources in the
future).

Finally, you can manage your users and authentication yourself. This is a little bit more complicated
and we are not covering it in this guide. Though wemight expand on it later.

Now thatwe’ve got a good idea howweare going to handle users and authentication in our serverless
app, let’s get started by adding the auth infrastructure to our app.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Adding Auth to Our Serverless App

So far we’ve created the DynamoDB table, S3 bucket, and API parts of our serverless backend. Now
let’s add auth into the mix. As we talked about in the previous chapter, we are going to use Cognito
User Pool to manage user sign ups and logins. While we are going to use Cognito Identity Pool to
manage which resources our users have access to.

Setting this all up can be pretty complicated in CDK. SST has a simple Auth construct to help with
this.

Create a Stack

Add the following to a new file in stacks/AuthStack.js.

import * as iam from "@aws-cdk/aws-iam";
import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";

export default class AuthStack extends sst.Stack {
// Public reference to the auth instance
auth;

constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

const { api, bucket } = props;

// Create a Cognito User Pool and Identity Pool
this.auth = new sst.Auth(this, "Auth", {
cognito: {
userPool: {
// Users can login with their email and password
signInAliases: { email: true },
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},
},

});

this.auth.attachPermissionsForAuthUsers([
// Allow access to the API
api,
// Policy granting access to a specific folder in the bucket
new iam.PolicyStatement({
actions: ["s3:*"],
effect: iam.Effect.ALLOW,
resources: [
bucket.bucketArn +

"/private/${cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/*",↪

],
}),

]);

// Show the auth resources in the output
this.addOutputs({
Region: scope.region,
UserPoolId: this.auth.cognitoUserPool.userPoolId,
IdentityPoolId: this.auth.cognitoCfnIdentityPool.ref,
UserPoolClientId: this.auth.cognitoUserPoolClient.userPoolClientId,

});
}

}

Let’s quickly go over what we are doing here.

• We are creating a new stack for our auth infrastructure. Wedon’t need to create a separate stack
but we are using it as an example to show how to work with multiple stacks.

• The Auth construct creates a Cognito User Pool for us. We are using the signInAliases prop
to state that we want our users to be login with their email.

• The Auth construct also creates an Identity Pool. The attachPermissionsForAuthUsers
function allows us to specify the resources our authenticated users have access to.

• In this case, we want them to access our API. We’ll be passing that in as a prop.
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• And we want them to access our S3 bucket. We’ll look at this in detail below.

• Finally, we output the ids of the auth resources that’ve been created.

We also need to install a CDK package for the IAM policy that we are creating.

Run the following in your project root.

$ npx sst add-cdk @aws-cdk/aws-iam

We are using this command instead of npm install because there’s a known issue with CDK where
mismatched versions can cause a problem.

Securing Access to Uploaded Files

We are creating a specific IAM policy to secure the files our users will upload to our S3 bucket.

// Policy granting access to a specific folder in the bucket
new iam.PolicyStatement({

actions: ["s3:*"],
effect: iam.Effect.ALLOW,
resources: [
bucket.bucketArn + "/private/${cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/*",

],
}),

Let’s look at how this works.

In the above policy we are granting our logged in users access to the path
private/${cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/ within our S3 bucket’s ARN. Where
cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub is the authenticated user’s federated identity id (their
user id). So a user has access to only their folder within the bucket. This allows us to separate access
to our user’s file uploads within the same S3 bucket.

One other thing to note is that, the federated identity id is a UUID that is assigned by our Identity Pool.
This id is different from the one that a user is assigned in a User Pool. This is because you can have
multiple authentication providers. The Identity Pool federates these identities and gives each user a
unique id.
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Add to the App

Let’s add this stack to our app.

Replace the main function in stacks/index.jswith this.

export default function main(app) {
const storageStack = new StorageStack(app, "storage");

const apiStack = new ApiStack(app, "api", {
table: storageStack.table,

});

new AuthStack(app, "auth", {
api: apiStack.api,
bucket: storageStack.bucket,

});
}

Here you’ll notice that we are passing in our API and S3 Bucket to the auth stack.

Also, import the new stack at the top.

import AuthStack from "./AuthStack";

Add Auth to the API

We also need to enable authentication in our API.

Add the following above the defaultFunctionProps: { line in
stacks/ApiStack.js.

defaultAuthorizationType: "AWS_IAM",

This tells our API that we want to use AWS_IAM across all our routes.
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Deploy the App

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see something like this at the end of the deploy process.

Stack dev-notes-auth
Status: deployed
Outputs:
Region: us-east-1
IdentityPoolId: us-east-1:9bd0357e-2ac1-418d-a609-bc5e7bc064e3
UserPoolClientId: 3fetogamdv9aqa0393adsd7viv
UserPoolId: us-east-1_TYEz7XP7P

Now that the auth services in our infrastructure havebeen created, let’s use them to secure our APIs.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Secure Our Serverless APIs

Now that our APIs have been secured with Cognito User Pool and Identity Pool, we are ready to use
the authenticated user’s info in our Lambda functions.

Recall that we’ve been hard coding our user ids so far (with user id 123). We’ll need to grab the real
user id from the Lambda function event.

Cognito Identity Id

Recall the function signature of a Lambda function:

export async function main(event, context) {}

Or the refactored version that we are using:

export const main = handler(async (event) => {});

So far we’ve used the event object to get the path parameters (event.pathParameters) and
request body (event.body).

Nowwe’ll get the id of the authenticated user.

event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId

This is an id that’s assigned to our user by our Cognito Identity Pool.

You’ll also recall that so far all of our APIs are hard coded to interact with a single user.

userId: "123", // The id of the author

Let’s change that.

Replace the above line in src/create.jswith.
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userId: event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId,

Do the same in the src/get.js.

userId: event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId,

And in the src/update.js.

userId: event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId,

In src/delete.js as well.

userId: event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId,

In src/list.js find this line instead.

":userId": "123",

And replace it with.

":userId": event.requestContext.authorizer.iam.cognitoIdentity.identityId,

Also, include event in the function arguments.

export const main = handler(async (event) => {

Keep in mind that the userId above is the Federated Identity id (or Identity Pool user id). This is not
the user id that is assigned in our User Pool. If you want to use the user’s User Pool user Id instead,
have a look at the Mapping Cognito Identity Id and User Pool Id chapter.

To test these changes we cannot use the curl command anymore. We’ll need to generate a set of
authentication headers to make our requests. Let’s do that next.

Test the APIs

Let’s quickly test our APIs with authentication.

To do this, we’ll need to create a test user for our Cognito User Pool.
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Create a Test User

We’ll use AWS CLI to sign up a user with their email and password.

In your terminal, run.

$ aws cognito-idp sign-up \
--region COGNITO_REGION \
--client-id USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID \
--username admin@example.com \
--password Passw0rd!

Make sure to replace COGNITO_REGION and USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID with the Region and
UserPoolClientId from the previous chapter.

Nowwe need to verify this email. For nowwe’ll do this via an administrator command.

In your terminal, run.

$ aws cognito-idp admin-confirm-sign-up \
--region COGNITO_REGION \
--user-pool-id USER_POOL_ID \
--username admin@example.com

Replace the COGNITO_REGION and USER_POOL_ID with the Region and UserPoolId from the
previous chapter.

Test the API With Auth

To be able to hit our API endpoints securely, we need to follow these steps.

1. Authenticate against our User Pool and acquire a user token.
2. With the user token get temporary IAM credentials from our Identity Pool.
3. Use the IAM credentials to sign our API request with Signature Version 4.

These steps can be a bit tricky to do by hand. Sowe created a simple tool called AWSAPI Gateway Test
CLI.

You can run it using.
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$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test \
--username='admin@example.com' \
--password='Passw0rd!' \
--user-pool-id='USER_POOL_ID' \
--app-client-id='USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID' \
--cognito-region='COGNITO_REGION' \
--identity-pool-id='IDENTITY_POOL_ID' \
--invoke-url='API_ENDPOINT' \
--api-gateway-region='API_REGION' \
--path-template='/notes' \
--method='POST' \
--body='{"content":"hello world","attachment":"hello.jpg"}'

We need to pass in quite a bit of our info to complete the above steps.

• Use the username and password of the user created above.
• Replace USER_POOL_ID, USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID, COGNITO_REGION, and
IDENTITY_POOL_ID with the UserPoolId, UserPoolClientId, Region, and
IdentityPoolId from our previous chapter.

• Replace the API_ENDPOINTwith the ApiEndpoint from our API stack outputs.
• And for the API_REGION you can use the same Region as we used above. Since our entire app
is deployed to the same region.

While this might look intimidating, just keep in mind that behind the scenes all we are doing is
generating some security headers before making a basic HTTP request. We won’t need to do this
when we connect from our React.js app.

If you are onWindows, use the command below. The space between each option is very important.

$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test --username admin@example.com --password
Passw0rd! --user-pool-id USER_POOL_ID --app-client-id USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID
--cognito-region COGNITO_REGION --identity-pool-id IDENTITY_POOL_ID
--invoke-url API_ENDPOINT --api-gateway-region API_REGION --path-template
/notes --method POST --body "{\"content\":\"hello
world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\"}"

↪

↪

↪

↪

↪

If the command is successful, the response will look similar to this.
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Authenticating with User Pool
Getting temporary credentials
Making API request
{

status: 200,
statusText: 'OK',
data: {
userId: 'us-east-1:edc3b241-70c3-4665-a775-1f2df6ddfc26',
noteId: '6f9f41a0-18b4-11eb-a94f-db173bada851',
content: 'hello world',
attachment: 'hello.jpg',
createdAt: 1603844881083

}
}

It’ll have created a new note for our test user.

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit and push our changes to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Securing the API"
$ git push

We’ve now got a serverless API that’s secure and handles user authentication. In the next section we
are going to look at howwe can work with 3rd party APIs in serverless. And how to handle secrets!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Working with secrets
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Setup a Stripe Account

So far we’ve created a basic CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) API. We are going to make a
small addition to this by adding an endpoint that works with a 3rd party API. This section is also
going to illustrate how to work with environment variables and how to accept credit card payments
using Stripe.

A commonextension of the notes app (thatwe’ve noticed) is to add abilling API thatworkswith Stripe.
In the case of our notes app we are going to allow our users to pay a fee for storing a certain number
of notes. The flow is going to look something like this:

1. The user is going to select the number of notes they want to store and puts in their credit card
information.

2. We are going to generate a one time token by calling the Stripe SDK on the frontend to verify
that the credit card info is valid.

3. We will then call an API passing in the number of notes and the generated token.

4. The API will take the number of notes, figure out how much to charge (based on our pricing
plan), and call the Stripe API to charge our user.

We aren’t going to do much else in the way of storing this info in our database. We’ll leave that as an
exercise for the reader.

Sign up for Stripe

Let’s start by creating a free Stripe account. Head over to Stripe and register for an account.
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Create a Stripe account screenshot

Once signed in, click the Developers link on the left.
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Stripe dashboard screenshot

And hit API keys.
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Developer section in Stripe dashboard screenshot

The first thing to note here is that we are working with a test version of API keys. To create the live
version, you’d need to verify your email address and business details to activate your account. For the
purpose of this guide we’ll continue working with our test version.

The second thing to note is that we need to generate the Publishable key and the Secret key. The
Publishable key is what we are going to use in our frontend client with the Stripe SDK. And the Secret
key is what we are going to use in our API when asking Stripe to charge our user. As denoted, the
Publishable key is public while the Secret key needs to stay private.

Hit the Reveal test key token.
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Stripe dashboard Stripe API keys screenshot

Make a note of both the Publishable key and the Secret key. We are going to be using these later.

Next, let’s use this in our SST app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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In the previous chapter, we created a Stripe account and got a pair of keys. Including the Stripe secret
key. We need this in our app butwedo notwant to store this secret environment variables in our code.
In this chapter, we’ll look at how to add secrets in SST.

We are going to create a .env file to store this.

Create a new file in .env.localwith the following.

STRIPE_SECRET_KEY=STRIPE_TEST_SECRET_KEY

Make sure to replace the STRIPE_TEST_SECRET_KEY with the Secret key from the previous
chapter.

SST automatically loads this into your application.

A note on committing these files. SST follows the convention used by Create React App and others
of committing .env files to Git but not the .env.local or .env.$STAGE.local files. You can read
more about it here.

To ensure that this file doesn’t get committed, we’ll need to add it to the .gitignore in our project
root. You’ll notice that the starter project we are using already has this in the .gitignore.

# environments
.env*.local

Also, since we won’t be committing this file to Git, we’ll need to add this to our CI when we want to
automate our deployments. We’ll do this later in the guide.

Next, let’s add these to our functions.

Add the following below the TABLE_NAME: table.tableName, line in
stacks/ApiStack.js:
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STRIPE_SECRET_KEY: process.env.STRIPE_SECRET_KEY,

We are taking the environment variables in our SST app and passing it into our API.

Deploy our changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Nowwe are ready to add an API to handle billing.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an API to Handle Billing

Now let’s get started with creating an API to handle billing. It’s going to take a Stripe token and the
number of notes the user wants to store.

Add a Billing Lambda

Start by installing the Stripe NPMpackage. Run the following in the root of our project.

$ npm install stripe

Create a new file in src/billing.jswith the following.

import Stripe from "stripe";
import handler from "./util/handler";
import { calculateCost } from "./util/cost";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const { storage, source } = JSON.parse(event.body);
const amount = calculateCost(storage);
const description = "Scratch charge";

// Load our secret key from the environment variables
const stripe = new Stripe(process.env.STRIPE_SECRET_KEY);

await stripe.charges.create({
source,
amount,
description,
currency: "usd",

});
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return { status: true };
});

Most of this is fairly straightforward but let’s go over it quickly:

• We get the storage and source from the request body. The storage variable is the number
of notes the user would like to store in his account. And source is the Stripe token for the card
that we are going to charge.

• We are using a calculateCost(storage) function (that we are going to add soon) to figure
out howmuch to charge a user based on the number of notes that are going to be stored.

• We create a new Stripe object using our Stripe Secret key. We are getting this from the
environment variable that we configured in the previous chapter.

• Finally, we use the stripe.charges.createmethod to charge the user and respond to the
request if everything went through successfully.

Note, if you are testing this from India, you’ll need to add some shipping information as well. Check
out the details from our forums.

Add the Business Logic

Now let’s implement our calculateCostmethod. This is primarily our business logic.

Create a src/util/cost.js and add the following.

export function calculateCost(storage) {
const rate = storage <= 10 ? 4 : storage <= 100 ? 2 : 1;
return rate * storage * 100;

}

This is basically saying that if a user wants to store 10 or fewer notes, we’ll charge them $4 per note.
For 11 to 100 notes, we’ll charge $2 and any more than 100 is $1 per note. Since Stripe expects us to
provide the amount in pennies (the currency’s smallest unit) wemultiply the result by 100.

Clearly, our serverless infrastructure might be cheap but our service isn’t!
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Add the Route

Let’s add a new route for our billing API.

Add the following below the DELETE /notes/{id} route in stacks/ApiStack.js.

"POST /billing": "src/billing.main",

Deploy Our Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the API stack is being updated.

Stack dev-notes-api
Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

Test the Billing API

Now that we have our billing API all set up, let’s do a quick test in our local environment.

We’ll be using the same CLI from a few chapters ago.

Run the following in your terminal.

$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test \
--username='admin@example.com' \
--password='Passw0rd!' \
--user-pool-id='USER_POOL_ID' \
--app-client-id='USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID' \
--cognito-region='COGNITO_REGION' \
--identity-pool-id='IDENTITY_POOL_ID' \
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--invoke-url='API_ENDPOINT' \
--api-gateway-region='API_REGION' \
--path-template='/billing' \
--method='POST' \
--body='{"source":"tok_visa","storage":21}'

Make sure to replace the USER_POOL_ID, USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID, COGNITO_REGION,
IDENTITY_POOL_ID, API_ENDPOINT, and API_REGION with the same values we used a couple of
chapters ago.

Here we are testing with a Stripe test token called tok_visa and with 21 as the number of notes we
want to store. You can readmore about the Stripe test cards and tokens in the Stripe API Docs here.

If the command is successful, the response will look similar to this.

Authenticating with User Pool
Getting temporary credentials
Making API request
{ status: 200, statusText: 'OK', data: { status: true } }

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit and push our changes to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a billing API"
$ git push

Now that we have our new billing API ready. Let’s look at how to setup unit tests in serverless. We’ll
be using that to ensure that our infrastructure and business logic has been configured correctly.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Unit Tests in Serverless

Our serverless app is made up of two big parts; the code that defines our infrastructure and the code
that powers our Lambda functions. We’d like to be able to test both of these.

On the infrastructure side, we want to make sure the right type of resources are being created. So we
don’t mistakingly deploy some updates.

On the Lambda function side, we have some simple business logic that figures out exactly howmuch
to charge our user based on the number of notes they want to store. We want to make sure that we
test all the possible cases for this before we start charging people.

SST comes with built in support for writing and running tests. It uses Jest internally for this.

Testing CDK Infrastructure

Let’s start bywriting a test for the CDK infrastructure in our app. We are going to keep this fairly simple
for now.

Add the following to test/StorageStack.test.js.

import { expect, haveResource } from "@aws-cdk/assert";
import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";
import StorageStack from "../stacks/StorageStack";

test("Test StorageStack", () => {
const app = new sst.App();
// WHEN
const stack = new StorageStack(app, "test-stack");
// THEN
expect(stack).to(
haveResource("AWS::DynamoDB::Table", {
BillingMode: "PAY_PER_REQUEST",

})
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);
});

This is a very simple CDK test that checks if our storage stack creates a DynamoDB table and that the
table’s billing mode is set to PAY_PER_REQUEST. This is the default setting in SST’s Table construct.
This test is making sure that we don’t change this setting by mistake.

We also have a sample test created with the starter that we can remove.

Run the following in your project root.

$ rm test/MyStack.test.js

Testing Lambda Functions

We are also going to test the business logic in our Lambda functions.

Create a new file in test/cost.test.js and add the following.

import { calculateCost } from "../src/util/cost";

test("Lowest tier", () => {
const storage = 10;

const cost = 4000;
const expectedCost = calculateCost(storage);

expect(cost).toEqual(expectedCost);
});

test("Middle tier", () => {
const storage = 100;

const cost = 20000;
const expectedCost = calculateCost(storage);

expect(cost).toEqual(expectedCost);
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});

test("Highest tier", () => {
const storage = 101;

const cost = 10100;
const expectedCost = calculateCost(storage);

expect(cost).toEqual(expectedCost);
});

This shouldbe straightforward. Weare adding 3 tests. They are testing thedifferent tiers of our pricing
structure. We test the case where a user is trying to store 10, 100, and 101 notes. And comparing the
calculated cost to the one we are expecting.

Run Tests

And we can run our tests by using the following command in the root of our project.

$ npx sst test

You should see something like this:

PASS test/cost.test.js
PASS test/StorageStack.test.js

Test Suites: 2 passed, 2 total
Tests: 4 passed, 4 total
Snapshots: 0 total
Time: 4.708 s, estimated 5 s
Ran all test suites.

And that’s it! We have unit tests all configured. These tests are fairly simple but should give you an
idea of how to addmore in the future. The key being that you are testing both your infrastructure and
your functions.
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Commit the Changes

Let’s commit our changes and push it to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding unit tests"
$ git push

Now we are almost ready to move on to our frontend. But before we do, we need to ensure that our
backend is configured so that our React app will be able to connect to it.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Handle CORS in Serverless APIs

Let’s take stock of our setup so far. We have a serverless API backend that allows users to create notes
and anS3bucketwhere they canupload files. We are nowalmost ready towork onour frontendReact
app.

However, before we can do that. There is one thing that needs to be taken care of — CORS or Cross-
Origin Resource Sharing.

Since our React app is going to be run inside a browser (andmost likely hosted on a domain separate
from our serverless API and S3 bucket), we need to configure CORS to allow it to connect to our
resources.

Let’s quickly review our backend app architecture.
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Serverless Auth API architecture

Our client will be interacting with our API, S3 bucket, and User Pool. CORS in the User Pool part is
taken care of by its internals. That leaves our API and S3 bucket. In the next couple of chapters we’ll
be setting that up.

Let’s get a quick background on CORS.

Understanding CORS

There are two things we need to do to support CORS in our serverless API.

1. Preflight OPTIONS requests
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For certain types of cross-domain requests (PUT, DELETE, ones with Authentication headers,
etc.), your browser will firstmake a preflight request using the requestmethodOPTIONS. These
need to respond with the domains that are allowed to access this API and the HTTP methods
that are allowed.

2. Respond with CORS headers

For all the other types of requests we need to make sure to include the appropriate CORS
headers. These headers, just like the one above, need to include the domains that are allowed.

There’s a bit more to CORS thanwhat we have covered here. Somake sure to check out theWikipedia
article for further details.

If we don’t set the above up, then we’ll see something like this in our HTTP responses.

No 'Access-Control-Allow-Origin' header is present on the requested resource

And our browser won’t show us the HTTP response. This can make debugging our API extremely
hard.

Add an API to Handle Billing

The SST Api construct that we are using enables CORS by default.

new Api(this, "Api", {
// Enabled by default
cors: true,
routes: {
"GET /notes": "src/list.main",

},
});

You can further configure the specifics if necessary. You can readmore about this here.

import { HttpMethod } from "@aws-cdk/aws-apigatewayv2";

new Api(this, "Api", {
cors: {
allowMethods: [HttpMethod.GET],
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},
routes: {
"GET /notes": "src/list.main",

},
});

We’ll go with the default setting for now.

CORS Headers in Lambda Functions

Next, we need to add the CORS headers in our Lambda function response.

Replace the return statement in our src/util/handler.js.

return {
statusCode,
body: JSON.stringify(body),

};

With the following.

return {
statusCode,
body: JSON.stringify(body),
headers: {
"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",
"Access-Control-Allow-Credentials": true,

},
};

Again you can customize the CORS headers but we’ll go with the default ones here.

The two steps we’ve taken above ensure that if our Lambda functions are invoked through API
Gateway, it’ll respond with the proper CORS config.

Next, let’s add these CORS settings to our S3 bucket as well. Since our frontend React app will be
uploading files directly to it.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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In the notes app we are building, users will be uploading files to the bucket we just created. And
since our app will be served through our custom domain, it’ll be communicating across domains
while it does the uploads. By default, S3 does not allow its resources to be accessed from a different
domain. However, cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) defines a way for client web applications
that are loaded in one domain to interact with resources in a different domain.

Let’s enable CORS for our S3 bucket.

Replace the following line in stacks/StorageStack.js.

this.bucket = new sst.Bucket(this, "Uploads");

With this.

this.bucket = new sst.Bucket(this, "Uploads", {
s3Bucket: {
// Allow client side access to the bucket from a different domain
cors: [
{
maxAge: 3000,
allowedOrigins: ["*"],
allowedHeaders: ["*"],
allowedMethods: ["GET", "PUT", "POST", "DELETE", "HEAD"],

},
],

},
});

Note that, you can customize this configuration to use your owndomain or a list of domains. We’ll use
these default settings for now.
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Commit the Changes

Let’s commit our changes and push it to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Enabling CORS"
$ git push

Nowwe are ready to use our serverless backend to create our frontend React app!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a New React.js App

We are now ready to work on our frontend. So far we’ve built and deployed our backend API and
infrastructure. We are now going to build a web app that connects to our backend.

We are going to create a single page app using React.js. We’ll use the Create React App project to set
everything up.

Create a New React App

Run the following command in your project root.

$ npx create-react-app frontend --use-npm
$ cd frontend

This should take a second to run, and it will create your new project in the frontend/ directory.

Note that we are adding this inside our SST app. Create React Appwill throw awarning if it is installed
inside a directory that uses Jest. And we were using Jest to run our tests. To disable this, we’ll need
to set an environment variable.

Add the following to frontend/.env.

SKIP_PREFLIGHT_CHECK=true

Loading SST Environment Variables

We also want to load the environment variables from our backend. To do this, we’ll be using the
[@serverless-stack/static-site-env
package](https://www.npmjs.com/package/@serverless-stack/static-site-env). It’ll find the
environment variables from our SST app and load it while starting the React development
environment.
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Run the following in the frontend/ directory.

$ npm install @serverless-stack/static-site-env --save-dev

Now to use this package, we’ll add it to our package.json scripts.

Replace the start script in your frontend/package.json.

"start": "react-scripts start",

With.

"start": "sst-env -- react-scripts start",

Add the React App to SST

We are going to be deploying our React app to AWS. To do that we’ll be using the SST
ReactStaticSite construct.

Create a new file in stacks/FrontendStack.js and add the following.

import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";

export default class FrontendStack extends sst.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

const { api, auth, bucket } = props;

// Define our React app
const site = new sst.ReactStaticSite(this, "ReactSite", {
path: "frontend",
// Pass in our environment variables
environment: {
REACT_APP_API_URL: api.url,
REACT_APP_REGION: scope.region,
REACT_APP_BUCKET: bucket.bucketName,
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REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID: auth.cognitoUserPool.userPoolId,
REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID: auth.cognitoCfnIdentityPool.ref,
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID:
auth.cognitoUserPoolClient.userPoolClientId,

},
});

// Show the url in the output
this.addOutputs({
SiteUrl: site.url,

});
}

}

We are creating a new stack in SST. We could’ve used one of the existing stacks but this allows us to
show how to connect stacks together.

We are doing a couple of things of note here:

1. We are pointing our ReactStaticSite construct to the frontend/ directory where our React
app is.

2. We are passing in the outputs from our other stacks as environment variables in React. This
means that we won’t have to hard code them in our React app. You can read more about this
over in our chapter on, Setting serverless environments variables in a React app.

3. And finally, we are outputting out the URL of our React app.

Adding to the app

Let’s add this new stack to the rest of our app.

Replace the main function in stacks/index.jswith.

export default function main(app) {
const storageStack = new StorageStack(app, "storage");

const apiStack = new ApiStack(app, "api", {
table: storageStack.table,

});
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const authStack = new AuthStack(app, "auth", {
api: apiStack.api,
bucket: storageStack.bucket,

});

new FrontendStack(app, "frontend", {
api: apiStack.api,
auth: authStack.auth,
bucket: storageStack.bucket,

});
}

Here you’ll notice that we are passing in the references from our other stacks into the
FrontendStack.

Also, import the new stack at the top.

import FrontendStack from "./FrontendStack";

Deploy the Changes

If youswitchover toyour terminal, you’ll notice that youarebeingprompted to redeployyour changes.
Go ahead and hit ENTER.

Note that, you’ll need to have sst start running for this to happen. If you had previously stopped
it, then running npx sst startwill deploy your changes again.

You should see that the new frontend stack has been deployed.

Stack dev-notes-frontend
Status: deployed
Outputs:
SiteUrl: https://d3j4c16hczgtjw.cloudfront.net

ReactSite:
REACT_APP_API_URL: https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
REACT_APP_BUCKET: dev-notes-storage-uploadsbucketc4b27cc7-xmqzx69e5bpt
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REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID:
us-east-1:2d7b425d-eb44-4c42-afbd-645018b37a27↪

REACT_APP_REGION: us-east-1
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID: jbf2qe4h17tl2u94fntkjii7n
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID: us-east-1_gll8EbWrr

Start the React App

Let’s start our React development environment.

In the frontend/ directory run.

$ npm start

This should fire up the newly created app in your browser.

New Create React App screenshot
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Change the Title

Let’s quickly change the title of our note taking app. Open up public/index.html and
edit the title tag to the following:

<title>Scratch - A simple note taking app</title>

Create React App comes pre-loaded with a pretty convenient yet minimal development environment.
It includes live reloading, a testing framework, ES6 support, andmuchmore.

Now we are ready to build our frontend! We are going to start by creating our app icon and updating
the favicons.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create React App generates a simple favicon for our app and places it in public/favicon.ico of
our app. However, getting the favicon to work on all browsers and mobile platforms requires a little
more work. There are quite a few different requirements and dimensions. And this gives us a good
opportunity to learn how to include files in the public/ directory of our app.

For our example, we are going to start with a simple image and generate the various versions from
it.

Right-click to download the following image. Or head over to this link to download it — [{{
‘../../assets/scratch-icon.png’ | absolute_url }}]({{ ‘../../assets/scratch-icon.png’ | absolute_url }})

To ensure that our iconworks formost of our targeted platformswe’ll use a service called the Favicon
Generator.

Click Select your Favicon picture to upload our icon.
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Realfavicongenerator.net screenshot

Once you upload your icon, it’ll show you a preview of your icon on various platforms. Scroll down
the page and hit the Generate your Favicons and HTML code button.
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Realfavicongenerator.net screenshot

This should generate your favicon package and the accompanying code.

Click Favicon package to download the generated favicons. And copy all the files over
to your public/ directory.
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Realfavicongenerator.net completed screenshot

Let’s remove the old icons files.

Note that, moving forward we’ll be working exclusively in the frontend/ directory.

Run the following from our frontend/ directory.

$ rm public/logo192.png public/logo512.png

Then replace the contents of public/manifest.jsonwith the following:

{
"short_name": "Scratch",
"name": "Scratch Note Taking App",
"icons": [
{
"src": "android-chrome-192x192.png",
"sizes": "192x192",
"type": "image/png"
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},
{
"src": "android-chrome-256x256.png",
"sizes": "256x256",
"type": "image/png"

}
],
"start_url": ".",
"display": "standalone",
"theme_color": "#ffffff",
"background_color": "#ffffff"

}

To includea file from thepublic/directory in yourHTML, CreateReact Appneeds the%PUBLIC_URL%
prefix.

Add this to your public/index.html.

<link
rel="apple-touch-icon"
sizes="180x180"
href="%PUBLIC_URL%/apple-touch-icon.png"

/>
<link

rel="icon"
type="image/png"
href="%PUBLIC_URL%/favicon-32x32.png"
sizes="32x32"

/>
<link

rel="icon"
type="image/png"
href="%PUBLIC_URL%/favicon-16x16.png"
sizes="16x16"

/>
<link

rel="mask-icon"
href="%PUBLIC_URL%/safari-pinned-tab.svg"
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color="#5bbad5"
/>
<meta name="description" content="A simple note taking app" />
<meta name="theme-color" content="#ffffff" />

And remove the following lines that reference the original favicon and theme color.

<meta name="theme-color" content="#000000">
<link rel="shortcut icon" href="%PUBLIC_URL%/favicon.ico">
<link rel="apple-touch-icon" href="logo192.png" />
<meta

name="description"
content="Web site created using create-react-app"

/>

Finally headover to yourbrowser and try the/favicon-32x32.pngpath to ensure that the fileswere
added correctly.

Next we are going to look into setting up custom fonts in our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set up Custom Fonts

Custom Fonts are now an almost standard part of modern web applications. We’ll be setting it up for
our note taking app using Google Fonts.

This also gives us a chance to explore the structure of our newly created React.js app.

Include Google Fonts

For our projectwe’ll be using the combinationof a Serif (PT Serif) andSans-Serif (OpenSans) typeface.
They will be served out through Google Fonts and can be used directly without having to host them
on our end.

Let’s first include them in the HTML. Our React.js app is using a single HTML file.

Go ahead and edit public/index.html and add the following line in the <head>
section of the HTML to include the two typefaces.

<link
rel="stylesheet"
type="text/css"

href="https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=PT+Serif|Open+Sans:300,400,600,700,800"↪

/>

Here we are referencing all the 5 different weights (300, 400, 600, 700, and 800) of the Open Sans
typeface.

Add the Fonts to the Styles

Now we are ready to add our newly added fonts to our stylesheets. Create React App helps separate
the styles for our individual components and has a master stylesheet for the project located in
src/index.css.
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Let’s replace the current styles in src/index.css for the body tag to the following.

body {
margin: 0;
padding: 0;
color: #333;
font-size: 16px;
-moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale;
-webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;
font-family: "Open Sans", sans-serif;

}

And let’s change the fonts for the header tags to our new Serif font by adding this block
to the css file.

h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6 {
font-family: "PT Serif", serif;

}

Now if you just flip over to your browser with our new app, you should see the new fonts update
automatically; thanks to the live reloading.
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Custom fonts updated screenshot

We’ll stay on the theme of adding styles and set up our project with Bootstrap to ensure that we have
a consistent UI Kit to work with while building our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set up Bootstrap

A big part of writing web applications is having a UI Kit to help create the interface of the application.
Weare going touseBootstrap for our note taking app. WhileBootstrap canbeuseddirectlywithReact;
the preferred way is to use it with the React Bootstrap package. This makes our markup a lot simpler
to implement and understand.

We also need a couple of icons in our application. We’ll be using the React Icons package for this. It
allows us to include icons in our React app as standard React components.

Installing React Bootstrap

Run the following command in your frontend/ directory and not in your project root

$ npm install react-bootstrap@1.6.1 react-icons@4.2.0 --save

This installs the npm packages and adds the dependencies to your package.json of your React
app.

Add Bootstrap Styles

React Bootstrap uses the standard Bootstrap v3 styles; so just add the following styles to
your public/index.html.

<link
rel="stylesheet"

href="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/bootstrap@4.5.3/dist/css/bootstrap.min.css"↪

integrity="sha384-
TX8t27EcRE3e/ihU7zmQxVncDAy5uIKz4rEkgIXeMed4M0jlfIDPvg6uqKI2xXr2"↪
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crossorigin="anonymous"
/>

We’ll also tweak the styles of the form fields so that themobile browser does not zoom in on them on
focus. We just need them to have a minimum font size of 16px to prevent the zoom.

To do that, let’s add the following to our src/index.css.

select.form-control,
textarea.form-control,
input.form-control {

font-size: 1rem;
}
input[type=file] {

width: 100%;
}

We are also setting the width of the input type file to prevent the page on mobile from overflowing
and adding a scrollbar.

Now if you head over to your browser, you might notice that the styles have shifted a bit. This is
because Bootstrap includes Normalize.css to have a more consistent styles across browsers.

Next, we are going to create a few routes for our application and set up the React Router.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Routes in React
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Handle Routes with React Router

Create React App sets a lot of things up by default but it does not come with a built-in way to handle
routes. And since we are building a single page app, we are going to use React Router to handle them
for us.

React Router allows us to specify a route like: /login. And specify a React Component that should
be loaded when a user goes to that page.

Let’s start by installing React Router.

Installing React Router

Run the following command in the frontend/ directory and not in your project root.

$ npm install react-router-dom@5.2.0 --save

This installs the NPM package and adds the dependency to the package.json of your React app.

Setting up React Router

Even though we don’t have any routes set up in our app, we can get the basic structure up and
running. Our app currently runs from the App component in src/App.js. We are going to be using
this component as the container for our entire app. To do that we’ll encapsulate our App component
within a Router.

Replace the following code in src/index.js:

ReactDOM.render(
<React.StrictMode>
<App />

</React.StrictMode>,
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document.getElementById('root')
);

With this:

ReactDOM.render(
<React.StrictMode>
<Router>
<App />

</Router>
</React.StrictMode>,
document.getElementById('root')

);

And import this in the header of src/index.js.

import { BrowserRouter as Router } from 'react-router-dom';

We’ve made two small changes here.

1. Use BrowserRouter as our router. This uses the browser’s History API to create real URLs.
2. Use the Router to render our App component. This will allow us to create the routes we need

inside our App component.

Now if you head over to your browser, your app should load just like before. The only difference being
that we are using React Router to serve out our pages.

Next we are going to look into how to organize the different pages of our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create Containers

Currently, our app has a single component that renders our content. For creating our note taking app,
we need to create a few different pages to load/edit/create notes. Before we can do that we will put
the outer “chrome” (or UI) of our app inside a component and render all the top level components
inside them. We are calling the top level components that represent the various pages, containers.

Add a Navbar

Let’s start by creating the outer chrome of our application by first adding a navigation bar to it. We are
going to use the Navbar React-Bootstrap component.

Go ahead and remove the code inside src/App.js and replace it with the following.

import React from "react";
import Navbar from "react-bootstrap/Navbar";
import "./App.css";

function App() {
return (
<div className="App container py-3">
<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<Navbar.Brand className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
<Navbar.Toggle />

</Navbar>
</div>

);
}

export default App;
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We are doing a few things here:

1. Creating a fixed width container using Bootstrap in div.container.
2. Adding a Navbar inside the container that fits to its container’s width using the attribute fluid.
3. Using a couple of Bootstrap spacing utility classes (like mb-# and py-#) to add margin bottom

(mb) and padding vertical (py). These use a proportional set of spacer units to give a more
harmonious feel to our UI.

Let’s clear out the styles that came with our template.

Remove all the code inside src/App.css and replace it with the following:

.App {
}

For now we don’t have any styles to add but we’ll leave this file around, in case you want to add to it
later.

Also, let’s remove some unused template files.

Run the following in your React frontend/ directory.

$ rm src/logo.svg src/App.test.js

Add the Home container

Now thatwehave the outer chromeof our application ready, let’s add the container for the homepage
of our app. It’ll respond to the / route.

Create a src/containers/ directory by running the following in the frontend/
directory.

$ mkdir src/containers/

We’ll be storing all of our top level components here. These are components that will respond to
our routes and make requests to our API. We will be calling them containers through the rest of this
tutorial.

Create a new container and add the following to src/containers/Home.js.
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import React from "react";
import "./Home.css";

export default function Home() {
return (
<div className="Home">
<div className="lander">
<h1>Scratch</h1>
<p className="text-muted">A simple note taking app</p>

</div>
</div>

);
}

This simply renders our homepage given that the user is not currently signed in.

Now let’s add a few lines to style this.

Add the following into src/containers/Home.css.

.Home .lander {
padding: 80px 0;
text-align: center;

}

.Home .lander h1 {
font-family: "Open Sans", sans-serif;
font-weight: 600;

}

Set up the Routes

Nowwe’ll set up the routes so that we can have this container respond to the / route.

Create src/Routes.js and add the following into it.
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import React from "react";
import { Route, Switch } from "react-router-dom";
import Home from "./containers/Home";

export default function Routes() {
return (
<Switch>
<Route exact path="/">
<Home />

</Route>
</Switch>

);
}

This component uses thisSwitch component fromReact-Router that renders the firstmatching route
that is defined within it. For now we only have a single route, it looks for / and renders the Home
component when matched. We are also using the exact prop to ensure that it matches the / route
exactly. This is because the path /will also match any route that starts with a /.

Render the Routes

Now let’s render the routes into our App component.

Add the following to the header of your src/App.js.

import Routes from "./Routes";

And add the following line below our Navbar component inside src/App.js.

<Routes />

So the App function component of our src/App.js should now look like this.

function App() {
return (
<div className="App container py-3">
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<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<Navbar.Brand className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
<Navbar.Toggle />

</Navbar>
<Routes />

</div>
);

}

This ensures that as we navigate to different routes in our app, the portion below the navbar will
change to reflect that.

Finally, head over to your browser and your app should show the brand newhomepage of your app.

New homepage loaded screenshot

Next we are going to add login and signup links to our navbar.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Adding Links in the Navbar

Now that we have our first route set up, let’s add a couple of links to the navbar of our app. These will
direct users to login or signup for our app when they first visit it.

Replace the App function component in src/App.jswith the following.

function App() {
return (
<div className="App container py-3">
<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<Navbar.Brand href="/" className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
<Navbar.Toggle />
<Navbar.Collapse className="justify-content-end">
<Nav>
<Nav.Link href="/signup">Signup</Nav.Link>
<Nav.Link href="/login">Login</Nav.Link>

</Nav>
</Navbar.Collapse>

</Navbar>
<Routes />

</div>
);

}

This adds two links to our navbar inside the Nav Bootstrap component. The Navbar.Collapse
component ensures that onmobile devices the two links will be collapsed.

We also added a link to the Scratch logo. It links back to the homepage of our app.

And let’s include the Nav component in the header.

Add the following import to the top of your src/App.js.
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import Nav from "react-bootstrap/Nav";

Now if you flip over to your browser, you should see the links in our navbar.

Navbar links added screenshot

Unfortunately, when you click on them they refresh your browser while redirecting to the link. We
need it to route it to the new link without refreshing the page since we are building a single page
app.

To fix thisweneeda component thatworkswithReact Router andReactBootstrap calledReact Router
Bootstrap. It can wrap around your Navbar links and use the React Router to route your app to the
required link without refreshing the browser.

Run the following command in the frontend/ directory and not in your project root.

$ npm install react-router-bootstrap

Let’s also import it.
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Add this to the top of your src/App.js.

import { LinkContainer } from "react-router-bootstrap";

We will now wrap our links with the LinkContainer. Replace the App function
component in your src/App.jswith this.

function App() {
return (
<div className="App container py-3">
<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<LinkContainer to="/">
<Navbar.Brand className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
</LinkContainer>
<Navbar.Toggle />
<Navbar.Collapse className="justify-content-end">
<Nav activeKey={window.location.pathname}>
<LinkContainer to="/signup">
<Nav.Link>Signup</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/login">
<Nav.Link>Login</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>
</Nav>

</Navbar.Collapse>
</Navbar>
<Routes />

</div>
);

}

We are doing one other thing here. We are grabbing the current path the user is on from the
window.location object. And we set it as the activeKey of our Nav component. This’ll highlight
the link when we are on that page.
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<Nav activeKey={window.location.pathname}>

And that’s it! Now if you flip over to your browser and click on the login link, you should see the link
highlighted in the navbar. Also, it doesn’t refresh the page while redirecting.

Navbar link highlighted screenshot

You’ll notice that we are not rendering anything on the page because we don’t have a login page
currently. We should handle the case when a requested page is not found.

Next let’s look at how to tackle handling 404s with our router.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Handle 404s

Now that we know how to handle the basic routes; let’s look at handling 404s with the React Router.
These are cases when a user goes to a URL that we are not explicitly handling. We want to show a
helpful sign to our users when this happens.

Create a Component

Let’s start by creating a component that will handle this for us.

Create a new component at src/containers/NotFound.js and add the following.

import React from "react";
import "./NotFound.css";

export default function NotFound() {
return (
<div className="NotFound text-center">
<h3>Sorry, page not found!</h3>

</div>
);

}

All this component does is print out a simple message for us.

Let’s add a couple of styles for it in src/containers/NotFound.css.

.NotFound {
padding-top: 100px;

}
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Add a Catch All Route

Nowwe just need to add this component to our routes to handle our 404s.

Find the <Switch> block in src/Routes.js and add it as the last line in that section.

{/* Finally, catch all unmatched routes */}
<Route>

<NotFound />
</Route>

This needs to always be the last line in the<Route>block. You can think of it as the route that handles
requests in case all the other routes before it have failed.

And include the NotFound component in the header by adding the following:

import NotFound from "./containers/NotFound";

And that’s it! Now if you were to switch over to your browser and try clicking on the Login or Signup
buttons in the Nav you should see the 404 message that we have.
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Router 404 page screenshot

Next up, we are going to allow our users to login and sign up for our app!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure AWS Amplify

In this sectionwe are going to allow our users to login and sign up for our app. To do this we are going
to start connecting the AWS resources that we created in the backend section.

To do this we’ll be using a library called AWS Amplify. AWS Amplify provides a few simple modules
(Auth, API, and Storage) to help us easily connect to our backend.

Install AWS Amplify

Run the following command in the frontend/ directory and not in your project root.

$ npm install aws-amplify

This installs the NPM package and adds the dependency to the package.json of your React app..

Create a Config

Let’s first create a configuration file for our app that’ll reference all the resources we have created.

Create a file at src/config.js and add the following.

const config = {
// Backend config
s3: {
REGION: process.env.REACT_APP_REGION,
BUCKET: process.env.REACT_APP_BUCKET,

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: process.env.REACT_APP_REGION,
URL: process.env.REACT_APP_API_URL,
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},
cognito: {
REGION: process.env.REACT_APP_REGION,
USER_POOL_ID: process.env.REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID,
APP_CLIENT_ID: process.env.REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID,
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: process.env.REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID,

},
};

export default config;

Herewe are loading the environment that are set fromour serverless backend. We did this backwhen
we were first setting up our React app.

Add AWS Amplify

Next we’ll set up AWS Amplify.

Import it by adding the following to the header of your src/index.js.

import { Amplify } from 'aws-amplify';

And import the config we created above.

Add the following, also to the header of your src/index.js.

import config from './config';

And to initialize AWS Amplify; add the following above the ReactDOM.render line in
src/index.js.

Amplify.configure({
Auth: {
mandatorySignIn: true,
region: config.cognito.REGION,
userPoolId: config.cognito.USER_POOL_ID,
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identityPoolId: config.cognito.IDENTITY_POOL_ID,
userPoolWebClientId: config.cognito.APP_CLIENT_ID

},
Storage: {
region: config.s3.REGION,
bucket: config.s3.BUCKET,
identityPoolId: config.cognito.IDENTITY_POOL_ID

},
API: {
endpoints: [
{
name: "notes",
endpoint: config.apiGateway.URL,
region: config.apiGateway.REGION

},
]

}
});

A couple of notes here.

• Amplify refers to Cognito as Auth, S3 as Storage, and API Gateway as API.

• The mandatorySignIn flag for Auth is set to true because we want our users to be signed in
before they can interact with our app.

• The name: "notes" is basically telling Amplify that we want to name our API. Amplify allows
you to add multiple APIs that your app is going to work with. In our case our entire backend is
just one single API.

• The Amplify.configure() is just setting the various AWS resources that we want to interact
with. It isn’t doing anything else special here beside configuration. So while this might look
intimidating, just remember this is only setting things up.

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit our code so far and push it to GitHub.
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$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Setting up our React app"
$ git push

Next up, we are going to work on creating our login and sign up forms.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Login Page

Let’s create a page where the users of our app can login with their credentials. When we created our
User Pool we asked it to allow a user to sign in and sign up with their email as their username. We’ll
be touching on this further when we create the signup form.

So let’s start by creating the basic form that’ll take the user’s email (as their username) and
password.

Add the Container

Create a new file src/containers/Login.js and add the following.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import Button from "react-bootstrap/Button";
import "./Login.css";

export default function Login() {
const [email, setEmail] = useState("");
const [password, setPassword] = useState("");

function validateForm() {
return email.length > 0 && password.length > 0;

}

function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

}

return (
<div className="Login">
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<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="email">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={email}
onChange={(e) => setEmail(e.target.value)}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="password">
<Form.Label>Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
value={password}
onChange={(e) => setPassword(e.target.value)}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Button block size="lg" type="submit" disabled={!validateForm()}>
Login

</Button>
</Form>

</div>
);

}

We are introducing a couple of new concepts in this.

1. Right at the top of our component, we are using the useState hook to storewhat the user enters
in the form. TheuseStatehook just givesyou thecurrent valueof thevariable youwant to store
in the state and a function to set the new value. If you are transitioning from Class components
to using React Hooks, we’ve added a chapter to help you understand how Hooks work.

2. We then connect the state to our two fields in the form using the setEmail and setPassword
functions to store what the user types in — e.target.value. Once we set the new state, our
component gets re-rendered. The variables email and password now have the new values.

3. We are setting the form controls to show the value of our two state variables email and
password. In React, this pattern of displaying the current form value as a state variable and
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setting the new one when a user types something, is called a Controlled Component.

4. We are setting the autoFocus flag for our email field, so that when our form loads, it sets focus
to this field.

5. We also link up our submit button with our state by using a validate function called
validateForm. This simply checks if our fields are non-empty, but can easily do something
more complicated.

6. Finally, we trigger our callback handleSubmit when the form is submitted. For now we are
simply suppressing the browser’s default behavior on submit but we’ll do more here later.

Let’s add a couple of styles to this in the file src/containers/Login.css.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.Login {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.Login form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 320px;

}
}

These styles roughly target any non-mobile screen sizes.

Add the Route

Now we link this container up with the rest of our app by adding the following line to
src/Routes.js below our home <Route>.

<Route exact path="/login">
<Login />

</Route>

And include our component in the header.
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import Login from "./containers/Login";

Now if we switch to our browser and navigate to the login page we should see our newly created
form.

Login page added screenshot

Next, let’s connect our login form to our AWS Cognito set up.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Login with AWS Cognito

We are going to use AWS Amplify to login to our Amazon Cognito setup. Let’s start by importing it.

Import Auth from AWS Amplify

Add the Auth module to the header of our Login container in
src/containers/Login.js.

import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";

Login to Amazon Cognito

The login code itself is relatively simple.

Simply replace our placeholder handleSubmit method in
src/containers/Login.jswith the following.

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

try {
await Auth.signIn(email, password);
alert("Logged in");

} catch (e) {
alert(e.message);

}
}

We are doing two things of note here.
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1. We grab the email and password and call Amplify’s Auth.signIn() method. This method
returns a promise since it will be logging in the user asynchronously.

2. We use the await keyword to invoke the Auth.signIn()method that returns a promise. And
we need to label our handleSubmitmethod as async.

Now if you try to login using the admin@example.com user (that we created in the Create a Cognito
Test User chapter), you should see the browser alert that tells you that the login was successful.

Login success screenshot

Next, we’ll take a look at storing the login state in our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add the Session to the State

To complete the login process we would need to update the app state with the session to reflect that
the user has logged in.

Update the App State

First we’ll start by updating the application state by setting that the user is logged in. We might be
tempted to store this in the Login container, but since we are going to use this in a lot of other places,
it makes sense to lift up the state. The most logical place to do this will be in our App component.

To save the user’s login state, let’s include the useState hook in src/App.js.

Replace the React import:

import React from "react";

With the following:

import React, { useState } from "react";

Add the following to the top of our App component function.

const [isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated] = useState(false);

This initializes the isAuthenticated state variable to false, as in the user is not logged in. And
calling userHasAuthenticated updates it. But for the Login container to call this methodwe need
to pass a reference of this method to it.
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Store the Session in the Context

Weare going to have to pass the session related info to all of our containers. This is going to be tedious
if we pass it in as a prop, since we’ll have to do that manually for each component. Instead let’s use
React Context for this.

We’ll create a context for our entire app that all of our containers will use.

Create a src/lib/ directory in the frontend/ React directory.

$ mkdir src/lib/

We’ll use this to store all our common code.

Add the following to src/lib/contextLib.js.

import { useContext, createContext } from "react";

export const AppContext = createContext(null);

export function useAppContext() {
return useContext(AppContext);

}

This really simple bit of code is creating and exporting two things: 1. Using the createContext API
to create a new context for our app. 2. Using the useContext React Hook to access the context.

If you are not sure how Contexts work, don’t worry, it’ll makemore sense once we use it.

Import our new app context in the header of src/App.js.

import { AppContext } from "./lib/contextLib";

Now to add our session to the context and to pass it to our containers:

Wrap our Routes component in the return statement of src/App.js.

<Routes />

With this.
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<AppContext.Provider value={{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }}>
<Routes />

</AppContext.Provider>

React Context’s are made up of two parts. The first is the Provider. This is telling React that all the
child components inside the Context Provider should be able to access what we put in it. In this case
we are putting in the following object:

{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }

Use the Context to Update the State

The second part of the Context API is the consumer. We’ll add that to the Login container:

Start by importing it in the header of src/containers/Login.js.

import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";

Include the hook by adding it below the export default function Login() {
line.

const { userHasAuthenticated } = useAppContext();

This is telling React that we want to use our app context here and that we want to be able to use the
userHasAuthenticated function.

Finally, replace the alert('Logged in'); line with the following in
src/containers/Login.js.

userHasAuthenticated(true);

Create a Logout Button

We can now use this to display a Logout button once the user logs in. Find the following in our
src/App.js.
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<LinkContainer to="/signup">
<Nav.Link>Signup</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/login">

<Nav.Link>Login</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>

And replace it with this:

{isAuthenticated ? (
<Nav.Link onClick={handleLogout}>Logout</Nav.Link>

) : (
<>
<LinkContainer to="/signup">
<Nav.Link>Signup</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/login">
<Nav.Link>Login</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>
</>

)}

The<>or Fragment component canbe thought of as a placeholder component. Weneed this because
in the case the user is not logged in, we want to render two links. To do this we would need to wrap
it inside a single component, like a div. But by using the Fragment component it tells React that the
two links are inside this component but we don’t want to render any extra HTML.

And add this handleLogout method to src/App.js above the return statement as
well.

function handleLogout() {
userHasAuthenticated(false);

}

Nowhead over to your browser and try logging inwith the admin credentialswe created in the Secure
Our Serverless APIs chapter. You should see the Logout button appear right away.
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Login state updated screenshot

Now if you refresh your page you should be logged out again. This is because we are not initializing
the state from the browser session. Let’s look at how to do that next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Load the State from the Session

To make our login information persist we need to store and load it from the browser session. There
are a few different ways we can do this, using Cookies or Local Storage. Thankfully the AWS Amplify
does this for us automatically andwe just need to read from it and load it into our application state.

Amplify gives us a way to get the current user session using the Auth.currentSession()method.
It returns a promise that resolves to the session object (if there is one).

Load User Session

Let’s load thiswhenour app loads. To do thiswe are going to use another React hook, called useEffect.
Since Auth.currentSession() returns a promise, it means that we need to ensure that the rest of
our app is only ready to go after this has been loaded.

To do this, let’s add another state variable to our src/App.js state called
isAuthenticating. Add it to the top of our App function.

const [isAuthenticating, setIsAuthenticating] = useState(true);

We start with the value set to true because as we first load our app, it’ll start by checking the current
authentication state.

Let’s include the Authmodule by adding the following to the header of src/App.js.

import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";

Now to load the user session we’ll add the following to our src/App.js right below our
variable declarations.

useEffect(() => {
onLoad();
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}, []);

async function onLoad() {
try {
await Auth.currentSession();
userHasAuthenticated(true);

}
catch(e) {
if (e !== 'No current user') {
alert(e);

}
}

setIsAuthenticating(false);
}

Let’s understand how this and the useEffect hook works.

The useEffect hook takes a function and an array of variables. The function will be called every
time the component is rendered. And the array of variables tell React to only re-run our function if the
passed in array of variables have changed. This allows us to control when our function gets run. This
has some neat consequences:

1. If we don’t pass in an array of variables, our hook gets executed everytime our component is
rendered.

2. If we pass in some variables, on every render React will first check if those variables have
changed, before running our function.

3. If we pass in an empty list of variables, then it’ll only run our function on the FIRST render.

In our case, we only want to check the user’s authentication state when our app first loads. So we’ll
use the third option; just pass in an empty list of variables — [].

When our app first loads, it’ll run the onLoad function. All this does is load the current session. If it
loads, then it updates the isAuthenticating state variable once the process is complete. It does
so by calling setIsAuthenticating(false). The Auth.currentSession() method throws an
error No current user if nobody is currently logged in. We don’t want to show this error to users
when they load up our app and are not signed in. Once Auth.currentSession() runs successfully,
we call userHasAuthenticated(true) to set that the user is logged in.

So the top of our App function should now look like this:
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function App() {
const [isAuthenticating, setIsAuthenticating] = useState(true);
const [isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated] = useState(false);

useEffect(() => {
onLoad();

}, []);

...

Let’s make sure to include the useEffect hook by replacing the React import in the
header of src/App.jswith:

import React, { useState, useEffect } from "react";

Render When the State Is Ready

Since loading the user session is an asynchronous process, we want to ensure that our app does not
change states when it first loads. To do this we’ll hold off rendering our app till isAuthenticating
is false.

We’ll conditionally render our app based on the isAuthenticating flag.

Our return statement in src/App.js should be as follows.

return (
!isAuthenticating && (
<div className="App container py-3">
<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<LinkContainer to="/">
<Navbar.Brand className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
</LinkContainer>
<Navbar.Toggle />
<Navbar.Collapse className="justify-content-end">
<Nav activeKey={window.location.pathname}>
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{isAuthenticated ? (
<Nav.Link onClick={handleLogout}>Logout</Nav.Link>

) : (
<>
<LinkContainer to="/signup">

<Nav.Link>Signup</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/login">

<Nav.Link>Login</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>

</>
)}

</Nav>
</Navbar.Collapse>

</Navbar>
<AppContext.Provider value={{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }}>

<Routes />
</AppContext.Provider>

</div>
)

);

Now if you head over to your browser and refresh the page, you should see that a user is logged in.
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Login from session loaded screenshot

Unfortunately, whenwe hit Logout and refresh the page; we are still logged in. To fix this we are going
to clear the session on logout next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Clear the Session on Logout

Currently we are only removing the user session from our app’s state. But when we refresh the page,
we load the user session from the browser Local Storage (using Amplify), in effect logging them back
in.

AWS Amplify has a Auth.signOut()method that helps clear it out.

Let’s replace the handleLogout function in our src/App.jswith this:

async function handleLogout() {
await Auth.signOut();

userHasAuthenticated(false);
}

Now if you head over to your browser, logout and then refresh the page; you should be logged out
completely.

If you try out the entire login flow from the beginning you’ll notice that, we continue to stay on the
login page throughout the entire process. Next, we’ll look at redirecting the page after we login and
logout to make the flowmakemore sense.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Redirect on Login and Logout

To complete the login flow we are going to need to do twomore things.

1. Redirect the user to the homepage after they login.
2. And redirect them back to the login page after they logout.

We are going to use the useHistory hook that comes with React Router. This will allow us to use the
browser’s History API.

Redirect to Home on Login

First, initialize useHistory hook in the beginning of src/containers/Login.js.

const history = useHistory();

Make sure to add it below the export default function Login() { line.

Then update the handleSubmit method in src/containers/Login.js to look like
this:

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

try {
await Auth.signIn(email, password);
userHasAuthenticated(true);
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
alert(e.message);

}
}
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Also, import useHistory from React Router in the header of
src/containers/Login.js.

import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";

Now if you head over to your browser and try logging in, you should be redirected to the homepage
after you’ve been logged in.

React Router v4 redirect home after login screenshot

Redirect to Login After Logout

Nowwe’ll do something very similar for the logout process.

Add the useHistory hook in the beginning of App component.
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const history = useHistory();

Import useHistory from React Router in the header of src/App.js.

import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";

Add the following to the bottom of the handleLogout function in our src/App.js.

history.push("/login");

So our handleLogout function should now look like this.

async function handleLogout() {
await Auth.signOut();

userHasAuthenticated(false);

history.push("/login");
}

This redirects us back to the login page once the user logs out.

Now if you switch over to your browser and try logging out, you should be redirected to the login
page.

You might have noticed while testing this flow that since the login call has a bit of a delay, we might
need to give some feedback to the user that the login call is in progress. Also, we are not doing awhole
lot with the errors that the Auth packagemight throw. Let’s look at those next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Give FeedbackWhile Logging In

It’s important thatwegive the user some feedbackwhileweare logging them in. So they get the sense
that the app is still working, as opposed to being unresponsive.

Use an isLoading Flag

To do this we are going to add an isLoading flag to the state of our
src/containers/Login.js. Add the following to the top of our Login function component.

const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);

And we’ll update it while we are logging in. So our handleSubmit function now looks
like so:

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
await Auth.signIn(email, password);
userHasAuthenticated(true);
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
alert(e.message);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}
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Create a Loader Button

Now to reflect the state change in our button we are going to render it differently based on the
isLoading flag. But we are going to need this piece of code in a lot of different places. So it makes
sense that we create a reusable component out of it.

Create a src/components/ directory by running this command in the frontend/
directory.

$ mkdir src/components/

Herewe’ll be storing all our React components that are not dealing directlywith our API or responding
to routes.

Create a new file and add the following in src/components/LoaderButton.js.

import React from "react";
import Button from "react-bootstrap/Button";
import { BsArrowRepeat } from "react-icons/bs";
import "./LoaderButton.css";

export default function LoaderButton({
isLoading,
className = "",
disabled = false,
...props

}) {
return (
<Button
disabled={disabled || isLoading}
className={`LoaderButton ${className}`}
{...props}

>
{isLoading && <BsArrowRepeat className="spinning" />}
{props.children}

</Button>
);

}
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This is a really simple component that takes an isLoading prop and disabled prop. The latter is a
result of whatwe have currently in our Login button. Andwe ensure that the button is disabledwhen
isLoading is true. This makes it so that the user can’t click it while we are in the process of logging
them in.

The className prop that we have is to ensure that a CSS class that’s set for this component, doesn’t
override the LoaderButton CSS class that we are using internally.

When the isLoading flag is on, we show an icon. The icon we include is from the Bootstrap icon set
of React Icons.

And let’s add a couple of styles to animate our loading icon.

Add the following to src/components/LoaderButton.css.

.LoaderButton .spinning {
margin-right: 7px;
top: 2px;
animation: spin 1s infinite linear;

}

@keyframes spin {
from {
transform: scale(1) rotate(0deg);

}
to {
transform: scale(1) rotate(360deg);

}
}

This spins the icon infinitely with each spin taking a second. And by adding these styles as a part of
the LoaderButtonwe keep them self contained within the component.

Render Using the isLoading Flag

Nowwe can use our new component in our Login container.

In src/containers/Login.js find the <Button> component in the return
statement.
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<Button block size="lg" type="submit" disabled={!validateForm()}>
Login

</Button>

And replace it with this.

<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
Login

</LoaderButton>

Also, let’s replace Button import in the header. Remove this.

import Button from "react-bootstrap/Button";

And add the following.

import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";

Andnowwhenwe switch over to the browser and try logging in, you should see the intermediate state
before the login completes.
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Login loading state screenshot

Handling Errors

Youmight havenoticed in our Login andAppcomponents thatwe simplyalertwhen there is an error.
We are going to keep our error handling simple. But it’ll help us further down the line if we handle all
of our errors in one place.

To do that, create src/lib/errorLib.js and add the following.

export function onError(error) {
let message = error.toString();

// Auth errors
if (!(error instanceof Error) && error.message) {

message = error.message;
}
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alert(message);
}

The Auth package throws errors in a different format, so all this code does is alert the errormessage
we need. And in all other cases simply alert the error object itself.

Let’s use this in our Login container.

Import the new error lib in the header of src/containers/Login.js.

import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";

And replace alert(e.message); in the handleSubmit function with:

onError(e);

We’ll do something similar in the App component.

Import the error lib in the header of src/App.js.

import { onError } from "./lib/errorLib";

And replace alert(e); in the onLoad function with:

onError(e);

We’ll improve our error handling a little later on in the guide.

Also, if you would like to add Forgot Password functionality for your users, you can refer to our Extra
Credit series of chapters on user management.

For now, we are ready to move on to the sign up process for our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Custom React Hook to Handle Form
Fields

Now before we move on to creating our sign up page, we are going to take a short detour to simplify
howwe handle form fields in React. We built a form as a part of our login page andwe are going to do
the same for our sign up page. You’ll recall that in our login component we were creating two state
variables to store the username and password.

const [email, setEmail] = useState("");
const [password, setPassword] = useState("");

And we also use something like this to set the state:

onChange={(e) => setEmail(e.target.value)}

Now we are going to do something similar for our sign up page and it’ll have a few more fields than
the login page. So it makes sense to simplify this process and have some common logic that all our
form related components can share. Plus this is a good way to introduce the biggest benefit of React
Hooks — reusing stateful logic between components.

Creating a Custom React Hook

Add the following to src/lib/hooksLib.js.

import { useState } from "react";

export function useFormFields(initialState) {
const [fields, setValues] = useState(initialState);

return [
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fields,
function(event) {
setValues({
...fields,
[event.target.id]: event.target.value

});
}

];
}

Creatinga customhook is amazingly simple. In fact, wedid this backwhenwecreatedour appcontext.
But let’s go over in detail how this works:

1. A custom React Hook starts with the word use in its name. So ours is called useFormFields.

2. Our Hook takes the initial state of our form fields as an object and saves it as a state variable
called fields. The initial state in our case is an object where the keys are the ids of the form
fields and the values are what the user enters.

3. So our hook returns an array with fields and a callback function that sets the new state based
on the event object. The callback function takes the event object and gets the form field id
from event.target.id and the value from event.target.value. In the case of our form
the elements, the event.target.id comes from the controlId thats set in the Form.Group
element:

<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="email">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={email}
onChange={(e) => setEmail(e.target.value)}

/>
</Form.Group>

4. The callback function is directly using setValues, the function that we get from useState. So
onChangewe takewhat theuser has enteredandcallsetValues toupdate the stateof fields,
{ ...fields, [event.target.id]: event.target.value }. This updatedobject is now
set as our new form field state.
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And that’s it! We can now use this in our Login component.

Using Our Custom Hook

Replace our src/containers/Login.jswith the following:

import React, { useState } from "react";
import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";
import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./Login.css";

export default function Login() {
const history = useHistory();
const { userHasAuthenticated } = useAppContext();
const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
email: "",
password: ""

});

function validateForm() {
return fields.email.length > 0 && fields.password.length > 0;

}

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
await Auth.signIn(fields.email, fields.password);
userHasAuthenticated(true);
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history.push("/");
} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

return (
<div className="Login">
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="email">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="password">
<Form.Label>Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
value={fields.password}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
Login

</LoaderButton>
</Form>
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</div>
);

}

You’ll notice that we are using our useFormFields Hook. A good way to think about custom React
Hooks is to simply replace the line wherewe use it, with the Hook code itself. So instead of this line:

const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
email: "",
password: ""

});

Simply imagine the code for the useFormFields function instead!

Finally, we are setting our fields using the function our custom Hook is returning.

onChange={handleFieldChange}

Nowwe are ready to tackle our sign up page.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Signup Page

The signup page is quite similar to the login page that we just created. But it has a couple of key
differences. When we sign the user up, AWS Cognito sends them a confirmation code via email. We
also need to authenticate the new user once they’ve confirmed their account.

So the signup flow will look something like this:

1. The user types in their email, password, and confirms their password.

2. We sign them up with Amazon Cognito using the AWS Amplify library and get a user object in
return.

3. We then render a form to accept the confirmation code that AWS Cognito has emailed to them.

4. We confirm the sign up by sending the confirmation code to AWS Cognito.

5. We authenticate the newly created user.

6. Finally, we update the app state with the session.

So let’s get started by creating the basic sign up form first.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create the Signup Form

Let’s start by creating the signup form that’ll get the user’s email and password.

Add the Container

Create a new container at src/containers/Signup.jswith the following.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./Signup.css";

export default function Signup() {
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
email: "",
password: "",
confirmPassword: "",
confirmationCode: "",

});
const history = useHistory();
const [newUser, setNewUser] = useState(null);
const { userHasAuthenticated } = useAppContext();
const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);

function validateForm() {
return (
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fields.email.length > 0 &&
fields.password.length > 0 &&
fields.password === fields.confirmPassword

);
}

function validateConfirmationForm() {
return fields.confirmationCode.length > 0;

}

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

setNewUser("test");

setIsLoading(false);
}

async function handleConfirmationSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);
}

function renderConfirmationForm() {
return (
<Form onSubmit={handleConfirmationSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="confirmationCode" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Confirmation Code</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="tel"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.confirmationCode}

/>
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<Form.Text muted>Please check your email for the code.</Form.Text>
</Form.Group>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
variant="success"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateConfirmationForm()}

>
Verify

</LoaderButton>
</Form>

);
}

function renderForm() {
return (
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="email" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="password" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
value={fields.password}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="confirmPassword" size="lg">
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<Form.Label>Confirm Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.confirmPassword}

/>
</Form.Group>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
variant="success"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
Signup

</LoaderButton>
</Form>

);
}

return (
<div className="Signup">
{newUser === null ? renderForm() : renderConfirmationForm()}

</div>
);

}

Most of the things we are doing here are fairly straightforward but let’s go over them quickly.

1. Since we need to show the user a form to enter the confirmation code, we are conditionally
rendering two forms based on if we have a user object or not.

{newUser === null ? renderForm() : renderConfirmationForm()}

2. We are using the LoaderButton component that we created earlier for our submit buttons.

3. Since we have two forms we have two validation functions called validateForm and
validateConfirmationForm.
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4. We are setting the autoFocus flags on the email and the confirmation code fields.

<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"

...

5. For now our handleSubmit and handleConfirmationSubmit don’t do a whole lot besides
setting the isLoading state and a dummy value for the newUser state.

6. And you’ll notice we are using the useFormFields custom React Hook that we previously
created to handle our form fields.

const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
email: "",
password: "",
confirmPassword: "",
confirmationCode: "",

});

Also, let’s add a couple of styles in src/containers/Signup.css.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.Signup {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.Signup form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 320px;

}
}

Add the Route

Finally, add our container as a route in src/Routes.js below our login route.
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<Route exact path="/signup">
<Signup />

</Route>

And include our component in the header.

import Signup from "./containers/Signup";

Now if we switch to our browser and navigate to the signup page we should see our newly created
form. Our form doesn’t do anything when we enter in our info but you can still try to fill in an email
address, password, and the confirmation code. It’ll give you an idea of how the formwill behave once
we connect it to Cognito.

Signup page added screenshot

Next, let’s connect our signup form to Amazon Cognito.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Signup with AWS Cognito

Now let’s go ahead and implement the handleSubmit and handleConfirmationSubmit functions
and connect it up with our AWS Cognito setup.

Replace our handleSubmit and handleConfirmationSubmit functions in
src/containers/Signup.jswith the following.

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
const newUser = await Auth.signUp({
username: fields.email,
password: fields.password,

});
setIsLoading(false);
setNewUser(newUser);

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

async function handleConfirmationSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
await Auth.confirmSignUp(fields.email, fields.confirmationCode);
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await Auth.signIn(fields.email, fields.password);

userHasAuthenticated(true);
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

Also, include the Amplify Auth in our header.

import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";

The flow here is pretty simple:

1. In handleSubmit we make a call to signup a user using Auth.signUp(). This creates a new
user object.

2. Save that user object to the state using setNewUser.

3. In handleConfirmationSubmit use the confirmation code to confirm the user with
Auth.confirmSignUp().

4. With the user now confirmed, Cognito now knows that we have a new user that can login to our
app.

5. Use the email and password to authenticate exactly the same way we did in the login page. By
calling Auth.signIn().

6. Update the App’s context using the userHasAuthenticated function.

7. Finally, redirect to the homepage.

Now if youwere to switch over to your browser and try signing up for a new account it should redirect
you to the homepage after sign up successfully completes.
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Redirect home after signup screenshot

A quick note on the signup flow here. If the user refreshes their page at the confirm step, they won’t
be able to get back and confirm that account. It forces them to create a new account instead. We are
keeping things intentionally simple but here are a couple of hints on how to fix it.

1. Check for the UsernameExistsException in the handleSubmit function’s catch block.

2. Use the Auth.resendSignUp()method to resend the code if the user has not been previously
confirmed. Here is a link to the Amplify API docs.

3. Confirm the code just as we did before.

Give this a try and post in the comments if you have any questions.

Now while developing you might run into cases where you need to manually confirm an
unauthenticated user. You can do that with the AWS CLI using the following command.

aws cognito-idp admin-confirm-sign-up \
--region COGNITO_REGION \
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--user-pool-id USER_POOL_ID \
--username YOUR_USER_EMAIL

Just be sure to use your Cognito User Pool Id and the email you used to create the account.

If you would like to allow your users to change their email or password, you can refer to our Extra
Credit series of chapters on user management.

Next up, we are going to create our first note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Building a React app
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Add the Create Note Page

Now that we can signup users and also log them in. Let’s get started with the most important part of
our note taking app; the creation of a note.

First we are going to create the form for a note. It’ll take some content and a file as an attachment.

Add the Container

Create a new file src/containers/NewNote.js and add the following.

import React, { useRef, useState } from "react";
import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import config from "../config";
import "./NewNote.css";

export default function NewNote() {
const file = useRef(null);
const history = useHistory();
const [content, setContent] = useState("");
const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);

function validateForm() {
return content.length > 0;

}

function handleFileChange(event) {
file.current = event.target.files[0];

}
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async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

if (file.current && file.current.size > config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) {
alert(
`Please pick a file smaller than ${config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE /
1000000} MB.`

);
return;

}

setIsLoading(true);
}

return (
<div className="NewNote">
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="content">
<Form.Control
value={content}
as="textarea"
onChange={(e) => setContent(e.target.value)}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="file">
<Form.Label>Attachment</Form.Label>
<Form.Control onChange={handleFileChange} type="file" />

</Form.Group>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
size="lg"
variant="primary"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
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Create
</LoaderButton>

</Form>
</div>

);
}

Everything is fairly standard here, except for the file input. Our form elements so far have been
controlled components, as in their value is directly controlled by the state of the component.
However, in the case of the file input we want the browser to handle this state. So instead of
useStatewe’ll use the useRef hook. The main difference between the two is that useRef does not
cause the component to re-render. It simply tells React to store a value for us so that we can use it
later. We can set/get the current value of a ref by using its current property. Just as we do when the
user selects a file.

file.current = event.target.files[0];

Currently, our handleSubmit does not do a whole lot other than limiting the file size of our
attachment. We are going to define this in our config.

So add the following to our src/config.js below the const config = { line.

MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE: 5000000,

Let’s also add the styles for our form in src/containers/NewNote.css.

.NewNote form textarea {
height: 300px;
font-size: 1.5rem;

}

Add the Route

Finally, add our container as a route in src/Routes.js below our signup route.
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<Route exact path="/notes/new">
<NewNote />

</Route>

And include our component in the header.

import NewNote from "./containers/NewNote";

Now if we switch to our browser and navigate http://localhost:3000/notes/newwe should see
our newly created form. Try adding some content, uploading a file, and hitting submit to see it in
action.

New note page added screenshot

Next, let’s get into connecting this form to our API.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Call the Create API

Now that we have our basic create note form working, let’s connect it to our API. We’ll do the upload
to S3 a little bit later. Our APIs are secured using AWS IAM and Cognito User Pool is our authentication
provider. Thankfully, Amplify takes care of this for us by using the logged in user’s session.

Let’s include the API module by adding the following to the header of
src/containers/NewNote.js.

import { API } from "aws-amplify";

And replace our handleSubmit function with the following.

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

if (file.current && file.current.size > config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) {
alert(
`Please pick a file smaller than ${config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE /
1000000} MB.`

);
return;

}

setIsLoading(true);

try {
await createNote({ content });
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);
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}
}

function createNote(note) {
return API.post("notes", "/notes", {
body: note

});
}

This does a couple of simple things.

1. We make our create call in createNote by making a POST request to /notes and passing in
our note object. Notice that the first two arguments to the API.post()method are notes and
/notes. This is because back in the Configure AWS Amplify chapter we called these set of APIs
by the name notes.

2. For now the note object is simply the content of the note. We are creating these notes without
an attachment for now.

3. Finally, after the note is created we redirect to our homepage.

And that’s it; if you switch over to your browser and try submitting your form, it should successfully
navigate over to our homepage.
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New note created screenshot

Next let’s upload our file to S3 and add an attachment to our note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Upload a File to S3

Let’s now add an attachment to our note. The flow we are using here is very simple.

1. The user selects a file to upload.
2. The file is uploaded to S3 under the user’s folder and we get a key back.
3. Create a note with the file key as the attachment.

We are going to use the Storage module that AWS Amplify has. If you recall, that back in the Create a
Cognito identity pool chapter we allow a logged in user access to a folder inside our S3 Bucket. AWS
Amplify stores directly to this folder if we want to privately store a file.

Also, just looking ahead a bit; we will be uploading files when a note is created and when a note is
edited. So let’s create a simple convenience method to help with that.

Upload to S3

Create src/lib/awsLib.js and add the following:

import { Storage } from "aws-amplify";

export async function s3Upload(file) {
const filename = `${Date.now()}-${file.name}`;

const stored = await Storage.vault.put(filename, file, {
contentType: file.type,

});

return stored.key;
}

The abovemethod does a couple of things.
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1. It takes a file object as a parameter.

2. Generates a unique file nameusing the current timestamp (Date.now()). Of course, if your app
is being used heavily thismight not be the bestway to create a unique filename. But this should
be fine for now.

3. Upload the file to the user’s folder in S3 using the Storage.vault.put() object. Alternatively,
if we were uploading publicly you can use the Storage.put()method.

4. And return the stored object’s key.

Upload Before Creating a Note

Now that we have our uploadmethods ready, let’s call them from the create note method.

Replace the handleSubmit method in src/containers/NewNote.js with the
following.

async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

if (file.current && file.current.size > config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) {
alert(
`Please pick a file smaller than ${
config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE / 1000000

} MB.`
);
return;

}

setIsLoading(true);

try {
const attachment = file.current ? await s3Upload(file.current) : null;

await createNote({ content, attachment });
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
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setIsLoading(false);
}

}

And make sure to include s3Upload by adding the following to the header of
src/containers/NewNote.js.

import { s3Upload } from "../lib/awsLib";

The change we’ve made in the handleSubmit is that:

1. We upload the file using the s3Uploadmethod.

2. Use the returned key and add that to the note object when we create the note.

Now when we switch over to our browser and submit the form with an uploaded file we should see
the note being created successfully. And the app being redirected to the homepage.

Next up we are going to allow users to see a list of the notes they’ve created.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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List All the Notes

Now that we are able to create a new note, let’s create a page where we can see a list of all the notes
a user has created. It makes sense that this would be the homepage (even though we use the / route
for the landing page). So we just need to conditionally render the landing page or the homepage
depending on the user session.

Currently, our Home container is very simple. Let’s add the conditional rendering in there.

Replace our src/containers/Home.jswith the following.

import React, { useState, useEffect } from "react";
import ListGroup from "react-bootstrap/ListGroup";
import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./Home.css";

export default function Home() {
const [notes, setNotes] = useState([]);
const { isAuthenticated } = useAppContext();
const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(true);

function renderNotesList(notes) {
return null;

}

function renderLander() {
return (
<div className="lander">
<h1>Scratch</h1>
<p className="text-muted">A simple note taking app</p>

</div>
);

}
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function renderNotes() {
return (
<div className="notes">
<h2 className="pb-3 mt-4 mb-3 border-bottom">Your Notes</h2>
<ListGroup>{!isLoading && renderNotesList(notes)}</ListGroup>

</div>
);

}

return (
<div className="Home">
{isAuthenticated ? renderNotes() : renderLander()}

</div>
);

}

We are doing a few things of note here:

1. Rendering the lander or the list of notes based on isAuthenticated flag in our app context.

{isAuthenticated ? renderNotes() : renderLander()}

2. Store our notes in the state. Currently, it’s empty but we’ll be calling our API for it.

3. Once we fetch our list we’ll use the renderNotesListmethod to render the items in the list.

4. We’re using the Bootstrap utility classes pb-3 (padding bottom), mt-4 (margin top), mb-3
(margin bottom), and border-bottom to style the Your Notes header.

And that’s our basic setup! Head over to the browser and the homepage of our app should render out
an empty list.
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Empty homepage loaded screenshot

Next we are going to fill it up with our API.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Call the List API

Now that we have our basic homepage set up, let’s make the API call to render our list of notes.

Make the Request

Add the following right below the state variable declarations in
src/containers/Home.js.

useEffect(() => {
async function onLoad() {
if (!isAuthenticated) {
return;

}

try {
const notes = await loadNotes();
setNotes(notes);

} catch (e) {
onError(e);

}

setIsLoading(false);
}

onLoad();
}, [isAuthenticated]);

function loadNotes() {
return API.get("notes", "/notes");

}
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We are using the useEffect React Hook. We covered how this works back in the Load the State from
the Session chapter.

Let’s quickly go over how we are using it here. We want to make a request to our /notes API to get
the list of notes when our component first loads. But only if the user is authenticated. Since our hook
relies on isAuthenticated, we need to pass it in as the second argument in the useEffect call as
an element in the array. This is basically telling React that we only want to run our Hook again when
the isAuthenticated value changes.

And include our Amplify API module in the header.

import { API } from "aws-amplify";

Now let’s render the results.

Render the List

Replace our renderNotesList placeholder method with the following.

function renderNotesList(notes) {
return (
<>
<LinkContainer to="/notes/new">
<ListGroup.Item action className="py-3 text-nowrap text-truncate">
<BsPencilSquare size={17} />
<span className="ml-2 font-weight-bold">Create a new note</span>

</ListGroup.Item>
</LinkContainer>
{notes.map(({ noteId, content, createdAt }) => (
<LinkContainer key={noteId} to={`/notes/${noteId}`}>
<ListGroup.Item action>
<span className="font-weight-bold">
{content.trim().split("\n")[0]}

</span>
<br />
<span className="text-muted">
Created: {new Date(createdAt).toLocaleString()}

</span>
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</ListGroup.Item>
</LinkContainer>

))}
</>

);
}

The code above does a few things.

1. It always renders aCreate a newnotebutton as the first item in the list (even if the list is empty).
And it links to the create note page that we previously created.

<LinkContainer to="/notes/new">
<ListGroup.Item action className="py-3 text-nowrap text-truncate">
<BsPencilSquare size={17} />
<span className="ml-2 font-weight-bold">Create a new note</span>

</ListGroup.Item>
</LinkContainer>

2. In the button we use a BsPencilSquare icon from the React Icons Bootstrap icon set.

3. We then render a list of all the notes.

notes.map(({ noteId, content, createdAt }) => (...

4. The first line of each note’s content is set as the ListGroup.Item header.

note.content.trim().split('\n')[0]

5. And we convert the date the note was created to a more friendly format.

{new Date(createdAt).toLocaleString()}

6. The LinkContainer component directs our app to each of the items.

Include the LinkContainer and BsPencilSquare icon at the top of
src/containers/Home.js.

import { BsPencilSquare } from "react-icons/bs";
import { LinkContainer } from "react-router-bootstrap";
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Now head over to your browser and you should see your list displayed.

Homepage list loaded screenshot

If you click on each entry, the links should generate URLs with appropriate noteIds. For now, these
URLs will take you to our 404 page. We’ll fix that in the next section.

Next up we are going to allow users to view and edit their notes.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Display a Note

Now thatwe have a listing of all the notes, let’s create a page that displays a note and lets the user edit
it.

The first thing we are going to need to do is load the note when our container loads. Just like what we
did in the Home container. So let’s get started.

Add the Route

Let’s add a route for the note page that we are going to create.

Add the following line to src/Routes.js below our /notes/new route.

<Route exact path="/notes/:id">
<Notes />

</Route>

This is important because we are going to be pattern matching to extract our note id from the URL.

By using the route path /notes/:id we are telling the router to send all matching routes to our
component Notes. This will also end up matching the route /notes/new with an id of new. To
ensure that doesn’t happen, we put our /notes/new route before the pattern matching one.

And include our component in the header.

import Notes from "./containers/Notes";

Of course this component doesn’t exist yet and we are going to create it now.

Add the Container

Create a new file src/containers/Notes.js and add the following.
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import React, { useRef, useState, useEffect } from "react";
import { useParams, useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import { API, Storage } from "aws-amplify";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";

export default function Notes() {
const file = useRef(null);
const { id } = useParams();
const history = useHistory();
const [note, setNote] = useState(null);
const [content, setContent] = useState("");

useEffect(() => {
function loadNote() {
return API.get("notes", `/notes/${id}`);

}

async function onLoad() {
try {
const note = await loadNote();
const { content, attachment } = note;

if (attachment) {
note.attachmentURL = await Storage.vault.get(attachment);

}

setContent(content);
setNote(note);

} catch (e) {
onError(e);

}
}

onLoad();
}, [id]);

return (
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<div className="Notes"></div>
);

}

We are doing a couple of things here.

1. We are using the useEffect Hook to load the note when our component first loads. We then
save it to the state. We get the id of our note from the URL using useParams hook that comes
with React Router. The id is a part of the pattern matching in our route (/notes/:id).

2. If there is an attachment, we use the key to get a secure link to the file we uploaded to S3. We
then store this in the new note object as note.attachmentURL.

3. The reason why we have the note object in the state along with the content and the
attachmentURL is because we will be using this later when the user edits the note.

Now if you switch over to your browser andnavigate to a note thatwepreviously created, you’ll notice
that the page renders an empty container.

Empty notes page loaded screenshot
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Next up, we are going to render the note we just loaded.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Render the Note Form

Now that our container loads a note using the useEffectmethod, let’s go ahead and render the form
that we’ll use to edit it.

Replace our placeholder return statement in src/containers/Notes.js with the
following.

function validateForm() {
return content.length > 0;

}

function formatFilename(str) {
return str.replace(/^\w+-/, "");

}

function handleFileChange(event) {
file.current = event.target.files[0];

}

async function handleSubmit(event) {
let attachment;

event.preventDefault();

if (file.current && file.current.size > config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) {
alert(
`Please pick a file smaller than ${config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE /
1000000} MB.`

);
return;

}
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setIsLoading(true);
}

async function handleDelete(event) {
event.preventDefault();

const confirmed = window.confirm(
"Are you sure you want to delete this note?"

);

if (!confirmed) {
return;

}

setIsDeleting(true);
}

return (
<div className="Notes">
{note && (
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="content">
<Form.Control
as="textarea"
value={content}
onChange={(e) => setContent(e.target.value)}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="file">
<Form.Label>Attachment</Form.Label>
{note.attachment && (
<p>
<a
target="_blank"
rel="noopener noreferrer"
href={note.attachmentURL}

>
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{formatFilename(note.attachment)}
</a>

</p>
)}
<Form.Control onChange={handleFileChange} type="file" />

</Form.Group>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
Save

</LoaderButton>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
variant="danger"
onClick={handleDelete}
isLoading={isDeleting}

>
Delete

</LoaderButton>
</Form>

)}
</div>

);

We are doing a few things here:

1. We render our form only when the note state variable is set.

2. Inside the form we conditionally render the part where we display the attachment by using
note.attachment.

3. We format the attachment URL using formatFilename by stripping the timestamp we had
added to the filename while uploading it.
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4. We also added a delete button to allow users to delete the note. And just like the submit button
it too needs a flag that signals that the call is in progress. We call it isDeleting.

5. We handle attachments with a file input exactly like we did in the NewNote component.

6. Our delete button also confirmswith the user if theywant to delete the note using the browser’s
confirm dialog.

To complete this code, let’s add isLoading and isDeleting to the state.

Add these below the state and ref declarations at the top of our Notes component
function.

const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);
const [isDeleting, setIsDeleting] = useState(false);

Let’s also add some styles by adding the following to src/containers/Notes.css.

.Notes form textarea {
height: 300px;
font-size: 1.5rem;

}

Also, let’s include the React-Bootstrap components that we are using here by adding the
following to our header. And our styles, the LoaderButton, and the config.

import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import config from "../config";
import "./Notes.css";

And that’s it. If you switch over to your browser, you should see the note loaded.
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Notes page loaded screenshot

Next, we’ll look at saving the changes wemake to our note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Save Changes to a Note

Now that our note loads into our form, let’s work on saving the changes wemake to that note.

Replace the handleSubmit function in src/containers/Notes.js with the
following.

function saveNote(note) {
return API.put("notes", `/notes/${id}`, {
body: note

});
}

async function handleSubmit(event) {
let attachment;

event.preventDefault();

if (file.current && file.current.size > config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) {
alert(
`Please pick a file smaller than ${
config.MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE / 1000000

} MB.`
);
return;

}

setIsLoading(true);

try {
if (file.current) {
attachment = await s3Upload(file.current);

}
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await saveNote({
content,
attachment: attachment || note.attachment

});
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

And include our s3Upload helper method in the header:

import { s3Upload } from "../lib/awsLib";

The code above is doing a couple of things that should be very similar to what we did in the NewNote
container.

1. If there is a file to uploadwe call s3Upload to upload it and save the keywe get fromS3. If there
isn’t then we simply save the existing attachment object, note.attachment.

2. We save the note by making a PUT request with the note object to /notes/:id where we get
the id from the useParams hook. We use the API.put()method from AWS Amplify.

3. And on success we redirect the user to the homepage.

Let’s switch over to our browser and give it a try by saving some changes.
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Notes page saving screenshot

You might have noticed that we are not deleting the old attachment when we upload a new one. To
keep things simple, we are leaving that bit of detail up to you. It should be pretty straightforward.
Check the AWS Amplify API Docs on how to a delete file from S3.

Next up, let’s allow users to delete their note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Delete a Note

The last thingweneed todoon thenotepage is allowingusers todelete their note. Wehave thebutton
all set up already. All that needs to be done is to hook it up with the API.

Replace our handleDelete function in src/containers/Notes.js.

function deleteNote() {
return API.del("notes", `/notes/${id}`);

}

async function handleDelete(event) {
event.preventDefault();

const confirmed = window.confirm(
"Are you sure you want to delete this note?"

);

if (!confirmed) {
return;

}

setIsDeleting(true);

try {
await deleteNote();
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsDeleting(false);

}
}
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We are simply making a DELETE request to /notes/:idwhere we get the id from useParams hook
provided by React Router. We use the API.del method from AWS Amplify to do so. This calls our
delete API and we redirect to the homepage on success.

Now if you switch over to your browser and try deleting a note you should see it confirm your action
and then delete the note.

Note page deleting screenshot

Again, you might have noticed that we are not deleting the attachment when we are deleting a note.
We are leaving that up to you to keep things simple. Check the AWS Amplify API Docs on how to a
delete file from S3.

Next, let’s add a settings page to our app. This is where a user will be able to pay for our service!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Settings Page

We are going to add a settings page to our app. This is going to allow users to pay for our service. The
flow will look something like this:

1. Users put in their credit card info and the number of notes they want to store.
2. We call Stripe on the frontend to generate a token for the credit card.
3. We then call our billing API with the token and the number of notes.
4. Our billing API calculates the amount and bills the card!

To get started let’s add our settings page.

Create a new file in src/containers/Settings.js and add the following.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import { API } from "aws-amplify";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import config from "../config";

export default function Settings() {
const history = useHistory();
const [isLoading, setIsLoading] = useState(false);

function billUser(details) {
return API.post("notes", "/billing", {
body: details

});
}

return (
<div className="Settings">
</div>
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);
}

Next import this component in the header of src/Routes.js.

import Settings from "./containers/Settings";

Add the following below the /signup route in our <Switch> block in
src/Routes.js.

<Route exact path="/settings">
<Settings />

</Route>

Next add a link to our settings page in the navbar by replacing the return statement in
src/App.jswith this.

return (
!isAuthenticating && (
<div className="App container py-3">
<Navbar collapseOnSelect bg="light" expand="md" className="mb-3">
<LinkContainer to="/">
<Navbar.Brand className="font-weight-bold text-muted">
Scratch

</Navbar.Brand>
</LinkContainer>
<Navbar.Toggle />
<Navbar.Collapse className="justify-content-end">
<Nav activeKey={window.location.pathname}>
{isAuthenticated ? (
<>
<LinkContainer to="/settings">

<Nav.Link>Settings</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>
<Nav.Link onClick={handleLogout}>Logout</Nav.Link>

</>
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) : (
<>
<LinkContainer to="/signup">

<Nav.Link>Signup</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/login">

<Nav.Link>Login</Nav.Link>
</LinkContainer>

</>
)}

</Nav>
</Navbar.Collapse>

</Navbar>
<AppContext.Provider value={{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }}>

<Routes />
</AppContext.Provider>

</div>
)

);

You’ll notice that we added another link in the navbar that only displays when a user is logged in.

<LinkContainer to="/settings">
<Nav.Link>Settings</Nav.Link>

</LinkContainer>

Now if youheadover to your app, you’ll see anewSettings link at the top. Of course, thepage is pretty
empty right now.
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Add empty settings page screenshot

Next, we’ll add our Stripe SDK keys to our config.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add Stripe Keys to Config

Back in the Setup a Stripe account chapter, we had two keys in the Stripe console. The Secret key
that we used in the backend and the Publishable key. The Publishable key is meant to be used in
the frontend.

Add the following line below the const config = { line in your src/config.js.

STRIPE_KEY: "YOUR_STRIPE_PUBLIC_KEY",

Make sure to replace, YOUR_STRIPE_PUBLIC_KEYwith the Publishable key from the Setup a Stripe
account chapter.

Let’s also add the Stripe.js packages

Run the following in the frontend/ directory and not in your project root.

$ npm install @stripe/stripe-js

And load the Stripe config in our settings page.

Add the following at top of the Settings component in
src/containers/Settings.js above the billUser() function.

const stripePromise = loadStripe(config.STRIPE_KEY);

This loads the Stripe object from Stripe.js with the Stripe key when our settings page loads. We’ll be
using this in the coming chapters.

We’ll also import this function at the top.

import { loadStripe } from "@stripe/stripe-js";

Next, we’ll build our billing form.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Billing Form

Now our settings page is going to have a form that will take a user’s credit card details, get a stripe
token and call our billing API with it. Let’s start by adding the Stripe React SDK to our project.

Run the following in the frontend/ directory and not in your project root.

$ npm install @stripe/react-stripe-js

Next let’s create our billing form component.

Add the following to a new file in src/components/BillingForm.js.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import Form from "react-bootstrap/Form";
import { CardElement, useStripe, useElements } from

"@stripe/react-stripe-js";↪

import LoaderButton from "./LoaderButton";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import "./BillingForm.css";

export default function BillingForm({ isLoading, onSubmit }) {
const stripe = useStripe();
const elements = useElements();
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
name: "",
storage: "",

});
const [isProcessing, setIsProcessing] = useState(false);
const [isCardComplete, setIsCardComplete] = useState(false);

isLoading = isProcessing || isLoading;
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function validateForm() {
return (
stripe &&
elements &&
fields.name !== "" &&
fields.storage !== "" &&
isCardComplete

);
}

async function handleSubmitClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

if (!stripe || !elements) {
// Stripe.js has not loaded yet. Make sure to disable
// form submission until Stripe.js has loaded.
return;

}

setIsProcessing(true);

const cardElement = elements.getElement(CardElement);

const { token, error } = await stripe.createToken(cardElement);

setIsProcessing(false);

onSubmit(fields.storage, { token, error });
}

return (
<Form className="BillingForm" onSubmit={handleSubmitClick}>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="storage">
<Form.Label>Storage</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
min="0"
type="number"
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value={fields.storage}
onChange={handleFieldChange}
placeholder="Number of notes to store"

/>
</Form.Group>
<hr />
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="name">
<Form.Label>Cardholder&apos;s name</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="text"
value={fields.name}
onChange={handleFieldChange}
placeholder="Name on the card"

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Label>Credit Card Info</Form.Label>
<CardElement
className="card-field"
onChange={(e) => setIsCardComplete(e.complete)}
options={{
style: {
base: {
fontSize: "16px",
color: "#495057",
fontFamily: "'Open Sans', sans-serif",

},
},

}}
/>
<LoaderButton
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
isLoading={isLoading}
disabled={!validateForm()}

>
Purchase
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</LoaderButton>
</Form>

);
}

Let’s quickly go over what we are doing here:

• To begin with we are getting a reference to the Stripe object by calling useStripe.

• As for the fields in our form, we have input field of type number that allows a user to enter the
number of notes they want to store. We also take the name on the credit card. These are stored
in the state through the handleFieldChangemethod that we get from our useFormFields
custom React Hook.

• The credit card number form is provided by the Stripe React SDK through the CardElement
component that we import in the header.

• The submit button has a loading state that is set to true when we call Stripe to get a token and
when we call our billing API. However, since our Settings container is calling the billing API we
use the props.isLoading to set the state of the button from the Settings container.

• We also validate this form by checking if the name, the number of notes, and the card details
are complete. For the card details, we use the CardElement’s onChangemethod.

• Finally, once the user completes and submits the formwemake a call to Stripe by passing in the
CardElement. It uses this to generate a token for the specific call. We simply pass this and the
number of notes to be stored to the settings page via the onSubmitmethod. We will be setting
this up shortly.

You can readmore about how to use the React Stripe SDK here.

Also, let’s add some styles to the card field so it matches the rest of our UI.

Create a file at src/components/BillingForm.css.

.BillingForm .card-field {
line-height: 1.5;
margin-bottom: 1rem;
border-radius: 0.25rem;
padding: 0.55rem 0.75rem;
background-color: white;
border: 1px solid #ced4da;
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transition: border-color 0.15s ease-in-out, box-shadow 0.15s ease-in-out;
}

.BillingForm .card-field.StripeElement--focus {
outline: 0;
border-color: #80bdff;
box-shadow: 0 0 0 0.2rem rgba(0, 123, 255, 0.25);

}

These styles might look complicated. But we are just copying them from the other form fields on the
page to make sure that the card field looks like them.

Next we’ll plug our form into the settings page.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Connect the Billing Form

Now all we have left to do is to connect our billing form to our billing API.

Replace our return statement in src/containers/Settings.jswith this.

async function handleFormSubmit(storage, { token, error }) {
if (error) {
onError(error);
return;

}

setIsLoading(true);

try {
await billUser({
storage,
source: token.id,

});

alert("Your card has been charged successfully!");
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
onError(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

return (
<div className="Settings">
<Elements
stripe={stripePromise}
fonts={[
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{
cssSrc:

"https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans:300,400,600,700,800",↪

},
]}

>
<BillingForm isLoading={isLoading} onSubmit={handleFormSubmit} />

</Elements>
</div>

);

And add the following to the header.

import { Elements } from "@stripe/react-stripe-js";
import BillingForm from "../components/BillingForm";
import "./Settings.css";

We are adding the BillingForm component that we previously created here and passing in the
isLoading and onSubmit prop that we referenced in the previous chapter. In the
handleFormSubmitmethod, we are checking if the Stripe method returned an error. And if things
looked okay then we call our billing API and redirect to the home page after letting the user know.

To initialize the Stripe Elements we pass in the Stripe.js object that we loaded a couple of chapters
ago. This Elements component needs to wrap around any Stripe React components.

The Stripe elements are loaded inside an IFrame. So if we are using any custom fonts, we’ll need to
include them explicitly. Like we are doing above.

<Elements
fonts={[
{
cssSrc:

"https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans:300,400,600,700,800",↪

},
]}

>
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Finally, let’s handle some styles for our settings page as a whole.

Create a file named src/containers/Settings.css and add the following.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.Settings {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.Settings form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 480px;

}
}

This ensures that our form displays properly for larger screens.

Settings screen with billing form screenshot

And that’s it. We are ready to test our Stripe form. Head over to your browser and try picking the
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number of notes you want to store and use the following for your card details:

• A Stripe test card number is 4242 4242 4242 4242.
• You can use any valid expiry date, security code, and zip code.
• And set any name.

You can readmore about the Stripe test cards in the Stripe API Docs here.

If everything is set correctly, you should see the success message and you’ll be redirected to the
homepage.

Settings screen billing success screenshot

Now with our app nearly complete, we’ll look at securing some the pages of our app that require a
login. Currently if you visit a note page while you are logged out, it throws an ugly error.
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Note page logged out error screenshot

Instead, wewould like it to redirect us to the login page and then redirect us back after we login. Let’s
look at how to do that next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Securing React pages
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Set up Secure Pages

We are almost done putting together our app. All the pages are done but there are a few pages that
should not be accessible if a user is not logged in. For example, a page with the note should not load
if a user is not logged in. Currently, we get an error when we do this. This is because the page loads
and since there is no user in the session, the call to our API fails.

We also have a couple of pages that need to behave in sort of the same way. We want the user to be
redirected to the homepage if they type in the login (/login) or signup (/signup) URL. Currently, the
login and sign up page end up loading even though the user is already logged in.

There aremanyways to solve the aboveproblems. The simplestwould be to just check the conditions
in our containers and redirect. But since we have a few containers that need the same logic we can
create a special route for it.

We are going to create two different route components to fix the problemwe have.

1. A route called the AuthenticatedRoute, that checks if the user is authenticated before routing.

2. And a component called the UnauthenticatedRoute, that ensures the user is not authenticated.

Let’s create these components next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Route That Redirects

Let’s first create a route that will check if the user is logged in before routing.

Add the following to src/components/AuthenticatedRoute.js.

import React from "react";
import { Route, Redirect, useLocation } from "react-router-dom";
import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";

export default function AuthenticatedRoute({ children, ...rest }) {
const { pathname, search } = useLocation();
const { isAuthenticated } = useAppContext();
return (
<Route {...rest}>
{isAuthenticated ? (

children
) : (
<Redirect to={
`/login?redirect=${pathname}${search}`

} />
)}

</Route>
);

}

This simple component creates a Route where its children are rendered only if the user is
authenticated. If the user is not authenticated, then it redirects to the login page. Let’s take a closer
look at it:

• Like all components in React, AuthenticatedRoute has a prop called children that
represents all child components. Example child components in our case would be NewNote,
Notes and Settings.
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• The AuthenticatedRoute component returns a React Router Route component.

• We use the useAppContext hook to check if the user is authenticated.

• If the user is authenticated, then we simply render the children component. And if the user is
not authenticated, then we use the Redirect React Router component to redirect the user to
the login page.

• We also pass in the current path to the login page (redirect in the query string). We will use
this later to redirect us back after the user logs in. We use the useLocation React Router hook
to get this info.

We’ll do something similar to ensure that the user is not authenticated.

Add the following to src/components/UnauthenticatedRoute.js.

import React, { cloneElement } from "react";
import { Route, Redirect } from "react-router-dom";
import { useAppContext } from "../lib/contextLib";

export default function UnauthenticatedRoute(props) {
const { children, ...rest } = props;
const { isAuthenticated } = useAppContext();

return (
<Route {...rest}>
{!isAuthenticated ? (
cloneElement(children, props)

) : (
<Redirect to="/" />

)}
</Route>

);
}

Here we are checking to ensure that the user is not authenticated before we render the child
components. Example child components here would be Login and Signup. And in the case where
the user is authenticated, we use the Redirect component to simply send the user to the
homepage.

ThecloneElementabovemakes sure that passed instate is handled correctly for child components
of UnauthenticatedRoute routes.
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Next, let’s use these components in our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Use the Redirect Routes

Now that we created the AuthenticatedRoute and UnauthenticatedRoute in the last chapter,
let’s use them on the containers we want to secure.

First import them in the header of src/Routes.js.

import AuthenticatedRoute from "./components/AuthenticatedRoute";
import UnauthenticatedRoute from "./components/UnauthenticatedRoute";

Next, we simply switch to our new redirect routes.

So the following routes in src/Routes.jswould be affected.

<Route exact path="/login">
<Login />

</Route>
<Route exact path="/signup">

<Signup />
</Route>
<Route exact path="/settings">

<Settings />
</Route>
<Route exact path="/notes/new">

<NewNote />
</Route>
<Route exact path="/notes/:id">

<Notes />
</Route>

They should now look like so:
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<UnauthenticatedRoute exact path="/login">
<Login />

</UnauthenticatedRoute>
<UnauthenticatedRoute exact path="/signup">

<Signup />
</UnauthenticatedRoute>
<AuthenticatedRoute exact path="/settings">

<Settings />
</AuthenticatedRoute>
<AuthenticatedRoute exact path="/notes/new">

<NewNote />
</AuthenticatedRoute>
<AuthenticatedRoute exact path="/notes/:id">

<Notes />
</AuthenticatedRoute>

And now if we tried to load a note page while not logged in, we would be redirected to the login page
with a reference to the note page.
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Note page redirected to login screenshot

Next, we are going to use the reference to redirect to the note page after we login.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Redirect on Login

Our secured pages redirect to the login page when the user is not logged in, with a referral to the
originating page. To redirect back after they login, we need to do a couple of more things. Currently,
our Login component does the redirecting after the user logs in. We are going to move this to the
newly created UnauthenticatedRoute component.

Let’s start by adding a method to read the redirect URL from the querystring.

Add the following method to your src/components/UnauthenticatedRoute.js
below the imports.

function querystring(name, url = window.location.href) {
const parsedName = name.replace(/[[]]/g, "\\$&");
const regex = new RegExp(`[?&]${parsedName}(=([^&#]*)|&|#|$)`, "i");
const results = regex.exec(url);

if (!results || !results[2]) {
return false;

}

return decodeURIComponent(results[2].replace(/\+/g, " "));
}

This method takes the querystring paramwe want to read and returns it.

Now let’s update our component to use this parameter when it redirects.

Replace our current UnauthenticatedRoute function component with the
following.

export default function UnauthenticatedRoute(props) {
const { children, ...rest } = props;
const { isAuthenticated } = useAppContext();
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const redirect = querystring("redirect");

return (
<Route {...rest}>
{!isAuthenticated ? (
cloneElement(children, props)

) : (
<Redirect to={redirect ? redirect : "/"} />

)}
</Route>

);
}

And remove the following from the handleSubmit method in
src/containers/Login.js.

history.push("/");

Also, remove the hook declaration.

const history = useHistory();

Finally, remove the import.

import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";

Now our login page should redirect after we login.

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit our code so far and push it to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Building our React app"
$ git push
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And that’s it! Our app is ready to go live.

Next we’ll be deploying our serverless app to production. And we’ll do it using our own domain!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Purchase a Domain with Route 53

Our full-stack serverless app is almost ready to go. Currently the API is on an endpoint that’s auto-
generated by API Gateway.

https://5bv7x0iuga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com

While the frontend React app is hosted on an auto-generated CloudFront domain.

https://d3j4c16hczgtjw.cloudfront.net

We want to host these on our own domain. To do this, we’ll start by purchasing a domain through
AWS. We’ll be using Amazon Route 53 for this.

If youare following this guidebut arenot ready topurchaseanewdomain, you can skip this chapter.

On the other hand, if you have an existing domain that is not on AWS, follow these docs to move it
over to Amazon Route 53.

Let’s get started. In your AWS Console head over to the Route 53 section in the list of services.
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Select Route 53 service screenshot

Type in your domain in the Register domain section and click Check.
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Search available domain screenshot

After checking its availability, click Add to cart.
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Add domain to cart screenshot

And hit Continue at the bottom of the page.
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Continue to contact details screenshot

Fill in your contact details and hit Continue once again.
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Continue to confirm details screenshot

Finally, review your details and confirm the purchase by hitting Complete Purchase.
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Confirm domain purchase screenshot

Next, let’s use this domain in our serverless app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Custom Domains in serverless APIs

In the previous chapter we purchased a new domain on Route 53. Now let’s use it for our serverless
API.

In your stacks/ApiStack.js add the following above the
defaultAuthorizationType: "AWS_IAM", line.

customDomain:
scope.stage === "prod" ? "api.my-serverless-app.com" : undefined,

This tells SST that we want to use the custom domain api.my-serverless-app.com if we are
deploying to the prod stage. We are not setting one for our dev stage, or any other stage.

Wecould for example, base it on the stagename,api-${scope.stage}.my-serverless-app.com.
So for dev it might be api-dev.my-serverless-app.com. But we’ll leave that as an exercise for
you.

We also need to update the outputs of our API stack.

Replace the this.addOutputs call at the bottom of stacks/ApiStack.js.

this.addOutputs({
ApiEndpoint: this.api.customDomainUrl || this.api.url,

});

Here we are returning the custom domain URL, if we have one. If not, then we return the
auto-generated URL.

Deploy the App

We are now going to deploy our app to prod. You can go ahead and stop the local development
environments for SST and React.

Run the following from your project root.
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$ npx sst deploy --stage prod

This command will take a few minutes as it’ll deploy your app to a completely new environment.
Recall that we are deploying to a separate prod environment because we don’t want to affect our
users while we are actively developing our app. This ensures that we have a separate local dev
environment and a separate prod environment.

At the end of the deploy process you should see something like this.

Stack prod-notes-api
Status: no changes
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://api.my-serverless-app.com

This is great! We now have our app deployed to prod and our API has a custom domain.

Next, let’s use our custom domain for our React app as well.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Custom Domains for React Apps on AWS

In the previous chapter we configured a custom domain for our serverless API. Now let’s do the same
for our frontend React.js app.

In the stacks/FrontendStack.js add the following below the new
sst.ReactStaticSite( line.

customDomain:
scope.stage === "prod"
? {

domainName: "my-serverless-app.com",
domainAlias: "wwww.my-serverless-app.com",

}
: undefined,

Just like the API case, we want to use our custom domain if we are deploying to the prod stage. This
means that when we are using our app locally or deploying to any other stage, it won’t be using the
custom domain.

Of course, you can change this if you’d like to use a custom domain for the other stages. You can use
something like ${scope.stage}.my-serverless-app.com. So for dev it’ll be
dev.my-serverless-app.com. But we’ll leave this as an exercise for you.

The domainAlias prop is necessary because we want visitors of www.my-serverless-app.com to
be redirected to the URL we want to use. It’s a good idea to support both the www. and root versions
of our domain. You can switch these around so that the root domain redirects to the www. version as
well.

You won’t need to set the domainAlias for the non-prod versions because we don’t need www.
versions for those.

We need to use the custom domain URL of our API in our React app.

Find the following line in stacks/FrontendStack.js.
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REACT_APP_API_URL: api.url,

And replace it with.

REACT_APP_API_URL: api.customDomainUrl || api.url,

Note that, if you are going to use a custom domain locally, you might need to remove your app (npx
sst remove) and deploy it again. This is because CDK doesn’t allow you to change these references
dynamically.

We also need to update the outputs of our frontend stack.

Replace the this.addOutputs call at the bottomof stacks/FrontendStack.jswith
this.

this.addOutputs({
SiteUrl: site.customDomainUrl || site.url,

});

Here, we are returning the custom domain URL, if we have one. If not, then we return the
auto-generated URL.

Deploy the App

Just like the previous chapter, we need to update these changes in prod.

Run the following from your project root.

$ npx sst deploy --stage prod

This command will take a few minutes. At the end of the deploy process you should see something
like this.

Stack prod-notes-frontend
Status: no changes
Outputs:
SiteUrl: https://my-serverless-app.com
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ReactSite:
REACT_APP_API_URL: https://api.my-serverless-app.com

And that’s it! Our React.js app is now deployed to prod under our own domain!

React app hosted on custom domain

Commit the Changes

Let’s commit our code so far and push it to GitHub.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Setting up custom domains"
$ git push

At this stage our full-stack serverless app is pretty much complete. In the next couple of optional
sectionswe are going at howwe can automate our deployments. Wewant to set it up so thatwhenwe
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git push our changes, our app should deploy automatically. We are also going to setupmonitoring
and error tracking.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Getting Production Ready

Now that we’ve gone through the basics of creating a full-stack serverless app, you are ready to
manage it in production. This means that we would like to be able to automate our deployments.
And we want to be able to monitor any errors that our users run into.

Over the next few chapters we will look at how to get your app ready for production, starting with:

• Automating deployments

So far you’vehad todeploy throughyour command lineusing thesst deploy command. When
youhavea teamworkingonyourproject, youwant tomake sure thedeployments toproduction
are centralized. This ensures that youhave control overwhat getsdeployed toproduction. We’ll
go over how to automate your deployments using Seed.

• Monitoring and debugging errors in production

Debugging errors in your app can be tricky in production. You cannot expect your users to tell
you when they see a problem. And you cannot ask them to send you what they see in the
browser console. We’ll be setting up our app so that we canmonitor and debug any issues that
come up in production.

The goal of the next few sections is to make sure that you have a setup that you can easily replicate
and use for your future projects.

Let’s get started by creating a CI/CD pipeline for our serverless app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Creating a CI/CD Pipeline for serverless

So to recap, here’s what we’ve created so far.

• A full-stack serverless app that includes:

– Storage stack, with DynamoDB and S3

– API stack

– Auth stack, with Cognito

– Frontend stack for our React.js app

• A way to handle secrets locally

• A way to run unit tests for our infrastructure and functions

• Deployed to a prod environment with a custom domain

All of this is neatly committed in a Git repo.

So farwe’ve been deploying our app locally through our command line. But if we hadmultiple people
on our team, or if we were working on different features at the same time, we won’t be able to work
on our app because the changes would overwrite each other.

To fix this we are going to implement a CI/CD pipeline for our full-stack serverless app.

What is a CI/CD Pipeline

CI/CD or Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery is the process of automating deployments by
tying it to our source control system. So that when new code changes are pushed, our app is
automatically tested, built and deployed.

A CI/CD pipeline usually includes multiple environments. An environment is one where there are
multiple instances of our deployed app. So we can have an environment called production that our
users will be using. And development environments that we can use while developing our app.

Here is what our workflow is going to look like:
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• Our repo will be connected to our CI/CD service.
• Any commits that are pushed to the main branch will be automatically:

– Tested
– Built
– And deployed to prod

Our workflow is fairly simple. But as your team grows, you’ll need to add additionaly dev and staging
environments.

CI/CD for Serverless

There are many common CI/CD services, like Travis CI or CircleCI. These usually require you to
manually configure the above pipeline. It involves a fair bit of scripts and configuration.

To fix this we created a service called Seed. It requires no scripts and is built specifically for serverless.
It also allows you tomonitor and debug your serverless app. This is something we’ll be doing later in
the guide.

We should mention that you don’t have to use Seed. And this section is completely optional.

Let’s get started with setting up your project on Seed.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setting up Your Project on Seed

We are going to use Seed to automate our serverless deployments andmanage our environments.

Start by signing up for a free account here.

Create new Seed account

Let’s Add your first app.
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Add your first Seed app

Now to add your project, select GitHub as your git provider. You’ll be asked to give Seed permission
to your GitHub account.
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Select Git provider

Select the repo we’ve been using so far.

Next, Seed will automatically detect the sst.json config in your repo. Click Add Service.
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SST app detected

Seed deploys to your AWS account on your behalf. You should create a separate IAM user with exact
permissions that your project needs. You can readmore about this here. But for nowwe’ll simply use
the one we’ve used in this tutorial.

Run the following command.

$ cat ~/.aws/credentials

The output should look something like this.

[default]
aws_access_key_id = YOUR_IAM_ACCESS_KEY
aws_secret_access_key = YOUR_IAM_SECRET_KEY

Seed will also create a couple of stages (or environments) for you. By default, it’ll create a dev and a
prod stage using the same AWS credentials. You can customize these but we’ll use the defaults.
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Fill in the credentials and click Add a New App.

Add AWS IAM credentials

Your new app is created. You’ll notice a few things here. First, we have a service called notes. It’s
picking up the name from our sst.json. You can choose to change this by clicking on the service
and editing its name. You’ll also notice the two stages that have been created.

Our app canhavemultiple serviceswithin it. A service (roughly speaking) is a reference to asst.json
or serverless.yml file (for Serverless Framework). In our case we just have the one service.
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Seed app homepage

Now before we proceed to deploying our app, we need to enable running unit tests as a part of our
build process. You’ll recall that we had added a couple of tests back in the unit tests chapter. And we
want to run those before we deploy our app.

To do this, hit the Settings link and click Enable Unit Tests.
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Click Enable Unit Tests in Seed

Back in our pipeline, you’ll notice that our dev stage is hooked up to main. This means that any
commits to mainwill trigger a build in dev. To keep things simple, we’ll want to deploy to prod when
we push to main. We also need to add our secret environment variables.

Let’s do that next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure Secrets in Seed

Before we canmake our first deployment, we need tomake sure to configure our secret environment
variables. If you’ll recall, we have explicitly not stored these in our code (or in Git). This means that if
somebody else on our team needs to deploy, we’ll need to pass the .env.local file around. Instead
we’ll configure Seed to deploy with our secrets for us.

We are also going to configure Seed to deploy our app to production when we push any changes to
the main branch.

Bydefault, Seedsets youupwith twoenvironments,devandprod. Wherepushing to themainbranch
would deploy to dev. And you’ll need to promote your changes to prod. To keep things simple, we
are only going to use the prod stage here and deploy directly to it.

To configure the above, click dev in your app Settings.
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Select dev stage in Settings

Here turn off the Auto-deploy setting.
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Turn off auto-deploy for dev

Then head over to the prod stage in your app Settings.
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Select prod stage in Settings

Here turn on the Auto-deploy setting.
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Turn on auto-deploy for prod

You’ll be prompted to select a branch. Selectmain and click Enable.
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Select branch to auto-deploy to prod

Next, scroll down and click Show Env Variables.
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Show prod env variables settings

And type in STRIPE_SECRET_KEY as the Key. We saved this in a .env.local file in our project root
back from the Handling Secrets in SST chapter. Hit Add to save your secret key.
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Add secret prod environment variable

Next, we’ll trigger our first deployment on Seed.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploying Through Seed

Now, we are almost ready to make our first deployment. Our app also contains a React app in the
frontend/ directory. We need to make sure to run an npm install in that directory.

Let’s quickly add a build script to do that.

Create a new file in your project root called seed.ymlwith.

before_build:
- cd frontend && npm install

And let’s commit and push this change.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a seed build spec"
$ git push

Now if you head into theprod stage in Seed, you should see a build in progress. To check out the build
logs, you can click the v1 link.
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Seed prod build in progress

Here you’ll see the build taking place live. Click on the notes service that is being deployed.
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Prod build details

You’ll see the build logs for the in progress build here.
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Prod build logs in progress

Notice the tests are being run as a part of the build.
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Prod build run tests

Once the build is complete, you’ll notice all the stack outputs at the bottom.
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Prod build stack outputs

Test Our App in Production

Let’s check out our app in production.
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Notes app in production

To give it a quick test, sign up for a new account and create a note.
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Create notes in production

You can also test updating and removing a note. And also test out the billing page.

So we are almost ready to wrap things up. But before we do, we want to cover one final really
important topic; how tomonitor and debug errors when your app is live.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Debugging Full-Stack Serverless Apps

Now that we are ready to go live with our app, we need to make sure we are setup to monitor and
debug errors. This is important because unlike our local environment where we can look at the
console (browser or terminal), make changes and fix errors, we cannot do that when our app is
live.

DebuggingWorkflow

We need to make sure we have a couple of things setup before we can confidently ask others to use
our app:

• Frontend

– Be alerted when a user runs into an error.
– Get all the error details, including the stack trace.
– In the case of a backend error, get the API that failed.

• Backend

– Look up the logs for an API endpoint.
– Get detailed debug logs for all the AWS services.
– Catch any unexpected errors (out-of-memory, timeouts, etc.).

It’s important that we have a good view of our production environments. It allows us to keep track of
what our users are experiencing.

Note that, for the frontend the setup is prettymuchwhat youwould do for any React application. But
we are covering it here because we want to go over the entire debugging workflow. Right from when
you are alerted that a user has gotten an error while using your app, all the way till figuring out which
Lambda function caused it.

Debugging Setup

Here is what we’ll be doing in the next few chapters to help accomplish the above workflow.
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• Frontend

On the frontend, we’ll be setting up Sentry; a service for monitoring and debugging errors.
Sentry has a great free tier that we can use. We’ll be integrating it into our React app by
reporting any expected errors and unexpected errors. We’ll do this by using the React Error
Boundary.

• Backend

On the backend, AWShas some great logging andmonitoring tools thanks to CloudWatch. We’ll
beusingCloudWatch through theSeedconsole. Note that, you canuseCloudWatchdirectly and
don’t have to rely on Seed for it. We’ll also be configuring some debugging helper functions for
our backend code.

Looking Ahead

Here’s what we’ll be going over in the next few chapters:

1. Setting up error reporting in React

• Reporting API errors in React

• Reporting unexpected React errors with an Error Boundary

2. Setting up detailed error reporting in Lambda

3. The debugging workflow for the following serverless errors:

• Logic errors in our Lambda functions

• Unexpected errors in our Lambda functions

• Errors outside our Lambda functions

• Errors in API Gateway

This should give you a good foundation to be able to monitor your app as it goes into production.
There are plenty of other great tools out there that can improve on this setup. We want to make sure
we cover the basics here. Let’s get started!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setup Error Reporting in React

Let’s start by setting up error reporting in React. To do so, we’ll be using Sentry. Sentry is a great
service for reporting and debugging errors. And it comes with a very generous free tier.

In this chapter we’ll sign up for a free Sentry account and configure it in our React app. And in the
coming chapters we’ll be reporting the various frontend errors to it.

Let’s get started.

Create a Sentry Account

Head over to Sentry and hit Get Started.

Sentry landing page
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Then enter your info and hit Create Your Account.

Sentry create an account

Next hit Create project.
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Sentry hit create project

For the type of project, select React.
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Sentry select React project

Give your project a name.
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Sentry name React project

And that’s it. Scroll down and copy the Sentry.init line.
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Sentry init code snippet

Install Sentry

Now head over to the React frontend/ directory and install Sentry.

$ npm install @sentry/browser --save

We are going to be using Sentry across our app. So it makes sense to keep all the Sentry related code
in one place.

Add the following to the top of your src/lib/errorLib.js.

import * as Sentry from "@sentry/browser";
import config from "../config";

const isLocal = process.env.NODE_ENV === "development";
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export function initSentry() {
if (isLocal) {
return;

}

Sentry.init({ dsn: config.SENTRY_DSN });
}

export function logError(error, errorInfo = null) {
if (isLocal) {
return;

}

Sentry.withScope((scope) => {
errorInfo && scope.setExtras(errorInfo);
Sentry.captureException(error);

});
}

Add the SENTRY_DSN below the const config = { line in src/config.js.

SENTRY_DSN: "https://your-dsn-id-here@sentry.io/123456",

Make sure to replace https://your-dsn-id-here@sentry.io/123456 with the line we copied
from the Sentry dashboard above.

We are using the isLocal flag to conditionally enable Sentry because we don’t want to report errors
when we are developing locally. Even though we all know that we rarely ever make mistakes while
developing…

The logError method is what we are going to call when we want to report an error to Sentry. It
takes:

• An Error object in error.
• And, an object with key-value pairs of additional info in errorInfo.

Next, let’s initialize our app with Sentry.

Add the following to the end of the imports in src/index.js.
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import { initSentry } from './lib/errorLib';

initSentry();

Nowwe are ready to start reporting errors in our React app! Let’s start with the API errors.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Report API Errors in React

Now that we have our React app configured with Sentry, let’s go ahead and start sending it some
errors.

So farwe’ve been using the onErrormethod in src/lib/errorLib.js to handle errors. Recall that
it doesn’t do a whole lot outside of alerting the error.

export function onError(error) {
let message = error.toString();

// Auth errors
if (!(error instanceof Error) && error.message) {

message = error.message;
}

alert(message);
}

For most errors we simply alert the error message. But Amplify’s Auth package doesn’t throw Error
objects, it throws objects with a couple of properties, including the message. So we alert that
instead.

For API errors we want to report both the error and the API endpoint that caused the error. On the
other hand, for Auth errors we need to create an Error object because Sentry needs actual errors
sent to it.

Replace the onErrormethod in src/lib/errorLib.jswith the following:

export function onError(error) {
let errorInfo = {};
let message = error.toString();

// Auth errors
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if (!(error instanceof Error) && error.message) {
errorInfo = error;
message = error.message;
error = new Error(message);
// API errors

} else if (error.config && error.config.url) {
errorInfo.url = error.config.url;

}

logError(error, errorInfo);

alert(message);
}

You’ll notice that in the case of an Auth error we create an Error object and add the object that we
get as the errorInfo. For API errors, Amplify uses Axios. This has a config object that contains the
API endpoint that generated the error.

We report this to Sentry by calling logError(error, errorInfo) that we added in the previous
chapter. And just as beforewe simply alert themessage to the user. It would be a good idea to further
customize what you show the user. But we’ll leave this as an exercise for you.

This handles all the expected errors in our React app. However, there are a lot of other things that can
go wrong while rendering our app. To handle them we are going to setup a React Error Boundary in
the next chapter.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setup an Error Boundary in React

In the previous chapter we looked at how to report API errors to Sentry in our React app. Now let’s
report all those unexpected errors that might happen using a React Error Boundary.

An Error Boundary is a component that allows us to catch any errors that might happen in the child
components tree, log those errors, and show a fallback UI.

Create an Error Boundary

It’s incredibly straightforward to setup. So let’s get started.

Add the following to src/components/ErrorBoundary.js in your frontend/
directory.

import React from "react";
import { logError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./ErrorBoundary.css";

export default class ErrorBoundary extends React.Component {
state = { hasError: false };

static getDerivedStateFromError(error) {
return { hasError: true };

}

componentDidCatch(error, errorInfo) {
logError(error, errorInfo);

}

render() {
return this.state.hasError ? (
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<div className="ErrorBoundary text-center">
<h3>Sorry there was a problem loading this page</h3>

</div>
) : (
this.props.children

);
}

}

The key part of this component is the componentDidCatch and getDerivedStateFromError
methods. These get triggered when any of the child components have an unhandled error. We set
the internal state, hasError to true to display our fallback UI. And we report the error to Sentry by
calling logErrorwith the error and errorInfo that comes with it.

Let’s include some simple styles for this.

Create a src/components/ErrorBoundary.css file and add:

.ErrorBoundary {
padding-top: 100px;

}

The styles we are using are very similar to our NotFound component. We use that when a user
navigates to a page that we don’t have a route for.

Use the Error Boundary

To use the Error Boundary component that we created, we’ll need to add it to our app component.

Find the following in src/App.js.

<AppContext.Provider value={{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }}>
<Routes />

</AppContext.Provider>

And replace it with:
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<ErrorBoundary>
<AppContext.Provider value={{ isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated }}>
<Routes />

</AppContext.Provider>
</ErrorBoundary>

Also, make sure to import it in the header of src/App.js.

import ErrorBoundary from "./components/ErrorBoundary";

And that’s it! Now an unhandled error in our containers will show a nice error message. While
reporting the error to Sentry.

Commit the Changes

Let’s quickly commit these to Git.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding React error reporting"

Test the Error Boundary

Before wemove on, let’s do a quick test.

Replace the following in src/containers/Home.js.

{isAuthenticated ? renderNotes() : renderLander()}

With these faulty lines:

{isAuthenticated ? renderNotes() : renderLander()}
{ isAuthenticated.none.no }
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Now in your browser you should see something like this.

React error message

Note that, you’ll need to have the SST local development environment (npx sst start) and React
local environment (npm run start) running.

While developing, React doesn’t show your Error Boundary fallbackUI by default. To view that, hit the
close button on the top right.
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React Error Boundary fallback UI

Since we are developing locally, we don’t report this error to Sentry. But let’s do a quick test to make
sure it’s hooked up properly.

Replace the following from the top of src/lib/errorLib.js.

const isLocal = process.env.NODE_ENV === "development";

With:

const isLocal = false;

Now if we head over to our browser, we should see the error as before. And we should see the error
being reported to Sentry as well! It might take a moment or two before it shows up.
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First error in Sentry

And if you click through, you can see the error in detail.
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Error details in Sentry

Now our React app is ready to handle the errors that are thrown its way!

Let’s cleanup all the testing changes wemade above.

$ git checkout .

Push the Changes

Let’s also push these changes to GitHub and deploy our app.

$ git push

Next, let’s look at how to handle errors in our serverless app.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setup Error Logging in Serverless

Now that we have our React app configured to report errors, let’s move on to our serverless backend.
Our React app is reporting API errors (and other unexpected errors) with the API endpoint that caused
the error. We want to use that info to be able to debug on the backend and figure out what’s going
on.

To do this, we’ll setup the error logging in our backend to catch:

• Errors in our code
• Errors while calling AWS services
• Unexpected errors like Lambda functions timing out or running out of memory

We are going to look at how to setup a debugging framework to catch the above errors, and have
enough context for us to easily pinpoint and fix the issue. We’ll be using CloudWatch to write our logs,
and we’ll be using the log viewer in Seed to view them.

Setup a Debug Lib

Let’s start by adding some code to help us with that.

Create a src/util/debug.js file from your project root with the following.

import util from "util";
import AWS from "aws-sdk";

let logs;

// Log AWS SDK calls
AWS.config.logger = { log: debug };

export default function debug() {
logs.push({
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date: new Date(),
string: util.format.apply(null, arguments),

});
}

export function init(event) {
logs = [];

// Log API event
debug("API event", {
body: event.body,
pathParameters: event.pathParameters,
queryStringParameters: event.queryStringParameters,

});
}

export function flush(e) {
logs.forEach(({ date, string }) => console.debug(date, string));
console.error(e);

}

We are doing a few things of note in this simple helper.

• Enable AWS SDK logging

We start by enabling logging for the AWS SDK. We do so by running AWS.config.logger = {
log: debug }. This is telling the AWS SDK to log using our logger, the debug()method (we’ll
look at this below). Sowhen youmakea call to anAWSservice, ie. a query call to theDynamoDB
table dev-notes, this will log:

‘[AWS dynamodb 200 0.296s 0 retries] query({ TableName: 'dev-notes',
KeyConditionExpression: 'userId = :userId', ExpressionAttributeValues:
{ ':userId': { S: 'USER-SUB-1234' } } }) Note, we only want to log this info when
there is an error. We’ll look at howwe accomplish this below.

• Log API request info

We initialize our debugger by calling init(). We log the API request info, including the path
parameters, query string parameters, and request body. We do so using our internal debug()
method.
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• Log only on error

We log messages using our special debug() method. Debug messages logged using this
method only get printed out when we call the flush() method. This allows us to log very
detailed contextual information about what was being done leading up to the error. We can
log:

– Arguments and return values for function calls.
– And, request/response data for HTTP requests made.

We only want to print out debugmessages to the console whenwe run into an error. This helps
us reduce clutter in the case of successful requests. And, keeps our CloudWatch costs low!

To do this, we store the log info (when calling debug()) in memory inside the logs array. And
when we call flush() (in the case of an error), we console.debug() all those stored log
messages.

So in our Lambda function code, if we want to log some debug information that only gets printed out
if we have an error, we’ll do the following:

import debug from "../libs/debug-lib";

debug('This stores the message and prints to CloudWatch if Lambda function
later throws an exception');↪

In contrast, if we always want to log to CloudWatch, we’ll:

console.log('This prints a message in CloudWatch prefixed with INFO');
console.warn('This prints a message in CloudWatch prefixed with WARN');
console.error('This prints a message in CloudWatch prefixed with ERROR');

Now let’s use the debug library in our Lambda functions.

Setup Handler Lib

You’ll recall that all our Lambda functions are wrapped using a handler() method. We use this to
format what our Lambda functions return as their HTTP response. It also, handles any errors that our
Lambda functions throws.

We’ll use the debug lib that we added above to improve our error handling.
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Replace our src/util/handler.jswith the following.

import * as debug from "./debug";

export default function handler(lambda) {
return async function (event, context) {
let body, statusCode;

// Start debugger
debug.init(event);

try {
// Run the Lambda
body = await lambda(event, context);
statusCode = 200;

} catch (e) {
// Print debug messages
debug.flush(e);

body = { error: e.message };
statusCode = 500;

}

// Return HTTP response
return {
statusCode,
body: JSON.stringify(body),
headers: {
"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",
"Access-Control-Allow-Credentials": true,

},
};

};
}

This should be fairly straightforward:

1. We initialize our debugger by calling debug.init().
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2. We run our Lambda function.
3. We format the success response.
4. In the case of an error, we first write out our debug logs by calling debug.flush(e). Where e

is the error that caused our Lambda function to fail.
5. We format and return our HTTP response.

Using the Error Handler

Youmight recall the way we are currently using the above error handler in our Lambda functions.

import handler from "./util/handler";

export const main = handler((event, context) => {
// Do some work
const a = 1 + 1;
// Return a result
return { result: a };

});

Wewrap all of our Lambda functions using the error handler.

Note that, the handler-lib.js needs to be imported before we import anything else. This is
because the debug-lib.js that it imports needs to initialize AWS SDK logging before it’s used
anywhere else.

Commit the Code

Let’s push our changes

Let’s commit the code we have so far.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding serverless error logging"
$ git push

This should deploy our changes to production.
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And that’s prettymuch it! With these simple steps, we are now ready to look at some examples of how
to debug our serverless app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Logic Errors in Lambda Functions

Now that we’ve setup error logging for our API, we are ready to go over the workflow for debugging
the various types of errors we’ll run into.

First up, there are errors that can happen in our Lambda function code. Now we all know that we
almost never make mistakes in our code. However, it’s still worth going over this very “unlikely”
scenario.

Create a New Branch

Let’s start by creating a new branch that we’ll use while working through the following examples.

In the project root for your backend repo, run the following:

$ git checkout -b debug

Push Some Faulty Code

Let’s trigger an error in get.js by commenting out the noteId field in the DynamoDB call’s Key
definition. This will cause the DynamoDB call to fail and in turn cause the Lambda function to fail.

Replace src/get.jswith the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
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// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
// noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Note the line that we’ve commented out.

Let’s commit our changes.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding some faulty code"
$ git push --set-upstream origin debug

Deploy the Faulty Code

Head over to your Seed dashboard and select the prod stage in the pipeline and hit Deploy.
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Click deploy in Seed pipeline

Type in the debug branch and hit Deploy.
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Select branch and confirm deploy in Seed

This will deploy our faulty code to production.

Head over on to your notes app, and select a note. You’ll notice the page fails to load with an error
alert.
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Error alert in notes app note page

Debug Logic Errors

To start with, you should get an email from Sentry about this error. Go to Sentry and you should see
the error showing at the top. Select the error.
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New network error in Sentry

You’ll see that our frontend error handler is logging the API endpoint that failed.
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Error details in Sentry

You’ll also get an email from Seed telling you that there was an error in your Lambda functions. If you
click on the Issues tab you’ll see the error at the top.
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View Issues in Seed

And if you click on the error, you’ll see the error message and stack trace.
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Error details in Seed

If you scroll down a bit further you’ll notice the entire request log. Including debug messages from
the AWS SDK as it tries to call DynamoDB.
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Lambda request log in error details in Seed

The message The provided key element does not match the schema, says that there is
something wrongwith the Key that we passed in. Our debugmessages helped guide us to the source
of the problem!

Next let’s look at howwe can debug unexpected errors in our Lambda functions.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Unexpected Errors in Lambda Functions

Previously, we looked at how to debug errors in our Lambda function code. In this chapter let’s look
at how to debug some unexpected errors. Starting with the case of a Lambda function timing out.

Debugging Lambda Timeouts

Our Lambda functions often make API requests to interact with other services. In our notes app, we
talk to DynamoDB to store and fetch data; and we also talk to Stripe to process payments. When we
make an API request, there is the chance the HTTP connection times out or the remote service takes
too long to respond. We are going to look at how to detect and debug the issue. The default timeout
for Lambda functions are 6 seconds. So let’s simulate a timeout using setTimeout.

Replace our src/get.jswith the following:

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
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throw new Error("Item not found.");
}

// Set a timeout
await new Promise(resolve => setTimeout(resolve, 10000));

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Let’s commit this code.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a timeout"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard, select the prod stage in the pipeline and deploy the debug
branch.
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Deploy debug branch in Seed

On your notes app, try and select a note. You will notice the page tries to load for a couple of seconds,
and then fails with an error alert.
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Timeout error in notes app note page

You’ll get an error alert in Sentry. And if you head over to the Issues tab in Seed you’ll notice a new
error — Lambda Timeout Error.

If you click on the new error, you’ll notice that the request took 6006.18ms. And since the Lambda
timeout is 6 seconds by default. This means that the function timed out.
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Timeout error details in Seed

To drill into this issue further, add a console.log in your Lambda function. This messages will show
in the request log and it’ll give you a sense of where the timeout is taking place.

Next let’s look at what happens when our Lambda function runs out of memory.

Debugging Out of Memory Errors

By default, a Lambda function has 1024MB of memory. You can assign any amount of memory
between 128MB and 3008MB in 64MB increments. So in our code, let’s try and allocate more
memory till it runs out of memory.

Replace your src/get.jswith:

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

function allocMem() {
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let bigList = Array(4096000).fill(1);
return bigList.concat(allocMem());

}

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

allocMem();

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Nowwe’ll set our Lambda function to use the lowest memory allowed.

Add the following below the defaultFunctionProps: { line in your
stacks/ApiStack.js.

memorySize: 128,

Let’s commit this.
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$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a memory error"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard and deploy it. Then, in your notes app, try and load a note. It
should fail with an error alert.

Just as before, you’ll see the error in Sentry. And head over to new issue in Seed.

Memory error details in Seed

Note the request took all of 128MB of memory. Click to expand the request.

You’ll see exited with error: signal: killed Runtime.ExitError. This is printed out by
Lambda runtime indicating the runtime was killed. This means that you should give your function
more memory or that your code is leaking memory.

Next, we’ll look at how to debug errors that happen outside your Lambda function handler code.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Errors Outside Lambda Functions

We’ve covered debugging errors in our code and unexpected errors in Lambda functions. Now let’s
look at how to debug errors that happen outside our Lambda functions.

Initialization Errors

Lambda functions could fail not because of an error inside your handler code, but because of an error
outside it. In this case, your Lambda function won’t be invoked. Let’s add some faulty code outside
our handler function.

Replace our src/get.jswith the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

// Some faulty code
dynamoDb.notExist();

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
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if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Commit this code.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding an init error"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard, and deploy it.

Now if you select a note in your notes app, you’ll notice that it fails with an error.

Init error in notes app note page
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You should see an error in Sentry. And if you head over to the Issues in Seed and click on the new
error.

Init error details in Seed

You’ll notice the error message dynamodb_lib.notExist is not a function.

Note that, you might see there are 3 events for this error. This is because the Lambda runtime prints
out the error message multiple times.

Handler Function Errors

Another error that can happen outside a Lambda function is when the handler has beenmisnamed.

Replace our src/get.jswith the following.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

// Wrong handler function name
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export const main2 = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDbLib.call("get", params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Let’s commit this.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding a handler error"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard and deploy it. Then, in your notes app, try and load a note. It
should fail with an error alert.

Just as before, you’ll see the error in Sentry. Head over to the new error in Seed.
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Handler error details in Seed

You should see the error Runtime.HandlerNotFound, along with message get.main is
undefined or not exported.

And that about covers the main Lambda function errors. So the next time you see one of the above
error messages, you’ll knowwhat’s going on.

Remove the Faulty Code

Let’s cleanup all the faulty code.

Replace src/get.jswith the original.

import handler from "./util/handler";
import dynamoDb from "./util/dynamodb";

export const main = handler(async (event) => {
const params = {
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TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
noteId: event.pathParameters.id

}
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

Commit and push the code.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Reverting faulty code"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard and deploy it.

Now let’s move on to debugging API Gateway errors.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Errors in API Gateway

In the past few chapters we looked at how to debug errors in our Lambda functions. However, our
APIs can fail before our Lambda function has been invoked. In these cases, wewon’t be able to debug
using the Lambda logs. Since there won’t be any requests made to our Lambda functions.

The two common causes for these errors are:

1. Invalid API path
2. Invalid API method

Let’s look at how to debug these.

Invalid API Path

Head over to the frontend/ directory in your project.

Open src/containers/Home.js, and replace the loadNotes() function with:

function loadNotes() {
return API.get("notes", "/invalid_path");

}

Let’s commit this and push it.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding faulty paths"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard and deploy it.

Then in your notes app, load the home page. You’ll notice the page fails with an error alert saying
Network Alert.
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Invalid path error in notes app

On Sentry, the error will show that a GET request failed with status code 0.
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Invalid path error in Sentry

What happens here is that: - The browser first makes an OPTIONS request to /invalid_path. - API
Gateway returns a 403 response. - The browser throws an error and does not continue to make the
GET request.

This means that our Lambda function was not invoked. And in the browser it fails as a CORS error.

Invalid API method

Now let’s look at what happens when we use an invalid HTTPmethod for our API requests. Instead of
a GET request we are going to make a PUT request.

In src/containers/Home.js replace the loadNotes() function with:

function loadNotes() {
return API.put("notes", "/notes");

}
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Let’s push our code.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Adding invalid method"
$ git push

Head over to your Seed dashboard and deploy it.

Our notes app should fail to load the home page.

Invalid method error in notes app

You should see a similar Network Error as the one above in Sentry. Select the error and you will see
that the PUT request failed with 0 status code.
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Invalid method error in Sentry

Here’s what’s going on behind the scenes: - The browser first makes an OPTIONS request to /notes.
- API Gateway returns a successful 200 response with the HTTP methods allowed for the path. - The
allowedHTTPmethods are GET and POST. This is becausewe defined: - GET request on /notes to list
all the notes - POST request on /notes to create a new note - The browser reports the error because
the request method PUT is not allowed.

Similar as to the case above, our Lambda function was not invoked. And in the browser it fails as a
CORS error.

With that we’ve covered all the major types of serverless errors and how to debug them.

Rollback the Changes

Let’s revert all the faulty code that we created.

$ git checkout main
$ git branch -D debug
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And rollback the prod build in Seed.

Head to the Activity tab in the Seed dashboard. Then click on prod over on the right. This shows us
all the deployments made to our prod stage.

Click on prod activity in Seed

Scroll down to the last deployment from the master branch, past all the ones made from the debug
branch. Hit Rollback.
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Rollback on prod build in Seed

This will rollback our app to the state it was in before we deployed all of our faulty code.

Now you are all set to go live with your brand new full-stack serverless app!

Let’s wrap things up next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Wrapping Up

Congratulations on completing the guide!

We’ve covered how to build and deploy our backend serverless API and our frontend serverless app.
And not only does it work well on the desktop.

App update live screenshot

It’s mobile optimized as well!

We hope what you’ve learned here can be adapted to fit the use case you have in mind. We are going
to be covering a few other topics in the future while we keep this guide up to date.

If you are looking to use serverless at your company and are wondering how best to structure a large
serverless project, make sure to check out our best practices section. The entire workflow and the
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ideas covered are in production at a number of companies.

We’d love to hear from you about your experience following this guide. Please fill out our survey or
send us any comments or feedback youmight have, via email. And please star our repo on GitHub, it
really helps spread the word.

Star our GitHub repo

Also, we’d love to feature what you’ve built with Serverless Stack, please send us a URL and brief
description.

Thank you and we hope you found this guide helpful!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
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Further Reading

Once you’ve completed the guide, you are probably going to use the Serverless Stack for your next
project. To help you along thewaywe try to compile a list of docs that you can use as a reference. The
following can be used to drill down in detail for some of the technologies and services used in this
guide.

• SST Documentation: Documentation for SST.

• DynamoDB, explained: A Primer on the DynamoDB NoSQL database

• React JS Docs: The official React docs

• JSX In Depth: Learn JSX in a bit more detail

• Create React App User Guide: The really comprehensive Create React App user guide

• React-Bootstrap Docs: The official React-Bootstrap docs

• React Router Docs: The official React Router docs

• AWS Amplify API Reference: The AWS Amplify API reference

• Jest Unit Test Docs: The official Jest docs

• Seed Docs: The official Seed docs

• Sentry React Docs: The Sentry React guide

If you have found any other guides or tutorials helpful in building your serverless app, feel free to edit
this page and submit a PR. Or you can let us know via the comments.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Translations

Our guide is available in several languages thanks to contributions by our incredible readers. You can
view the translated versions of a chapter by clicking on the links below the chapter title.

Chapter translation links Screenshot

Below is a list of all the chapters that are available in multiple languages. If you are interested in
helping with our translation efforts, leave us a comment here.

{% for page in site.chapters%} {% if page.lang == “en” and page.ref %} {% assign pages = site.chapters
| where:“ref”, page.ref | where_exp:“page”, “page.lang != ‘en’ ” | sort: ‘lang’ %} {% if pages.size > 0 %}
{{ page.title }}
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{% for page in pages %}

{{ page.lang }}: {{ page.title }}

{% endfor %}

{% endif %}
{% endif %}

{% endfor %}

A big thanks to our contributors for helping make Serverless Stack more accessible!

• Bernardo Bugmann
• Sebastian Gutierrez
• Vincent Oliveira
• Leonardo Gonzalez
• Vieko Franetovic
• Christian Kaindl
• Jae Chul Kim

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Giving Back

If you’ve found this guide helpful please consider helping us out by doing the following. You can also
read about this in detail in our CONTRIBUTING.md.

• Fixing typos and errors

The content on this site is kept up to date thanks in large part to our community and our readers.
Submit a Pull Request to fix any typos or errors youmight find.

• Helping others in the comments

If you’ve found yourself using the Discourse comments to get help, please consider helping
anybody else with issues that youmight have run into.

• Keep the core guide updated

Serverless Stack is reliant on a large number of services and open source libraries and projects.
The screenshots for the services and thedependenciesneed tobeupdatedeveryonce in awhile.
Here is a little more details on this.

• Help translate the guide

Our incredible readers are helping translate Serverless Stack into multiple languages. You can
check out our progress here. If you would like to help with our translation efforts, leave us a
comment here.

• Add an extra credit chapter

The core chapters are missing some extra details (for the sake of simplicity) that are necessary
once you start customizing the Serverless Stack setup. Additionally, there are cases thatwe just
don’t handle in the core part of the guide. We are addressing these via Extra Credit chapters.
If you have had a chance to extend Serverless Stack consider writing a chapter on it. Here are
further details on how to add an extra credit chapter.

• Improve tooling

Currentlywedo a lot ofmanualwork to publish updates andmaintain the tutorial. You can help
by contributing to improve the process. Here are somemore details onwhatwe need helpwith.
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• Give us a Star on GitHub

We rely on our GitHub repo for everything fromhosting this site to code samples and comments.
Starring our repo helps us get the word out.

• Sharing this guide

Share this guide via Twitter or Facebook with others that might find this helpful.

Also, if you have any other ideas on how to contribute; feel free to let us know via email.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Changelog

Aswecontinue toupdateServerless Stack,wewant tomake sure thatwegive youaclear ideaof all the
changes that are being made. This is to ensure that you won’t have to go through the entire tutorial
again to get caught up on the updates. We also want to leave the older versions up in case you need a
reference. This is also useful for readers who areworking through the tutorial while it gets updated.

Below are the updates we’ve made to Serverless Stack, each with:

• Each update has a link to an archived version of the tutorial
• Updates to the tutorial compared to the last version
• Updates to the API and Client repos

While the hosted version of the tutorial and the code snippets are accurate, the sample project repo
that is linked at the bottom of each chapter is unfortunately not. We do however maintain the past
versions of the completed sample project repo. So you should be able to use those to figure things
out. All this info is also available on the releases page of our GitHub repo.

You can get these updates emailed to you via our newsletter.

Changes

v7.0.1: Renaming lib to stacks (Current)

Sep 24, 2021: Renaming lib to stacks in the SST app.

• Tutorial changes
• Demo notes app source

v7.0: Creating separate SST and Serverless Framework sections

Aug 25, 2021: Creating a separate SST version and Serverless Framework version of the guide.

• Tutorial changes
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• Demo notes app source
• Serverless Framework version

– API
– Client

v6.1: Adding Extra Credit AppSync and Auth chapters

Aug 3, 2021: Adding Extra Credit chapters on AppSync and Auth.

• Tutorial changes

v6.0: Upgrading Bootstrap and reorganizing chapters

Nov 11, 2020: Upgrading to Bootstrap 4 and React Bootstrap 1.4. Also, a major reorganizing of the
chapters.

• Tutorial changes
• API
• Client

v5.0.2: Fixing encoding issue in eBook

Oct 23, 2020: Generating new eBook version to fix encoding issues.

v5.0.1: Updating to new eBook format

Oct 21, 2020: Generating new eBook using Pandoc.

• Tutorial changes

v5.0: Using CDK to configure infrastructure resources

Oct7, 2020: Moving fromCloudFormation toAWSCDKtoconfigure infrastructure resources. Andusing
Serverless Stack Toolkit (SST) to deploy CDK alongside Serverless Framework.

• Tutorial changes
• API
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v4.1: Adding newmonitoring and debugging section

Apr 8, 2020: Adding a new section onmonitoring and debugging full-stack Serverless apps. Updating
React Router. Using React Context to manage app state.

• Tutorial changes
• API
• Client

v4.0: New edition of Serverless Stack

Oct 8, 2019: Adding a new section for Serverless best practices. Updating to React Hooks.
Reorganizing chapters. Updating backend to Node 10.

• Tutorial changes
• API
• Client

v3.4: Updating to serverless-bundle and on-demand DynamoDB

Jul 18, 2019: Updating to serverless-bundle plugin and On-Demand Capacity for DynamoDB.

• Tutorial changes
• API

v3.3.3: Handling API Gateway CORS errors

Jan 27, 2019: Adding CORS headers to API Gateway 4xx and 5xx errors.

• Tutorial changes
• API

v3.3.2: Refactoring async Lambda functions

Nov 1, 2018: Refactoring async Lambda functions to return instead of using the callback.

• Tutorial changes
• API
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v3.3.1: Updated to Create React App v2

Oct 5, 2018: Updated the frontend React app to use Create React App v2.

• Tutorial changes
• Client

v3.3: Added new chapters

Oct 5, 2018: Added new chapters on Facebook login with AWS Amplify and mapping Identity Id with
User Pool Id. Also, added a new series of chapters on forgot password, change email and password.

• Tutorial changes
• Facebook Login Client
• User Management Client

v3.2: Added section on Serverless architecture

Aug 18, 2018: Adding a new section on organizing Serverless applications. Outlining how to use
CloudFormation cross-stack references to link multiple Serverless services.

• Tutorial changes
• Monorepo API

v3.1: Update to use UsernameAttributes

May 24, 2018: CloudFormation now supports UsernameAttributes. Thismeans thatwedon’t need the
email as alias work around.

• Tutorial changes
• API
• Client

v3.0: Adding Part II

May 10, 2018: Adding a new part to the guide to help create a production ready version of the note
taking app. Discussion on the update.

• Tutorial changes
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• API
• Client

v2.2: Updating to user Node.js starter and v8.10

Apr 11, 2018: Updating the backend to use Node.js starter and LambdaNode v8.10. Discussion on the
update.

• Tutorial changes
• API

v2.1: Updating to Webpack 4

Mar 21, 2018: Updating the backend to use Webpack 4 and serverless-webpack 5.

• Tutorial changes
• API

v2.0: AWS Amplify update

Updating frontend to use AWS Amplify. Verifying SSL certificate now uses DNS validation. Discussion
on the update.

• Tutorial changes
• Client

v1.2.5: Using specific Bootstrap CSS version

Feb 5, 2018: Using specific Bootstrap CSS version since latest nowpoints to Bootstrap v4. But React-
Bootstrap uses v3.

• Tutorial changes
• Client

v1.2.4: Updating to React 16

Dec 31, 2017: Updated to React 16 and fixed sigv4Client.js IE11 issue.

• Tutorial changes
• Client
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v1.2.3: Updating to babel-preset-env

Dec 30, 2017: Updated serverless backend to use babel-preset-env plugin and added a note to the
Deploy to S3 chapter on reducing React app bundle size.

• Tutorial changes
• API

v1.2.2: Adding new chapters

Dec 1, 2017: Added the following Extra Credit chapters.

1. Customize the Serverless IAM Policy
2. Environments in Create React App

• Tutorial changes

v1.2.1: Adding new chapters

Oct 7, 2017: Added the following Extra Credit chapters.

1. API Gateway and Lambda Logs
2. Debugging Serverless API Issues
3. Serverless environment variables
4. Stages in Serverless Framework
5. Configure multiple AWS profiles

• Tutorial changes

v1.2: Upgrade to Serverless Webpack v3

Sep 16, 2017: Upgrading serverless backend to using serverless-webpack plugin v3. The new version
of the plugin changes some of the commands used to test the serverless backend. Discussion on the
update.

• Tutorial changes
• API
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v1.1: Improved Session Handling

Aug30, 2017: Fixing some issueswith sessionhandling in theReact app. A fewminor updates bundled
together. Discussion on the update.

• Tutorial changes
• Client

v1.0: IAM as authorizer

July 19, 2017: Switching to using IAM as an authorizer instead of the authenticating directly with User
Pool. This was a major update to the tutorial. Discussion on the update.

• Tutorial changes
• API
• Client

v0.9: Cognito User Pool as authorizer

• API
• Client

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Staying up to date

We made this guide open source to make sure that the content is kept up to date and accurate with
the help of the community. We are also adding new chapters based on the needs of the community
and the feedback we receive.

To help people stay up to date with the changes, we run the Serverless Stack Newsletter. The
newsletter is a:

• Short plain text email
• Outlines the recent updates to Serverless Stack
• Never sent out more than once a month
• One click unsubscribe
• And you get the entire guide as a 1000 page ebook

You can also follow us on Twitter.

Subscribe

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Best Practices for Building Serverless Apps

In this section of the guide we’ll be covering the best practices for developing and maintaining large
Serverless applications. It builds onwhatwe’ve covered so far and it extends the demonotes app that
we built in the first section. It’s intended for teams as opposed to individual developers. It’s meant to
give you a foundation that scales as your app (and team) grows.

Background

Serverless Stackwas launched back inMarch 2017. Since then thousands of folks have used the guide
to build their first full-stack Serverless app. Many of you have used this as a starting point to build
really large applications. Applications that are made up of scores of services worked on by a team of
developers.

However, the challenges that teams face while developing large scale Serverless applications are
very different from the one an individual faces while building his or her first app. You’ve to deal with
architectural design decisions and questions that can be hard to answer if you haven’t built and
managed a large scale Serverless app before. Questions like:

• How should my project be structured when I have dozens of interdependent services?
• How should I managemy environments?
• What is the best practice for storing secrets?
• How do I make sure my production environments are completely secure?
• What does the workflow look like for the developers onmy team?
• How do I debug large Serverless applications?

Some of these are not exclusive to folks working on large scale apps, but they are very common once
your app grows to a certain size. We hear most of these through our readers, our users, and our
Serverless Toronto Meetupmembers.

While there are tons of blog posts out there that answer some of these questions, it requires you to
piece them together to figure out what the best practices are.
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A new perspective

Now nearly 3 years into working on Serverless Stack and building large scale Serverless applications,
there are some common design patterns that we can confidently sharewith our readers. Additionally,
Serverless as a technology and community has alsomatured to the point where there are reasonable
answers for the above questions.

This new addition to the guide is designed to lay out some of the best practices and give you a solid
foundation touseServerless at your company. You canbe confident that as your applicationand team
grows, you’ll be on the right track for building something that scales.

Who is this for

While the topics covered in this section can be applied to any project you are working on, they are
far better suited for larger scale ones. For example, we talk about using multiple AWS accounts to
configure your environments. This works well when you have multiple developers on your team but
isn’t worth the overhead when you are the only one working on the project.

What is covered in this section

Here is a rough rundown of the topics covered in this section of the guide.

Wearecoveringprimarily thebackendServerlessportion. The frontend flowworks relatively the same
way aswhatwe covered in the first section. We also found that there is a distinct lack of best practices
for building Serverless backends as opposed to React apps.

• Organizing large Serverless apps

– Sharing resources using cross-stack references

– Sharing code between services

– Sharing API endpoints across services

• Configuring environments

– Using separate AWS accounts to manage environments

– Parameterizing resource names

– Managing environment specific configs
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– Best practices for handling secrets

– Sharing domains across environments

• Development lifecycle

– Working locally

– Creating feature environments

– Creating pull request environments

– Promoting to production

– Handling rollbacks

• Using AWS X-Ray to trace Lambda functions

We think these concepts should be a good starting point for your projects and you should be able to
adapt them to fit your use case!

How this new section is structured

This section of the guide has a fair bit of theory when compared to the first section. However, we try
to take a similar approach. We’ll slowly introduce these concepts as we work through the chapters.

The following repos will serve as the centerpiece of this section:

1. Serverless Infrastructure

A repo containing all the main infrastructure resources of our extended notes application. We
are creating a DynamoDB table to store all the notes related info, an S3 bucket for uploading
attachments, and a Cognito User Pool and Identity Pool to authenticate users. We’ll be using
AWS CDK with SST.

2. Serverless Services

A monorepo containing all the services in our extended notes application. We have three
different services here. The notes-api service that powers the notes CRUD API endpoint, the
billing-api service that processes payment information through Stripe and publishes a
message on an SNS topic. Finally, we have a notify-job service that listens to the SNS topic
and sends us a text message when somebody makes a purchase. We’ll be using Serverless
Framework for our services.

We’ll start by forking these repos but unlike the first section wewon’t be directly working on the code.
Instead as we work through the sections we’ll point out the key aspects of the codebase.
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We’ll then go over step by step how to configure the environments through AWS. We’ll use Seed to
illustrate how to deploy our application to our environments. Note that, you do not need Seed to
configure your own setup. We’ll only be using it as an example. Once you complete the guide you
should be able to use your favorite CI/CD service to build a pipeline that follows the best practices.
Finally, we’ll go over the development workflow for you and your team.

The end result of this will be that you’ll have a fully functioning Serverless backend, hosted in your
own GitHub repo, and deployed to your AWS environments. We want to make sure that you’ll have a
working setup in place, so you can always refer back to it when you need to!

Let’s get started.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Organizing Serverless Projects

Once your serverless projects start to grow, you are faced with some choices on how to organize your
growing projects. In this chapter we’ll examine some of the most common ways to structure your
projects at a services and application (multiple services) level.

First let’s start by quickly looking at the common terms used when talking about Serverless
Framework projects.

• Service

A service is what you might call a Serverless Framework project. It has a single
serverless.yml file driving it.

• Stack

A stack is a collection of resources that youmanage as a single unit. We define CloudFormation
stacks using CDK.

• Application

An application or app is a collection of multiple services.

Now let’s look at the most common pattern for organizing serverless projects with our example
repos.

An example

Our extended notes app has two API services, each has their own well defined business logic:

• notes-api service: Handles managing the notes.
• billing-api service: Handles making a purchase.

And your app also has a job service:

• notify-job service: Sends you a text message after a user successfully makes a purchase.

The infrastructure on the other hand is created by the following stacks in CDK:
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• CognitoStack: Defines a Cognito User and Identity pool used to store user data.
• DynamoDBStack: Defines a DynamoDB table called notes used to store notes data.
• S3Stack: Defines an S3 bucket used to store note images.

Microservices + Monorepo

Monorepo, as the term suggests is the idea of a single repository. This means that your entire
application and all its services are in a single repository.

Themicroservice pattern on the other hand is a concept of keeping each of your servicesmodular and
lightweight. So for example; if your app allows users to create notes and make purchase; you could
have a service that deals with notes and one that deals with buying.

The directory structure of your entire application under the microservice + monorepo pattern would
look something like this.

|- services/
|--- billing-api/
|--- notes-api/
|--- notify-job/
|- infrastructure/
|- libs/
|- package.json

A couple of things to notice here:

1. We are going over a Node.js project here but this pattern applies to other languages as well.
2. The services/ dir at the root is made up of a collection of services. Where a service contains

a single serverless.yml file.
3. Each service deals with a relatively small and self-contained function. So for example, the

notes-api service deals with everything from creating to deleting notes. Of course, the
degree to which you want to separate your application is entirely up to you.

4. The infrastructure/ directory is a CDK app that is made up of multiple stacks.
5. The package.json (and the node_modules/ dir) are at the root of the repo. However, it is

fairly common to have a separate package.json inside each service directory.
6. The libs/ dir is just to illustrate that any common code that might be used across all services

can be placed in here.
7. To deploy this application you are going to need to run serverless deploy separately in each

of the services.
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8. Environments (or stages) need to be co-ordinated across all the different services. So if your
team is using a dev, staging, and prod environment, then you are going to need to define the
specifics of this in each of the services.

Advantages of Monorepo

Themicroservice + monorepo pattern has grown in popularity for a couple of reasons:

1. Lambda functions are a natural fit for a microservice based architecture. This is due to a few
of reasons. Firstly, the performance of Lambda functions is related to the size of the function.
Secondly, debugging a Lambda function that deals with a specific event is much easier. Finally,
it is just easier to conceptually relate a Lambda function with a single event.

2. The easiest way to share code between services is by having them all together in a single
repository. Even though your services end up dealing with separate portions of your app, they
still might need to share some code between them. Say for example; you have some code that
formats your requests and responses in your Lambda functions. This would ideally be used
across the board and it would not make sense to replicate this code in all the services.

Disadvantages of Monorepo

Before we go through alternative patterns, let’s quickly look at the drawbacks of the microservice +
monorepo pattern.

1. Microservices can grow out of control and each added service increases the complexity of your
application.

2. This also means that you can end up with hundreds of Lambda functions.
3. Managing deployments for all these services and functions can get complicated.

Most of the issues described above start to appear when your application begins to grow. However,
there are services that help you deal with some of these issues. Services like IOpipe, Epsagon, and
Dashbird help you with observability of your Lambda functions. And our own Seed helps you with
managing deployments and environments of monorepo Serverless Framework applications.

Now let’s look at some alternative approaches.

Multi-Repo

The obvious counterpart to the monorepo pattern is the multi-repo approach. In this pattern each of
your repositories has a single Serverless Framework project.
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A couple of things to watch out for with the multi-repo pattern.

1. Code sharing across repos can be tricky since your application is spread across multiple repos.
There are a couple of ways to deal with this. In the case of Node you can use private NPM
modules. Or you can find ways to link the common shared library of code to each of the repos.
In both of these cases your deployment process needs to accommodate for the shared code.

2. Due to the friction involved in code sharing, we typically see each service (or repo) grow in the
number of Lambda functions. This can cause you to hit the CloudFormation resource limit and
get a deployment error that looks like:

Error --------------------------------------------------

The CloudFormation template is invalid: Template format error: Number of
resources, 201, is greater than maximum allowed, 200↪

Note that, AWS recently increased this limit to 500.

Even with the disadvantages the multi-repo pattern does have its place. We have come across cases
where some infrastructure related pieces (setting upDynamoDB, Cognito, etc) is done in a service that
is placed in a separate repo. And since this typically doesn’t need a lot of code or even share anything
with the rest of your application, it can live on its own. So in effect you can run a multi-repo setup
where the standalone repos are for your infrastructure and your API endpoints live in a microservice +
monorepo setup.

Finally, it’s worth looking at the less commonmonolith pattern.

Monolith

The monolith pattern involves taking advantage of API Gateway’s {proxy+} and ANY method to
route all the requests to a single Lambda function. In this Lambda function you can potentially run
an application server like Express. So as an example, all the API requests below would be handled by
the same Lambda function.

GET https://api.example.com/notes
GET https://api.example.com/notes/{id}
POST https://api.example.com/notes
PUT https://api.example.com/notes/{id}
DELETE https://api.example.com/notes/{id}
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POST https://api.example.com/billing

And the specific section in your serverless.ymlmight look like the following:

handler: app.main
events:

- http:
method: any
path: /{proxy+}

Where the main function in your app.js is responsible for parsing the routes and figuring out the
HTTPmethods to do the specific action necessary.

The biggest drawback here is that the size of your functions keeps growing. And this can affect the
performance of your functions. It also makes it harder to debug your Lambda functions.

A practical approach

It’s not the goal of this section to evaluatewhich setup is better. Instead, Iwant to layoutwhatwe think
is a good setup and one that has worked out for most teams we work with. We are taking a middle
ground approach and creating two repositories:

1. serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources
2. serverless-stack-demo-ext-api

In serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources, you have:

/
lib/
CognitoStack.js
DynamoDBStack.js
S3Stack.js

And in serverless-stack-demo-ext-api, you have:
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/
libs/
services/
notes-api/
billing-api/
notify-job/

Why? Most of the code changes are going to happen in the serverless-stack-demo-ext-api repo.
When your team is making rapid changes, you are likely to have many feature branches, bug fixes,
and pull requests. A bonus with serverless is that you can spin up new environments at zero cost
(you only pay for usage, not for provisioning resources). For example, a team can have dozens of
ephemeral stages such as: prod, staging, dev, feature-x, feature-y, feature-z, bugfix-x, bugfix-y,
pr-128, pr-132, etc. This ensures each change is tested on real infrastructure before being promoted
to production.

On the other hand, changes are going to happen less frequently in the serverless-stack-demo-ext-
resources repo. And most likely you don’t need a complete set of standalone DynamoDB tables for
each feature branch. In fact, a team can have three stages such as: prod, staging, and dev. And the
feature/bugfix/pr stages of the serverless-stack-demo-ext-api can all connect to the dev stage of the
serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources.
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Organize serverless projects in an app

So if you have a service that doesn’t make sense to replicate in an ephemeral environment, wewould
suggest moving it to the repo with all the infrastructure services. This is what we have seen most
teams do. And this setup scales well as your project and team grows.

Note that, we build on this monorepo setup further by using Lerna and Yarn Workspaces in our Using
Lerna and Yarn Workspaces with Serverless extra credit chapter.

Now thatwe have figured out how to organize our application into repos, let’s look at howwe split our
app into the various services. We’ll start with creating a separate service for our DynamoDB tables.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Cross-Stack References in serverless

In theprevious chapterwe lookedat someof themost commonpatterns fororganizingyour serverless
applications. Now let’s look at how to work with multiple services in your Serverless application.

You might recall that a Serverless Framework service is where a single serverless.yml is used to
define the project. And the serverless.yml file is converted into a CloudFormation template using
Serverless Framework. This means that in the case of multiple services you might need to reference
a resource that is available in a different service.

You also might be defining your AWS infrastructure using AWS CDK. And you want to make sure your
serverless API is connected to those resources.

For example, you might have your DynamoDB tables created in CDK and your APIs (as a Serverless
Framework service) need to refer to them. Of course you don’t want to hard code this. To do this we
are going to be using cross-stack references.

A cross-stack reference is a way for one CloudFormation template to refer to the resource in another
CloudFormation template.

• Cross-stack references have a name and value.
• Cross-stack references only apply within the same region.
• The name needs to be unique for a given region in an AWS account.

A reference is createdwhen one stack creates a CloudFormation export and another imports it. So for
example, ourDynamoDBStack.js is exporting thenameof ourDynamoDB table, andournotes-api
service is importing it. Once the reference has been created, you cannot remove the DynamoDB stack
without first removing the stack that is referencing it (the notes-api).

The above relationship between two stacks means that they need to be deployed and removed in a
specific order. We’ll be looking at this later.

CloudFormation Export in CDK

To create a cross-stack reference, we first create a CloudFormation export.
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new CfnOutput(this, "TableName", {
value: table.tableName,
exportName: app.logicalPrefixedName("ExtTableName"),

});

The above is a CDK example from our DynamoDBStack.js.

Here the exportName is the nameof the CloudFormation export. We use a conveniencemethod from
SST called app.logicalPrefixedName that prefixes our export namewith the nameof the stagewe
are deploying to, and the name of our SST app. This ensures that our export name is unique whenwe
deploy our stack across multiple environments.

CloudFormation Export in Serverless Framework

Similarly, we can create a CloudFormation export in Serverless Framework by adding the following

resources:
Outputs:
NotePurchasedTopicArn:
Value:
Ref: NotePurchasedTopic

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn

The above is an example from theserverless.ymlof our billing-api. We can add aresources:
section to our serverless.yml and the Outputs: allows us to add CloudFormation exports.

Just as above we need to name our CloudFormation export. We do it using the Name: property. Here
we are prefixing our export name with the stage name (${self:custom.stage}) to make it unique
across environments.

The ${self:custom.stage} is a custom variable that we define at the top of our
serverless.yml.

# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
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Importing a CloudFormation Export

Now once we’ve created a CloudFormation export, we need to import it in our serverless.yml. To
do so, we’ll use the Fn::ImportValue CloudFormation function.

For example, in our notes-api/serverless.yml.

provider:
environment:
tableName: !ImportValue ${self:custom.sstApp}-ExtTableName

We import the name of the DynamoDB table that we created and exported in DynamoDBStack.js.

Advantages of Cross-Stack References

As your application grows, it can become hard to track the dependencies between the services in
the application. And cross-stack references can help with that. It creates a strong link between the
services. As a comparison, if you were to refer to the linked resource by hard coding the value, it’ll be
difficult to keep track of it as your application grows.

The other advantage is that you can easily recreate the entire application (say for testing) with ease.
This is because none of the services of your application are statically linked to each other.

In the next chapter let’s look at howwe share code between our services.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Share Code Between Services

In these next couple of chapters we’ll look at how to organize all our business logic services (APIs) in
the same repo. We’ll start by attempting to answer the following questions:

1. Do I have just one or multiple package.json files?
2. How do I share common code and config between services?
3. How do I share common config between the various serverless.yml?

We are using an extended version of the notes app for this section. You can find the sample repohere.
Let’s take a quick look at how the repo is organized.

/
package.json
config.js
serverless.common.yml
libs/
services/
notes-api/
package.json
serverless.yml
handler.js

billing-api/
package.json
serverless.yml
handler.js

notify-job/
serverless.yml
handler.js
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1. Structuring the package.json

The first question you typically have is about thepackage.json. Do I just haveonepackage.jsonor
do I have one for each service? We recommend having multiple package.json files.

We use the package.json at the project root to install the dependencies that will be shared across
all the services. For example, the serverless-bundle plugin that we are using to optimally package our
Lambda functions is installed at the root level. It doesn’t make sense to install it in each and every
service.

On the other hand, dependencies that are specific to a single service are installed in
the package.json for that service. In our example, the billing-api service uses the stripe NPM
package. So it’s added just to that package.json. Similarly, the notes-api service uses the
uuid NPM package, and it’s added just to that package.json.

This setup implies that when you are deploying your app through a CI; you’ll need to do an npm
install twice. Once in the root level and once in a specific service. Seed does this automatically for
you.

You can also use YarnWorkspaces (and Lerna) tomanage the dependencies for yourmonorepo setup.
We cover this setup in a separate chapter — Using Lerna and Yarn Workspaces with Serverless.

Usually, you might have to manually pick and choose the modules that need to be packaged with
your Lambda function. Simply packaging all the dependencies will increase the code size of your
Lambda function and this leads to longer cold start times. However, in our example we are using
the serverless-bundle plugin that internally uses Webpack’s tree shaking algorithm to only
package the code that our Lambda function needs.

2. Sharing common code and config

The biggest reason you are using a monorepo setup is because your services need to share some
common code, and this is the most convenient way to do so.

Alternatively, you could use a multi-repo approach where all your common code is published as
private NPM packages. However, this adds an extra layer of complexity and it doesn’t make sense if
you are a small team just wanting to share some common code.

Inour example,wewant to share somecommoncode. We’ll beplacing these inalibs/directory. Our
services need tomake calls to various AWS services using the AWSSDK. Andwehave the commonSDK
configuration code in the libs/aws-sdk.js file.
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import aws from "aws-sdk";
import xray from "aws-xray-sdk";

// Do not enable tracing for 'invoke local'
const awsWrapped = process.env.IS_LOCAL ? aws : xray.captureAWS(aws);

export default awsWrapped;

Our Lambda functions will now import this instead of the standard AWS SDK.

import AWS from '../../libs/aws-sdk';

The great thing about this is that we can easily change any AWS related config and it’ll apply across all
of our services. In this case, we are using AWS X-Ray to enable tracing across our entire application.
You don’t need to do this but we are going to be talking about this in one of the later chapters. And
this is a good example of how to share the same AWS config across all our services.

3. Share common serverless.yml config

We have separate serverless.yml configs for our services. However, we end up needing to share
some config across all of our serverless.yml files. To do that:

1. Place the shared config values in a common yaml file at the root level.
2. And reference them in your individual serverless.yml files.

For example,wewant todefine the current stageand the resources stagewewant to connect to across
all of our services. Also, to be able to use X-Ray, we need to grant the necessary X-Ray permissions in
the Lambda IAM role. So we added a serverless.common.yml at the repo root.

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
sstAppMapping:
prod: prod
dev: dev
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sstApp: ${self:custom.sstAppMapping.${self:custom.stage},
self:custom.sstAppMapping.dev}-notes-ext-infra↪

lambdaPolicyXRay:
Effect: Allow
Action:
- xray:PutTraceSegments
- xray:PutTelemetryRecords

Resource: "*"

And in each of our services, we include the custom definition in their serverless.yml:

custom: ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):custom}

And we include the lambdaPolicyXRay IAM policy:

iamRoleStatements:
- ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):lambdaPolicyXRay}

You can do something similar for any other serverless.yml config that needs to be shared.

For simplifying our serverless.yml config within a service, we split it up further. In our
services/notes-api/serverless.yml in our sample repo you’ll notice the following:

resources:
# API Gateway Errors
- ${file(resources/api-gateway-errors.yml)}
# Cognito Identity Pool Policy
- ${file(resources/cognito-policy.yml)}

The api-gateway-errors.yml adds the headers for 4xx and 5xx API errors. While the cognito-
policy.yml adds the IAM policy for allowing our Cognito authenticated users to access the Notes
API.

Statement:
- Effect: 'Allow'
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Action:
- 'execute-api:Invoke'

Resource:
!Sub 'arn:aws:execute-

api:${AWS::Region}:${AWS::AccountId}:${ApiGatewayRestApi}/*'↪

Next, let’s look at what happens whenmultiple API services need to share the same API endpoint.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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In this chapter we will look at how to work with API Gateway across multiple services. A challenge
that you run into when splitting your APIs intomultiple services is sharing the same domain for them.
Youmight recall that APIs that are created as a part of the Serverless Framework service get their own
unique URL that looks something like:

https://z6pv80ao4l.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev

When you attach a customdomain for your API, it is attached to a specific endpoint like the one above.
This means that if you create multiple API services, they will all have unique endpoints.

You can assign different base paths for your custom domains. For example,
api.example.com/notes can point to one service while api.example.com/billing can point
to another. But if you try to split your notes service up, you’ll face the challenge of sharing the
custom domain across them.

In our notes app, we have two services with API endpoints, notes-api and billing-api. In this
chapter, we are going to look at how to configure API Gateway such that both services are served out
via a single API endpoint.

The API path we want to setup is:

• notes-api list all notes GET https://api.example.com/notes
• notes-api get one note GET https://api.example.com/notes/{noteId}
• notes-api create one note POST https://api.example.com/notes
• notes-api update one note PUT https://api.example.com/notes/{noteId}
• notes-api delete one note DELETE https://api.example.com/notes/{noteId}
• billing-api checkout POST https://api.example.com/billing

How paths work in API Gateway

API Gateway is structured in a slightly tricky way. Let’s look at this in detail.
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• Each path part is a separate API Gateway resource object.
• And a path part is a child resource of the preceding part.

So the part path /notes, is a child resource of /. And /notes/{noteId} is a child resource of
/notes.

Based on our setup, wewant the billing-api to have the /billing path. And this would be a child
resource of /. However, / is created in the notes-api service. So we’ll need to find a way to share
the resource across services.

Notes Service

To do this, the notes-api needs to share the API Gateway project and the root path /.

In our serverless-stack-demo-ext-api repo, go into the services/notes-api/ directory. In the
serverless.yml, near the end, you will notice:

...

- Outputs:
ApiGatewayRestApiId:
Value:
Ref: ApiGatewayRestApi

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId

ApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId:
Value:

Fn::GetAtt:
- ApiGatewayRestApi
- RootResourceId

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId

Let’s look at what we are doing here.

1. The first cross-stack reference that needs to be shared is the API Gateway Id that is created as a
part of this service. We are going to export it with the name
${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId. Again, we want the exports to work
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across all our environments/stages and so we include the stage name as a part of it. The value
of this export is available as a reference in our current stack called ApiGatewayRestApi.

2. We also need to export the RootResourceId. This is a reference to the / path of this API
Gateway project. To retrieve this Id we use the Fn::GetAtt CloudFormation function and
pass in the current ApiGatewayRestApi and look up the attribute RootResourceId. We
export this using the name
${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId.

Billing Service

Let’s look at how we are importing the above. Open the billing-api service in the services/
directory.

...

provider:
apiGateway:
restApiId: !ImportValue ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId
restApiRootResourceId: !ImportValue
${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId↪

...

functions:
billing:
handler: billing.main
events:
- http:

path: billing
method: post
cors: true
authorizer: aws_iam

To share the same API Gateway domain as our notes-api service, we are adding an apiGateway:
section to the provider: block.

1. Here we state that we want to use the restApiId of our notes service. We do this by using the
cross-stack reference !ImportValue ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId
that we had exported above.
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2. We also state that we want all the APIs in our service to be linked under the root path of our
notes service. We do this by setting the restApiRootResourceId to the cross-stack reference
!ImportValue ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId from
above.

Now when you deploy the billing-api service, instead of creating a new API Gateway project,
Serverless Framework is going to reuse the project you imported.

The key thing to note in this setup is that API Gateway needs to know where to attach the routes that
are created in this service. We want the /billing path to be attached to the root of our API Gateway
project. Hence the restApiRootResourceId points to the root resource of our notes-api service.
Of course we don’t have to do it this way. We can organize our service such that the /billing path is
created in our main API service and we link to it here.

Dependency

By sharing API Gateway project, we are making the billing-api depend on the notes-api. When
deploying, you need to ensure the notes-api is deployed first.

Limitations

Note that, a path part can only be created ONCE. Let’s look at an example to understand how this
works. Say you need to add another API service that uses the following endpoint.

https://api.example.com/billing/xyz

This new service CANNOT import / from the notes-api.

This is because, Serverless Framework tries to create the following two path parts:

1. /billing
2. /billing/xyz

But /billing has already been created in the billing-api service. So if you were to deploy this
new service, CloudFormation will fail and complain that the resource already exists.

You HAVE TO import /billing from the billing-api, so the new service will only need to create
the /billing/xyz part.

Nowwearedoneorganizingour services andweare ready todeploy them. To recap,wehave a couple
of dependencies in our resources repo and a couple in our API repo.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy a Serverless App with Dependencies

So now that we have a couple of downstream services that are referencing a resource deployed in an
upstream service; let’s look at how this dependency affects the way we deploy our app.

The short version is that:

• When you introduce a new dependency in your app you cannot deploy all the services
concurrently.

• However, once these services have been deployed, you can do so.

First deployment

In our resources repo we are using SST to deploy our CDK app. CDK internally keeps track of the
dependencies between stacks.

Our stacks/index.js looks like this.

export default function main(app) {
new DynamoDBStack(app, "dynamodb");

const s3 = new S3Stack(app, "s3");

new CognitoStack(app, "cognito", { bucketArn: s3.bucket.bucketArn });
}

Here CDK knows that the CognitoStack depends on the S3Stack. And it needs to wait for the
S3Stack to complete first.

SST will deploy the stacks in our CDK app concurrently while ensuring that the dependencies are
respected.

Next for the API repo for the first time, you have to:

• Deploy the notes-api first. This will export the value dev-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId and
dev-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId.
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• Then deploy the billing-api next. This will export the value
dev-ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn.

• Then deploy the notify-job.

Assuming that you are deploying to the dev stage.

If youwere to deploy billing-api and notify-job concurrently, the notify-jobwill fail with the
following CloudFormation error:

notify-job - No export named dev-ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn found.

This error is basically saying that the ARN referenced in its serverless.yml does not exist. This
makes sense because we haven’t created it yet!

Subsequent deployments

Once all the services have been successfully deployed, you can deploy them all concurrently. This is
because the referenced ARN has already been created.

Adding new dependencies

Say you add a new SNS topic in billing-api service and you want the notify-job service to
subscribe to that topic. The first deployment after the change, will again fail if all the services are
deployed concurrently. You need to deploy the billing-api service first, and then deploy
the notify-job service.

We are almost ready to deploy our extended notes app. But before we can do that, let’s configure our
environments.

Deploying through a CI

If you are using a CI, you’ll need to deploy the above in phases. With Seed, we handle this using a
concept of Deploy Phases.

Managing deployment in phases for api

For our api repo, the dependencies look like:
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notes-api > billing-api > notify-job

To break it down in detail: - The billing-api service relies on the notes-api service for the API
Gateway export. - The notify-job service relies on the billing-api service for the SNS Topic
export.

That covers our section on organizing your serverless app. Next, let’s configure our environments.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Environments in Serverless Apps

In this section, we are going to be looking at the best practices of configuring environments for your
serverless app. But before we do that, let’s quickly go over some of the concepts involved.

Pay per use = multiple dev environments

Serverless apps and their associated services (Lambda, API Gateway, DynamoDB, etc.) all have a pay
per usemodel. And it seems very likely that more AWS services aremoving towards that model. Also,
thanks to the infrastructure as code idea that Serverless uses, it’s very easy to replicate environments.
So creating multiple dev/staging environments is something that is highly recommended.

Long lived environments

Serverless doesn’t change how you setup long lived stages. You still have the usual dev stage, prod
stage. And the intermediate stages in between such as staging, qa, preprod, etc. The larger your
team, the more intermediate stages you tend to have.

Ephemeral environments

During development, you usually have a number of development Git branches like feature branches
or hotfix branches. In the traditional server world, many teams don’t setup an environment for each
of their branches. This is due to the infrastructure cost of setting up a new environment. And the
manual work involved in doing so. In addition, once a branch is ready to be merged, a pull request is
usually created. Ideally you want to deploy the temporarily merged version of code to a pull request
environment. If you’ve used Heroku in the past, this is the idea behind their Review Apps.

However, since creating new environments in serverless is both convenient and cheap, it’s
considered best practice to create these ephemeral stages. You want to configure your CI/CD
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pipeline to automatically bring these stages up, test against them, and tear them down once you are
done.

Seed can automatically create stages for a feature branch on branch creation and for PRs on PR
creation. It’ll also automatically remove the stage and all the associated resources once the branch
is removed or the PR is merged.

Next, let’s configure our environments!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Structure Environments Across AWS Accounts

The typical recommendation for teams is to deploy each of their environments to a separate AWS
account. We find that this ends up being excessive for most teams. In our experience, what seems to
work for many teams is:

• One account for the Production environment. You want to apply very strict IAM access
permissions to this account.

• One account for EACH Staging environment. If you have multiple staging environment ie.
preprod, qa, uat, etc, use a separate AWS account for each. You don’t want to have multiple
Staging environments share the same account because each Staging environment needs to
mirror Production as closely as possible.

• One account for ALL Development environments. All feature and hotfix environments share
the same AWS account. You will have many Development environments, many will be very
short-lived. Creating a temporary AWS account for each environment and tearing it down after
the change is merged into master is far too excessive. Especially when you need to push a
quick hotfix. Also, as we mentioned in the How to organize your services chapter, you have
one repo for the infrastructure and one repo for the code. Each Development environment
most likely does not need their own version of the infrastructure. Consider when the scenario
where you push a hotfix. You can have multiple API environments all talk to the one
Infrastructure environment. And having them all sit inside the same AWS account makes it
easy for them to talk to each other without configuring cross-account IAM permissions. Of
course, this is not a hard rule. If you have a major feature release, the release can have its own
Infrastructure environment and the entire setup can be deployed to a separate AWS account.

• One account for EACH Developer environment. Each developer on your team has their own
playground account.

At first glance, this might just seem like a whole lot of extra work and you might wonder if the added
complexity is worth while. However, for teams this really helps protect your production environment.
And we’ll go over the various ways it does so.
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Environment separation

Imagine that you (or somebody on your team) removes a DynamoDB table or Lambda function in
your serverless.yml definition. Now, instead of deploying it to your dev environment, you
accidentally deploy it to production. This happens more often than you think!

To avoid mishaps like these, not every developer on your team should have write access from their
terminal to the production environment. However, if all your environments are in the same AWS
account, you need to carefully craft a detailed IAM policy to restrict/grant access to specific
resources. This can be hard to do and you are likely to makemistakes.

By keeping each environment in a separate account, you can manage user access on a per account
basis. And for dev environments you could potentially grant your
developers AdministratorAccesswithout worrying about the specific resources.

Resource limits

Another benefit of separating environments across AWS accounts is helping you work with AWS’
service limits. Youmight be familiar with the various hard and soft limits of the AWS services you use.
Like the Lambda’s 75 GB code storage limit or the total number of S3 buckets per account limit.
These limits are applicable on a per account basis. Therefore, an issue with having a single AWS
account for all your environments is that, hitting these limits can affect your production
environment. Hence, affecting your users!

For example, you are likely to deploy to your dev environment an order of magnitude more often
than to your production environment. Meaning that you’ll hit the Lambda code storage limit on
your dev environment quicker than on production. If you only have one account for all your
environments, hitting this limit would critically affect your production builds to fail.

By using multiple AWS accounts, you can be sure that the service limits will not interfere across
environments.

Consolidated billing

Finally, having separate accounts for your environments is recommended by AWS. And AWS has
great support for it as well. In the AWS Organizations console, you can view and manage all the AWS
accounts in your master account.
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Accounts in AWS Organization console

You don’t have to setup the billing details for each account. Billing is consolidated to the master
account. You can also view a breakdown of usage and cost for each service in each account.

In the next chapter, we are going to look at how to setup these AWS accounts using AWS
Organizations.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Manage AWS Accounts Using AWS Organizations

With AWS Organizations, you can create andmanage all the AWS accounts in your master account. In
this chapter we’ll look at how to createmultiple AWS accounts for the environments in our serverless
app.

Create AWS accounts

Go to the AWS Organizations console.

Select AWS Organizations service

The account labeledwith the star is yourmaster AWS account. This account cannot be removed from
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the organization.

Select Add account.

Add account in AWS Organizations

You can either create a new AWS account or if you already have multiple standalone AWS accounts,
you can add them into your organization.

Select Create account.
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Create account in AWS Organizations

Let’s create our Production account first. Fill out the following:

• Full name: Enter Prod, Production or what you would like to call this account. It is used for
display purposes only.

• Email: Each account requires a unique email address. Emails with the ‘+’ sign are allowed.
• IAM role name: Leave this empty. When creating a new account, AWS Organizations
automatically creates an IAM role in the new account that allows the master account to be
able to assume into it. Actually, it’s the only way to access a newly created account. By default,
the IAM role is namedOrganizationAccountAccessRole, you can give it another name.
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Set Production account detail

Now, you have 2 AWS accounts in your organization.
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Production account created in AWS Organizations

Access AWS accounts

Next, let’s try switch into the Production account. First, take a note of the newly created Account ID.
We need this number in the next step.

Then, select the account picker at the top.
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Select account picker in AWS console

Select Switch Role.
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Select switch role in AWS console

Fill in the following:

• Account: Account ID of the newly created Prod account from the previous step.
• Role: Name of the IAM role from the previous step. If you left it blank, use
OrganizationAccountAccessRole.

• Display Name: It’s good to use the name (Full name) from when we created the account. It’ll
help keep things recognizable.

• Color: Pick a color that represents Production for you.

Note that the Display Name and Color fields are personal to you. Your teammembers will need to set
this up again on their own.

Then select Switch Role.
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Assume role in Production account

Now, you are in the Prod account. You can check which account you are currently assumed into by
looking at the top bar.

You can switch back to the master account by clicking on the account picker and selecting Back to
master .
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Switch back to master account

Next, repeat the above steps to create the Development account.
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Create Development account in AWS Organizations

Now we have our AWS accounts created. Let’s make sure we are using these environments correctly
in the configuration of our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Parameterize Serverless Resources Names

When deploying multiple environments, some into the same AWS account, some across multiple
AWS accounts, we need to ensure the resource names do not thrash across environments. For
example, in our checkout-api service, we have a Lambda function called checkout. Now, if two
developers are working on two different features, one deploys to the featureA environment and
one deploys to the featureB environment, and both environments reside in the Dev AWS account,
only one environment can be successfully deployed. The second environment will get an error
indicating that a Lambda function with the name checkout already exists.

AWS resources need to be uniquely named within a scope, and the scope is different for different
resource types. Here are the rules for some of the commonly used serverless resources:

• Unique per account per region: Lambda functions, API Gateway projects, SNS Topic, etc.
• Unique per account (across all regions): IAM users/roles
• Unique globally: S3 buckets

The best practice to ensure uniqueness is by parameterizing resource names with the name of the
stage. In our example, we can name the Lambda function checkout-featureA for the featureA
stage; checkout-featureB for the featureB stage; and checkout-dev for the dev stage.

Luckily, Serverless Framework already parameterizes a few of the default resources:

Resource Scheme Example

Lambda functions $serviceName-$stage-
$functionName

notes-app-ext-notes-api-dev-
get

API Gateway project $stage-$serviceName dev-notes-app-ext-notes-api

CloudWatch log groups /aws/lambda/$serviceName-
$stage-$functionName

/aws/lambda/notes-app-ext-
notes-api-dev-get

IAM roles $serviceName-$stage-
$region-lambdaRole

notes-app-ext-notes-api-dev-
us-east-1-lambdaRole
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Resource Scheme Example

S3 bucket $stackName-
$resourceName-$hash

notes-app-ext-notes-api-
serverlessdeploymentbuck-
19fhidl3prw0m

A couple of things to note here:

• Resource names are parameterized with $serviceName to ensure resource names do not
thrash when deploying multiple services

• The IAM role is the one used by the Lambda functions. IAM role names are also parameterized
with $region since the name needs to be unique across regions in an account.

• S3 bucket is the one used by Serverless Framework to store deployment artifacts. It is not given
a name. In these cases, CloudFormation will automatically assign a unique name for it based
on the name of the current stack — $stackName.

For all the other resources we define in our serverless.yml, we are responsible for parameterizing
them.

Here are a couple of examples where we need to be aware of resource names being parameterized.

SNS topic names in billing-api service

resources:
Resources:
NotePurchasedTopic:
Type: AWS::SNS::Topic
Properties:
TopicName: ${self:custom.stage}-note-purchased

Parameterize Resources in CDKWith SST

For CDK on the other hand we use SST to automatically parameterize our stack names. And use a
helper method to parameterize specific resource names.

So for example in the stacks/index.js file in our resources repo.
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export default function main(app) {
new DynamoDBStack(app, "dynamodb");

const s3 = new S3Stack(app, "s3");

new CognitoStack(app, "cognito", { bucketArn: s3.bucket.bucketArn });
}

Our stack names are called dynamodb, s3, and cognito. But when these are deployed, they are
deployed as:

dev-notes-ext-infra-dynamodb
dev-notes-ext-infra-s3
dev-notes-ext-infra-cognito

Where dev is the stage we are deploying to and notes-ext-infra is the name of our SST app, as
specified in our sst.json.

For specific resources, such as CloudFormation exports, we use the app.logicalPrefixedName
helper method. Here’s an example from stacks/DynamoDBStack.js.

new CfnOutput(this, "TableName", {
value: table.tableName,
exportName: app.logicalPrefixedName("ExtTableName"),

});

Theapp.logicalPrefixedNameprefixes our export namewith thenameof the stage and the app.

Parameterizing your resources allows your app to be deployed to multiple environments without
naming conflicts. Next, let’s deploy our app!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploying to Multiple AWS Accounts

Now that you have a couple of AWS accounts created and your resources have been parameterized,
let’s look at how to deploy them. In this chapter, we’ll deploy the following:

1. The resources repo will be deployed in phases to the dev and prod stage. These two stages are
configured in our Development and Production AWS accounts respectively.

2. Then we’ll do the same with the APIs repo.

Configure AWS Profiles

Follow the setup up IAM users chapter to create an IAM user in your Development AWS account. And
take a note of the Access key ID and Secret access key for the user.

Next, set these credentials in your local machine using the AWS CLI:

$ aws configure --profile default

This sets the default IAM credentials to those of the Development account. Meaning when you run
serverless deploy, a service will get deployed into the Development account.

Repeat the step to create an IAM user in your Production account. And make a note of the
credentials. We will not add the IAM credentials for the Production account on our local machine.
This is because we do not want to be able to deploy code to the Production environment EVER from
our local machine.

Production deployments should always go through our CI/CD pipeline.

Next we are going to deploy our two repos to our environments. We want you to follow along so you
can get a really good sense of what the workflow is like.

So let’s start by using the demo repo templates from GitHub.
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Create demo repos

Let’s first create the resources repo. Click Use this template.

Use demo resources repo template

Enter Repository name serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources and click Create repository from
template.
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Create demo resources repo on GitHub

And do the same for the API services repo.
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Create demo API services repo template

Enter Repository name serverless-stack-demo-ext-api and click Create repository from
template.
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Create demo API services repo on GitHub

Now that we’ve forked these repos, let’s deploy them to our environments. We are going to use Seed
to do this but you can set this up later with your favorite CI/CD tool.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy the Resources Repo

First, add the resources repo on Seed. If you haven’t yet, you can create a free account here.

Go in to your Seed account, add a new app, authenticate with GitHub, search for the resources repo,
and select it.

Search for Git repository

Seed will now automatically detect the SST service in the repo. After detection, select Add Service.
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Select serverless service to add

By default, Seed lets you configure two stages out of the box, aDevelopment and aProduction stage.
Serverless Framework has a concept of stages. They are synonymous with environments. Recall that
in the previous chapter we used this stage name to parameterize our resource names.

Let’s first configure theDevelopment stage. Enter: -StageName: dev -AWS IAMAccessKeyandAWS
IAM Secret Key: the IAM credentials of the IAM user you created in your Development AWS account
above.
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Set dev stage IAM credentials

Next, let’s configure the Production stage. UncheckUse the same IAM credentials as the dev stage
checkbox since we want to use a different AWS account for Production. Then enter: - Stage Name:
prod - AWS IAMAccess Key and AWS IAM Secret Key: the IAM credentials of the IAM user you created
in your Production AWS account above.

Finally hit Add a New App.
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Create an App in Seed

Now let’s make our first deployment. Click Trigger Deployment under the dev stage.
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Select Deploy in dev stage

We are deploying the master branch here. Confirm this by clicking Deploy.
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Select master branch to deploy

You’ll notice that the service is being deployed.
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Show service is deploying in dev stage

After the service is successfully deployed. Click Promote to deploy this to the prod stage.
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Select Promote in dev stage

Youwill see a list of changes in resources. Since this is the first timewearedeploying to theprod stage,
the change list shows all the resources that will be created. We’ll take a look at this in detail later in
the Promoting to production chapter.

Click Promote to Production.
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Promote dev stage to prod stage

Now our resources have been deployed to both dev and prod.
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Show service is deployed in prod stage

Next, let’s deploy our API services repo.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy the API Services Repo

Just as the previous chapter we’ll add the API repo on Seed and deploy it to our environments.

Click Add an App again, and select your Git provider. This time, select the API repo.

Select Add an App in Seed

Select the notes-api service from the list of services.
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Select serverless service to add

The environments for our API repo are identical to our resources repo. So instead of manually
configuring them, we’ll copy the settings.

Select Copy Settings tab, and select the resources app. Then hit Add a New App.
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Set app settings from resources

The API app has been created. Now, let’s add the other services. Head over to the Pipeline tab.
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Create an App in Seed

Click Add a service to add the billing-api service at the services/billing-api path. And then
repeat the step to add the notify-job service at the services/notify-job path.
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Added all services in Seed

Next, click onManage Deploy Phases.
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Hit Manage Deploy Phases screenshot

Again you’ll notice that by default all the services are deployed concurrently.
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Default Deploy Phase screenshot

Since the billing-api service depends on the notes-api service, and in turn the notify-job service
depends on the billing-api service, we are going too add 2 phases. And move the billing-api service
to Phase 2, and the notify-job service to Phase 3. Finally, click Update Phases.
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Edit Deploy Phase screenshot

Now let’s make our first deployment.
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Show services are deploying in dev stage

You can see the deployments were carried out according to the specified deploy phases.

Just as before, promote dev to prod.
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Select Promote in dev stage

Hit Promote to Production.
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Promote dev stage to prod stage

Nowwe have the API deployed to both dev and prod.
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Show services are deployed in prod stage

Now that our entire app has been deployed, let’s look at how we are sharing environment specific
configs across our services.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Manage Environment Related Config

In this chapterwe’ll look at howour serviceswill connect to eachotherwhile they are deployed across
multiple environments.

Let’s quickly review the setup that we’ve created back in the Organizing services chapter.

1. We have two repos — serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources and serverless-stack-demo-ext-api.
One has our infrastructure specific resources, while the other has all our Lambda functions.

2. The serverless-stack-demo-ext-resources repo is deployed a couple of long lived
environments; like dev and prod.

3. While, the serverless-stack-demo-ext-api will be deployed to a few ephemeral
environments (like featureX that is connected to the dev environment), in addition to the
long lived environments above.

But before we can deploy to an ephemeral environment like featureX, we need to figure out a way
to let our services knowwhich infrastructure environment they need to talk to.

We need our infrastructure resources and API services environments to be mapped according to this
scheme.

API Resources

prod prod

dev dev

featureX dev

pr#12 dev

etc… dev

Sowewant all of the ephemeral stages in our API services to share the dev version of the resources.

Let’s look at how to do that.
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Link The Environments Across Apps

In our serverless.common.yml (the part of the config that is shared across all our Serverless
services), we are going to link to our resources app. You’ll recall that our resources are configured
using CDK and deployed using SST.

First we start by defining the stage that our Serverless services are going to be deployed to.

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}

Next we create a simple mapping of the dev and prod stage names between our Serverless services
and SST app.

sstAppMapping:
prod: prod
dev: dev

This seems a bit redundant because the stage names we are using across the two repos are the same.
But you might choose to call it dev in your Serverless services. And call it development in your SST
app.

Next, we create the reference to our SST app.

sstApp: ${self:custom.sstAppMapping.${self:custom.stage},
self:custom.sstAppMapping.dev}-notes-ext-infra↪

Let’s look at this in detail.

• First let’s understand the basic format, ${VARIABLE}-notes-ext-infra.

• The notes-ext-infra is hardcoded to the name of our SST app. As listed in the sst.json in
our resources repo.

• The ${VARIABLE} format allows us to also specify a fallback. So in the case of ${VARIABLE_1,
VARIABLE_2}, it’ll first try VARIABLE_1. If it doesn’t resolve then it’ll try VARIABLE_2.
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• So Serverless Framework will first try to resolve,
self:custom.sstAppMapping.${self:custom.stage}. It’ll check if the stage we are
currently deploying to (self:custom.stage) has a mapping set in
self:custom.sstAppMapping. If it does, then it uses it. In other words, if we are currently
deploying to dev or prod, then use the corresponding stage in our SST app.

• If the stage we are currently deploying to does not have a corresponding stage in our SST app
(not dev or prod), then we fallback to self:custom.sstAppMapping.dev. As in, we fallback
to using the dev stage of our SST app.

This allows us to map our environments correctly across our Serverless Framework services and SST
apps.

For reference, here’s what the top of our serverless.common.yml looks like:

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
sstAppMapping:
prod: prod
dev: dev

sstApp: ${self:custom.sstAppMapping.${self:custom.stage},
self:custom.sstAppMapping.dev}-notes-ext-infra↪

Now we are going to use the resources based on the sstApp. Open up the serverless.yml file in
the notes-api service.

...

custom: ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):custom}

provider:
environment:
stage: ${self:custom.stage}
tableName: !ImportValue ${self:custom.sstApp}-ExtTableName

...

The !ImportValue ${self:custom.sstApp}-ExtTableName line allows us to import the
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CloudFormation export from the appropriate stage of our SST app. In this case we are importing the
name of the DynamoDB table that’s been created.

The provider: and environment: options allow us to add environment variables to our Lambda
functions. Recall that we can access this via the process.env.tableName variable at runtime.

So in our list.js, we’ll read the tableName from the environment variable
process.env.tableName.

const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
KeyConditionExpression: "userId = :userId",
ExpressionAttributeValues: {
":userId": event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId

}
};

The above setup ensures that even when we create numerous ephemeral environments for our API
services, they’ll always connect back to the dev environment of our resources.

Next, let’s look at how to store secrets across our environments.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Storing Secrets in Serverless Apps

The general ideabehind secrets is to store themoutside of your codebase—don’t commit them toGit!
And to make them available at runtime. There are many ways people tend to do this, some are less
secure than others. This chapter is going to lay out the best practice for storing secrets andmanaging
them across multiple environments.

Store Secrets in AWS Parameter Store

AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store (SSM) is an AWS service that lets you store configuration data
and secrets as key-value pairs in a central place. The values can be stored as plain text or as encrypted
data. When stored as encrypted data, the value is encrypted on write using your AWS KMS key, and
decrypted on read.

As an example, we are going to use SSM to store our Stripe secret key. Note that, Stripe gives us 2 keys:
a live key and a test key. We are going to store:

• The live key in the Production account’s SSM console.
• The test key in the Development account’s SSM console.

First go in to your Production account, and go to your Systems Manager console.
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Select Systems Manager service

Select Parameter Store from the leftmenu, and select Create parameter.
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Select Create parameter in Parameter Store

Fill in:

• Name: /stripeSecretKey/live
• Description: Stripe secret key - live
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Set parameter details in Parameter Store

Select SecureString, and paste your live Stripe key in Value.
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Select SecureString parameter type

Scroll to the bottom and hit Create parameter.
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Create parameter in Parameter Store

The key is added.
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Show parameter created screenshot

Then, switch to your Development account, and repeat the steps to add the test Stripe key with:

• Name: /stripeSecretKey/test
• Description: Stripe secret key - test
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Create parameter in Development account

Access SSM Parameter in Lambda

Now to use our SSM parameters, we need to let Lambda function know which environment it is
running in. We are going to pass the name of the stage to Lambda functions as environment
variables.

Update our serverless.yml.

...

custom: ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):custom}

provider:
environment:
stage: ${self:custom.stage}
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resourcesStage: ${self:custom.resourcesStage}
notePurchasedTopicArn:
Ref: NotePurchasedTopic

iamRoleStatements:
- ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):lambdaPolicyXRay}
- Effect: Allow
Action:
- ssm:GetParameter

Resource:
!Sub

'arn:aws:ssm:${AWS::Region}:${AWS::AccountId}:parameter/stripeSecretKey/*'↪

...

We are granting Lambda functions permission to fetch and decrypt the SSM parameters.

Next, we’ll add the parameter names in our config.js.

const stage = process.env.stage;
const adminPhoneNumber = "+14151234567";

const stageConfigs = {
dev: {
stripeKeyName: "/stripeSecretKey/test"

},
prod: {
stripeKeyName: "/stripeSecretKey/live"

}
};

const config = stageConfigs[stage] || stageConfigs.dev;

export default {
stage,
adminPhoneNumber,
...config

};
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The above code reads the current stage from the environment variable process.env.stage, and
selects the corresponding config.

• If the stage is prod, it exports stageConfigs.prod.
• If the stage is dev, it exports stageConfigs.dev.
• And if stage is featureX, it falls back to the dev config and exports stageConfigs.dev.

If you need a refresher on the structure of our config, refer to the Manage environment related
config.

Nowwe can access the SSM value in our Lambda function.

import AWS from '../../libs/aws-sdk';
import config from "../../config";

// Load our secret key from SSM
const ssm = new AWS.SSM();
const stripeSecretKeyPromise = ssm

.getParameter({
Name: config.stripeKeyName,
WithDecryption: true

})
.promise();

export const handler = (event, context) => {
...

// Charge via stripe
const stripeSecretKey = await stripeSecretKeyPromise;
const stripe = stripePackage(stripeSecretKey.Parameter.Value);
...

};

By callingssm.getParameterwithWithDecryption: true, the value returned to you is decrypted
and ready to be used.

Note that, you want to decrypt your secrets outside your Lambda function handler. This is because
you only need to do this once per Lambda function invocation. Your secrets will get decrypted on the
first invocation and you’ll simply use the same value in subsequent invocations.
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So, in summary, you want to store your sensitive data in SSM. Store the SSM parameter name in your
config. When the Lambda function runs, use the environment it’s running in to figure out which SSM
parameter to use. Finally, decrypt the secret outside your Lambda handler function.

Next, we’ll look at how we can setup our API Gateway custom domains to work across
environments.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Share Route 53 Domains Across AWS Accounts

Our notes app has an API Gateway endpoint. In this chapter, we are going to look at how to set up
customdomains for each of our environments. Recall that our environments are split acrossmultiple
AWS accounts.

We are going to setup the following custom domain scheme:

• prod ext-api.serverless-stack.com
• dev dev.ext-api.serverless-stack.com

Assuming that our domain is hosted in our Production AWS account. Wewant to set it up so that our
Development AWS account can use the above subdomain. This takes an extra setup.

Delegate domains across AWS accounts

We are going to have to delegate the subdomain dev.ext-api.serverless-stack.com to be
hosted in the Development AWS account. Just a quick note, as you follow these steps, pay attention
to the account name shown at the top right corner of the screenshot. It’ll tell you which account we
are working with.

First, go into your Route 53 console in your Development account.
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Select Route 53 service

ClickHosted zones in the leftmenu. Then select Create Hosted Zone.
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Select Create Hosted Zone

Select Create Hosted Zone at the top. Enter:

• Domain Name: dev.ext-api.serverless-stack.com

Then click Create.
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Created Hosted Zone in Route 53

Select the zone you just created.
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Select Hosted Zone in Route 53

Click on the rowwithNS type. And copy the 4 lines in the Value field. We need this in the steps after.
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Show NS Record Set in Route 53

Now, switch to the Production accountwhere the domain is hosted. And go into Route 53 console.

Select the domain.
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Select Route 53 in Production account

Click Create Record Set.
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Select Create Record Set

Fill in:

• Name: dev.ext-api
• Type: NS - Name server

And paste the 4 lines from above in the Value field.

Click Create.
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Created Record Set in Route 53

You should see a new dev.ext-api.serverless-stack.com row in the table.
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Show subdomain delegated to Development account

Now we’ve delegated the dev.ext-api subdomain of serverless-stack.com to our
Development AWS account. You can now head over to your app or to Seed and add this as a custom
domain for the dev stage.

Go to the API app, and head into app settings.
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Select app settings in Seed

Select Edit Custom Domains.
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Select Edit Custom Domains

Both dev and prod endpoints are listed. Select Add on the prod endpoint.
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Select Add domain for prod stage

Select the domain serverless-stack.com and enter the subdomain ext-api. Then select Add Custom
Domain.
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Select base domain and subdomain

The creation process will go through a couple of phases of - validating the domain is hosted on Route
53; - creating the SSL certificate; and - creating the API Gateway custom domain.

The last step is update the CloudFront distribution, which can take up to 40 minutes.

Let’s setup the domain for our dev api. Select Add.
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Select Add domain for dev stage

Select the domain dev.ext-api.serverless-stack.com and leave the subdomain empty. Then select
Add Custom Domain.
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Select base domain for dev stage

Similarly, youmight have to wait for up to 40 minutes.

Nowwe’vedelegated thedev.api subdomainof notes-app.com to ourDevelopmentAWSaccount.
We’ll be configuring our app to use these domains in a later chapter.

Next, let’s quickly look at how you’ll be managing the cost and usage for your two AWS accounts.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Monitor Usage for Environments

So far we’ve split the environments for our serverless app across two AWS accounts. But before we
go ahead and look at the development workflow, let’s look at how to manage the cost and usage for
them.

Our accounts areorganizedunder AWSOrganizations. So youdon’t have to setup thebillingdetails for
each account. Billing is consolidated to the master account. You can also see a breakdown of usage
and cost for each service in each account.

Free Tier

An added bonus of splitting up environments by AWS accounts is that each account in your AWS
Organization benefits from the free tier.

For example, Lambda’s free tier includes 400 000 seconds per month for 1GB memory Lambda
function. That is 400 000 seconds for each of your AWS accounts! If the usage in your Development
account ends up being low, you’ll likely not be paying for it.

Cost/Usage Breakdown by Account

Go into yourmaster account. Select the account picker at the top. Then clickMyBillingDashboard.
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Select My Billing Dashboard

TheBilling Dashboard homepage shows you the cost to date for the current calendarmonth. A couple
of very useful features on this page are:

1. Cost Explorer: See the cost break down by day/week/month; by account; by resource tag; by
service; etc.

2. Budgets: Set alert based on usage limits and cost limits.

Click on Bill Details.
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Select Bill Details screenshot

And click Bill details by account. Here you can see the cost allocation for each account.
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Select Bill details by account screenshot

This should give you a really good idea of the usage and cost for each of your environments.

Nowwe are ready to look at the development workflow for our app!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Development lifecycle
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Working on Serverless Apps

So to quickly recap, we’ve split our real world serverless app into two repos, one creates our
infrastructure resources and the second creates our API services.

We’ve also split our environments across two AWS accounts; Development and Production. In this
section, we are going to look at the development workflow for a real world Serverless app.

Here is roughly what we are going to be covering:

• Developing your Lambda functions locally

• Invoking API Gateway endpoints locally

• Creating and working on feature environments

• Creating a pull request environment

• Promoting dev to production

• Rolling back

Let’s start with how you work locally on your Lambda functions.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Invoke Lambda Functions Locally

After you finish creating a Lambda function, you want to first run it locally.

Invoking Lambda locally

Let’s take the get function defined in the serverless.yml file in the notes-api service .

functions:
get:
handler: get.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
method: get
cors: true
authorizer: aws_iam

And get.js looks like:

import handler from "../../libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "../../libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
// - 'userId': Identity Pool identity id of the authenticated user
// - 'noteId': path parameter
Key: {
userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,
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noteId: event.pathParameters.id
}

};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if ( ! result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});

The Lambda function is invoked by an API Gateway GET HTTP request, we need to mock the request
parameters. In the events directory inside services/notes-api/, there is amock event file called
get-event.json:

{
"pathParameters": {
"id": "578eb840-f70f-11e6-9d1a-1359b3b22944"

},
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

To invoke this function, run the following inside services/notes-api:

$ serverless invoke local -f get --path events/get-event.json

Let’s look at a couple of example HTTP event objects.

Query string parameters

To pass in a query string parameter:
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{
"queryStringParameters": {
"key": "value"

}
}

Post data

To pass in a HTTP body for a POST request:

{
"body": "{\"key\":\"value\"}"

}

You can also mock the event as if the Lambda function is invoked by other events like SNS, SQS, etc.
The content in the mock event file is passed into the Lambda function’s event object directly.

Distinguish locally invoked Lambda

Youmight want to distinguish if the Lambda function was triggered by serverless invoke local
during testing. For example, you don’t want to send analytical events to your analytics server; or you
don’t want to send emails. Serverless Framework sets the IS_LOCAL environment variable when it is
run locally.

So in your code, you can check this environment variable. We use this in our libs/aws-sdk.js to
disable X-Ray tracing when invoking a function locally:

import aws from "aws-sdk";
import xray from "aws-xray-sdk";

// Do not enable tracing for 'invoke local'
const awsWrapped = process.env.IS_LOCAL ? aws : xray.captureAWS(aws);

export default awsWrapped;

Next, let’s look at howwe can work with API Gateway endpoints locally.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Invoke API Gateway Endpoints Locally

Our notes app backend has an API Gateway endpoint. We want to be able to develop against this
endpoint locally. To do this we’ll use the serverless-offline plugin to start a local web server.

Invoke API locally

We installed the above plugin at the repo root, because all API services require the plugin. Open
serverless.yml in our notes-api. You’ll notice serverless-offline is listed under plugins.

service: notes-api

plugins:
- serverless-offline

...

Let’s start our local web server.

$ cd notes-api
$ serverless offline

By default, the server starts on http://localhost and on port 3000. Let’s try making a request to
the endpoint:

$ curl http://localhost:3000/notes

Mocking Cognito Identity Pool authentication

Our API endpoint is secured using Cognito Identity Pool. The serverless-offline plugin allows you to
pass in Cognito authentication information through the request headers. This allows you to invoke
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the Lambdas as if they were authenticated by Cognito Identity pool.

To mock a User Pool user id:

$ curl --header "cognito-identity-id: 13179724-6380-41c4-8936-64bca3f3a25b" \
http://localhost:3000/notes

You can access the id via event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId in your
Lambda function.

To mock the Identity Pool user id:

$ curl --header "cognito-authentication-provider:
cognito-idp.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_Jw6lUuyG2,cognito-idp.us-
east-1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_Jw6lUuyG2:CognitoSignIn:5f24dbc9-d3ab-
4bce-8d5f-eafaeced67ff"
\

↪

↪

↪

↪

http://localhost:3000/notes

And you can access this id via
event.requestContext.identity.cognitoAuthenticationProvider in your Lambda
function.

Working with multiple services

Our app is made up of multiple API services; notes-api and billing-api. They are two separate
Serverless Framework services. They respond to /notes and /billing path respectively.

The serverless-offline plugin cannot emulate an overall API endpoint. It cannot handle requests and
route them to the corresponding service that is responsible for it. This is because the plugin works on
the service level and not at the app level.

That said, here is a quick script that lets you run a server on port 8080 while routing /notes and
/billing to their separate services.

#!/usr/bin/env node

const { spawn } = require('child_process');
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const http = require('http');
const httpProxy = require('http-proxy');
const services = [

{route:'/billing/*', path:'services/billing-api', port:3001},
{route:'/notes/*', path:'services/notes-api', port:3002},

];

// Start `serverless offline` for each service
services.forEach(service => {

const child = spawn('serverless', ['offline', 'start', '--stage', 'dev',
'--port', service.port], {cwd: service.path});↪

child.stdout.setEncoding('utf8');
child.stdout.on('data', chunk => console.log(chunk));
child.stderr.on('data', chunk => console.log(chunk));
child.on('close', code => console.log(`child exited with code ${code}`));

});

// Start a proxy server on port 8080 forwarding based on url path
const proxy = httpProxy.createProxyServer({});
const server = http.createServer(function(req, res) {

const service = services.find(per => urlMatchRoute(req.url, per.route));
// Case 1: matching service FOUND => forward request to the service
if (service) {
proxy.web(req, res, {target:`http://localhost:${service.port}`});

}
// Case 2: matching service NOT found => display available routes
else {
res.writeHead(200, { 'Content-Type': 'text/plain' });
res.write(`Url path "${req.url}" does not match routes defined in
services\n\n`);↪

res.write(`Available routes are:\n`);
services.map(service => res.write(`- ${service.route}\n`));
res.end();

}
});
server.listen(8080);
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// Check match route
// - ie. url is '/notes/123'
// - ie. route is '/notes/*'
function urlMatchRoute(url, route) {

const urlParts = url.split('/');
const routeParts = route.split('/');
for (let i = 0, l = routeParts.length; i < l; i++) {
const urlPart = urlParts[i];
const routePart = routeParts[i];

// Case 1: If either part is undefined => not match
if (urlPart === undefined || routePart === undefined) { return false; }

// Case 2: If route part is match all => match
if (routePart === '*') { return true; }

// Case 3: Exact match => keep checking
if (urlPart === routePart) { continue; }

// Case 4: route part is variable => keep checking
if (routePart.startsWith('{')) { continue; }

}

return true;
}

This script is in included as startServer in the sample repo. But let’s quickly look at how it works.
It has 4 sections:

1. At the very top, we define the services we are going to start. Tweak this to include any new
services that you add.

2. We then start each service based on the port defined using the serverless-offline plugin.
3. We start an HTTP server on port 8080. In the request handling logic, we look for a service with

a matching route. If one is found, the server proxies the request to the service.
4. At the bottom, we have a function that checks if a route matches a url.

You can run this server locally from the project root using:
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$ ./startServer

Now that we have a good idea of how to develop our Lambda functions locally, Let’s look at what
happens when you want to create an environment for a new feature.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Creating Feature Environments

Over the last couple of chapters we looked at how to work on Lambda and API Gateway locally.
However, besides Lambda and API Gateway, your project will have other AWS services. To run your
code locally, you have to simulate all the AWS services. Similar to serverless-offline, there are
plugins like serverless-dynamodb-local and serverless-offline-sns that can simulate DynamoDB and
SNS. However, mocking only takes you so far since they do not simulate IAM permissions and they
are not always up to date with the services’ latest changes. You want to test your code with the real
resources.

Serverless is really good at creating ephemeral environments. Let’s look at what the workflow looks
like when you are trying to add a new feature to your app.

As an example we’ll add a feature that lets you like a note. We will add a new API endpoint
/notes/{id}/like. We are going to work on this in a new feature branch and then deploy this
using Seed.

Create a feature branch

Wewill create a new feature branch called like.

$ git checkout -b like

Since we are going to be using /notes/{id}/like as our endpoint we need to first export the
/notes/{id} API path. Open the serverless.yml in the services/notes-api service, and
append to the resource outputs.

ApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVarId:
Value:
Ref: ApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVar

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVarId
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Our resource outputs should now look like:

...
- Outputs:

ApiGatewayRestApiId:
Value:
Ref: ApiGatewayRestApi

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId

ApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId:
Value:

Fn::GetAtt:
- ApiGatewayRestApi
- RootResourceId

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId

ApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVarId:
Value:
Ref: ApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVar

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVarId

Let’s create the like-api service.

$ cd services
$ mkdir like-api
$ cd like-api

Add a serverless.yml.

service: notes-app-ext-like-api

plugins:
- serverless-bundle
- serverless-offline
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custom: ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):custom}

package:
individually: true

provider:
name: aws
runtime: nodejs12.x
stage: dev
region: us-east-1
tracing:
lambda: true

apiGateway:
restApiId: !ImportValue ${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiId
restApiRootResourceId: !ImportValue
${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayRestApiRootResourceId↪

restApiResources:
/notes/{id}: !ImportValue

${self:custom.stage}-ExtApiGatewayResourceNotesIdVarId↪

environment:
stage: ${self:custom.stage}

iamRoleStatements:
- ${file(../../serverless.common.yml):lambdaPolicyXRay}

functions:
like:
handler: like.main
events:
- http:

path: /notes/{id}/like
method: post
cors: true
authorizer: aws_iam
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Again, the like-apiwill share the same API endpoint as the notes-api service.

Add the handler file like.js.

import { success } from "../../libs/response-lib";

export async function main(event, context) {
// Business logic code for liking a post

return success({ status: true });
}

Now before we push our Git branch, let’s enable the branch workflow in Seed.

Enable branch workflow in Seed

Go to your app on Seed and head over to the Pipeline tab and hit Edit Pipeline.

Select edit pipeline in Seed
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Enable Auto-deploy branches.

Select Enable Auto-Deploy Branches

Select the dev stage, since we want the stage to be deployed into the Development AWS account.
Click Enable.
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Select Enable Auto-Deploy

Click Pipeline to head back.
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Head back to pipeline

Add the new service to Seed

Click on Add a Service.
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Select Add a service

Enter the path to the service services/like-api and click Search.
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Select search new service path

Since the code has not been committed toGit yet, Seed is not able to find the serverless.yml of the
service. That’s totally fine. We’ll specify a name for the service like-api. Then hit Add Service.
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Set new service name

This should add the new service across all your stages.
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Added new service in Seed

By default, the new service is added to the last deploy phase. Let’s click onManage Deploy Phases,
and move it to Phase 2. This is because it’s dependent on the API Gateway resources exported by
notes-api.
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Show default Deploy Phase

Git push to deploy new feature

Now we are ready to create our new feature environment. Go back to our command line, and then
push the code to the like branch.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Add like API"
$ git push --set-upstream origin like

Back in Seed, a new stage called like is created and is being deployed automatically.
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Show new feature stage created

After the new stage successfully deploys, you can get the API endpoint in the stage’s resources page.
Head over to the Resources tab.
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Select Resources tab in Seed

And select the like stage.
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Select feature stage

You will see the API Gateway endpoint for the like stage and the API path for the like handler.
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Show API Gateway endpoint in feature stage

You can now use the endpoint in your frontend for further testing and development.

Now that our new feature environment has been created, let’s quickly look at the flow for working on
your new feature.

Working on new feature environments locally

Once the environment has been created, we want to continue working on the feature. A common
problem people run into is that serverless deploy takes very long to execute. And running
serverless deploy for every change just does not work.

Why is ‘serverless deploy’ slow?

When you run serverless deploy, Serverless Framework does two things:

1. Package the Lambda code into zip files.
2. Build a CloudFormation template with all the resources defined in serverless.yml.
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The code is uploaded to S3 and the template is submitted to CloudFormation.

There are a couple of things that are causing the slowness here:

• Whenworking on a feature,most of the changes are code changes. It is not necessary to rebuild
and resubmit the CloudFormation template for every code change.

• Whenmaking a code change, a lot of the times you are only changing one Lambda function. In
this case, it’s not necessary to repackage the code for all Lambda functions in the service.

Deploying individual functions

Fortunately, there is a way to deploy individual functions using the serverless deploy -f
command. Let’s take a look at an example.

Say we change our new like.js code to:

import { success } from "../../libs/response-lib";

export async function main(event, context) {
// Business logic code for liking a post

console.log("adding some debug code to test");

return success({ status: true });
}

To deploy the code for this function, run:

$ cd services/like-api
$ serverless deploy -f like -s like

Deploying an individual function should bemuch quicker than deploying the entire stack.

Deploy multiple functions

Sometimes a code change canaffectmultiple functions at the same time. For example, if you changed
a shared library, you have to redeploy all the services importing the library.
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However, there isn’t a convenient way to deploy multiple Lambda functions. If you can easily tell
which Lambda functions are affected, deploy them individually. If there aremany functions involved,
run serverless deploy -s like to deploy all of them. Just to be on the safe side.

Now let’s assume we are done working on our new feature and we want our team lead to review our
codebeforewepromote it to production. Todo thiswe are going to create a pull request environment.
Let’s look at how to do that next.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Creating Pull Request Environments

Now that we are done working on our new feature, we would like our team lead to review our work
before promoting it to production. To do that we are going to create a pull request and Seed will
automatically create an ephemeral environment for it.

Enable pull request workflow on Seed

To enable auto-deploying pull requests, head over to your app on Seed. Click Settings.

Select edit pipeline in Seed

And Enable auto-deploy pull requests.
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Select Enable Auto-Deploy PRs

Select the dev stage, since we want the stage to be deployed into the Development AWS account.
Click Enable.
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Select Enable Auto-Deploy

Create a pull request

Go to GitHub, and select the like branch. Then hit New pull request.
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Select New pull requests in GitHub

Click Create pull request.
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Select Create pull request in GitHub

Now back in Seed, a new stage (in this case pr2) should be created and is being deployed
automatically.
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Shoow pull request stage created

After the pr2 stage successfully deploys, you can see the deployed API endpoint on the PR page. You
can give the endpoint to your frontend team for testing.
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Show API endpoint in GitHub PR page

You can also access the pr2 stage and the upstream like stage on Seed via the View deployment
button. And you can see the deployment status for each service under the checks section.
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Show pull request checks in GitHub

Now that our new feature has been reviewed, we are ready to merge it to master.

Merge to master

Once your final test looks good, you are ready to merge the pull request. Go to GitHub’s pr page and
clickMerge pull request.
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Select Merge pull request

Back in Seed, this will trigger a deployment in the dev stage automatically, since the stage
auto-deploys changes in themaster branch. Also, since merging the pull request closes it, this will
automatically remove the pr2 stage.
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Show dev stage auto deploying

After the deployment completes and the pr2 stage is removed, this is what your pipeline should look
like:
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Show pull request stage removed

From GitHub’s pull request screen, we can remove the like branch.
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Select remove branch in GitHub

Back in Seed, this will trigger the like stage to be automatically removed.
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Show branch stage removed

After the removal is completed, your pipeline should now look like this.
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Show feature merged in dev stage

Next, we are ready to promote our new feature to production.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Promoting to Production

Now that our new feature has been tested and merged to master, we are ready to promote it to
production. We are going to do so by promoting our dev stage to prod.

Head over to Seed. And then hit Promote at the bottom of the dev stage.

Select Promote in dev stage

You will see a list of changes. Note, only the major changes are shown here. The change list shows
that we added a Lambda functions and an API Gateway method. A couple of other minor resources
like the Lambda execution IAM role and Lambda’s CloudWatch log group were also added but those
are hidden by default.

Hit Promote to Production.
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Select Promote to Production

This will trigger the prod stage to start building.
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Show deploying in prod stage

Whymanual promote?

In a traditional monolithic application (non-serverless) development, your code mostly contains
application logic. Application logic can be rolled back relatively easily and is usually side-effect
free.

Serverless apps adopt the infrastructure as code pattern, and your infrastructure definition
(serverless.yml) sits in your codebase. When your Serverless app is deployed, the code is
updated, and the infrastructure changes are applied. A typo in your serverless.yml could remove
your resources. And in the case of a database resource, this could result in permanent data loss.

To avoid these issues in the first place, it’s recommended that you have a step to review your
infrastructure changes before they get promoted to production.
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What is a change set?

CloudFormation provides a feature called Change Sets. You give CloudFormation the new template
you are going to deploy into a stack, and CloudFormation will show you the resources that are going
to be added, modified, and removed. You can think of it as a dry run.

We recommendgeneratingCloudFormationChangeSets as a part of themanual approval step in your
CI/CD pipeline. This will let you review the exact infrastructure changes that are going to be applied.
We think this extra step can really help prevent any irreversible infrastructure changes from being
deployed to your production environment.

However, CloudFormation templates and Change Sets can be pretty hard to read. Here is where
Serverless Framework does a really good job of allowing you to provision a Lambda and API
resources in a simple and compact syntax. Behind the scene, a great number of resources are
provisioned: Lambda roles, Lambda versions, Lambda log groups, API Gateway resource, API
Gateway method, API Gateway deployment, just to name a few. However when CloudFormation
shows you a list of changes with these resources (usually with cryptic names), it obscures the actual
changes that you need to be paying attention to. This is why with Seed we’ve taken extra care to
improve on the CloudFormation Change Set. We do this by showing changes that are relevant to us
as developers and highlight the changes that need extra attention.

Next, let’s look at the scenario where youmight end up having to rollback your code.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Rollback Changes

So we’ve worked on a new feature, deployed it to a feature branch, created a PR for it, merged it to
master, and promoted it to production! We are almost done going over the workflow. But before we
moveonwewant tomake sure that you are able to rollback your serverless deployments in case there
is a problem. We think this is a critical aspect of your CI/CD pipeline. In this chapter we’ll look at what
the right rollback strategy is for your Serverless apps.

Let’s quickly look at how to do that in Seed.

Rollback to previous build

To rollback to a previous build, go to your app in Seed. Let’s suppose we’ve pushed some faulty code
to prod stage. Head over to the Activity tab to see a list of historical builds.
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Select prod stage in Seed

Pick an older successful build and hit Rollback.
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Select Rollback in prod stage

Notice a new build is triggered for the prod stage.
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Show rolling back in prod stage

Rollback infrastructure change

In our monorepo setup, our app is made up of multiple services, and some services are dependent
on each other. These dependencies require the services to be deployed in a specific order.
Previously, we talked about how to deploy services with dependencies. We also need to watch out
for the deployment order when rolling back a change.

Let’s consider a simple example with just two services, billing-api and notify-job. Where
billing-api exports an SNS topic named note-purchased. Here is an example of
billing-api’s serverless.yml:

Outputs:
NotePurchasedTopicArn:
Value:
Ref: NotePurchasedTopic

Export:
Name: ${self:custom.stage}-ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn
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And the notify-job service imports the topic and uses it to trigger the notify function:

functions:
notify:
handler: notify.main
events:
- sns:

arn: !ImportValue ${self:custom.stage}-ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn
topicName: ${self:custom.stage}-note-purchased

Note that the billing-api service had to be deployed first. This is to make sure that the export
value ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn has first been created. Then we can deploy the notify-job
service.

Assume that after the services have been deployed, you push a faulty commit and you have to
rollback.

In this case, you need to: rollback the services in the reverse order of the deployment.

Meaning notify-job needs to be rolled back first, such that the exported
value ExtNotePurchasedTopicArn is not used by other services, and then rollback the
billing-api service to remove the SNS topic along with the export.

Next we are going to look at an optimization that you canmake to speed up your builds.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploying Only Updated Services

Once you are repeatedly deploying your serverless application, you might notice that the Serverless
deployments are not very fast. This is especially true if your app has a ton of service. There are a
couple of things you can do here to speed up your builds. One of them is to only deploy the services
that’ve been updated.

In this chapter we’ll look at how to do that.

Note that, we are doing this by default in Seed. Recall that when we merged the like branch to the
master branch, only the like-api service and the notes-api showed a solid check. The other two
services showed a greyed out checkmark. This means that there were no changes to be deployed for
this service.

Show deployment skipped in Seed
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In a serverless app with a single service, the deployment strategy in your CI/CD pipeline is straight
forward: deploy my app on every git push.

However in a monorepo setup, an app is made up of many Serverless Framework services. It’s not
uncommon for teams to have apps with over 40 services in a single repo on Seed. For these setups, it
does notmake sense to deploy all the serviceswhen all you are trying to do is fix a typo! Youonlywant
to deploy the services that have been updated because deploying all your services on every commit
is:

1. Slow: deploying all services can take very long, especially when you are not deploying them
concurrently.

2. Expensive: traditionalCI services chargeextra for concurrency. Asofwriting this chapter, it costs
$50 for eachadded level of concurrency onCircleCI, hence it canbe very costly todeploy all your
services concurrently.

There are a couple ofways to only deploy the services that havebeenupdated in your serverless CI/CD
pipeline.

Strategy 1: Skip deployments in Serverless Framework

The serverless deploy command has built-in support to skip a deployment if the deployment
package has not changed.

A bit of a background, when you run serverless deploy, two things are done behind the scenes.
It first does a serverless package to generate a deployment package. This includes the
CloudFormation template and the zipped Lambda code. Next, it does a serverless deploy -p
path/to/package to deploy the package that was created. Before Serverless deploys the package
in the second step, it first computes the hash of the package and compares it with that of the
previous deployment. If the hash is the same, the deployment is skipped. We are simplifying the
process here but that’s the basic idea.

However, there are two downsides to this.

1. Serverless Framework still has to generate the deployment package first. For a Node.js
application, this couldmean installing the dependencies, linting, runningWebpack, and finally
packaging the code. Meaning that the entire process can still be pretty slow even if you skip
the deployment.

2. If your previous deployment had failed due to an external cause, after you fix the issue and re-
run serverless deploy, the deployment will be skipped. For example, you tried to create an
S3bucket in yourserverless.yml, but youhit the100S3bucketsper account limit. You talked
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toAWSsupport andhad the limit lifted. Nowyou re-runserverless deploy , but sinceneither
theCloudFormation templateor theLambdacodechanged, thedeploymentwill be skipped. To
fix this, you need to use the --force flag to skip the check and force a deployment.

Strategy 2: Check the Git log for changes

Abetter approach here is to check if there are any commits in a service directory before deploying that
service.

When some code is pushed, you can run the following command to get a list of updated files:

$ git diff --name-only ${prevCommitSHA} ${currentCommitSHA}

This will give you a list of files that have changed between the two commits. With the list of changed
files, there are three scenarios from theperspective of a given service. We are going to usenotes-api
as an example:

1. A file was changed inmy service directory (ie. services/notes-api) we deploy the notes-
api service

2. A file was changed in another service’s directory (ie. services/like-api) we do not deploy
the notes-api service

3. Or, a file was changed in libs/ we deploy the notes-api service

Your repo setup can look different, but the general concept still holds true. You have to figure out
which file change affects an individual service, and which affects all the services. The advantage of
this strategy is that you know upfront which services can be skipped, allowing you to skip a portion of
the entire build process!

And this concludes our section on the development workflow! Next, we’ll look at how to trace our
serverless applications using AWS X-Ray.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Tracing serverless Apps with X-Ray

This chapter is based on a blog post over on the Seed blog —
www.seed.run/blog/how-to-trace-serverless-apps-with-aws-x-ray.

Typically as a serverless app grows, the number of AWS services involved also increases. This can
make it tricky to debug them. AWS X-Ray is a service that records and visualizes requests made by
your application. It provides an end-to-end view of requests as they travel through your Serverless
application, and shows amap of your application’s underlying components.

In this chapter we’ll show you how to set up AWS X-Ray to trace API requests and Lambda invocations
for your Serverless Framework application.

Enable X-Ray tracing for API Gateway and Lambda

First let’s start by enabling X-Ray for your application.

Open your serverless.yml and add a tracing config inside the provider section:

provider:
...
tracing:
apiGateway: true
lambda: true

Then add the IAM permissions required for Lambda to write to X-Ray
under iamRoleStatements inside the provider section:
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provider:
...
iamRoleStatements:
- Effect: Allow
Action:
...
- xray:PutTraceSegments
- xray:PutTelemetryRecords

Resource: "*"

Let’s use the following Lambda function as an example.

const AWS = require('aws-sdk');
const dynamodb = new AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient();
const sns = new AWS.SNS();

exports.main = async function(event) {
await dynamodb.get({
TableName: 'notes',
Key: { noteId: 'note1' },

}).promise();

await sns.publish({
Message : 'test',
TopicArn : 'arn:aws:sns:us-east-1:113345762000:test-topic',

}).promise();

return { statusCode: 200, body: 'successful' };
}

Now run serverless deploy to deploy your service. Make sure to deploy your entire application
(not just an individual function), since youmade changes to your serverless.yml.

Note that, if you are trying to enable AWSX-Ray Tracing on existing serverless projects,make sure your
Serverless CLI version is later than 1.44.

After you deploy, invoke your API Gateway endpoint:
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$ curl https://xxxxxxxxxx.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/xxx

Head over to your AWS X-Ray console, and select Traces from the leftmenu.

Select Traces from AWS X-Ray console

The Trace overview section at the top shows all the URLs that initiated the trace. And the Trace
list section at the bottom shows each individual trace. By default, it shows all the traces within the
last 5 minutes. However, you can pick a different time range.

Click on a trace in the Trace list. Note: it might take up to 30 seconds before a trace shows up after a
request has beenmade.
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Select a trace in AWS X-Ray console

Here are a couple of things you can see:

• The API request was a GET request and succeeded with a HTTP 200 status.
• The entire request took API Gateway 597ms to process.
• Out of 597ms, 594mswas spent by Lambda function. Meaning API Gateway added an overhead
of 3ms to this request.

• And out of 594ms, it took 387ms for Lambda to initialize. That’s the Cold Start time.
• The actual function took 107ms to run.

However I’m still left wondering about:

• How long did the DynamoDB query and the SNS call each take?
• If an API request fails, how do I know if it failed at the DynamoDB step or the SNS step?

To do this we need to enable X-Ray tracing for the services that were invoked by Lambda.
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Enable X-Ray tracing for other AWS services invoked by AWS Lambda

Install the AWS X-Ray SDK. In your project directory, run:

$ npm install -s aws-xray-sdk

Update your Lambda code and wrap AWS SDK with the X-Ray SDK. Change:

const AWS = require('aws-sdk');

To:

const AWSXRay = require('aws-xray-sdk-core');
const AWS = AWSXRay.captureAWS(require('aws-sdk'));

That’s it!

Now runserverless deploy again to deploy the change. This time you candeploy a single function
using serverless deploy -f FUNCTION_NAME, since we only changed the function code, not
our serverless.yml.

After you deploy, invoke your API Gateway endpoint again:

$ curl https://xxxxxxxxxx.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/xxx

Go back to your AWS X-Ray console, wait for the new trace to show up. It might take up to 30 seconds
to do so. You can tell if a trace is recent by looking at its Age:
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Select recent trace in AWS X-Ray console

Select the new trace.
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View updated trace in AWS X-Ray console

This time:

• The Lambda cold start took 461ms, and 185ms to process the request.
• Out of the 185ms, the DynamoDB query took 73ms and the SNS publish call took 98ms.

We can also see clearly the various steps that took place as a part of our Lambda function invocation.
Our sample repo has AWS X-Ray enabled by default so you can play around with the concepts we
talked about in this chapter.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Wrapping up the Best Practices

Congratulations on completing this best practices section of the guide!

You should now have a working real-world serverless app with:

1. Resources exported and shared between services
2. A single API endpoint shared between services
3. With multiple environments configured across AWS accounts
4. Resource names parameterized with the environment names
5. Deployed in phases to the environments
6. Secrets stored in SSM
7. Tracing enabled in AWS X-Ray

And you should’ve stepped through the development workflow that we recommended!

The above setup and workflow is exactly what we, and a number of other companies are using in
production. We hope that this gives you a good starting point for your projects!

We’d love to hear from you about your experience following this guide. Please fill out our survey or
send us any comments or feedback youmight have, via email. And please star our repo on GitHub, it
really helps spread the word.

Star our GitHub repo

Also, if there are any other topics you’d like us to cover, please leave a comment in the discussion
thread below!

Finally, if you’ve found this guide helpful, please consider sponsoring us on GitHub.

Thank you and we hope you found this guide helpful!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set up the Serverless Framework

In this section we are going to use Serverless Framework to build our serverless app. It’s very similar
to the notes app that we built using SST. With a couple of key differences:

• We are only building the backend in Serverless Framework.
• The backend is defined using CloudFormation in Serverless Framework. Whilewe use AWSCDK
in SST.

Demo Repo

Before we get started, here’s a link to the GitHub repo of the app that we will be building. Make sure
to hang on to it for reference.

• https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-api

We also have the React.js frontend that connects to this —
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-client

Now let’s get started with building our app!

Install Serverless

In this chapter, we are going to set up the Serverless Framework on our local development
environment.

Install Serverless globally.

$ npm install serverless -g

The above command needs NPM, a package manager for JavaScript. Follow this if you need help
installing NPM.
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In your working directory; create a project using a Node.js starter. We’ll go over some of
the details of this starter project in the next chapter.

$ serverless install --url
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-nodejs-starter --name
notes-api

↪

↪

Go into the directory for our backend api project.

$ cd notes-api

Now the directory should contain a few files including, the handler.js and serverless.yml.

• handler.js file contains actual code for the services/functions that will be deployed to AWS
Lambda.

• serverless.yml file contains the configuration onwhat AWS services Serverless Frameworkwill
provision and how to configure them.

We also have a tests/ directory where we can add our unit tests.

Install Node.js packages

The starter project relies on a few dependencies that are listed in the package.json.

At the root of the project, run.

$ npm install

Next, we’ll install a couple of other packages specifically for our backend.

$ npm install aws-sdk --save-dev
$ npm install uuid@7.0.3 --save

• aws-sdk allows us to talk to the various AWS services.
• uuid generates unique ids. We need this for storing things to DynamoDB.
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Update Service Name

Let’s change the name of our service from the one in the starter.

Open serverless.yml and replace the default with the following.

service: notes-api

# Create an optimized package for our functions
package:

individually: true

plugins:
- serverless-bundle # Package our functions with Webpack
- serverless-offline
- serverless-dotenv-plugin # Load .env as environment variables

provider:
name: aws
runtime: nodejs12.x
stage: prod
region: us-east-1

functions:
hello:
handler: handler.hello
events:
- http:

path: hello
method: get

The service name is pretty important. We are calling our service the notes-api. Serverless
Framework creates your stack on AWS using this as the name. This means that if you change the
name and deploy your project, it will create a completely new project!

We are also defining one Lambda function called hello. It has a handler called handler.hello. It
follows the format:

handler: {filename}-{export}
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So in this case the handler for our hello Lambda function is the hello function that is exported in
the handler.js file.

Our Lambda function also responds to anHTTPGET eventwith the path /hello. This willmakemore
sense once we deploy our API.

You’ll notice the plugins that we’ve included — serverless-bundle, serverless-offline, and
serverless-dotenv-plugin. The serverless-offline plugin is helpful for local development. While
the serverless-dotenv-plugin will be used later to load the .env files as Lambda environment
variables.

On the other hand, we use the serverless-bundle plugin to allow us to write our Lambda functions
using a flavor of JavaScript that’s similar to the one we’ll be using in our frontend React app.

Let’s look at this in detail.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add Support for ES6 and TypeScript

AWS Lambda supports Node.js v10.x, v12.x, and v14.x. However, the supported syntax is a little
different when compared to the more advanced ECMAScript flavor of JavaScript that our frontend
React app supports. It makes sense to use similar ES features across both parts of the project
– specifically, we’ll be relying on ES imports/exports in our handler functions.

Additionally, our frontend React app automatically supports TypeScript, via Create React App. And
whilewearenot usingTypeScript in this guide, itmakes sense tohavea similar setup for your backend
Lambda functions. So you can use it in your future projects.

To do this we typically need to install Babel, TypeScript, Webpack, and a long list of other packages.
This can add a ton of extra config and complexity to your project.

To help with this we created, serverless-bundle. This is a Serverless Framework plugin that has a
few key advantages:

• Only one dependency
• Supports ES6 and TypeScript
• Generates optimized packages
• Linting Lambda functions using ESLint
• Supports transpiling unit tests with babel-jest
• Source map support for proper error messages

It’s automatically included in the starter project we used in the previous chapter— ‘serverless-nodejs-
starter‘. For TypeScript, we have a starter for that as well — serverless-typescript-starter.

However, if you are looking to add ES6 and TypeScript support to your existing Serverless Framework
projects, you can do this by installing serverless-bundle:

$ npm install --save-dev serverless-bundle

And including it in your serverless.yml using:
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plugins:
- serverless-bundle

To run your tests, add this to your package.json.

"scripts": {
"test": "serverless-bundle test"

}

ES6 Lambda Functions

Let’s look at the Lambda function that comes with our starter project.

Your handler.js should look like this.

export const hello = async (event, context) => {
return {
statusCode: 200,
body: JSON.stringify({
message: `Go Serverless v2.0! ${(await message({ time: 1, copy: 'Your

function executed successfully!'}))}`,↪

}),
};

};

const message = ({ time, ...rest }) => new Promise((resolve, reject) =>
setTimeout(() => {
resolve(`${rest.copy} (with a delay)`);

}, time * 1000)
);

Let’s run this. In your project root run:

$ serverless invoke local --function hello

You should see something like this in your terminal.
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{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"message\":\"Go Serverless v2.0! Your function executed

successfully! (with a delay)\"}"↪

}

In the above command we are asking Serverless Framework to (locally) invoke a Lambda function
called hello. This in turn will run the hellomethod that we are exporting in our handler.js.

Here we are directly invoking the Lambda function. Though once deployed, we’ll be invoking this
function through the /hello API endpoint (as we talked about in the last chapter).

Now we are almost ready to deploy our Lambda function and API. But before we do that let’s quickly
look at one of the other things that’s been set up for us in this starter project.

Optimized Packages

By default Serverless Framework creates a single package for all your Lambda functions. This means
that when a Lambda function is invoked, it’ll load all the code in your app. Including all the other
Lambda functions. This negatively affects performance as your app grows in size. The larger your
Lambda function packages, the longer the cold starts.

To turn this off and it to ensure that Serverless Framework is packaging our functions individually, add
the following to your serverless.yml.

package:
individually: true

This should be on by default in our starter project.

Note that, with the above option enabled, serverless-bundle can use Webpack to generate
optimized packages using a tree shaking algorithm. It’ll only include the code needed to run your
Lambda function and nothing else!

Nowwe are ready to deploy our backend API.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy your Hello World API

So far we’ve created our Serverless Framework app. Nowwe are going to deploy it to AWS. Make sure
you’ve configured your AWS account and AWS CLI.

A big advantage with serverless is that there isn’t any infrastructure or servers to provision. You can
simply deploy your app directly and it’s ready to serve (millions of) users right away.

Let’s do a quick deploy to see how this works.

In your project root, run the following.

$ serverless deploy

The first time your serverless app is deployed, it creates a S3 bucket (to store your Lambda function
code), Lambda, API Gateway, and a few other resources. This can take a minute or two.

Once complete, you should see something like this:

Service Information
service: notes-api
stage: prod
region: us-east-1
stack: notes-api-prod
resources: 11
api keys:

None
endpoints:

GET - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/hello
functions:

hello: notes-api-prod-hello
layers:

None
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Notice thatwehaveanewGETendpoint created. Inour case it points to—https://0f7jby961h.execute-
api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/hello

If you head over to that URL, you should see something like this:

{"message":"Go Serverless v2.0! Your function executed successfully! (with a
delay)"}↪

You’ll recall that this is the same output that we received when we invoked our Lambda function
locally in the last chapter. In this case we are invoking that function through the /hello API
endpoint.

We now have a serverless API endpoint. You only pay per request to this endpoint and it scales
automatically. That’s a great first step!

Nowwe are ready to create our infrastructure. Starting with our database.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a DynamoDB Table

Wearegoing tobuildaRESTAPI forournotesapp. It’s a simpleCRUD (create, read, update, anddelete)
API. Meaning that we’ll be performing these operations on our database. We also want our users to
be able to upload files as attachments to their notes.

So in this section we’ll be creating a couple of AWS resources:

1. A database
2. And a file storage service

Let’s first start by thinking about how the data is going to be stored. We are going to use DynamoDB
to do this.

About DynamoDB

Amazon DynamoDB is a fully managed NoSQL database that provides fast and predictable
performance with seamless scalability. DynamoDB is also a serverless database, which means (as
you guessed) it’ll scale automatically and you only pay for what you use.

Similar to other databases, DynamoDB stores data in tables. Each table contains multiple items, and
each item is composed of one or more attributes. We are going to cover some basics in the following
chapters. But to get a better feel for it, here is a great guide on DynamoDB.

Create Table

First, log in to your AWS Console and select DynamoDB from the list of services.
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Select DynamoDB Service screenshot

Select Create table.
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Create DynamoDB Table screenshot

Enter theTablenameandPrimarykey info as shownbelow. Justmake sure thatuserIdandnoteId
are in camel case.
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Set Table Primary Key screenshot

Each DynamoDB table has a primary key, which cannot be changed once set. The primary key
uniquely identifies each item in the table, so that no two items can have the same key. DynamoDB
supports two different kinds of primary keys:

• Partition key
• Partition key and sort key (composite)

We are going to use the composite primary keywhich gives us additional flexibility when querying the
data. For example, if you provide only the value for userId, DynamoDBwould retrieve all of the notes
by that user. Or you could provide a value for userId and a value for noteId, to retrieve a particular
note.

To further your understanding of how indexes work in DynamoDB, you can read more here:
DynamoDB Core Components

Next scroll down and deselectUse default settings.
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Deselect Use default settings screenshot

Scroll down further and selectOn-demand instead of Provisioned.
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Select On-Demand Capacity screenshot

On-Demand Capacity is DynamoDB’s pay per request mode. For workloads that are not predictable
or if you are just starting out, this ends up being a lot cheaper than the Provisioned Capacity mode.

If the On-Demand Capacity option is missing and there is an info box containing themessage “You do
not have the required role to enable Auto Scaling by default”, you can create the table and afterwards
modify the setting from the “Capacity” tab of the table settings page. The role mentioned by the info
box is automatically created by the table creation process.

Finally, scroll down and hit Create.
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Create DynamoDB table screenshot

The notes table has now been created. If you find yourself stuck with the Table is being created
message; refresh the pagemanually.
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Select DynamoDB Service screenshot

It is also a good idea to set up backups for your DynamoDB table, especially if you are planning to use
it in production. We cover this in an extra-credit chapter, Backups in DynamoDB.

Next let’s look at howwe are going to store the files that our users upload.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an S3 Bucket for File Uploads

Now that we have our database table ready; let’s get things set up for handling file uploads. We need
to handle file uploads because each note can have an uploaded file as an attachment.

Amazon S3 (Simple Storage Service) provides storage service through web services interfaces like
REST. You can store any object in S3 including images, videos, files, etc. Objects are organized into
buckets, and identified within each bucket by a unique, user-assigned key.

In this chapter, we are going to create an S3 bucket which will be used to store user uploaded files
from our notes app.

Create Bucket

First, log in to your AWS Console and select S3 from the list of services.
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Select S3 Service screenshot

Select Create bucket.
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Select Create Bucket screenshot

Pick a name of the bucket and select a region. Then select Create.

• Bucket names are globally unique, which means you cannot pick the same name as this
tutorial.

• Region is the physical geographical region where the files are stored. We will use US East (N.
Virginia) for this guide.

Make a note of the name and region as we’ll be using it later in the guide.
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Enter S3 Bucket Info screenshot

Then scroll all the way down and click Create bucket.
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Click create S3 Bucket screenshot

This should create your new S3 bucket. Before we move on, we need to make sure that our React.js
frontendwill be able to upload files to this bucket. Since it’ll be hosted on adifferent domain, weneed
to enable CORS.

Select the newly created bucket from the list.
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Select Created S3 Bucket screenshot

Select the Permissions tab
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Select S3 Bucket Permissions tab

Then scroll down to the Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) section and hit Edit.
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Scroll to S3 Bucket CORS Configuration screenshot

Paste the following CORS configuration into the editor, then hit Save changes.

[
{

"AllowedHeaders": [
"*"

],
"AllowedMethods": [

"GET",
"PUT",
"POST",
"HEAD",
"DELETE"

],
"AllowedOrigins": [

"*"
],
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"ExposeHeaders": [],
"MaxAgeSeconds": 3000

}
]

Save S3 Bucket CORS Configuration screenshot

Note that, you can customize this configuration to use your owndomain or a list of domainswhen you
use this in production.

Next we are going to start working on our serverless API backend.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add a Create Note API

Let’s get startedonourbackendby first addinganAPI tocreateanote. ThisAPIwill take thenoteobject
as the input and store it in the database with a new id. The note object will contain the content field
(the content of the note) and an attachment field (the URL to the uploaded file).

Add the Function

Let’s add our first function.

Create a new file called create.js in our project root with the following.

import * as uuid from "uuid";
import AWS from "aws-sdk";

const dynamoDb = new AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient();

export async function main(event, context) {
// Request body is passed in as a JSON encoded string in 'event.body'
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);

const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
Item: {
// The attributes of the item to be created
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: uuid.v1(), // A unique uuid
content: data.content, // Parsed from request body
attachment: data.attachment, // Parsed from request body
createdAt: Date.now(), // Current Unix timestamp

},
};
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// Set response headers to enable CORS (Cross-Origin Resource Sharing)
const headers = {
"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",
"Access-Control-Allow-Credentials": true

};

try {
await dynamoDb.put(params).promise();

return {
statusCode: 200,
headers: headers,
body: JSON.stringify(params.Item),

};
} catch (e) {
return {
statusCode: 500,
headers: headers,
body: JSON.stringify({ error: e.message }),

};
}

}

There are some helpful comments in the code but we are doing a few simple things here.

• The AWS JS SDK assumes the region based on the current region of the Lambda function. So if
your DynamoDB table is in a different region, make sure to set it by calling
AWS.config.update({ region: "my-region" }); before initializing the DynamoDB
client.

• Parse the input from the event.body. This represents the HTTP request body.
• It contains the contents of the note, as a string — content.
• It also contains an attachment, if one exists. It’s the filename of file that has been uploaded to
our S3 bucket.

• We read the name of our DynamoDB table from the environment variable using
process.env.tableName. We’ll be setting this in our serverless.yml below. We do this so
we won’t have to hardcode it in every function.
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• The userId is the id for the author of the note. For nowwe are hardcoding it to 123. Later we’ll
be setting this based on the authenticated user.

• Make a call to DynamoDB to put a new object with a generated noteId and the current date as
the createdAt.

• And if the DynamoDB call fails then return an error with the HTTP status code 500.

Configure the API Endpoint

Now let’s define the API endpoint for our function.

Open the serverless.yml file and replace it with the following.

service: notes-api

# Create an optimized package for our functions
package:

individually: true

plugins:
- serverless-bundle # Package our functions with Webpack
- serverless-offline
- serverless-dotenv-plugin # Load .env as environment variables

provider:
name: aws
runtime: nodejs12.x
stage: prod
region: us-east-1

# These environment variables are made available to our functions
# under process.env.
environment:
tableName: notes

# 'iamRoleStatements' defines the permission policy for the Lambda function.
# In this case Lambda functions are granted with permissions to access
DynamoDB.↪

iamRoleStatements:
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- Effect: Allow
Action:
- dynamodb:Scan
- dynamodb:Query
- dynamodb:GetItem
- dynamodb:PutItem
- dynamodb:UpdateItem
- dynamodb:DeleteItem
- dynamodb:DescribeTable

Resource: "arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-1:*:*"

functions:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in create.js
# - path: url path is /notes
# - method: POST request
create:
handler: create.main
events:
- http:

path: notes
cors: true
method: post

Here we are adding our newly added create function to the configuration. We specify that it handles
post requests at the /notes endpoint. This pattern of using a single Lambda function to respond to
a single HTTP event is very much like the Microservices architecture. We discuss this and a few other
patterns in the chapter on organizing Serverless Framework projects.

The environment: block allows us to define environment variables for our Lambda function. These
are made available under the process.env Node.js variable. In our specific case, we are using
process.env.tableName to access the name of our DynamoDB table.

The iamRoleStatements section is telling AWS which resources our Lambda functions have access
to. In this case we are saying that our Lambda functions can carry out the above listed actions on
DynamoDB. We specify DynamoDB using arn:aws:dynamodb:us-east-1:*:*. This is roughly
pointing to every DynamoDB table in the us-east-1 region. We can be more specific here by
specifying the table name. We’ll be doing this later in the guide when we define our infrastructure as
code. For now, just make sure to use the region that the DynamoDB table was created in, as this can
be a common source of issues later on. For us the region is us-east-1.
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Test

Nowwe are ready to test our new API. To be able to test it on our local we are going tomock the input
parameters.

In our project root, create a mocks/ directory.

$ mkdir mocks

Create a mocks/create-event.json file and add the following.

{
"body": "{\"content\":\"hello world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\"}"

}

The body here corresponds to the event.body that we reference in our function. We are passing it
in as a JSON encoded string. Note that, for the attachmentwe are just pretending that there is a file
called hello.jpg that has already been uploaded.

And to invoke our function we run the following in the root directory.

$ serverless invoke local --function create --path mocks/create-event.json

If you have multiple profiles for your AWS SDK credentials, you will need to explicitly pick one. Use
the following command instead:

$ AWS_PROFILE=myProfile serverless invoke local --function create --path
mocks/create-event.json↪

Where myProfile is the name of the AWS profile you want to use. If you need more info on how to
work with AWS profiles in Serverless, refer to our Configure multiple AWS profiles chapter.

The response should look similar to this.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"userId\":\"123\",\"noteId\":\"bf586970-1007-11eb-a17f-

a5105a0818d3\",\"content\":\"hello
world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\",\"createdAt\":1602891102599}"

↪

↪

}
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Make a note of the noteId in the response. We are going to use this newly created note in the next
chapter.

Refactor Our Code

Before we move on to the next chapter, let’s quickly refactor the code since we are going to be doing
much of the same for all of our APIs.

Start by replacing our create.jswith the following.

import * as uuid from "uuid";
import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "./libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
Item: {
// The attributes of the item to be created
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: uuid.v1(), // A unique uuid
content: data.content, // Parsed from request body
attachment: data.attachment, // Parsed from request body
createdAt: Date.now(), // Current Unix timestamp

},
};

await dynamoDb.put(params);

return params.Item;
});

This code doesn’t work just yet but it shows you what we want to accomplish:

• We want to make our Lambda function async, and simply return the results.
• We want to simplify how we make calls to DynamoDB. We don’t want to have to create a new
AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient().
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• We want to centrally handle any errors in our Lambda functions.
• Finally, since all of our Lambda functionswill be handling API endpoints, wewant to handle our
HTTP responses in one place.

To do all of this let’s first create our dynamodb-lib.

In our project root, create a libs/ directory.

$ mkdir libs
$ cd libs

Create a libs/dynamodb-lib.js file with:

import AWS from "aws-sdk";

const client = new AWS.DynamoDB.DocumentClient();

export default {
get: (params) => client.get(params).promise(),
put: (params) => client.put(params).promise(),
query: (params) => client.query(params).promise(),
update: (params) => client.update(params).promise(),
delete: (params) => client.delete(params).promise(),

};

Here we are creating a convenience object that exposes the DynamoDB client methods that we are
going to need in this guide.

Also create a libs/handler-lib.js file with the following.

export default function handler(lambda) {
return async function (event, context) {
let body, statusCode;

try {
// Run the Lambda
body = await lambda(event, context);
statusCode = 200;

} catch (e) {
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body = { error: e.message };
statusCode = 500;

}

// Return HTTP response
return {
statusCode,
body: JSON.stringify(body),
headers: {
"Access-Control-Allow-Origin": "*",
"Access-Control-Allow-Credentials": true,

},
};

};
}

Let’s go over this in detail.

• We are creating a handler function that we’ll use as a wrapper around our Lambda functions.
• It takes our Lambda function as the argument.
• We then run the Lambda function in a try/catch block.
• On success, we JSON.stringify the result and return it with a 200 status code.
• If there is an error then we return the error message with a 500 status code.

It’s important to note that the handler-lib.js needs to be imported beforewe import anything
else. This is because we’ll be adding some error handling to it later that needs to be initialized when
our Lambda function is first invoked.

Remove Template Files

Also, let’s remove the starter files by running the following command in the root of our
project.

$ rm handler.js

Next, we are going to add the API to get a note given its id.
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Common Issues

• Response statusCode: 500

If you see a statusCode: 500 response when you invoke your function, here is how to debug
it. The error is generated by our code in the catch block. Adding a console.log in our
libs/handler-lib.js, should give you a clue about what the issue is.

} catch (e) {
// Print out the full error
console.log(e);

body = { error: e.message };
statusCode = 500;

}

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add a Get Note API

Now that we created a note and saved it to our database. Let’s add an API to retrieve a note given its
id.

Add the Function

Create a new file get.js in your project root and paste the following code:

import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "./libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be retrieved
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
};

const result = await dynamoDb.get(params);
if (!result.Item) {
throw new Error("Item not found.");

}

// Return the retrieved item
return result.Item;

});
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This follows exactly the same structure as our previous create.js function. The major difference
here is that we are doing a dynamoDb.get(params) to get a note object given the userId (still
hardcoded) and noteId that is passed in through the request.

Configure the API Endpoint

Open the serverless.yml file and append the following to it.

get:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in get.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: GET request
handler: get.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
cors: true
method: get

Make sure that this block is indented exactly the same way as the preceding create block.

This defines our get note API. It adds a GET request handler with the endpoint /notes/{id}. The
{id} here translates to the event.pathParameters.id that we used in our function above.

Test

To test our get note API we need to mock passing in the noteId parameter. We are going to use the
noteId of the note we created in the previous chapter and add in a pathParameters block to our
mock. So it should look similar to the one below. Replace the value of id with the id you received
when you invoked the previous create.js function.

Create a mocks/get-event.json file and add the following.

{
"pathParameters": {
"id": "a63c5450-1274-11eb-81db-b9d1e2c85f15"
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}
}

And invoke our newly created function from the root directory of the project.

$ serverless invoke local --function get --path mocks/get-event.json

The response should look similar to this.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\",\"content\":\"hello

world\",\"createdAt\":1603157777941,\"noteId\":\"a63c5450-1274-11eb-
81db-b9d1e2c85f15\",\"userId\":\"123\"}"

↪

↪

}

Next, let’s create an API to list all the notes a user has.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add a List All the Notes API

Nowwe are going to add an API that returns a list of all the notes a user has.

Add the Function

Create a new file called list.jswith the following.

import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "./libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'KeyConditionExpression' defines the condition for the query
// - 'userId = :userId': only return items with matching 'userId'
// partition key
KeyConditionExpression: "userId = :userId",
// 'ExpressionAttributeValues' defines the value in the condition
// - ':userId': defines 'userId' to be the id of the author
ExpressionAttributeValues: {
":userId": "123",

},
};

const result = await dynamoDb.query(params);

// Return the matching list of items in response body
return result.Items;

});
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This is pretty much the same as our get.js except we use a condition to only return the items that
have the same userId as the one we are passing in. In our case, it’s still hardcoded to 123.

Configure the API Endpoint

Open the serverless.yml file and append the following.

list:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in list.js
# - path: url path is /notes
# - method: GET request
handler: list.main
events:
- http:

path: notes
cors: true
method: get

This defines the /notes endpoint that takes a GET request.

Test

Create a mocks/list-event.json file and add the following.

{}

We are still adding an empty mock event because we are going to replace this later on in the guide.

And invoke our function from the root directory of the project.

$ serverless invoke local --function list --path mocks/list-event.json

The response should look similar to this.
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{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "[{\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\",\"content\":\"hello

world\",\"createdAt\":1602891322039,\"noteId\":\"42244c70-1008-11eb-
8be9-4b88616c4b39\",\"userId\":\"123\"}]"

↪

↪

}

Note that this API returns an array of note objects as opposed to the get.js function that returns just
a single note object.

Next we are going to add an API to update a note.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add an Update Note API

Now let’s create an API that allows a user to update a note with a new note object given its id.

Add the Function

Create a new file update.js and paste the following code

import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "./libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const data = JSON.parse(event.body);
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be updated
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
// 'UpdateExpression' defines the attributes to be updated
// 'ExpressionAttributeValues' defines the value in the update expression
UpdateExpression: "SET content = :content, attachment = :attachment",
ExpressionAttributeValues: {
":attachment": data.attachment || null,
":content": data.content || null,

},
// 'ReturnValues' specifies if and how to return the item's attributes,
// where ALL_NEW returns all attributes of the item after the update; you
// can inspect 'result' below to see how it works with different settings
ReturnValues: "ALL_NEW",
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};

await dynamoDb.update(params);

return { status: true };
});

This should look similar to the create.js function. Here we make an update DynamoDB call with
the new content and attachment values in the params.

Configure the API Endpoint

Open the serverless.yml file and append the following to it.

update:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in update.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: PUT request
handler: update.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
cors: true
method: put

Here we are adding a handler for the PUT request to the /notes/{id} endpoint.

Test

Create a mocks/update-event.json file and add the following.

Also, don’t forget to use the noteId of the note we have been using in place of the id in the
pathParameters block.
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{
"body": "{\"content\":\"new world\",\"attachment\":\"new.jpg\"}",
"pathParameters": {
"id": "578eb840-f70f-11e6-9d1a-1359b3b22944"

}
}

And we invoke our newly created function from the root directory.

$ serverless invoke local --function update --path mocks/update-event.json

The response should look similar to this.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"status\":true}"

}

Next we are going to add an API to delete a note given its id.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add a Delete Note API

Finally, we are going to create an API that allows a user to delete a given note.

Add the Function

Create a new file delete.js and paste the following code

import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import dynamoDb from "./libs/dynamodb-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const params = {
TableName: process.env.tableName,
// 'Key' defines the partition key and sort key of the item to be removed
Key: {
userId: "123", // The id of the author
noteId: event.pathParameters.id, // The id of the note from the path

},
};

await dynamoDb.delete(params);

return { status: true };
});

This makes a DynamoDB delete call with the userId & noteId key to delete the note.

Configure the API Endpoint

Open the serverless.yml file and append the following to it.
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delete:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in delete.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: DELETE request
handler: delete.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
cors: true
method: delete

This adds a DELETE request handler to the /notes/{id} endpoint.

Test

Create a mocks/delete-event.json file and add the following.

Just like before we’ll use the noteId of our note in place of the id in the pathParameters block.

{
"pathParameters": {
"id": "578eb840-f70f-11e6-9d1a-1359b3b22944"

}
}

Invoke our newly created function from the root directory.

$ serverless invoke local --function delete --path mocks/delete-event.json

And the response should look similar to this.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"status\":true}"

}
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Now that our APIs are complete, let’s deploy them next!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy the APIs

So far we’ve been working on our Lambda functions locally. In this chapter we are going to deploy
them.

Run the following in your working directory.

$ serverless deploy

If you have multiple profiles for your AWS SDK credentials, you will need to explicitly pick one. Use
the following command instead:

$ serverless deploy --aws-profile myProfile

Where myProfile is the name of the AWS profile you want to use. If you need more info on how to
work with AWS profiles in serverless, refer to our Configure multiple AWS profiles chapter.

Near the bottom of the output for this command, you will find the Service Information.

Service Information
service: notes-api
stage: prod
region: us-east-1
stack: notes-api-prod
resources: 32
api keys:

None
endpoints:

POST - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
GET -

https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

GET - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
PUT -

https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪
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DELETE -
https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

functions:
create: notes-api-prod-create
get: notes-api-prod-get
list: notes-api-prod-list
update: notes-api-prod-update
delete: notes-api-prod-delete

layers:
None

This has a list of the API endpoints that were created. Make a note of these endpoints as we are going
to use them later while creating our frontend. Also make a note of the region and the id in these
endpoints, we are going to use them in the coming chapters. In our case, us-east-1 is our API
Gateway Region and 0f7jby961h is our API Gateway ID.

If you are running into some issues while deploying your app, we have a compilation of some of the
most common serverless errors over on Seed.

Deploy a Single Function

There are going to be cases where youmight want to deploy just a single API endpoint as opposed to
all of them. The serverless deploy function command deploys an individual function without
going through the entire deployment cycle. This is a much faster way of deploying the changes we
make.

For example, to deploy the list function again, we can run the following.

$ serverless deploy function -f list

Test the APIs

So far we’ve been testing our Lambda functions locally using the serverless invoke local
command. Now that we’ve deployed our APIs, we can test it through their endpoints.

So if you head over to our list notes API endpoint. In our case it is:
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https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes

You should see something like this.

[{"attachment":"hello.jpg","content":"hello
world","createdAt":1487800950620,"noteId":"578eb840-f70f-11e6-9d1a-
1359b3b22944","userId":"123"}]

↪

↪

This is a JSON encoded array of notes objects that we stored in DynamoDB.

SoourAPI is publicly available, thismeans that anybody canaccess it and createnotes. And it’s always
connecting to the 123 user id. Let’s fix these next by handling users and authentication.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Users and authentication
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Create a Cognito User Pool

Our notes app needs to handle user accounts and authentication in a secure and reliable way. To do
this we are going to use Amazon Cognito.

Amazon Cognito User Pool makes it easy for developers to add sign-up and sign-in functionality to
web and mobile applications. It serves as your own identity provider to maintain a user directory. It
supports user registration and sign-in, as well as provisioning identity tokens for signed-in users.

In this chapter, we are going to create a User Pool for our notes app.

Create User Pool

From your AWS Console, select Cognito from the list of services.
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Select Amazon Cognito Service screenshot

SelectManage your User Pools.
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Select Manage Your Cognito User Pools screenshot

Select Create a User Pool.
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Select Create a Cognito User Pool screenshot

Enter Pool name and select Review defaults.
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Fill in Cognito User Pool info screenshot

Select Choose username attributes….
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Choose username attribute screenshot

And selectEmail address or phonenumbers andAllowemail addresses. This is telling CognitoUser
Pool that we want our users to be able to sign up and login with their email as their username.
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Select email address as username screenshot

Scroll down and selectNext step.
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Select attributes next step screenshot

Hit Review in the side panel andmake sure that the Username attributes is set to email.
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Review User Pool settings screenshot

Now hit Create pool at the bottom of the page.
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Select Create pool screenshot

Your User Pool has been created. Take a note of the Pool Id andPool ARNwhichwill be required later.
Also, note the region that your User Pool is created in – in our case it’s us-east-1.
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Cognito User Pool Created Screenshot

Create App Client

Select App clients from the left panel.
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Select Congito User Pool Apps Screenshot

Select Add an app client.
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Select Add An App Screenshot

EnterApp client name, un-selectGenerate client secret, selectEnable sign-in API for server-based
authentication, then select Create app client.

• DISABLE client secret generation: user pool appswith a client secret are not supported by the
JavaScript SDK. We need to un-select the option.

• Enable username password auth for admin APIs for authentication: required by AWS CLI
when managing the pool users via command line interface. We will be creating a test user
through the command line interface in the next chapter.
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Fill Cognito User Pool App Info Screenshot

Now select Create app client.
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Fill Cognito User Pool Create App Client Screenshot

Your app client has been created. Take note of the App client id which will be required in the later
chapters.
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Cognito User Pool App Created Screenshot

Create Domain Name

Finally, select Domain name from the left panel. Enter your unique domain name and select Save
changes. In our case we are using notes-app.
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Select Congito User Pool Apps Screenshot

Now our Cognito User Pool is ready. It will maintain a user directory for our notes app. It will also be
used to authenticate access to our API. Next let’s set up a test user within the pool.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Cognito Test User

In this chapter, we are going to create a test user for our Cognito User Pool. We are going to need this
user to test the authentication portion of our app later.

Create User

First, we will use AWS CLI to sign up a user with their email and password.

In your terminal, run.

$ aws cognito-idp sign-up \
--region YOUR_COGNITO_REGION \
--client-id YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID \
--username admin@example.com \
--password Passw0rd!

Now, the user is created in Cognito User Pool. However, before the user can authenticate with the
User Pool, the account needs to be verified. Let’s quickly verify the user using an administrator
command.

In your terminal, run.

$ aws cognito-idp admin-confirm-sign-up \
--region YOUR_COGNITO_REGION \
--user-pool-id YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID \
--username admin@example.com

Now that our User Pool has been configured and ready to use, let’s create our Identity Pool tomanage
access to our AWS resources.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Cognito Identity Pool

Now that we have deployed our backend API; we almost have all the pieces we need for our backend.
We have the User Pool that is going to store all of our users and help sign in and sign them up. We
also have an S3 bucket that we will use to help our users upload files as attachments for their notes.
The final piece that ties all these services together in a secureway is called AmazonCognito Federated
Identities.

Amazon Cognito Federated Identities enables developers to create unique identities for your users
and authenticate them with federated identity providers. With a federated identity, you can obtain
temporary, limited-privilege AWS credentials to securely access other AWS services such as Amazon
DynamoDB, Amazon S3, and Amazon API Gateway.

In this chapter, we are going to create a federatedCognito Identity Pool. Wewill be using ourUser Pool
as the identity provider. We could also use Facebook, Google, or our own custom identity provider.
Once a user is authenticated via ourUser Pool, the Identity Poolwill attach an IAMRole to the user. We
will define a policy for this IAM Role to grant access to the S3 bucket and our API. This is the Amazon
way of securing your resources.

Let’s get started.

Create Pool

From your AWS Console and select Cognito from the list of services.
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Select Cognito Service screenshot

SelectManage Federated Identities.
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Select Manage Federated Identities Screenshot

Enter an Identity pool name. If you have any existing Identity Pools, you’ll need to click the Create
new identity pool button.
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Fill Cognito Identity Pool Info Screenshot

Select Authentication providers. Under Cognito tab, enter User Pool ID and App Client ID of the
User Pool created in the Create a Cognito user pool chapter. Select Create Pool.
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Fill Authentication Provider Info Screenshot

Now we need to specify what AWS resources are accessible for users with temporary credentials
obtained from the Cognito Identity Pool.

Select View Details. Two Role Summary sections are expanded. The top section summarizes the
permission policy for authenticated users, and the bottom section summarizes that for
unauthenticated users.

Select View Policy Document in the top section. Then select Edit.
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Select Edit Policy Document Screenshot

It will warn you to read the documentation. SelectOk to edit.
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Select Confirm Edit Policy Screenshot

Add the following policy into the editor. Replace YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME
with the bucket name from the Create an S3 bucket for file uploads chapter. And replace the
YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION and YOUR_API_GATEWAY_ID with the ones that you got back in the
Deploy the APIs chapter.

In our case YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME is notes-app-uploads, YOUR_API_GATEWAY_ID is
ly55wbovq4, and YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION is us-east-1.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"mobileanalytics:PutEvents",
"cognito-sync:*",
"cognito-identity:*"

],
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"Resource": [
"*"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:*"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:s3:::YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME/private/${cognito-

identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/*"↪

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"execute-api:Invoke"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:execute-

api:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION:*:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_ID/*/*/*"↪

]
}

]
}

Once a user has been authenticated with our User Pool and verified with our Identity Pool, he/she is
assigned this IAM role. This role limits what our user has access to in our AWS account.

A quick note on the block that relates to the S3 Bucket. In the above policy we are granting our
logged in users access to the path private/${cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/.
Where cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub is the authenticated user’s federated identity ID
(their user id). So a user has access to only their folder within the bucket. This is howwe are securing
the uploads for each user.

So in summary we are telling AWS that an authenticated user has access to two resources.

1. Files in the S3 bucket that are inside a folder with their federated identity id as the name of the
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folder.
2. And, the APIs we deployed using API Gateway.

One other thing to note is that the federated identity id is a UUID that is assigned by our Identity Pool.
This id is different from the one that a user is assigned in a User Pool. This is because you can have
multiple authentication providers. The Identity Pool federates these identities and gives each user a
unique id.

Next, select Allow.

Submit Cognito Identity Pool Policy Screenshot

Our Cognito Identity Pool should now be created. Let’s find out the Identity Pool ID.

Select Dashboard from the left panel, then select Edit identity pool.
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Cognito Identity Pool Created Screenshot

Take a note of the Identity pool IDwhich will be required in the later chapters.
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Cognito Identity Pool Created Screenshot

Nowwe are ready to use what we’ve created so far to secure access to our APIs.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Secure the APIs

Now that we have created a User Pool, Identity Pool and an Auth Role; we are ready to use them to
secure access to our APIs.

Serverless IAM Auth

Let’s start by replacing the functions: block in our serverless.yml.

functions:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in create.js
# - path: url path is /notes
# - method: POST request
# - authorizer: authenticate using the AWS IAM role
create:
handler: create.main
events:
- http:

path: notes
method: post
authorizer: aws_iam

get:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in get.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: GET request
handler: get.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
method: get
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authorizer: aws_iam

list:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in list.js
# - path: url path is /notes
# - method: GET request
handler: list.main
events:
- http:

path: notes
method: get
authorizer: aws_iam

update:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in update.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: PUT request
handler: update.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
method: put
authorizer: aws_iam

delete:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in delete.js
# - path: url path is /notes/{id}
# - method: DELETE request
handler: delete.main
events:
- http:

path: notes/{id}
method: delete
authorizer: aws_iam

The key change here is the addition of the following line to each of our functions.
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authorizer: aws_iam

This is telling Serverless Framework that our APIs are secured using an Identity Pool. Here is how it
roughly works:

1. A request with some signed authentication headers will be sent to our API.
2. AWS will use the headers to figure out which Identity Pool is tied to it.
3. The Identity Pool will ensure that the request is signed by somebody that has authenticated

with our User Pool.
4. If so, then it’ll assign the Auth IAM Role to this request.
5. Finally, IAM will check to ensure that this role has access to our API.

If all goes well, your Lambda function will be invoked. And the event parameter in your function
handler will contain information about the user that called your API.

Cognito Identity Id

Recall the function signature of our Lambda functions:

export async function main(event, context) {}

Or the refactored one that we are now using:

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {});

So far we’ve used the event object to get the path parameters (event.pathParameters) and
request body (event.body).

Nowwe’ll get the id of the authenticated user.

event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId

This is an id that’s assigned to our user by our Cognito Identity Pool.

You’ll also recall that so far all of our APIs are hardcoded to interact with a single user (with user id
123).
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userId: "123", // The id of the author

Let’s change that.

Replace the above line in create.jswith.

userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId, // The id of the
author↪

Do the same in the get.js.

userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId, // The id of the
author↪

And in the update.js.

userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId, // The id of the
author↪

In delete.js as well.

userId: event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId, // The id of the
author↪

In list.js find this line instead.

":userId": "123",

And replace it with.

":userId": event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId,

Keep in mind that the userId above is the Federated Identity id (or Identity Pool user id). This is not
the user id that is assigned in our User Pool. If you want to use the user’s User Pool user Id instead,
have a look at the Mapping Cognito Identity Id and User Pool Id chapter.
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Testing Locally

If you recall the chapterswherewe first created our API endpoints, wewere using a set ofmock events
to test our Lambda functions. We stored these in the mocks/ directory.

For example, the create-event.json looks like this.

{
"body": "{\"content\":\"hello world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\"}"

}

Now we need to modify these to pass in the
event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId. Let’s now do that.

Replace the create-event.jsonwith this.

{
"body": "{\"content\":\"hello world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\"}",
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

Here we are passing in a dummy value for the cognitoIdentityId just for testing purposes.

So if you run the following in your project root.

$ serverless invoke local --function create --path mocks/create-event.json

You should see that a new note object has been created for our test user.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"userId\":\"USER-SUB-1234\",\"noteId\":\"0101be80-18b9-11eb-

893d-b7fc3f6c5167\",\"content\":\"hello
world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\",\"createdAt\":1603846842984}"

↪

↪

}
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Let’s update our other mock events.

Replace the get-event.jsonwith this.

{
"pathParameters": {
"id": "cf6a83b0-1314-11eb-9506-9133509a950f"

},
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

The update-event.jsonwith.

{
"body": "{\"content\":\"new world\",\"attachment\":\"new.jpg\"}",
"pathParameters": {
"id": "cf6a83b0-1314-11eb-9506-9133509a950f"

},
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

And the delete-event.jsonwith.

{
"pathParameters": {
"id": "a63c5450-1274-11eb-81db-b9d1e2c85f15"

},
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"
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}
}

}

Finally, the list-event.jsonwith.

{
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

Now you can test your user connected Lambda functions locally.

Deploy the Changes

Let’s quickly deploy the changes we’ve made.

From your project root, run the following.

$ serverless deploy

Once deployed, you should see the deployed endpoints and functions.

Service Information
service: notes-api
stage: prod
region: us-east-1
stack: notes-api-prod
resources: 32
api keys:

None
endpoints:

POST - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
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GET -
https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

GET - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
PUT -

https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

DELETE -
https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

functions:
create: notes-api-prod-create
get: notes-api-prod-get
list: notes-api-prod-list
update: notes-api-prod-update
delete: notes-api-prod-delete

layers:
None

Next, let’s test our newly secured APIs.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Test the APIs

Now that we have our backend completely set up and secured, let’s test the API we just deployed.

To be able to hit our API endpoints securely, we need to follow these steps.

1. Authenticate against our User Pool and acquire a user token.
2. With the user token get temporary IAM credentials from our Identity Pool.
3. Use the IAM credentials to sign our API request with Signature Version 4.

These steps can be a bit tricky to do by hand. Sowe created a simple tool called AWSAPI Gateway Test
CLI.

You can run it using.

$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test

The npx command is just a convenient way of running a NPMmodule without installing it globally.

We need to pass in quite a bit of our info to complete the above steps.

• Use the username and password of the user created in the Create a Cognito test user chapter.
• Replace YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID, YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID, and
YOUR_COGNITO_REGION with the values from the Create a Cognito user pool chapter. In our
case the region is us-east-1.

• Replace YOUR_IDENTITY_POOL_ID with the one from the Create a Cognito identity pool
chapter.

• Use the YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL and YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION with the ones from
the Deploy the APIs chapter. In our case the URL is
https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod and the region is
us-east-1.

And run the following.
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$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test \
--username='admin@example.com' \
--password='Passw0rd!' \
--user-pool-id='YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID' \
--app-client-id='YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID' \
--cognito-region='YOUR_COGNITO_REGION' \
--identity-pool-id='YOUR_IDENTITY_POOL_ID' \
--invoke-url='YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL' \
--api-gateway-region='YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION' \
--path-template='/notes' \
--method='POST' \
--body='{"content":"hello world","attachment":"hello.jpg"}'

While this might look intimidating, just keep in mind that behind the scenes all we are doing is
generating some security headers before making a basic HTTP request. You’ll see more of this
process when we connect our React.js app to our API backend.

If you are onWindows, use the command below. The space between each option is very important.

$ npx aws-api-gateway-cli-test --username admin@example.com --password
Passw0rd! --user-pool-id YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID --app-client-id
YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID --cognito-region YOUR_COGNITO_REGION
--identity-pool-id YOUR_IDENTITY_POOL_ID --invoke-url
YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL --api-gateway-region YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION
--path-template /notes --method POST --body "{\"content\":\"hello
world\",\"attachment\":\"hello.jpg\"}"

↪

↪

↪

↪

↪

↪

If the command is successful, the response will look similar to this.

Authenticating with User Pool
Getting temporary credentials
Making API request
{

status: 200,
statusText: 'OK',
data: {
userId: 'us-east-1:edc3b241-70c3-4665-a775-1f2df6ddfc26',
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noteId: '6f9f41a0-18b4-11eb-a94f-db173bada851',
content: 'hello world',
attachment: 'hello.jpg',
createdAt: 1603844881083

}
}

We’ve now got a serverless API that’s secure and handles user authentication. In the next section we
aregoing to lookathowwecanworkwith3rdpartyAPIs in serverless. Andhowtoworkwith secrets!

Common Issues

• Response {status: 403}

This is the most common issue we come across and it is a bit cryptic and can be hard to debug.
Here are a few things to check before you start debugging:

– Ensure the --path-template option in the apig-test command is pointing to /notes
and not notes. The format matters for securely signing our request.

– There are no trailing slashes for YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL. In our case, the URL is
https://ly55wbovq4.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod. Notice
that it does not end with a /.

– If you’re on Windows and are using Git Bash, try adding a trailing slash to
YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL while removing the leading slash from --path-template. In
our case, it would result in --invoke-url
https://ly55wbovq4.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/
--path-template notes. You can follow the discussion on this here.

There is a good chance that this error is happening even before our Lambda functions are
invoked. So we can start by making sure our IAM Roles are configured properly for our Identity
Pool. Follow the steps as detailed in our Debugging serverless API Issues chapter to ensure
that your IAM Roles have the right set of permissions.

Next, you can enable API Gateway logs and follow these instructions to read the requests that
are being logged. This should give you a better idea of what is going on.

Finally, make sure to look at the comment thread below. We’ve helped quite a few people with
similar issues and it’s very likely that somebody has run into a similar issue as you.
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• Response {error: "Some error message"}

If instead your command fails with the {error: "Some error message"} response; we can
do a few things to debug this. This response is generated by our Lambda functions when there
is an error. Add a console.log like so in libs/handler-lib.js error handler.

// On failure
.catch((e) => {
console.log(e);
return [500, { error: e.message }];

})

And deploy it using serverless deploy function -f create. But we can’t see this output
whenwemake an HTTP request to it, since the console logs are not sent in our HTTP responses.
We need to check the logs to see this. We have a detailed chapter on working with API Gateway
and Lambda logs and you can read about how to check your debugmessages here.

A common source of errors here is an improperly indented serverless.yml. Make sure to
double-check the indenting in your serverless.yml by comparing it to the one from this
chapter.

• ‘User: arn:aws:... is not authorized to perform: dynamodb:PutItem on
resource: arn:aws:dynamodb:...’

This error is basically saying that our Lambda function does not have the right permissions to
make a DynamoDB request. Recall that, the IAM role that allows your Lambda function tomake
requests to DynamoDB are set in the serverless.yml. And a common source of this error is
when the iamRoleStatements: are improperly indented. Make sure to compare it to the one
in the repo.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Working with 3rd Party APIs

So far we’ve created a basic CRUD (create, read, update, and delete) API. We are going to make a
small addition to this by adding an endpoint that works with a 3rd party API. This section is also
going to illustrate how to work with environment variables and how to accept credit card payments
using Stripe.

A common extension of Serverless Stack (that we have noticed) is to add a billing API that works with
Stripe. In the case of our notes app we are going to allow our users to pay a fee for storing a certain
number of notes. The flow is going to look something like this:

1. The user is going to select the number of notes they want to store and puts in their credit card
information.

2. We are going to generate a one time token by calling the Stripe SDK on the frontend to verify
that the credit card info is valid.

3. We will then call an API passing in the number of notes and the generated token.

4. The API will take the number of notes, figure out how much to charge (based on our pricing
plan), and call the Stripe API to charge our user.

We aren’t going to do much else in the way of storing this info in our database. We’ll leave that as an
exercise for the reader.

To get started, **follow the steps outlined in this chapter to create a Stripe account**.

Nowwith Stripe keys, let’s create a billing API.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Add a Billing API

Now let’s get started with creating our billing API. It is going to take a Stripe token and the number of
notes the user wants to store.

Add a Billing Lambda

Start by installing the Stripe NPMpackage. Run the following in the root of our project.

$ npm install --save stripe

Create a new file called billing.jswith the following.

import stripePackage from "stripe";
import handler from "./libs/handler-lib";
import { calculateCost } from "./libs/billing-lib";

export const main = handler(async (event, context) => {
const { storage, source } = JSON.parse(event.body);
const amount = calculateCost(storage);
const description = "Scratch charge";

// Load our secret key from the environment variables
const stripe = stripePackage(process.env.stripeSecretKey);

await stripe.charges.create({
source,
amount,
description,
currency: "usd",

});
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return { status: true };
});

Most of this is fairly straightforward but let’s go over it quickly:

• We get the storage and source from the request body. The storage variable is the number
of notes the user would like to store in his account. And source is the Stripe token for the card
that we are going to charge.

• We are using a calculateCost(storage) function (that we are going to add soon) to figure
out howmuch to charge a user based on the number of notes that are going to be stored.

• We create a new Stripe object using our Stripe Secret key. We are going to get this as an
environment variable. We do not want to put our secret keys in our code and commit that to
Git. This is a security issue.

• Finally, we use the stripe.charges.createmethod to charge the user and respond to the
request if everything went through successfully.

Note, if you are testing this from India, you’ll need to add some shipping information as well. Check
out the details from our forums.

Add the Business Logic

Now let’s implement our calculateCostmethod. This is primarily our business logic.

Create a libs/billing-lib.js and add the following.

export function calculateCost(storage) {
const rate = storage <= 10
? 4
: storage <= 100
? 2
: 1;

return rate * storage * 100;
}
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This is basically saying that if a user wants to store 10 or fewer notes, we’ll charge them $4 per note.
For 11 to 100 notes, we’ll charge $2 and any more than 100 is $1 per note. Since Stripe expects us to
provide the amount in pennies (the currency’s smallest unit) we multiply the result by 100. Clearly,
our serverless infrastructure might be cheap but our service isn’t!

Configure the API Endpoint

Let’s add a reference to our new API and Lambda function.

Open the serverless.yml file and append the following to it.

billing:
# Defines an HTTP API endpoint that calls the main function in billing.js
# - path: url path is /billing
# - method: POST request
handler: billing.main
events:
- http:

path: billing
cors: true
method: post
authorizer: aws_iam

Make sure this is indented correctly. This block falls under the functions block.

Now before we can test our API we need to load our Stripe secret key in our environment.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Load Secrets from .env

As we had previously mentioned, we do not want to store our secret environment variables in our
code. In our case it is the Stripe secret key. In this chapter, we’ll look at how to do that.

We have a env.example file for this exact purpose.

Start by renaming the env.example file to .env.

$ mv env.example .env

Replace its contents with the following.

STRIPE_SECRET_KEY=STRIPE_TEST_SECRET_KEY

Make sure to replace the STRIPE_TEST_SECRET_KEY with the Secret key from the Setup a Stripe
account chapter.

We are using the serverless-dotenv-plugin to load these as an environment variable when our
Lambda function runs locally. This allows us to reference them in our serverless.yml. We will not
be committing the .env file to Git as we are only going to use these locally. When we look at
automating deployments, we’ll be adding our secrets to the CI, so they’ll be made available through
there instead.

Next, let’s add a reference to these.

And add the following in the environment: block in your serverless.yml.

stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY}

Your environment: block should look like this:

# These environment variables are made available to our functions
# under process.env.
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environment:
tableName: notes
stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY}

A quick explanation on the above:

• The STRIPE_SECRET_KEY from the .env file above gets loaded as an environment variable
when we test our code locally.

• This allows us to add a Lambda environment variable called stripeSecretKey. We do this
using the stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY} line. And just like our
tableName environment variable, we can reference it in our Lambda function using
process.env.stripeSecretKey.

Nowweneed to ensure thatwe don’t commit our .env file to git. The starter project thatwe are using
has the following in the .gitignore.

# Env
.env

This will tell Git to not commit this file.

Nowwe are ready to test our billing API.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Test the Billing API

Now that we have our billing API all set up, let’s do a quick test in our local environment.

Create a mocks/billing-event.json file and add the following.

{
"body": "{\"source\":\"tok_visa\",\"storage\":21}",
"requestContext": {
"identity": {
"cognitoIdentityId": "USER-SUB-1234"

}
}

}

We are going to be testing with a Stripe test token called tok_visa and with 21 as the number of
notes we want to store. You can read more about the Stripe test cards and tokens in the Stripe API
Docs here.

Let’s now invoke our billing API by running the following in our project root.

$ serverless invoke local --function billing --path mocks/billing-event.json

The response should look similar to this.

{
"statusCode": 200,
"body": "{\"status\":true}"

}

Deploy the Changes

Let’s quickly deploy the changes we’ve made.
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From your project root, run the following.

$ serverless deploy

Once deployed, you should see something like this in your console.

Service Information
service: notes-api
stage: prod
region: us-east-1
stack: notes-api-prod
resources: 38
api keys:

None
endpoints:

POST - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
GET -

https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

GET - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes
PUT -

https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

DELETE -
https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/notes/{id}↪

POST - https://0f7jby961h.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod/billing
functions:

create: notes-api-prod-create
get: notes-api-prod-get
list: notes-api-prod-list
update: notes-api-prod-update
delete: notes-api-prod-delete
billing: notes-api-prod-billing

layers:
None

Note the new /billing endpoint and notes-api-prod-billing function that’s been added to the
list.

And that’s it! Our serverless backend is now complete!
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In the next optional section we’ll be looking at how to use infrastructure as code to configure our
resources programmatically.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure DynamoDB in serverless

For our Serverless Framework app, we had previously created our DynamoDB table through the AWS
console. This can be hard to do when you are creating multiple apps or environments. Ideally, we
want to be able to do this programmatically. In this section we’ll look at how to use infrastructure as
code to do just that.

Create the Resource

Serverless Framework supports CloudFormation to help us configure our infrastructure through code.
CloudFormation is a way to define our AWS resources using YAML or JSON, instead of having to use
the AWS Console. We’ll go into this in more detail later in this section.

Let’s create a directory to add our resources.

$ mkdir resources/

Add the following to resources/dynamodb-table.yml.

Resources:
NotesTable:
Type: AWS::DynamoDB::Table
Properties:
TableName: ${self:custom.tableName}
AttributeDefinitions:
- AttributeName: userId
AttributeType: S

- AttributeName: noteId
AttributeType: S

KeySchema:
- AttributeName: userId
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KeyType: HASH
- AttributeName: noteId
KeyType: RANGE

# Set the capacity to auto-scale
BillingMode: PAY_PER_REQUEST

Let’s quickly go over what we are doing here.

1. We are describing a DynamoDB table resource called NotesTable.

2. We get the table name from the custom variable ${self:custom.tableName}. This is
generated dynamically in our serverless.yml. We will look at this in detail below.

3. We are also configuring the two attributes of our table as userId and noteIdand specifying
them as our primary key.

4. Finally, we are provisioning the read/write capacity for our table through a couple of custom
variables as well. We will be defining this shortly.

Add the Resource

Now let’s add a reference to this resource in our project.

Add the following resources: block to the bottom of our serverless.yml with the
following:

# Create our resources with separate CloudFormation templates
resources:

# DynamoDB
- ${file(resources/dynamodb-table.yml)}

Add the following custom: block at the top of our serverless.yml above the
provider: block.

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or fallsback to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
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# Set the table name here so we can use it while testing locally
tableName: ${self:custom.stage}-notes

We added a couple of things here that are worth spending some time on:

• We first create a custom variable called stage. You might be wondering why we need a
custom variable for this when we already have stage: dev in the provider: block. This is
because we want to set the current stage of our project based on what is set through the
serverless deploy --stage $STAGE command. And if a stage is not set when we deploy,
we want to fallback to the one we have set in the provider block. So ${opt:stage,
self:provider.stage}, is telling Serverless Framework to first look for the opt:stage (the
one passed in through the command line), and then fallback to self:provider.stage (the
one in the provider block).

• The table name is based on the stage we are deploying to - ${self:custom.stage}-notes.
The reason this is dynamically set is becausewewant to create a separate tablewhenwedeploy
toanewstage (environment). Sowhenwedeploy todevwewill createaDynamoDBtable called
dev-notes and when we deploy to prod, it’ll be called prod-notes. This allows us to clearly
separate the resources (and data) we use in our various environments.

• Finally, we are using thePAY_PER_REQUEST setting for theBillingMode. This tells DynamoDB
that we want to pay per request and use the On-Demand Capacity option. With DynamoDB in
On-Demandmode, our database is now truly serverless. This option can be very cost-effective,
especially if you are just starting out and your workloads are not very predictable or stable. On
the other hand, if you know exactly how much capacity you need, the Provisioned Capacity
mode would work out to be cheaper.

A lot of the above might sound tricky and overly complicated right now. But we are setting it up so
that we can automate and replicate our entire setup with ease. Note that, Serverless Framework
(and CloudFormation behind the scenes) will be completely managing our resources based on the
serverless.yml. This means that if you have a typo in your table name, the old table will be
removed and a new one will be created in place. To prevent accidentally deleting serverless
resources (like DynamoDB tables), you need to set the DeletionPolicy: Retain flag. We have a
detailed post on this over on the Seed blog.

We are also going tomake a quick tweak to reference the DynamoDB resource that we are creating.

Update our environment variables with the new generated table name. Replace the
environment: block with the following:
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# These environment variables are made available to our functions
# under process.env.
environment:
tableName: ${self:custom.tableName}
stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY}

Replace the iamRoleStatements: block in your serverless.yml with the
following.

iamRoleStatements:
- Effect: Allow
Action:
- dynamodb:DescribeTable
- dynamodb:Query
- dynamodb:Scan
- dynamodb:GetItem
- dynamodb:PutItem
- dynamodb:UpdateItem
- dynamodb:DeleteItem

# Restrict our IAM role permissions to
# the specific table for the stage
Resource:
- "Fn::GetAtt": [ NotesTable, Arn ]

Make sure to copy the indentation properly. These two blocks fall under the provider block and
need to be indented as such.

A couple of interesting things we are doing here:

1. The environment: block here is basically telling Serverless Framework to make the variables
available as process.env in our Lambda functions. For example, process.env.tableName
would be set to the DynamoDB table name for this stage. We will need this later when we are
connecting to our database.

2. For the tableName specifically, we are getting it by referencing our customvariable fromabove.

3. For the case of our iamRoleStatements: we are now specifically stating which table we
want to connect to. This block is telling AWS that these are the only resources that our Lambda
functions have access to.
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Next, let’s add our S3 bucket for file uploads.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure S3 in serverless

NowthatwehaveDynamoDBconfigured, let’s look at howwecan configure theS3 file uploadsbucket
through our serverless.yml.

Create the Resource

Add the following to resources/s3-bucket.yml.

Resources:
AttachmentsBucket:
Type: AWS::S3::Bucket
Properties:
# Set the CORS policy
CorsConfiguration:
CorsRules:
-
AllowedOrigins:
- '*'

AllowedHeaders:
- '*'

AllowedMethods:
- GET
- PUT
- POST
- DELETE
- HEAD

MaxAge: 3000

# Print out the name of the bucket that is created
Outputs:
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AttachmentsBucketName:
Value:
Ref: AttachmentsBucket

If you recall from the Create an S3 bucket for file uploads chapter, we had created a bucket and
configured the CORS policy for it. We needed to do this because we are going to be uploading
directly from our frontend client. We configure the same policy here.

S3 buckets (unlike DynamoDB tables) are globally named, so it is not really possible for us to know
what our bucket is going to be called beforehand. Hence, we let CloudFormation generate the name
for us and we just add the Outputs: block to tell it to print it out so we can use it later.

Add the Resource

Let’s reference the resource in our serverless.yml. Replace your resources: block
with the following.

# Create our resources with separate CloudFormation templates
resources:

# DynamoDB
- ${file(resources/dynamodb-table.yml)}
# S3
- ${file(resources/s3-bucket.yml)}

And that’s it. Next let’s look into configuring our Cognito User Pool.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure Cognito User Pool in serverless

Now let’s look into setting up Cognito User Pool through the serverless.yml. It should be very
similar to the one we did by hand in the Create a Cognito user pool chapter.

Create the Resource

Add the following to resources/cognito-user-pool.yml.

Resources:
CognitoUserPool:
Type: AWS::Cognito::UserPool
Properties:
# Generate a name based on the stage
UserPoolName: ${self:custom.stage}-user-pool
# Set email as an alias
UsernameAttributes:
- email

AutoVerifiedAttributes:
- email

CognitoUserPoolClient:
Type: AWS::Cognito::UserPoolClient
Properties:
# Generate an app client name based on the stage
ClientName: ${self:custom.stage}-user-pool-client
UserPoolId:
Ref: CognitoUserPool

ExplicitAuthFlows:
- ADMIN_NO_SRP_AUTH

GenerateSecret: false
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# Print out the Id of the User Pool that is created
Outputs:

UserPoolId:
Value:
Ref: CognitoUserPool

UserPoolClientId:
Value:
Ref: CognitoUserPoolClient

Let’s quickly go over what we are doing here:

• We are naming our User Pool (and the User Pool app client) based on the stage by using the
custom variable ${self:custom.stage}.

• We are setting the UsernameAttributes as email. This is telling the User Pool that we want
our users to be able to log in with their email as their username.

• Just like our S3 bucket, we want CloudFormation to tell us the User Pool Id and the User Pool
Client Id that is generated. We do this in the Outputs: block at the end.

Add the Resource

Let’s reference the resource in our serverless.yml. Replace your resources: block
with the following.

# Create our resources with separate CloudFormation templates
resources:

# DynamoDB
- ${file(resources/dynamodb-table.yml)}
# S3
- ${file(resources/s3-bucket.yml)}
# Cognito
- ${file(resources/cognito-user-pool.yml)}

And next let’s tie all of this together by configuring our Cognito Identity Pool.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure Cognito Identity Pool in serverless

If you recall from the earlier part of this section, we used the Cognito Identity Pool as a way to control
which AWS resources our logged-in users will have access to. We also tie in our Cognito User Pool as
our authentication provider.

Create the Resource

Add the following to resources/cognito-identity-pool.yml.

Resources:
# The federated identity for our user pool to auth with
CognitoIdentityPool:
Type: AWS::Cognito::IdentityPool
Properties:
# Generate a name based on the stage
IdentityPoolName: ${self:custom.stage}IdentityPool
# Don't allow unathenticated users
AllowUnauthenticatedIdentities: false
# Link to our User Pool
CognitoIdentityProviders:
- ClientId:

Ref: CognitoUserPoolClient
ProviderName:
Fn::GetAtt: [ "CognitoUserPool", "ProviderName" ]

# IAM roles
CognitoIdentityPoolRoles:
Type: AWS::Cognito::IdentityPoolRoleAttachment
Properties:
IdentityPoolId:
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Ref: CognitoIdentityPool
Roles:
authenticated:
Fn::GetAtt: [CognitoAuthRole, Arn]

# IAM role used for authenticated users
CognitoAuthRole:
Type: AWS::IAM::Role
Properties:
Path: /
AssumeRolePolicyDocument:
Version: '2012-10-17'
Statement:
- Effect: 'Allow'
Principal:
Federated: 'cognito-identity.amazonaws.com'

Action:
- 'sts:AssumeRoleWithWebIdentity'

Condition:
StringEquals:
'cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:aud':

Ref: CognitoIdentityPool
'ForAnyValue:StringLike':
'cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:amr': authenticated

Policies:
- PolicyName: 'CognitoAuthorizedPolicy'
PolicyDocument:
Version: '2012-10-17'
Statement:
- Effect: 'Allow'
Action:

- 'mobileanalytics:PutEvents'
- 'cognito-sync:*'
- 'cognito-identity:*'

Resource: '*'

# Allow users to invoke our API
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- Effect: 'Allow'
Action:

- 'execute-api:Invoke'
Resource:

Fn::Join:
- ''
-
- 'arn:aws:execute-api:'
- Ref: AWS::Region
- ':'
- Ref: AWS::AccountId
- ':'
- Ref: ApiGatewayRestApi
- '/*'

# Allow users to upload attachments to their
# folder inside our S3 bucket
- Effect: 'Allow'
Action:

- 's3:*'
Resource:

- Fn::Join:
- ''
-
- Fn::GetAtt: [AttachmentsBucket, Arn]
- '/private/'
- '$'
- '{cognito-identity.amazonaws.com:sub}/*'

# Print out the Id of the Identity Pool that is created
Outputs:

IdentityPoolId:
Value:
Ref: CognitoIdentityPool

While it looks like there’s a whole lot going on here, it’s pretty much exactly what we did back in the
Create a Cognito identity pool chapter. It’s just that CloudFormation can be a bit verbose and can end
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up looking a bit intimidating.

Let’s quickly go over the various sections of this configuration:

1. First we name our Identity Pool based on the stage name using ${self:custom.stage}.

2. Wespecify thatweonlywant logged inusersbyaddingAllowUnauthenticatedIdentities:
false.

3. Next we state that we want to use our User Pool as the identity provider. We are doing this
specifically using the Ref: CognitoUserPoolClient line. If you refer back to the Configure
Cognito User Pool in Serverless chapter, you’ll notice we have a block under
CognitoUserPoolClient that we are referencing here.

4. We then attach an IAM role to our authenticated users.

5. We add the various parts to this role. This is exactly whatwe use in the Create a Cognito identity
pool chapter. It just needs to be formatted this way to work with CloudFormation.

6. TheApiGatewayRestApi ref that youmightnotice is generatedbyServerless Frameworkwhen
youdefine anAPI endpoint in yourserverless.yml. So in this case, weare referencing theAPI
resource that we are creating.

7. For the S3 bucket the name is generated by AWS. So for this case we use the Fn::GetAtt:
[AttachmentsBucket, Arn] to get it’s exact name.

8. Finally, we print out the generated Identity Pool Id in the Outputs: block.

Add the Resource

Let’s reference the resource in our serverless.yml. Replace your resources: block
with the following.

# Create our resources with separate CloudFormation templates
resources:

# DynamoDB
- ${file(resources/dynamodb-table.yml)}
# S3
- ${file(resources/s3-bucket.yml)}
# Cognito
- ${file(resources/cognito-user-pool.yml)}
- ${file(resources/cognito-identity-pool.yml)}
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Now we are almost ready to deploy our new serverless infrastructure. We are going to add one more
resource to the mix. It’ll make it easier for us to debug CORS errors on the frontend.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Handle API Gateway CORS Errors

Our Serverless Framework app is now using infrastructure as code to configure its resources. Though
we need to go over one small detail before moving forward.

In the earlier chapters we configured our API endpoints and Lambda functions with CORS. However
when we make an API request, API Gateway gets invoked before our Lambda functions. This means
that if there is an error at the API Gateway level, the CORS headers won’t be set.

Consequently, debugging such errors can be really hard. Our client won’t be able to see the error
message and instead will be presented with something like this:

No 'Access-Control-Allow-Origin' header is present on the requested resource

These CORS related errors are one of the most common serverless API errors. In this chapter, we are
going to configure API Gateway to set the CORS headers in the case there is an HTTP error. We won’t
be able to test this right away, but it will really help when we work on our frontend client.

Create a Resource

To configure API Gateway errors we are going to add another resource to our serverless.yml.

Add the following to resources/api-gateway-errors.yml.

Resources:
GatewayResponseDefault4XX:
Type: 'AWS::ApiGateway::GatewayResponse'
Properties:
ResponseParameters:

gatewayresponse.header.Access-Control-Allow-Origin: "'*'"
gatewayresponse.header.Access-Control-Allow-Headers: "'*'"

ResponseType: DEFAULT_4XX
RestApiId:
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Ref: 'ApiGatewayRestApi'
GatewayResponseDefault5XX:
Type: 'AWS::ApiGateway::GatewayResponse'
Properties:
ResponseParameters:

gatewayresponse.header.Access-Control-Allow-Origin: "'*'"
gatewayresponse.header.Access-Control-Allow-Headers: "'*'"

ResponseType: DEFAULT_5XX
RestApiId:
Ref: 'ApiGatewayRestApi'

The above might look a little intimidating. It’s a CloudFormation resource and their syntax tends to
be fairly verbose. But the details here aren’t too important. We are adding the CORS headers to the
ApiGatewayRestApi resource in our app. The GatewayResponseDefault4XX is for 4xx errors,
while GatewayResponseDefault5XX is for 5xx errors.

This means that for 4xx and 5xx errors, we’ll be returning the CORS headers.

Include the Resource

Now let’s include the above CloudFormation resource in our serverless.yml.

Replace the resources: block in serverless.ymlwith.

# Create our resources with separate CloudFormation templates
resources:

# API Gateway Errors
- ${file(resources/api-gateway-errors.yml)}
# DynamoDB
- ${file(resources/dynamodb-table.yml)}
# S3
- ${file(resources/s3-bucket.yml)}
# Cognito
- ${file(resources/cognito-user-pool.yml)}
- ${file(resources/cognito-identity-pool.yml)}

Make sure this is indented correctly. The resources: block is a top level property.
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Nowwe are ready to deploy our new serverless infrastructure.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy Your Serverless Infrastructure

Now that we have all our resources configured, let’s go ahead and deploy our entire infrastructure.

Note that, this deployment will create a new set of resources (DynamoDB table, S3 bucket, etc.). You
can remove the ones that we had previously created. We’re leaving this as an exercise for you.

Deploy Your Serverless App

Let’s deploy our Serverless Framework app.

From your project root, run the following.

$ serverless deploy -v

Your output should look something like this:

Service Information
service: notes-api
stage: dev
region: us-east-1
stack: notes-api-dev
resources: 44
api keys:

None
endpoints:

POST - https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/notes
GET - https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/notes/{id}
GET - https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/notes
PUT - https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/notes/{id}
DELETE -

https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/notes/{id}↪
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POST - https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev/billing
functions:

create: notes-api-dev-create
get: notes-api-dev-get
list: notes-api-dev-list
update: notes-api-dev-update
delete: notes-api-dev-delete
billing: notes-api-dev-billing

layers:
None

Stack Outputs
DeleteLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:

arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-delete:3↪

CreateLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-create:3↪

GetLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-get:3↪

UpdateLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-update:3↪

BillingLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-billing:1↪

ListLambdaFunctionQualifiedArn:
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:087220554750:function:notes-api-dev-list:3↪

ServiceEndpoint: https://5opmr1alga.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev
ServerlessDeploymentBucketName:

notes-api-dev-serverlessdeploymentbucket-1323e6pius3a↪

And there you have it! Your entire serverless app has been created completely programmatically.

Next Steps

You can also deploy your app to production by running.

$ serverless deploy --stage prod
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Note that, production in this case is just an environment with a stage called prod. You can call it
anything you like. Serverless Framework will simply create another version of your app with a
completely new set of resources. You can learn more about this in our chapter on Stages in
Serverless Framework.

Next, you can head back to ourmain guide and follow the frontend section. Just remember to use the
resources that were created here in your React.js app config!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the complete code for the backend
Backend Source
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What is IAM

In the last chapter, we created an IAM user so that our AWS CLI can operate on our account without
using the AWS Console. But the IAM concept is used very frequently when dealing with security for
AWS services, so it is worth understanding it in a bit more detail. Unfortunately, IAM is made up of a
lot of different parts and it can be very confusing for folks that first come across it. In this chapter we
are going to take a look at IAM and its concepts in a bit more detail.

Let’s start with the official definition of IAM.

AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a web service that helps you securely control
access to AWS resources for your users. You use IAM to control who can use your AWS resources
(authentication) and what resources they can use and in what ways (authorization).

The first thing to notice here is that IAM is a service just like all the other services that AWS has. But in
someways it helps bring them all together in a secure way. IAM ismade up of a few different parts, so
let’s start by looking at the first andmost basic one.

What is an IAM User

Whenyou first createanAWSaccount, youare the rootuser. Theemail addressandpasswordyouused
to create the account is called your root account credentials. You can use them to sign in to the AWS
Management Console. When you do, you have complete, unrestricted access to all resources in your
AWS account, including access to your billing information and the ability to change your password.
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IAM Root user diagram

Though it is not a good practice to regularly access your account with this level of access, it is not a
problem when you are the only person who works in your account. However, when another person
needs to access and manage your AWS account, you definitely don’t want to give out your root
credentials. Instead you create an IAM user.

An IAM user consists of a name, a password to sign into the AWSManagement Console, and up to two
access keys that can be used with the API or CLI.
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IAM user diagram

By default, users can’t access anything in your account. You grant permissions to a user by creating
a policy and attaching the policy to the user. You can grant one or more of these policies to restrict
what the user can and cannot access.

What is an IAM Policy?

An IAM policy is a rule or set of rules defining the operations allowed/denied to be performed on an
AWS resource.

Policies can be granted in a number of ways:

• Attaching a managed policy. AWS provides a list of pre-defined policies such as
AmazonS3ReadOnlyAccess.

• Attaching an inline policy. An inline policy is a custom policy created by hand.
• Adding the user to a group that has appropriate permission policies attached. We’ll look at
groups in detail below.

• Cloning the permission of an existing IAM user.
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IAM policy diagram

As an example, here is a policy that grants all operations to all S3 buckets.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": {
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": "s3:*",
"Resource": "*"

}
}

And here is a policy that grants more granular access, only allowing retrieval of files prefixed by the
string Bobs- in the bucket called Hello-bucket.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": {
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"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": ["s3:GetObject"],
"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::Hello-bucket/*",
"Condition": {"StringEquals": {"s3:prefix": "Bobs-"}}

}

WeareusingS3 resources in the aboveexamples. But apolicy looks similar for anyof theAWSservices.
It just depends on the resource ARN for Resource property. An ARN is an identifier for a resource in
AWS and we’ll look at it in more detail in the next chapter. We also add the corresponding service
actions and condition context keys in Action and Condition property. You can find all the available
AWS Service actions and condition context keys for use in IAM Policies here. Aside from attaching a
policy to a user, you can attach them to a role or a group.

What is an IAM Role

Sometimes your AWS resources need to access other resources in your account. For example, you
have a Lambda function that queries your DynamoDB to retrieve somedata, process it, and then send
Bob an email with the results. In this case, we want Lambda to only be able to make read queries so
it does not change the database bymistake. We also want to restrict Lambda to be able to email Bob
so it does not spam other people. While this could be done by creating an IAM user and putting the
user’s credentials to the Lambda function or embed the credentials in the Lambda code, this is just
not secure. If somebody was to get hold of these credentials, they could make those calls on your
behalf. This is where IAM role comes in to play.

An IAM role is very similar to a user, in that it is an identity with permission policies that determine
what the identity can and cannot do in AWS. However, a role does not have any credentials (password
or access keys) associated with it. Instead of being uniquely associated with one person, a role can
be taken on by anyone who needs it. In this case, the Lambda function will be assigned with a role to
temporarily take on the permission.
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AWS service with IAM Role diagram

Roles can be applied to users as well. In this case, the user is taking on the policy set for the IAM role.
This is useful for cases where a user is wearing multiple “hats” in the organization. Roles make this
easy since you only need to create these roles once and they can be re-used for anybody else that
wants to take it on.
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IAM User with IAM Role diagram

You canalso have a role tied to theARNof a user fromadifferent organization. This allows the external
user to assume that role as a part of your organization. This is typically used when you have a third
party service that is acting on your AWS Organization. You’ll be asked to create a Cross-Account IAM
Role and add the external user as a Trust Relationship. The Trust Relationship is telling AWS that the
specified external user can assume this role.
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External IAM User with IAM Role diagram

What is an IAM Group

An IAM group is simply a collection of IAM users. You can use groups to specify permissions for a
collection of users, which can make those permissions easier to manage for those users. For
example, you could have a group called Admins and give that group the types of permissions that
administrators typically need. Any user in that group automatically has the permissions that are
assigned to the group. If a new user joins your organization and should have administrator
privileges, you can assign the appropriate permissions by adding the user to that group. Similarly, if
a person changes jobs in your organization, instead of editing that user’s permissions, you can
remove him or her from the old groups and add him or her to the appropriate new groups.
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Complete IAM Group, IAM Role, IAM User, and IAM Policy diagram

This should give you a quick idea of IAMand someof its concepts. Wewill be referring to a fewof these
in the coming chapters. Next let’s quickly look at another AWS concept; the ARN.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is an ARN

In the last chapter while we were looking at IAM policies we looked at how you can specify a resource
using its ARN. Let’s take a better look at what ARN is.

Here is the official definition:

Amazon Resource Names (ARNs) uniquely identify AWS resources. We require an ARN when you
need to specify a resource unambiguously across all of AWS, such as in IAM policies, Amazon
Relational Database Service (Amazon RDS) tags, and API calls.

ARN is really just a globally unique identifier for an individual AWS resource. It takes one of the
following formats.

arn:partition:service:region:account-id:resource
arn:partition:service:region:account-id:resourcetype/resource
arn:partition:service:region:account-id:resourcetype:resource

Let’s look at some examples of ARN. Note the different formats used.

<!-- Elastic Beanstalk application version -->
arn:aws:elasticbeanstalk:us-east-1:123456789012:environment/My

App/MyEnvironment↪

<!-- IAM user name -->
arn:aws:iam::123456789012:user/David

<!-- Amazon RDS instance used for tagging -->
arn:aws:rds:eu-west-1:123456789012:db:mysql-db

<!-- Object in an Amazon S3 bucket -->
arn:aws:s3:::my_corporate_bucket/exampleobject.png

Finally, let’s look at the common use cases for ARN.
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1. Communication

ARN is used to reference a specific resource when you orchestrate a system involving multiple
AWS resources. For example, you have an API Gateway listening for RESTful APIs and invoking
the corresponding Lambda function based on the API path and request method. The routing
looks like the following.

GET /hello_world =>
arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:123456789012:function:lambda-hello-world↪

2. IAM Policy

We had looked at this in detail in the last chapter but here is an example of a policy definition.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": {
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": ["s3:GetObject"],
"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::Hello-bucket/*"

}

ARN is used to define which resource (S3 bucket in this case) the access is granted for. The
wildcard * character is used here to match all resources inside the Hello-bucket.

Next let’s configure our AWS CLI. We’ll be using the info from the IAM user account we created
previously.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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What is AWS AppSync

AWS AppSync is a managed API service that you can use in your serverless backends. In this chapter
we’ll go over it in detail:

• Background

– GraphQL
– GraphQL on AWS Lambda

• What is AWS AppSync

– AppSync Pricing

• AppSync Concepts

– Data Sources
– Resolvers
– Mutations
– Subscriptions
– Permissions

• Wrapping up

Let’s get started!

Background

If you’re already familiar with API Gateway, you may be wondering why you would need to learn yet
another service. It all comes down to the protocol that you want to use: REST or GraphQL.

GraphQL

GraphQL was created by Facebook in 2012 to reduce the amount of network traffic required by their
mobile app’s news feed. Facebook released GraphQL as an open-source project a few years later, and
it has been slowly catching on. In 2016, GitHub converted their public API to GraphQL.
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GraphQL, or graph query language, is an API protocol built on top of Representational State Transfer
(REST). It enables you to specify what data will be in the response by filtering records or specifying
which properties you need.

According to Smartbear’s State of the API report in 2020 only about 19% of responding organizations
use GraphQL. The majority (at least 82%) of organizations use some form of REST.

GraphQL shines anytime you want to limit the number of requests sent to the server and the size of
the responses coming back. It allows you to stitch together data from multiple sources on the
backend. It can also handle nested data, so you don’t have to send a request to get a list of IDs then
send another request to get data associated with each ID. Finally, GraphQL allows you to specify the
properties that you want in your response. This helps you avoid overfetching, which is wasting
bandwidth downloading something that you don’t actually want or need.

GraphQL on AWS Lambda

If you decide to use GraphQL in a serverless application, how do you run the server? In AWS the
serverless compute service is AWS Lambda. While they do have some limitations, it’s not that
difficult to run a GraphQL server on a Lambda.

There are two main GraphQL server libraries that can run in an AWS Lambda. Apollo Server provides
a support package to get it running in a lambda. The other option is an Expressmiddleware—Express
GraphQL—that enables you to run GraphQL along with REST endpoints.

Apollo Server is themore popular of the twooptions and should be your go-to optionmost of the time.
If you already have a REST API running on a Lambda, however, andwant to convert it to GraphQL then
the simplicity of addingamiddlewareplugin to your server is ahugewin. Just addexpress-graphql
to your project and you can slowly replace your REST paths with GraphQL queries andmutators.

Speaking of middleware plugins, that’s another reason to stick with Express: it has a lot of plugins.
If Apollo Server doesn’t already support the authentication that you want to use, chances are that
someone has written an express middleware for it.

What is AWS AppSync

Lambdas are great for a lot of things, but running a GraphQL server on one can get tricky. Especially
when youwant to start using features like subscriptions. AppSync is AWS’s solution to that problem.

AWS AppSync is a managed GraphQL API service that, in true serverless form, allows you to create an
API without worrying about how to host it. It provides full support for subscriptions and a couple of
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features to simplify getting data from other AWS services.

AppSync APIs have three components that you need to define: a schema, resolvers, and data sources.
Combining these three items allows your API to interact with resources and translate responses into
the desired format.

AWS AppSync Architecture

When a request first comes in, AppSync verifies it using the schema. The authorization of the request
is verified against some optional type decorators and the requested properties are checked to make
sure they’re valid.

Once AppSync has determined what object type is being requested, and that the user is allowed to
request it, it finds the resolver associated with that type. The resolver defines request and response
templates that use simple logic to translate the data between GraphQL and a data source.

After the GraphQL query has been translated by a resolver, it’s sent to a data source. The data source
defines a database connection, lambda ARN, or some other destination that the request is sent to.
Once the resource runs whatever action was requested, it returns the result to a response template
which translates it back into a format compliant with your schema.

There are currently six types of data sources supported by AppSync:

• DynamoDB
• ElasticSearch
• Lambda
• None
• Http
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• RDS

If you need to use data from an AWS service that isn’t in the list, you can use a Http data source.

The biggest drawback to AppSync is the development experience. Resolver template development is
notoriously difficult due to its use of Apache VTL.

AppSync Pricing

There are a few different things that you get charged for when using AppSync: * queries/mutations
* subscription updates * minutes that a client is listening to a subscription * data transferred out *
optionally caching

The following table details the current prices charged for running an AppSync API. For themost up to
date pricing, see the AWS AppSync pricing page.

Description Price

1 Million Queries/Mutations $4.00

1 Million 5 kb Updates $2.00

1 Million Minutes Connected to Subscription $0.08

1 Gb Transferred to the Internet $0.09

You can optionally enable caching for your AppSync API. You select an instance type from a handful
of options. Each instance type has an hourly rate associated with it that currently ranges from $0.044
to $6.775. See the AWS AppSync pricing page for the most up to date prices.

AppSync Concepts

Now let’s dive into the major concepts behind AppSync. Starting with data sources.

Data Sources

Data sources in AWS AppSync are services, databases, or APIs that hold the data your GraphQL API
queries and uses to populate your schema.
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There are just a handful of data sources that AWS AppSync supports, such as Amazon DynamoDB,
AWS Lambda (Lambda can allow you to use other options, such as RDS or ElastiCache), and Amazon
Elasticsearch Service.

SST’s AppSyncApi construct makes creating data sources a lot easier. We’ll be looking at some
examples of how to do this below.

You’ll need data sources whenever you need to fetch and manipulate data. However, in some cases
where you might only want to perform data transformation with resolvers and subscriptions to be
invoked by a mutation, youmight not need a data source.

Using the SST AppSyncApi, you could add a data source to your GraphQL API easily without having
to log in to your AWS console.

import { AppSyncApi } from "@serverless-stack/resources";

new AppSyncApi(this, "GraphqlApi", {
graphqlApi: {
//...

},
dataSources: {
notesDS: "src/notes.main",

},
resolvers: {
//...

},
}

Resolvers

Resolvers in GraphQL are functions that return responses when you query a GraphQL API. It’s a
function mapped to a field in your GraphQL schema and is responsible for returning results for that
field.

The function generally contains four arguments:

• parent
• arguments
• context
• info
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Here is what the function definition looks like:

fieldName: (parent, args, context, info) => data;

Now let’s take a look at what they mean:

• parent: The parent, sometimes referred to as the root, is the object that holds the return value
of the reference field. It’s always executed before the resolvers of the field’s children. It’s an
optional parameter.

• args: All the GraphQL arguments provided for a certain field are accessible in the args. For
example, when executing Query{ todo(id: "2") }, the args here is the object passed to
the todo resolver { "id": "2" }.

• context: All resolvers that execute for a particular operation share the same context and can be
accessed across all the resolvers with the same argument in the resolver.

• info: This argument contains information about the execution of the query such as the field’s
name and the field’s path.

Assuming you have a schema:

type Todo {
id: ID!
description: String!
checked: Boolean!

}

type Query {
todos: [ Todo ]
todo(id: ID!): Todo

}

You’d might then have a resolver to query the todos schema type.

Query: {
todos: () => Todo.find(),
todo: (_, { id }) => Todo.findById(id),

},

Here we are using Mongoose to query our MongoDB database.
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In the todos resolver function, we didn’t need to pass any arguments. However in the todo function,
we need to pass a context; the todo id.

Now with the SST AppSyncApi construct, you can configure resolvers:

import { AppSyncApi } from "@serverless-stack/resources";

new AppSyncApi(this, "GraphqlApi", {
graphqlApi: {
schema: "graphql/schema.graphql",

},
dataSources: {
todoDS: "src/todos.main",

},
resolvers: {
"Query todos": "todoDS",

},
});

Mutations

A mutation is a resolver function that modifies the data store and returns a value. It can be used to
insert, update, or delete data. The only difference between a query resolver function and a mutation
is the use of mutation in the resolver map:

import Todo from "./Todo";

export default {
Query: {
todos: () => Todo.find(),
todo: (_, { id }) => Todo.findById(id),

},
Mutation: {
createTodo: (_, { description }) => {
const todo = Todo.create({ description, checked: false });
return todo;

},
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checkedTodo: (_, { id, checked }) =>
Todo.findByIdAndUpdate(id, { checked: checked }),

updateTodo: (_, { id, description }) =>
Todo.findByIdAndUpdate(id, { description }),

deleteTodo: (_, { id }) => Todo.findByIdAndDelete(id),
},

};

You’ll use a mutation in your resolver if you need to modify data in your data store.

Like the queries, you can easily addmutations to your resolver in the SST AppSyncApi:

import { AppSyncApi } from "@serverless-stack/resources";

new AppSyncApi(this, "GraphqlApi", {
graphqlApi: {
schema: "graphql/schema.graphql",

},
dataSources: {
todoDS: "src/todos.main",

},
resolvers: {
"Query todos": "todoDS",
"Mutation createNote": "todoDS",
"Mutation updateNote": "todoDS",
"Mutation deleteNote": "todoDS",

},
});

Subscriptions

GraphQL subscriptions maintain an active connection with the server (usually through WebSockets),
listens to real-time messages from the server, and allows bi-directional communication between the
client and the server. In a nutshell, it listens to activities on the server and sends updates to the client
in real time.

Inmost cases, youwill have to pull data intermittently with queries on demand (like clicking a button
or refreshing a page), but in some cases, you might need to use a subscription to notify the client of
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small, incremental changes to large objects. You might also need to use subscriptions in situations
where there is low latency and a real-time update is required.

To create a subscription, you’ll first need to create a schema type of subscription and add the AWS
AppSync annotation @aws_subscribe() to it.

type Subscription {
newTodo: Todo
@aws_subscribe(mutations: ["newTodo"])

}

Permissions

In most cases, you want your Lambda functions to be able to access only some or all of your AWS
services such as S3.

For example, using SST AppSyncApi, you can allow all the Lambda functions in your API to access S3
(or any other resource).

import { AppSyncApi } from "@serverless-stack/resources";

new AppSyncApi(this, "GraphqlApi", {
graphqlApi: {
schema: "graphql/schema.graphql",

},
dataSources: {
todoDS: "src/todos.main",

},
resolvers: {
"Query todos": "todoDS",
"Mutation createNote": "todoDS",
"Mutation updateNote": "todoDS",
"Mutation deleteNote": "todoDS",

},
});

// Allow the AppSync API to access S3
api.attachPermissions(["s3"]);
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Alternatively, you can add permission for a specific Lambda function. Such as the function for a
particular data source to access AWS S3.

api.attachPermissionsToDataSource("todoDS", ["s3"])

Here you are referring to the data source by the key, todoDS. This is to make sure that only those
functions have the permission to your services.

Wrapping up

And that’s it. Nowyou’vegotagoodsenseofwhat is AWSAppSyncandhowtouse it tobuildaGraphQL
backend. To get started with your first AppSync application, check out our example —How to create
a serverless GraphQL API with AWS AppSync.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Cognito User Pool vs Identity Pool

We often get questions about the differences between the Cognito User Pool and the Identity Pool, so
it is worth covering in detail. The two can seemabit similar in function and it is not entirely clearwhat
they are for. Let’s first start with the official definitions.

Here is what AWS defines the Cognito User Pool as:

Amazon Cognito User Pool makes it easy for developers to add sign-up and sign-in functionality
to web and mobile applications. It serves as your own identity provider to maintain a user
directory. It supports user registration and sign-in, as well as provisioning identity tokens for
signed-in users.

And the Cognito Federated Identities or Identity Pool is defined as:

Amazon Cognito Federated Identities enables developers to create unique identities for your
users and authenticate them with federated identity providers. With a federated identity, you
can obtain temporary, limited-privilege AWS credentials to securely access other AWS services
such as Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon S3, and Amazon API Gateway.

Unfortunately they are both a bit vague and confusingly similar. Here is a more practical description
of what they are.

User Pool

Say you were creating a new web or mobile app and you were thinking about how to handle user
registration, authentication, and account recovery. This is where Cognito User Pools would come in.
Cognito User Pool handles all of this and as a developer you just need to use the SDK to retrieve user
related information.
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Identity Pool

Cognito Identity Pool (or Cognito Federated Identities) on the other hand is a way to authorize your
users to use the various AWS services. Say youwanted to allowauser to have access to your S3 bucket
so that they could upload a file; you could specify that while creating an Identity Pool. And to create
these levels of access, the Identity Pool has its own concept of an identity (or user). The source of
these identities (or users) could be a Cognito User Pool or even Facebook or Google.

User Pool vs Identity Pool

To clarify this a bit more, let’s put these two services in context of each other. Here is how they play
together.
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Amazon Cognito User Pool vs Identity Pool screenshot

Notice how we could use the User Pool, social networks, or even our own custom authentication
system as the identity provider for the Cognito Identity Pool. The Cognito Identity Pool simply takes
all your identity providers and puts them together (federates them). And with all of this it can now
give your users secure access to your AWS services, regardless of where they come from.

So in summary; theCognitoUser Pool stores all your userswhich thenplugs into your Cognito Identity
Pool which can give your users access to your AWS services.

Now that we have a good understanding of how our users will be handled, let’s finish up our backend
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by testing our APIs.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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API Gateway and Lambda Logs

Logging is an essential part of building backends and it is no different for a serverless API. It gives us
visibility into howwe are processing and responding to incoming requests.

Types of Logs

There are 2 types of logs we usually take for granted in a monolithic environment.

• Server logs

Web server logs maintain a history of requests, in the order they took place. Each log entry
contains the information about the request, including client IP address, request date/time,
request path, HTTP code, bytes served, user agent, etc.

• Application logs

Application logs are a file of events that are logged by the web application. It usually contains
errors, warnings, and informational events. It could contain everything from unexpected
function failures, to key events for understanding how users behave.

In the serverless environment, we have lesser control over the underlying infrastructure, logging is
the only way to acquire knowledge on how the application is performing. Amazon CloudWatch is
a monitoring service to help you collect and track metrics for your resources. Using the analogy of
server logs and application logs, you can roughly think of the API Gateway logs as your server logs
and Lambda logs as your application logs.

In the chapter we are going to look to do the following:

• Enable API Gateway CloudWatch Logs
• Enable Lambda CloudWatch Logs
• Viewing API Gateway CloudWatch Logs
• Viewing Lambda CloudWatch Logs

Let’s get started.
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Enable API Gateway CloudWatch Logs

This is a two step process. First, we need to create an IAM role that allows API Gateway to write logs in
CloudWatch. Then we need to turn on logging for our API project.

First, log in to your AWS Console and select IAM from the list of services.

Select IAM Service Screenshot

Select Roles on the leftmenu.
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Select IAM Roles Screenshot

Select Create Role.
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Select Create IAM Role Screenshot

Under AWS service, select API Gateway.
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Select API Gateway IAM Role Screenshot

Click Next: Permissions.
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Select IAM Role Attach Permissions Screenshot

Click Next: Review.
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Select Review IAM Role Screenshot

Enter a Role name and select Create role. In our case, we called our role
APIGatewayCloudWatchLogs.
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Fill in IAM Role Info Screenshot

Click on the role we just created.
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Select Created API Gateway IAM Role Screenshot

Take a note of the Role ARN. We will be needing this soon.
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IAM Role ARN Screenshot

Now that we have created our IAM role, let’s turn on logging for our API Gateway project.

Go back to your AWS Console and select API Gateway from the list of services.
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Select API Gateway Service Screenshot

Select Settings from the left panel.
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Select API Gateway Settings Screenshot

Enter the ARN of the IAM role we just created in the CloudWatch log role ARN field and hit Save.
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Fill in API Gateway CloudWatch Info Screenshot

Select your API project from the left panel, select Stages, then pick the stage you want to enable
logging for. For the case of our Notes App API, we deployed to the prod stage.
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Select API Gateway Stage Screenshot

In the Logs tab:

• Check Enable CloudWatch Logs.
• Select INFO for Log level to log every request.
• Check Log full requests/responses data to include entire request and response body in the
log.

• Check Enable Detailed CloudWatch Metrics to track latencies and errors in CloudWatch
metrics.
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Fill in API Gateway Logging Info Screenshot

Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Save Changes. Now our API Gateway requests should be
logged via CloudWatch.

Note that, the execution logs can generate a ton of log data and it’s not recommended to leave them
on. They are much better for debugging. API Gateway does have support for access logs, which we
recommend leaving on. Here is how to enable access logs for your API Gateway project.

Enable Lambda CloudWatch Logs

Lambda CloudWatch logs are enabled by default. It tracks the duration and max memory usage for
each execution. You can write additional information to CloudWatch via console.log. For
example:

export function main(event, context, callback) {
console.log('Hello world');
callback(null, { body: '' });

}
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Viewing API Gateway CloudWatch Logs

CloudWatch groups log entries into Log Groups and then further into Log Streams. Log Groups and
Log Streams can mean different things for different AWS services. For API Gateway, when logging
is first enabled in an API project’s stage, API Gateway creates 1 log group for the stage, and 300 log
streams in the group ready to store log entries. API Gateway picks one of these streams when there is
an incoming request.

To viewAPIGateway logs, log in to yourAWSConsole and select CloudWatch fromthe list of services.

Select CloudWatch Service Screenshot

Select Logs from the left panel.
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Select CloudWatch Logs Screenshot

Select the log group prefixed with API-Gateway-Execution-Logs_ followed by the API Gateway id.
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Select CloudWatch API Gateway Log Group Screenshot

You should see 300 log streams ordered by the last event time. This is the last time a request was
recorded. Select the first stream.
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Select CloudWatch API Gateway Log Stream Screenshot

This shows you the log entries grouped by request.
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CloudWatch API Gateway Log Entries Screenshot

Note that two consecutive groups of logs are not necessarily two consecutive requests in real time.
This is because there might be other requests that are processed in between these two that were
picked up by one of the other log streams.

Viewing Lambda CloudWatch Logs

For Lambda, each function has its own log group. And the log stream rotates if a new version of the
Lambda function has been deployed or if it has been idle for some time.

To view Lambda logs, select Logs again from the left panel. Then select the first log group prefixed
with /aws/lambda/ followed by the function name.
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Select CloudWatch Lambda Log Group Screenshot

Select the first stream.
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Select CloudWatch Lambda Log Stream Screenshot

You should see START, END and REPORT with basic execution information for each function
invocation. You can also see content logged via console.log in your Lambda code.
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CloudWatch Lambda Log Entries Screenshot

You can also use the Serverless CLI to view CloudWatch logs for a Lambda function.

From your project root run the following.

$ serverless logs -f <func-name>

Where the <func-name> is the name of the Lambda function you are looking for. Additionally, you
can use the --tail flag to stream the logs automatically to your console.

$ serverless logs -f <func-name> --tail

This can be very helpful during development when trying to debug your functions using the
console.log call.

Hopefully, this has helped you set up CloudWatch logging for your API Gateway and Lambda projects.
And given you a quick idea of how to read your serverless logs using the AWS Console.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Debugging Serverless API Issues

In this chapter we are going to take a brief look at some common API Gateway and Lambda issues we
come across and how to debug them.

We’ve also compiled a list of some of the most common serverless errors over on Seed. Check out
Common Serverless Errors and do a quick search for your errormessage and see if it has a solution.

When a request is made to your serverless API, it starts by hitting API Gateway and makes its way
through to Lambda and invokes your function. It takes quite a few hops along the way and each hop
can be a point of failure. And since we don’t have great visibility over each of the specific hops,
pinpointing the issue can be a bit tricky. We are going to take a look at the following issues:

• Invalid API Endpoint
• Missing IAM Policy
• Lambda Function Error
• Lambda Function Timeout

This chapter assumes you have turned on CloudWatch logging for API Gateway and that you know
how to read both the API Gateway and Lambda logs. If you have not done so, start by taking a look at
the chapter on API Gateway and Lambda Logs.

Invalid API Endpoint

The first andmost basic issuewe see iswhen the API Gateway endpoint that is requested is invalid. An
API Gateway endpoint usually looks something like this:

https://API_ID.execute-api.REGION.amazonaws.com/STAGE/PATH

• API_ID - a unique identifier per API Gateway project
• REGION - the AWS region in which the API Gateway project is deployed to
• STAGE - the stage of the project (defined in your serverless.yml or passed in through the
serverless deploy –stage command)

• PATH - the path of an API endpoint (defined in your serverless.yml for each function)
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An API request will fail if:

• The API_ID is not found in the specified REGION
• The API Gateway project does not have the specified STAGE
• API endpoint invoked does not match a pre-defined PATH

In all of these cases, the error does not get logged to CloudWatch since the request does not hit your
API Gateway project.

Missing IAM Policy

This happens when your API endpoint uses aws_iam as the authorizer, and the IAM role assigned
to the Cognito Identity Pool has not been granted the execute-api:Invoke permission for your API
Gateway resource.

This is a tricky issue to debug because the request still has not reached API Gateway, and hence the
error is not logged in the API Gateway CloudWatch logs. But we can perform a check to ensure that
our Cognito Identity Pool users have the required permissions, using the IAM policy Simulator.

Before we can use the simulator we first need to find out the name of the IAM role that we are using to
connect to API Gateway. We had created this role back in the Create a Cognito identity pool chapter.

Select Cognito from your AWS Console.
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Select Cogntio Service Screenshot

Next hit theManage Federated Identities button.
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Click Manage Federated Identities Screenshot

And select your Identity Pool. In our case it’s called notes identity pool.
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Select identity pool Screenshot

Click Edit identity pool at the top right.
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Click Edit identity pool Screenshot

Here make a note of the name of the Authenticated role. In our case it is
Cognito_notesidentitypoolAuth_Role.
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Identity Pool Auth Role Screenshot

Now that we know the IAM role we are testing, let’s open up the IAM Policy Simulator.
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Open IAM Policy Simulator

Select Roles.
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Select IAM Service Simulator Roles

Select the IAM role that we made a note of in the steps above. In our case it is
Cognito_notesidentitypoolAuth_Role.
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Select IAM Service Simulator Role

Select API Gateway as the service and select the Invoke action.
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Select IAM Service Simulator Action

Expand the service and enter the API Gateway endpoint ARN, then select Run Simulation. The
format here is the same one we used back in the Create a Cognito identity pool chapter;
arn:aws:execute-api:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION:*:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_ID/*. In our case
this looks like arn:aws:execute-api:us-east-1:*:ly55wbovq4/*.
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Enter API Gateway Endpoint ARN

If your IAM role is configured properly you should see allowed under Permission.
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IAM Service Simulator Permission Allowed

But if something is off, you’ll see denied.
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IAM Service Simulator Permission Denied

To fix this and edit the role we need to go back to the AWS Console and select IAM from the list of
services.
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Select IAM Service Screenshot

Select Roles on the leftmenu.
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Select IAM Roles Screenshot

And select the IAM role that our Identity Pool is using. In our case it’s called
Cognito_notesidentitypoolAuth_Role.
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Select notes identity pool auth role Screenshot

Expand the policy under the list of policies.
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Expand auth role policy Screenshot

Click Edit policy.
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Edit auth role policy Screenshot

Here you can edit the policy to ensure that it has the right permission to invoke API Gateway. Ensure
that there is a block in your policy like the one below.

...
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"execute-api:Invoke"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:execute-api:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION:*:YOUR_API_GATEWAY_ID/*"

]
}

...

Finally, hit Save to update the policy.
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Save auth role policy Screenshot

Now if you test your policy, it should show that you are allowed to invoke your API Gateway
endpoint.

Lambda Function Error

Now if you are able to invoke your Lambda function but it fails to execute properly due to uncaught
exceptions, it’ll error out. These are pretty straightforward to debug. When this happens, AWS
Lambda will attempt to convert the error object to a string, and then send it to CloudWatch along
with the stacktrace. This can be observed in both Lambda and API Gateway CloudWatch log
groups.

Lambda Function Timeout

Sometimes wemight run into a case where the Lambda function just times out. Normally, a Lambda
function will end its execution by invoking the callback function that was passed in. By default, the
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callback will wait until the Node.js runtime event loop is empty before returning the results to the
caller. If the Lambda function has an open connection to, let’s say a database server, the event loop is
not empty, and thecallbackwillwait indefinitelyuntil the connection is closedor theLambda function
times out.

To get around this issue, you can set this callbackWaitsForEmptyEventLoop property to false to
request AWS Lambda to freeze the process as soon as the callback is called, even if there are events
in the event loop.

export async function handler(event, context, callback) {

context.callbackWaitsForEmptyEventLoop = false;

...
};

This effectively allows a Lambda function to return its result to the caller without requiring that the
database connectionbe closed. This allows the Lambda function to reuse the sameconnectionacross
calls, and it reduces the execution time as well.

These are just a few of the common issues we see folks running into while working with serverless
APIs. Feel free to let us know via the comments if there are any other issues you’d like us to cover.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Serverless Environment Variables

In Node.js we use the process.env to get access to environment variables of the current process. In
AWS Lambda, we can set environment variables that we can access via the process.env object.

Let’s take a quick look at how to do that.

Defining Environment Variables

We can define our environment variables in our serverless.yml in two separate places. The first is
in the functions section:

service: service-name

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev

functions:
hello:
handler: handler.hello
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: http://example.com/api/v1

Here SYSTEM_URL is the name of the environment variable we are defining and
http://example.com/api/v1 is its value. We can access this in our hello Lambda function using
process.env.SYSTEM_URL, like so:

export function hello(event, context, callback) {
callback(null, { body: process.env.SYSTEM_URL });

}
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We can also define our environment variables globally in the provider section:

service: service-name

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev
environment:
SYSTEM_ID: jdoe

functions:
hello:
handler: handler.hello
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: http://example.com/api/v1

Just as before we can access the environment variable SYSTEM_ID in our hello Lambda function
using process.env.SYSTEM_ID. The difference being that it is available to all the Lambda functions
defined in our serverless.yml.

In the case where both the provider and functions section has an environment variable with the
same name, the function specific environment variable takes precedence. As in, we can override the
environment variables described in the provider section with the ones defined in the functions
section.

Custom Variables in Serverless Framework

Serverless Framework builds on these ideas to make it easier to define and work with environment
variables in our serverless.yml by generalizing the idea of variables.

Let’s take a quick look at how these work using an example. Say you had the following
serverless.yml.

service: service-name

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev
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functions:
helloA:
handler: handler.helloA
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: http://example.com/api/v1/pathA

helloB:
handler: handler.helloB
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: http://example.com/api/v1/pathB

In the case above we have the environment variable SYSTEM_URL defined in both the helloA and
helloB Lambda functions. But the only difference between them is that the url ends with pathA or
pathB. We canmerge these two using the idea of variables.

A variable allows you to replace values in your serverless.yml dynamically. It uses the
${variableName} syntax, where the value of variableNamewill be inserted.

Let’s see how this works in practice. We can rewrite our example and simplify it by doing the
following:

service: service-name

custom:
systemUrl: http://example.com/api/v1/

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev

functions:
helloA:
handler: handler.helloA
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: ${self:custom.systemUrl}pathA

helloB:
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handler: handler.helloB
environment:
SYSTEM_URL: ${self:custom.systemUrl}pathB

This should be pretty straightforward. We started by adding this section first:

custom:
systemUrl: http://example.com/api/v1/

This defines a variable called systemUrl under the section custom. We can then reference the
variable using the syntax ${self:custom.systemUrl}.

We do this in the environment variables SYSTEM_URL: ${self:custom.systemUrl}pathA.
Serverless Framework parses this and inserts the value of self:custom.systemUrl and that
combined with pathA at the end gives us the original value of
http://example.com/api/v1/pathA.

Variables can be referenced from a lot of different sources including CLI options, external YAML files,
etc. You can readmore about using variables in your serverless.yml here.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Stages in Serverless Framework

Serverless Framework allows you to create stages for your project to deploy to. Stages are useful for
creating environments for testing and development. Typically you create a staging environment that
is an independent clone of your production environment. This allows you to test and ensure that the
version of code that you are about to deploy is good to go.

In this chapter we will take a look at how to configure stages in serverless. Let’s first start by looking
at how stages can be implemented.

How Is Staging Implemented?

There are a couple of ways to set up stages for your project:

• Using the API Gateway built-in stages

You can create multiple stages within a single API Gateway project. Stages within the same
project share the same endpoint host, but have a different path. For example, say you have a
stage called prodwith the endpoint:

https://abc12345.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod

If you were to add a stage called dev to the same API Gateway API, the new stage will have the
endpoint:

https://abc12345.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev

The downside is that both stages are part of the same project. You don’t have the same level
of flexibility to fine tune the IAM policies for stages of the same API, when compared to tuning
different APIs. This leads to the next setup, each stage being its own API.

• Separate APIs for each stage

You create an API Gateway project for each stage. Let’s take the same example, your prod stage
has the endpoint:
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https://abc12345.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod

To create the dev stage, you create a new API Gateway project and add the dev stage to the new
project. The new endpoint will look something like:

https://xyz67890.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/dev

Note that the dev stage carries a different endpoint host since it belongs to a different project.
This is the approach Serverless Framework takes when configuring stages for your Serverless
project. We will look at this in detail below.

• Separate AWS account for each stage

Just like how having each stage being separate APIs give us more flexibility to fine tune the IAM
policy. We can take it a step further and create the API project in a different AWS account. Most
companies don’t keep their production infrastructure in the same account as their
development infrastructure. This helps reduce any cases where developers accidentally
edit/delete production resources. We go in to more detail on how to deploy to multiple AWS
accounts using different AWS profiles in the Configure Multiple AWS Profiles chapter.

Deploying to a Stage

Let’s look at how the Serverless Framework helps us work with stages. As mentioned above, a new
stage is a new API Gateway project. To deploy to a specific stage, you can either specify the stage in
the serverless.yml.

service: service-name

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev

Or you can specify the stage by passing the--stageoption to the serverless deploy command.

$ serverless deploy --stage dev
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Stage Variables in Serverless Framework

Deploying to stages can be pretty simple but now let’s look at how to configure our environment
variables so that they work with our various stages. We went over the concept of environment
variables in the chapter on Serverless Environment Variables. Let’s extend that to specify variables
based on the stage we are deploying to.

Let’s take a look at a sample serverless.yml below.

service: service-name

custom:
myStage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
myEnvironment:
MESSAGE:
prod: "This is production environment"
dev: "This is development environment"

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev
environment:
MESSAGE: ${self:custom.myEnvironment.MESSAGE.${self:custom.myStage}}

There are a couple of things happening here. We first defined the custom.myStage variable as
${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}. This is telling Serverless Framework to use the --stage
CLI option if it exists. And if it does not, then use the default stage specified by provider.stage. We
also define the custom.myEnvironment section. This contains the value for MESSAGE defined for
each stage. Finally, we set the environment variable MESSAGE as
${self:custom.myEnvironment.MESSAGE.${self:custom.myStage}}. This sets the variable
to pick the value of self:custom.myEnvironment depending on the current stage defined in
custom.myStage.

You can easily extend this format to create separate sets of environment variables for the stages you
are deploying to.

And we can access the MESSAGE in our Lambda functions via process.env object like so.
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export function main(event, context, callback) {
callback(null, { body: process.env.MESSAGE });

}

Hopefully, this chapter gives you a quick idea on how to set up stages in your Serverless project.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Backups in DynamoDB

An important (yet overlooked) aspect of having a database powering your web application are,
backups! In this chapter we are going to take a look at how to configure backups for your DynamoDB
tables.

For our demo notes app, we are using a DynamoDB table to store all our user’s notes. DynamoDB
achievesahighdegreeofdataavailability anddurabilityby replicatingyourdataacross threedifferent
facilities within a given region. However, DynamoDB does not provide an SLA for the data durability.
This means that you should backup your database tables.

Let’s start by getting a quick background on how backups work in DynamoDB.

Backups in DynamoDB

There are two types of backups in DynamoDB:

1. On-demand backups

This creates a full backup on-demand of your DynamoDB tables. It’s useful for long-term data
retention and archival. The backup is retained even if the table is deleted. You can use the
backup to restore to a different table name. And this canmake it useful for replicating tables.

2. Point-in-time recovery

This type of backup on the other hand allows you to perform point-in-time restore. It’s really
helpful in protecting against accidental writes or delete operations. So for example, if you ran a
script to transform the data within a table and it accidentally removed or corrupted your data;
you could simply restore your table to any point in the last 35 days. DynamoDB does this by
maintaining an incremental backup of your table. It even does this automatically, so you don’t
have to worry about creating, maintaining, or scheduling on-demand backups.

Let’s look at how to use the two backup types.
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On-Demand Backup

Head over to your table and click on the Backups tab.

Click on Backups tab screenshot

And just hit Create backup.
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Create DynamoDB table backup screenshot

Give your backup a name and hit Create.
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Name DynamoDB table backup screenshot

You should now be able to see your newly created backup.
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New DynamoDB table backup screenshot

Restore Backup

Now to restore your backup, simply select the backup and hit Restore backup.
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Select Restore DynamoDB table backup screenshot

Here you can type in the name of the new table you want to restore to and hit Restore table.
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Restore DynamoDB table backup screenshot

Dependingon the size of the table, thismight take some time. But you shouldnotice anew tablebeing
created from the backup.
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New DynamoDB table from backup screenshot

DynamoDB makes it easy to create and restore on-demand backups. You can also read more about
on-demand backups here.

Point-in-Time Recovery

To enable Point-in-time Recovery once again head over to the Backups tab.
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Head to Backups tab screenshot

And hit Enable in the Point-in-time Recovery section.
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Hit Enable DynamoDB Point-in-time Recovery screenshot

This will notify you that additional charges will apply for this setting. Click Enable to confirm.
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Confirm Enable DynamoDB Point-in-time Recovery screenshot

Restore to Point-in-Time

Once enabled, you can click Restore to point-in-time to restore to an older point.
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Restore DynamoDB to Point-in-time screenshot

Here you can type in the name of the new table to be restored to and select the time you want to
recover to.
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Pick Restore DynamoDB to Point-in-time screenshot

And hit Restore table.
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Select Restore DynamoDB table to Point-in-time screenshot

You should see your new table being restored.
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New restored DynamoDB table Point-in-time screenshot

You can readmore about the details of Point-in-time Recovery here.

Conclusion

Given, the two above types; a good strategy is to enable Point-in-time recovery and maintain a
schedule of longer termOn-demand backups. There are quite a few plugins and scripts that can help
you with scheduling On-demand backups, here is one created by one of our readers -
https://github.com/UnlyEd/serverless-plugin-dynamodb-backups.

Alsoworth noting, DynamoDB’s backup and restore actions have no impact on the table performance
or availability. Noworrying about long backup processes that slow down performance for your active
users.

So make sure to configure backups for the DynamoDB tables in your applications.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Configure Multiple AWS Profiles

When we configured our AWS CLI in the Configure the AWS CLI chapter, we used the aws configure
command to set the IAM credentials of the AWS account we wanted to use to deploy our serverless
application to.

These credentials are stored in ~/.aws/credentials and are used by the Serverless Framework
when we run serverless deploy. Behind the scenes Serverless uses these credentials and the
AWS SDK to create the necessary resources on your behalf to the AWS account specified in the
credentials.

There are cases where you might have multiple credentials configured in your AWS CLI. This usually
happens if you are working on multiple projects or if you want to separate the different stages of the
same project.

In this chapter let’s take a look at how you can work with multiple AWS credentials.

Create a New AWS Profile

Let’s say you want to create a new AWS profile to work with. Follow the steps outlined in the Create
an IAM User chapter to create an IAM user in another AWS account and take a note of the Access key
ID and Secret access key.

To configure the new profile in your AWS CLI use:

$ aws configure --profile newAccount

Where newAccount is the name of the new profile you are creating. You can leave theDefault region
name and Default output format the way they are.

Set a Profile on Local

Wementioned how the Serverless Framework uses your AWSprofile to deploy your resources on your
behalf. But while developing on your local using the serverless invoke local command things
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are a little different.

In this case your Lambda function is run locally and has not been deployed yet. So any calls made in
yourLambda function toanyotherAWSresourcesonyouraccountwill use thedefault AWSprofile that
you have. You can check your default AWS profile in ~/.aws/credentials under the [default]
tag.

To switch the default AWSprofile to a newprofile for the serverless invoke local command, you
can run the following:

$ AWS_PROFILE=newAccount serverless invoke local --function hello

Here newAccount is the name of the profile you want to switch to and hello is the name of the
function that is being invoked locally. By adding AWS_PROFILE=newAccount at the beginning of our
serverless invoke local command we are setting the variable that the AWS SDK will use to
figure out what your default AWS profile is.

If you want to set this so that you don’t add it to each of your commands, you can use the following
command:

$ export AWS_PROFILE=newAccount

Where newAccount is the profile you want to switch to. Now for the rest of your shell session,
newAccountwill be your default profile.

You can readmore about this in the AWS Docs here.

Set a Profile While Deploying

Now if we want to deploy using this newly created profile we can use the --aws-profile option for
the serverless deploy command.

$ serverless deploy --aws-profile newAccount

Again, newAccount is the AWS profile Serverless Framework will be using to deploy.

If you don’t want to set the profile every time you run serverless deploy, you can add it to your
serverless.yml.
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service: service-name

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev
profile: newAccount

Note the profile: newAccount line here. This is telling Serverless Framework to use the
newAccount profile while running serverless deploy.

Set Profiles per Stage

There are cases where youwould like to specify a different AWS profile per stage. A common scenario
for this is when you have a completely separate staging environment than your production one. Each
environment has its own API endpoint, database tables, and more importantly, the IAM policies to
secure the environment. A simple yet effective way to achieve this is to keep the environments in
separateAWSaccounts. AWSOrganizationswas in fact introduced tohelp teams tocreateandmanage
these accounts and consolidate the usage charges into a single bill.

Let’s look at a quick example of how to work with multiple profiles per stage. So following the
examples from before, if you wanted to deploy to your production environment, you would:

$ serverless deploy --stage prod --aws-profile prodAccount

And to deploy to the staging environment you would:

$ serverless deploy --stage dev --aws-profile devAccount

Here, prodAccount and devAccount are the AWS profiles for the production and staging
environment respectively.

To simplify this process you can add the profiles to your serverless.yml. So you don’t have to
specify them in your serverless deploy commands.

service: service-name
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custom:
myStage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
myProfile:
prod: prodAccount
dev: devAccount

provider:
name: aws
stage: dev
profile: ${self:custom.myProfile.${self:custom.myStage}}

There are a couple of things happening here.

• We first defined custom.myStage as ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}. This is telling
Serverless Framework to use the value from the --stage CLI option if it exists. If not, use the
default stage specified in provider.stage.

• We also definedcustom.myProfile, which contains the AWSprofileswewant to use to deploy
for each stage. Just as before we want to use the prodAccount profile if we are deploying to
stage prod and the devAccount profile if we are deploying to stage dev.

• Finally, we set the provider.profile to
${self:custom.myProfile.${self:custom.myStage}}. This picks the value of our
profile depending on the current stage defined in custom.myStage.

We used the concept of variables in Serverless Framework in this example. You can read more about
this in the chapter on Serverless Environment Variables.

Now, when you deploy to production, Serverless Framework is going to use the prodAccount profile.
And the resources will be provisioned inside prodAccount profile user’s AWS account.

$ serverless deploy --stage prod

And when you deploy to staging, the exact same set of AWS resources will be provisioned inside
devAccount profile user’s AWS account.

$ serverless deploy --stage dev

Notice that we did not have to set the --aws-profile option. And that’s it, this should give you a
good understanding of how to work with multiple AWS profiles and credentials.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Customize the serverless IAM Policy

Serverless Framework deploys using the policy attached to the IAM credentials in your AWS CLI
profile. Back in the Create an IAM User chapter we created a user that the Serverless Framework will
use to deploy our project. This user was assigned AdministratorAccess. This means that Serverless
Framework and your project has complete access to your AWS account. This is fine in trusted
environments but if you are working as a part of a team you might want to fine-tune the level of
access based on who is using your project.

In this chapter we will take a look at how to customize the IAM Policy that Serverless Framework is
going to use.

The permissions required can be categorized into the following areas:

• Permissions required by Serverless Framework
• Permissions required by your Serverless Framework plugins
• Permissions required by your Lambda code

Granting AdministratorAccess policy ensures that your project will always have the necessary
permissions. But if you want to create an IAM policy that grants the minimal set of permissions, you
need to customize your IAM policy.

A basic serverless project needs permissions to the following AWS services:

• CloudFormation to create change set and update stack
• S3 to upload and store serverless artifacts and Lambda source code
• CloudWatch Logs to store Lambda execution logs
• IAM to manage policies for the Lambda IAM Role
• API Gateway to manage API endpoints
• Lambda to manage Lambda functions
• EC2 to execute Lambda in VPC
• CloudWatch Events to manage CloudWatch event triggers
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A simple IAM Policy template

These can be defined and granted using a simple IAM policy.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"cloudformation:*",
"s3:*",
"logs:*",
"iam:*",
"apigateway:*",
"lambda:*",
"ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
"ec2:DescribeSubnets",
"ec2:DescribeVpcs",
"events:*"

],
"Resource": [
"*"

]
}

]
}

We can attach this policy to the IAM user we are creating by continuing from the Attach existing
policies directly step in the Create an IAM User chapter.

Hit the Create policy button.
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Select Create IAM Policy Screenshot

And hit Select in the Create Your Own Policy section.
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Select Create your own IAM Policy Screenshot

Here pick a name for your new policy and paste the policy created above in the Policy Document
field.
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Create your own IAM Policy Screenshot

Finally, hit Create Policy. You can now chose this policy while creating your IAM user instead of the
AdministratorAccess one that we had used before.

This policy grants your Serverless Framework project access to all the resources listed above. But we
cannarrow this down further by restricting them to specificActions for the specificResources in each
AWS service.

An advanced IAM Policy template

Below is a more nuanced policy template that restricts access to the serverless project that is being
deployed. Make sure to replace <region>, <account_no> and <service_name> for your specific
project.

{
"Version": "2012-10-17",
"Statement": [
{
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"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"cloudformation:Describe*",
"cloudformation:List*",
"cloudformation:Get*",
"cloudformation:CreateStack",
"cloudformation:UpdateStack",
"cloudformation:DeleteStack"

],
"Resource":

"arn:aws:cloudformation:<region>:<account_no>:stack/<service_name>*/*"↪

},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"cloudformation:ValidateTemplate"

],
"Resource": "*"

},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:CreateBucket",
"s3:DeleteBucket",
"s3:Get*",
"s3:List*"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:s3:::<service_name>*"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"s3:*"

],
"Resource": [
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"arn:aws:s3:::<service_name>*/*"
]

},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"logs:DescribeLogGroups"

],
"Resource":

"arn:aws:logs:<region>:<account_no>:log-group::log-stream:*"↪

},
{
"Action": [
"logs:CreateLogGroup",
"logs:CreateLogStream",
"logs:DeleteLogGroup",
"logs:DeleteLogStream",
"logs:DescribeLogStreams",
"logs:FilterLogEvents"

],
"Resource": "arn:aws:logs:<region>:<account_no>:log-

group:/aws/lambda/<service_name>*:log-stream:*",↪

"Effect": "Allow"
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"iam:GetRole",
"iam:PassRole",
"iam:CreateRole",
"iam:DeleteRole",
"iam:DetachRolePolicy",
"iam:PutRolePolicy",
"iam:AttachRolePolicy",
"iam:DeleteRolePolicy"

],
"Resource": [
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"arn:aws:iam::<account_no>:role/<service_name>*-lambdaRole"
]

},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"apigateway:GET",
"apigateway:PATCH",
"apigateway:POST",
"apigateway:PUT",
"apigateway:DELETE"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:apigateway:<region>::/restapis"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"apigateway:GET",
"apigateway:PATCH",
"apigateway:POST",
"apigateway:PUT",
"apigateway:DELETE"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:apigateway:<region>::/restapis/*"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"lambda:GetFunction",
"lambda:CreateFunction",
"lambda:DeleteFunction",
"lambda:UpdateFunctionConfiguration",
"lambda:UpdateFunctionCode",
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"lambda:ListVersionsByFunction",
"lambda:PublishVersion",
"lambda:CreateAlias",
"lambda:DeleteAlias",
"lambda:UpdateAlias",
"lambda:GetFunctionConfiguration",
"lambda:AddPermission",
"lambda:RemovePermission",
"lambda:InvokeFunction"

],
"Resource": [
"arn:aws:lambda:*:<account_no>:function:<service_name>*"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"ec2:DescribeSecurityGroups",
"ec2:DescribeSubnets",
"ec2:DescribeVpcs"

],
"Resource": [
"*"

]
},
{
"Effect": "Allow",
"Action": [
"events:Put*",
"events:Remove*",
"events:Delete*",
"events:Describe*"

],
"Resource": "arn:aws:events::<account_no>:rule/<service_name>*"

}
]

}
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The <account_no> is your AWS Account ID and you can follow these instructions to look it up.

Also, recall that the <region> and <service_name> are defined in your serverless.yml like so.

service: my-service

provider:
name: aws
region: us-east-1

In the above serverless.yml, the <region> is us-east-1 and the <service_name> is
my-service.

The above IAM policy template restricts access to the AWS services based on the name of your
serverless project and the region it is deployed in.

It provides sufficient permissions for a minimal Serverless Framework project. However, if you
provision any additional resources in your serverless.yml, or install Serverless plugins, or invoke
any AWS APIs in your application code; you would need to update the IAM policy to accommodate
for those changes. If you are looking for details on where this policy comes from; here is an in-depth
discussion on the minimal Serverless IAM Deployment Policy required for a Serverless project.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Mapping Cognito Identity Id and User Pool Id

If you are using the Cognito User Pool to manage your users while using the Identity Pool to secure
your AWS resources; you might run into an interesting issue. How do you find the user’s User Pool
User Id in your Lambda function?

Identity Pool User Id vs User Pool User Id

You might recall (from the chapters where we work with our Lambda functions), that we used the
event.requestContext.identity.cognitoIdentityId as the user Id. This is the Id that a user
is assigned through the Identity Pool. However, you cannot use this Id to look up information for this
user from the User Pool. This is because to access your Lambda function, your user needs to:

1. Authenticate through your User Pool
2. And then federate their identity through the Identity Pool

At this second step, their User Pool information is no longer available to us. To better understand this
flow you can take a look at the Cognito user pool vs identity pool chapter. But in a nutshell, you can
have multiple authentication providers at step 1 and the Identity Pool just ensures that they are all
given a global user id that you can use.

Finding the User Pool User Id

However, youmight find yourself looking for a user’s User Pool user id in your Lambda function. While
the process below isn’t documented, it is something we have been using and it solves this problem
pretty well.

Below is a sample Lambda function where we find the user’s User Pool user id.

export async function main(event, context, callback) {
const authProvider =

event.requestContext.identity.cognitoAuthenticationProvider;↪
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// Cognito authentication provider looks like:
// cognito-idp.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_xxxxxxxxx,cognito-idp.us-

east-1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_aaaaaaaaa:CognitoSignIn:qqqqqqqq-1111-
2222-3333-rrrrrrrrrrrr

↪

↪

// Where us-east-1_aaaaaaaaa is the User Pool id
// And qqqqqqqq-1111-2222-3333-rrrrrrrrrrrr is the User Pool User Id
const parts = authProvider.split(':');
const userPoolIdParts = parts[parts.length - 3].split('/');

const userPoolId = userPoolIdParts[userPoolIdParts.length - 1];
const userPoolUserId = parts[parts.length - 1];

...
}

The event.requestContext.identity.cognitoAuthenticationProvider gives us a string
that contains the authentication details from the User Pool. Note that this info will be different
depending on the authentication provider you are using. This string has the following format:

cognito-idp.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_xxxxxxxxx,cognito-idp.us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/us-east-1_aaaaaaaaa:CognitoSignIn:qqqqqqqq-1111-2222-
3333-rrrrrrrrrrrr

↪

↪

Where us-east-1_aaaaaaaaa is the User Pool id and
qqqqqqqq-1111-2222-3333-rrrrrrrrrrrr is the User Pool User Id. We can extract these out
with some simple JavaScript as we detailed above.

And that’s it! You nowhave access to a user’s User Pool user Id even thoughwe are using AWS IAM and
Federated Identities to secure our Lambda function.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Connect to API Gateway with IAM Auth

Connecting to an API Gateway endpoint secured using AWS IAM can be challenging. You need to sign
your requests using Signature Version 4. You can use:

• Generated API Gateway SDK
• AWS Amplify

The generated SDK can be hard to use since you need to re-generate it every time a change is made.
And we cover how to configure your app using AWS Amplify in the Configure AWS Amplify chapter.

However if you are looking to simply connect to API Gateway using the AWS JS SDK, we’ve create a
standalone sigV4Client.js that you can use. It is based on the client that comes pre-packaged
with the generated SDK.

In this chapter we’ll go over how to use the sigV4Client.js. The basic flow looks like this:

1. Authenticate a user with Cognito User Pool and acquire a user token.
2. With the user token get temporary IAM credentials from the Identity Pool.
3. Use the IAM credentials to sign our API request with Signature Version 4.

Authenticate a User with Cognito User Pool

The following method can authenticate a user to Cognito User Pool.

function login(username, password) {
const userPool = new CognitoUserPool({
UserPoolId: USER_POOL_ID,
ClientId: APP_CLIENT_ID

});
const user = new CognitoUser({ Username: username, Pool: userPool });
const authenticationData = { Username: username, Password: password };
const authenticationDetails = new

AuthenticationDetails(authenticationData);↪
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return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>
user.authenticateUser(authenticationDetails, {
onSuccess: result => resolve(),
onFailure: err => reject(err)

})
);

}

Ensure to use your USER_POOL_ID and APP_CLIENT_ID. And given their Cognito username and
password you can log a user in by calling:

await login('my_username', 'my_password');

Generate Temporary IAM Credentials

Once your user is authenticated you can generate a set of temporary credentials. To do so you need
to first get their JWT user token using the following:

function getUserToken(currentUser) {
return new Promise((resolve, reject) => {
currentUser.getSession(function(err, session) {
if (err) {
reject(err);
return;

}
resolve(session.getIdToken().getJwtToken());

});
});

}

Where you can get the current logged in user using:

function getCurrentUser() {
const userPool = new CognitoUserPool({
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UserPoolId: config.cognito.USER_POOL_ID,
ClientId: config.cognito.APP_CLIENT_ID

});
return userPool.getCurrentUser();

}

And with the JWT token you can generate their temporary IAM credentials using:

function getAwsCredentials(userToken) {
const authenticator = `cognito-idp.${config.cognito
.REGION}.amazonaws.com/${config.cognito.USER_POOL_ID}`;

AWS.config.update({ region: config.cognito.REGION });

AWS.config.credentials = new AWS.CognitoIdentityCredentials({
IdentityPoolId: config.cognito.IDENTITY_POOL_ID,
Logins: {
[authenticator]: userToken

}
});

return AWS.config.credentials.getPromise();
}

Sign API Gateway Requests with Signature Version 4

The sigV4Client.js needs crypto-js installed.

Install it by running the following in your project root.

$ npm install crypto-js --save

And to use the sigV4Client.js simply copy it over to your project.

(https://raw.githubusercontent.com/AnomalyInnovations/sigV4Client/master/sigV4Client.js)
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This file can look abit intimidating at first but it is just using the temporary credentials and the request
parameters to create the necessary signed headers. To create a new sigV4Client we need to pass
in the following:

// Pseudocode

sigV4Client.newClient({
// Your AWS temporary access key
accessKey,
// Your AWS temporary secret key
secretKey,
// Your AWS temporary session token
sessionToken,
// API Gateway region
region,
// API Gateway URL
endpoint

});

And to sign a request you need to use the signRequestmethod and pass in:

// Pseudocode

const signedRequest = client.signRequest({
// The HTTP method
method,
// The request path
path,
// The request headers
headers,
// The request query parameters
queryParams,
// The request body
body

});

And signedRequest.headers should give you the signed headers that you need to make the
request.
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Call API Gateway with the sigV4Client

Let’s put it all together. The following gives you a simple helper function to call an API Gateway
endpoint.

function invokeApig({
path,
method = "GET",
headers = {},
queryParams = {},
body

}) {

const currentUser = getCurrentUser();

const userToken = await getUserToken(currentUser);

await getAwsCredentials(userToken);

const signedRequest = sigV4Client
.newClient({
accessKey: AWS.config.credentials.accessKeyId,
secretKey: AWS.config.credentials.secretAccessKey,
sessionToken: AWS.config.credentials.sessionToken,
region: YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION,
endpoint: YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL

})
.signRequest({
method,
path,
headers,
queryParams,
body

});

body = body ? JSON.stringify(body) : body;
headers = signedRequest.headers;
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const results = await fetch(signedRequest.url, {
method,
headers,
body

});

if (results.status !== 200) {
throw new Error(await results.text());

}

return results.json();
}

Make sure to replace YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL and YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION. Post in the
comments if you have any questions.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Serverless Node.js Starter

Based on what we have gone through in this guide, it makes sense that we have a good starting
point for our future projects. For this we created a couple of serverless starter projects that you can
use called, Serverless Node.js Starter. If you are using TypeScript, we have a starter for you as well,
Serverless TypeScript Starter. We also have a Python version called Serverless Python Starter. Our
starter projects also work really well with Seed; a fully-configured CI/CD pipeline for Serverless
Framework.

Serverless Node.js Starter uses the serverless-bundle plugin (an extension of the serverless-webpack
plugin) and the serverless-offline plugin. It supports:

• Using ES6 or TypeScript in your Lambda function code
• Generating optimized packages with Webpack
• Run API Gateway locally

– Use serverless offline start

• Support for unit tests

– Run npm test to run your tests

• Sourcemaps for proper error messages

– Error message show the correct line numbers
– Works in production with CloudWatch

• Add environment variables for your stages
• No need tomanageWebpack or Babel configs

Demo

A demo version of this service is hosted on AWS - https://z6pv80ao4l.execute-api.us-east-
1.amazonaws.com/dev/hello.

And here is the ES7 source behind it.
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export const hello = async (event, context, callback) => {
const response = {
statusCode: 200,
body: JSON.stringify({
message: `Go Serverless v1.0! ${(await message({ time: 1, copy: 'Your

function executed successfully!'}))}`,↪

input: event,
}),

};

callback(null, response);
};

const message = ({ time, ...rest }) => new Promise((resolve, reject) =>
setTimeout(() => {
resolve(`${rest.copy} (with a delay)`);

}, time * 1000)
);

Requirements

• Configure your AWS CLI

• Install the Serverless Framework npm install serverless -g

Installation

To create a new Serverless Framework project.

$ serverless install --url
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-nodejs-starter --name
my-project

↪

↪

Enter the new directory.
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$ cd my-project

Install the Node.js packages.

$ npm install

Usage

To run a function on your local

$ serverless invoke local --function hello

To simulate API Gateway locally using serverless-offline

$ serverless offline start

Run your tests

$ npm test

We use Jest to run our tests. You can readmore about setting up your tests here.

Deploy your project

$ serverless deploy

Deploy a single function

$ serverless deploy function --function hello

To add environment variables to your project

1. Rename env.example to .env.
2. Add environment variables for your local stage to .env.
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3. Uncomment environment: block in the serverless.yml and reference the environment
variable as ${env:MY_ENV_VAR}. Where MY_ENV_VAR is added to your .env file.

4. Make sure to not commit your .env.

So give it a try and send us an email if you have any questions or open a new issue if you’ve found a
bug.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set Custom Domains Through Seed

In the main part of our guide, we used SST to configure custom domains for our serverless app. But
if you are using Serverless Framework or want to manage custom domains centrally, Seed gives you
another option.

Let’s look at how.

We are still using the same custom domain that we purchased back in the Purchase a Domain with
Route 53 chapter.

Add Custom Domain on Seed

Head over to our app settings in Seed.
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Seed app pipeline screenshot

Here click on Edit Custom Domains.
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Click Edit Custom Domains in app settings screenshot

And click Add for our production endpoint.
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Click Add for production endpoint in custom domain settings

Seed will pull up any domains you have configured in Route 53.

Hit Select a domain and you should see a list of all your Route 53 domains. Select the one you
intend to use. And fill in the sub-domain and base path. For example, you could use
api.my-domain.com/prod; where api is the sub-domain and prod is the base path.

And hit Add Custom Domain.
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Click Add Custom Domain button for prod endpoint

Seed will now go through and configure the domain for this API Gateway endpoint, create the SSL
certificate and attach it to the domain. This process can take up to 40 mins.

While we wait, we can do the same for our dev endpoint. Select the domain, sub-domain, and base
path. In our case we’ll use something like api.my-domain.com/dev.
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Click Add Custom Domain button for dev endpoint

Hit Add Custom Domain and wait for the changes to take place.

And that’s it! Now your app is configured with custom domains on Seed.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Using AWS CDK with Serverless Framework

In this guide we’ve looked at two different ways of creating serverless applications; using SST and
using Serverless Framework. But you can use the two of them together as well.

As in, you can create your infrastructure with SST and manage your Lambda functions and APIs with
Serverless Framework. There are a couple of reasons why you might find yourself wanting to do
this.

1. Your applications are currently built using Serverless Framework and youwant to use AWS CDK
instead of CloudFormation for your resources.

2. Or, you are looking to migrate from Serverless Framework to SST.

In this chapterwe’ll lookathowwecanuseSST todefineyour infrastructureusingCDKandconnecting
that to our Serverless Framework app.

Background

To understand how we can use Serverless Framework and CDK together, let’s look at how their apps
are structured.

Serverless Framework App Architecture

Serverless Framework apps can be made up of multiple services and the app as a whole is deployed
to the same environment.
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Serverless Framework App Architecture

You might recall that Serverless Framework internally uses CloudFormation. So each service is
deployed as a CloudFormation stack to the target AWS account. You can specify a stage, region, and
AWS profile to customize this.

$ AWS_PROFILE=development serverless deploy --stage dev --region us-east-1

The --stage option here prefixes your stack names with the stage name. So if you are deploying
multiple stages to the same AWS account, the resource names will not thrash.

This allows you to easily deploy your serverless app to multiple environments. Even if they are in the
same AWS account.
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Serverless Framework app deployed to multiple stages

In the example above, the same app is deployed three times to three different stages. And two of
the stages are in the same AWS account. While the third is in its own account.

We are able to do this by simply changing the options in the serverless deploy command. This
allows us to deploy to multiple environments/stages without making any changes to our code.

CDK App Architecture

AWS CDK apps on the other hand are made up of multiple stacks. And each stack is deployed to the
target AWS account as a CloudFormation stack. However, unlike serverless apps, each stack can be
deployed to a different AWS account or region.
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AWS CDK App Architecture

You can define the AWS account and region that you want your CDK stack to be deployed to.

new MyStack(app, "my-stack", { env: { account: "1234", region: "us-east-1" }
});↪

This means that each time you deploy your CDK app, it could potentially create a stack in multiple
environments. This critical design difference prevents us from directly using CDK apps alongside our
serverless services.

You can fix this issue by following a certain convention in your CDK app. However, this is only effective
if these conventions are enforced.

Ideally, we’d like our CDK app to work the same way as our Serverless Framework app. So we can
deploy them together. This will matter a lotmore whenwe are going to git push to deploy our apps
automatically.

Serverless Stack Framework (SST) fixes this issue.
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Enter, Serverless Stack Toolkit

SST allows you to follow the same conventions as Serverless Framework. This means that you can
deploy your Lambda functions using.

$ AWS_PROFILE=production serverless deploy --stage prod --region us-east-1

And use CDK for the rest of your AWS infrastructure.

$ AWS_PROFILE=production npx sst deploy --stage prod --region us-east-1

Just like Serverless Framework, the stacks in your CDK app are prefixed with the stage name. Now
you can use Serverless Framework and CDK together! Allowing you to do something like this.

Serverless Framework with CDK using SST

Here, just like the Serverless Framework example above; our app ismade up of three services. Except,
one of those services is a CDK app deployed using SST!

We’ll be deploying it using the sst deploy command, instead of the standard cdk deploy
command.

Now that you know how these frameworks work behind the scenes, let’s look at howwe can connect
a notes app built with Serverless Framework to an SST app that defines our infrastructure.
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Reference Your SST App

Start by adding a reference to your SST app in your serverless.yml.

Add the followingcustom: block at the topof ourservices/notes/serverless.yml
above the provider: block.

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
# Name of the SST app that's deploying our infrastructure
sstApp: ${self:custom.stage}-notes-infra

Here notes-infra is the name of our SST app as defined in infrastructure/sst.json.

{
"name": "notes-infra",
"stage": "dev",
"region": "us-east-1"

}

Let’s look at what we are defining in your serverless.yml in a little more detail.

1. We first create a custom variable called stage. You might be wondering why we need a
custom variable for this when we already have stage: dev in the provider: block. This is
because we want to set the current stage of our project based on what is set through the
serverless deploy --stage $STAGE command. And if a stage is not set when we deploy,
we want to fallback to the one we have set in the provider block. So ${opt:stage,
self:provider.stage}, is telling Serverless Framework to first look for the opt:stage (the
one passed in through the command line), and then fallback to self:provider.stage (the
one in the provider block).

2. Next, we set the name of our SST app as a custom variable. This includes the name of the stage
as well — ${self:custom.stage}-notes-infra. It’s configured such that it references the
SST app for the stage the current serverless app is deployed to. So if you deploy your API app
to dev, it’ll reference the dev version of the SST notes app.

These two simple steps allow us to (loosely) link our Serverless Framework and CDK app using SST.

Just for reference, the top of our serverless.yml should look something like this.
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service: notes-api

# Create an optimized package for our functions
package:

individually: true

plugins:
- serverless-bundle # Package our functions with Webpack
- serverless-offline
- serverless-dotenv-plugin # Load .env as environment variables

custom:
# Our stage is based on what is passed in when running serverless
# commands. Or falls back to what we have set in the provider section.
stage: ${opt:stage, self:provider.stage}
# Name of the SST app that's deploying our infrastructure
sstApp: ${self:custom.stage}-notes-infra

provider:
name: aws
runtime: nodejs12.x
stage: dev
region: us-east-1

...

Reference DynamoDB

Next let’s programmatically reference a DynamoDB table created using SST.

Replace the environment and iamRoleStatements block with in your
serverless.ymlwith.

# These environment variables are made available to our functions
# under process.env.
environment:
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stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY}
tableName: !ImportValue '${self:custom.sstApp}-TableName'

iamRoleStatements:
- Effect: Allow
Action:
- dynamodb:Scan
- dynamodb:Query
- dynamodb:GetItem
- dynamodb:PutItem
- dynamodb:UpdateItem
- dynamodb:DeleteItem
- dynamodb:DescribeTable

# Restrict our IAM role permissions to
# the specific table for the stage
Resource:
- !ImportValue '${self:custom.sstApp}-TableArn'

Make sure to copy the indentation correctly. Your providerblock should look something like this.

provider:
name: aws
runtime: nodejs12.x
stage: dev
region: us-east-1

# These environment variables are made available to our functions
# under process.env.
environment:
stripeSecretKey: ${env:STRIPE_SECRET_KEY}
tableName: !ImportValue '${self:custom.sstApp}-TableName'

iamRoleStatements:
- Effect: Allow
Action:
- dynamodb:Scan
- dynamodb:Query
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- dynamodb:GetItem
- dynamodb:PutItem
- dynamodb:UpdateItem
- dynamodb:DeleteItem
- dynamodb:DescribeTable

# Restrict our IAM role permissions to
# the specific table for the stage
Resource:
- !ImportValue '${self:custom.sstApp}-TableArn'

Let’s look at what we are doing here.

• We’ll use the name of the SST app to import the CloudFormation exports that was setup in CDK.

• We’ll then change the tableName from the hardcoded notes to !ImportValue
'${self:custom.sstApp}-TableName'. This imports the table name that we exported in
CDK.

• Similarly, we’ll import the table ARN using !ImportValue
'${self:custom.sstApp}-TableArn'. Previously, we were giving our Lambda functions
access to all DynamoDB tables in our region. Now we are able to lockdown our permissions a
bit more specifically.

You might have picked up that we are using the stage name extensively in our setup. This is because
we want to ensure that we can deploy our app to multiple environments simultaneously. This setup
allows us to create and destroy new environments simply by changing the stage name.

Add to the Cognito Authenticated Role

While we are on the topic of giving our Lambda functions IAM access. We’ll need to do something
similar for our API.

Note that, we don’t need to explicitly give them access to our Lambda functions or DynamoDB table.
This is because we are securing access at the level of the API endpoint. We assume that if you can
access our endpoint, you have access to our Lambda functions. And the DynamoDB permissions that
we setup above are not for our users, but our Lambda functions. We don’t do this for our S3 bucket
because theuser is directly uploading files to S3. Soweneed to secure access to it aswell. Put another
way, the two external touch points our user has is our API endpoint and S3 bucket. And that’s what
we need to secure access to.
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So let’s add our API endpoint to an authenticated role created in our SST app.

Add a new resource in your serverless.ymlwith.

Resources:
CognitoAuthorizedApiPolicy:
Type: AWS::IAM::Policy
Properties:
PolicyName: ${self:custom.stage}-CognitoNotesAuthorizedApiPolicy
PolicyDocument:
Version: "2012-10-17"
Statement:
- Effect: "Allow"
Action:
- "execute-api:Invoke"

Resource:
!Sub 'arn:aws:execute-

api:${AWS::Region}:${AWS::AccountId}:${ApiGatewayRestApi}/*'↪

Roles:
- !ImportValue '${self:custom.sstApp}-CognitoAuthRole'

While YAML can be a bit hard to read, here is what we are doing.

• We create a new policy called
${self:custom.stage}-CognitoNotesAuthorizedApiPolicy. We make sure it’s unique
when we deploy it to multiple environments.

• This policy has execute-api:Invoke access to the arn:aws:execute-
api:${AWS::Region}:${AWS::AccountId}:${ApiGatewayRestApi}/* resource. Once
we attach this resource to our API, the ApiGatewayRestApi variable will be replaced with the
API we are creating.

• Finally, we attach this policy to the role we previously created (and exported), !ImportValue
'${self:custom.sstApp}-CognitoAuthRole'. This role needs to be exported in our SST
app.

And now we are able to link the infrastructure created in our SST app with our Serverless Framework
app.
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Package Lambdas with serverless-bundle

AWS Lambda functions are stored as zip files in an S3 bucket. They are loaded up onto a container
when the function is invoked. The time it takes to do this is called the cold start time. If a function
has been recently invoked, the container is kept around. In this case, your functions get invoked a lot
quicker and this delay is referred to as the warm start time. One of the factors that affects cold starts,
is the size of your Lambda function package. The larger the package, the longer it takes to invoke your
Lambda function.

Optimizing Lambda Packages

Serverless Framework handles all the packaging and deployments for our Lambda functions. By
default, it will create one package per service and use that for all the Lambda functions in that
service. This means that each Lambda function in your service loads the code that is used by all the
other functions as well! Fortunately there is an option to override this.

# Create an individual package for our functions
package:

individually: true

By adding the above to your serverless.yml, you are telling Serverless Framework to generate
individual packages for each of your Lambda functions. Note that, this isn’t the default behavior
because individual packaging takes a lot longer. However, the performance benefit makes this well
worth it.

While individual packaging is a good start, for Node.js apps, Serverless Framework will add your
node_modules/ directory in the package. This can balloon the size of your Lambda function
packages astronomically. To fix this you can optimize your packages further by using the
serverless-webpack plugin to apply Webpack’s tree shaking algorithm to only include the relevant
bits of code needed for your Lambda function.
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ES6 and TypeScript

AWS Lambda supports Node.js 10.x and 12.x. However most modern JavaScript projects rely on ES6
features (like import/export) and TypeScript. To support ES6 and TypeScript, you can use Babel
and TypeScript to transpile your Lambda functions.

However, usingWebpack and Babel require you tomanage their respective configs, plugins, andNPM
packages in your serverless app. Additionally, youmight want to lint your code before your functions
get packaged. This means that your projects can end up with a long list of packages and config files
before you evenwrite your first line of code! And they need to be updated over time. This can be really
hard to do across multiple projects.

We created a plugin to solve all of these issues.

Only One Dependency

Enter serverless-bundle; a plugin that will generate an optimized Lambda function package for your
ES6 or TypeScript Lambda functions without you having to manage any Webpack, Babel, or ESLint
configs!

- "eslint"
- "webpack"
- "ts-loader"
- "typescript"
- "css-loader"
- "graphql-tag"
- "@babel/core"
- "babel-eslint"
- "babel-loader"
- "eslint-loader"
- "@babel/runtime"
- "@babel/preset-env"
- "serverless-webpack"
- "source-map-support"
- "webpack-node-externals"
- "eslint-config-strongloop"
- "tsconfig-paths-webpack-plugin"
- "fork-ts-checker-webpack-plugin"
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- "@babel/plugin-transform-runtime"
- "babel-plugin-source-map-support"

+ "serverless-bundle"

serverless-bundle has a few key advantages:

• Only one dependency
• Supports ES6 and TypeScript
• Generates optimized packages
• Linting Lambda functions using ESLint
• Supports transpiling unit tests with babel-jest
• Source map support for proper error messages

Getting Started

To get started with serverless-bundle, simply install it:

$ npm install --save-dev serverless-bundle

Then add it to your serverless.yml.

plugins:
- serverless-bundle

And to run your tests using the same Babel config used in the plugin add the following to your
package.json:

"scripts": {
"test": "serverless-bundle test"

}

You can readmore on the advanced options over on the GitHub README.

Our ever popular Serverless Node.js Starter has now been updated to use the serverless-bundle
plugin. And we also have a TypeScript version of our starter — Serverless TypeScript Starter
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Dynamically generate social share images with
serverless

In this chapter we’ll look at how to dynamically generate social share images or open graph (OG)
images with serverless.

Social cards or social share images or open graph images are preview images that are displayed in
social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, etc. when a link is posted. These images give users better
context on what the link is about. They also look nicer than a logo or favicon.

However, creating a unique image for each blog post or page of your website can be time consuming
and impractical. So we ideally want to be able to generate these images dynamically based on the
title of the blog post or page and some other accompanying information.

Wewanted todo something like this for Serverless Stack. And thiswasaperfect use case for serverless.
These imageswill be generatedwhen yourwebsite is shared and it doesn’tmake sense to run a server
to serve these out. Sowe built our own social cards service with SST! It’s also deployed andmanaged
with Seed.

For instance, here is what the social card for one of our chapters looks like.
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Social card for Serverless Stack chapter

We also have multiple templates to generate these social cards. Here’s one for our blog.

Social card for sample blog post

These images are served out of our social cards service. It’s built using Serverless Stack (SST) and is
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hosted on AWS:

https://social-cards.serverless-stack.com

In this chapter we’ll look at howwe created this service and how you can do the same!

The entire social cards service is open source and available on GitHub. So you can fork it and play
around with everything that will be talked about in this chapter.

SST Social Cards Service on GitHub

Table of Contents

In this chapter we’ll be looking at:

1. The architecture of our social cards service
2. Create a serverless app with SST
3. Design templates for our social cards in the browser
4. Use Puppeteer to take screenshots of the templates
5. Support non-Latin fonts in Lambda
6. Cache the images in an S3 bucket
7. Use CloudFront as a CDN to serve the images
8. Add a custom domain for our social cards service
9. Integrate with static site generators

Let’s start by taking a step back and getting a sense of the architecture of our social card service.

The Architecture

Our social cards service is a serverless app deployed to AWS.
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Social card service architecture diagram

There are a couple of key parts to this. So let’s look at it in detail.

1. We have CloudFront as our CDN to serve out images.
2. CloudFront connects to our serverless API.
3. The API is powered by a Lambda function.
4. The Lambda function generating these images will:

• Include the templates that we’ll be using. These are HTML files that are included in our
Lambda function.

• Run a headless Chrome instance with Puppeteer and pass in the parameters for the
templates.

• Load these templates and take a screenshot.
• Store these images in an S3 bucket.
• Check the S3 bucket first to see if we’ve previously generated these images.

Create an SST App

We’ll start by creating a new SST app.

$ npx create-serverless-stack@latest social-cards
$ cd social-cards

The infrastructure in our app is defined using CDK. Currently we just have a simple API that invokes a
Lambda function.

You can see this in stacks/MyStack.js.
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// Create a HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {

routes: {
"GET /": "src/lambda.handler",

},
});

For now our Lambda function in src/lambda.js just prints out “Hello World”.

Design Social Card Templates

The first step is to create a template for our social share images. TheseHTML fileswill be loaded locally
and we’ll pass in the parameters for our template via the query string.

Let’s look at the blog template that we use in Serverless Stack as an example.

Template for social card running locally

The HTML that generates this page looks like:
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<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="assets/css/reset.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="assets/css/fonts.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="assets/css/main.css">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="assets/css/blog.css">

</head>
<body>
<img class="logo" height="55" src="assets/images/logo.svg" />
<span class="section">Blog</span>
<div class="spacer">
<h1 id="title"></h1>
<div class="profile">
<img id="avatar" width="64" src="" />
<span id="author"></span>

</div>
</div>
<a>Read Post</a>
<script>
const urlSearchParams = new URLSearchParams(window.location.search);
const params = Object.fromEntries(urlSearchParams.entries());

document.getElementById("title").innerHTML = params.title;
document.getElementById("author").innerHTML = params.author;
document.getElementById("avatar").src =

`assets/images/profiles/${params.avatar}.png`;↪

</script>
</body>

</html>

Note the <script> tag at the bottom. It takes the query string parameters and applies it to our
HTML.

The recommended size for a social share image is 1200x630. So we want to make sure we style our
page accordingly.

We’ll add these to the templates/ directory in our project.

You can open these files locally with the URL:
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file:///Users/jayair/Desktop/social-cards-service/templates/serverless-
stack-
blog.html?title=This%20is%20a%20sample%20blog%20post%20on%20Serverless%20Stack&author=Jay&avatar=jay

↪

↪

It has the format:

file:///Users/jayair/Desktop/social-cards-service/templates/serverless-
stack-blog.html?title={title}&author={name}&avatar={filename}↪

Head over to the repo to check out the rest of the files included in this template. This includes the CSS
files that we use to style these templates.

In the repo you’ll also noticewehave a fewother templates thatweuse. You cando something similar.
Just make sure that each template can read from the query string and apply the parameters.

Take Screenshots With Puppeteer

Now that our templates can load locally in a browser, we’ll take a screenshot of these templates and
return an image in our Lambda function.

We’ll update our API to take the template and the rest of the options. Weare going to use the format:

https://api-
endpoint.com/{template}/{encoded_title}.png?author={author}&avatar={avatar}↪

So following the above example, the template is serverless-stack-blog. The author and
avatar are Jay and jay respectively.

The encoded_title is a Base64 encoded string of the title. We are Base64 encoding it because AWS
API Gateway has some issues with parsing certain URL encoded characters.

We are going to use Puppeteer to take these screenshots. We’ll be using a publicly available Lambda
Layer for it. It allows us to skip having to compile Puppeteer specifically for AWS Lambda.

So the API definition in stacks/MyStack.js now looks like this.

const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {
routes: {
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"GET /{template}/{file}": {
function: {
handler: "src/lambda.handler",
// Increase the timeout for generating screenshots
timeout: 15,
// Load Chrome in a Layer
layers: [layer],
bundle: {
// Copy over templates
copyFiles: [
{
from: "templates",
to: "templates",

},
],
// Exclude bundling it in the Lambda function
externalModules: ["chrome-aws-lambda"],

},
},

},
},

});

Where layer is:

const layerArn =
"arn:aws:lambda:us-east-1:764866452798:layer:chrome-aws-lambda:22";↪

const layer = LayerVersion.fromLayerVersionArn(this, "Layer", layerArn);

You’ll also notice that we are copying over the template files to our Lambda function using the
copyFiles option.

Now for our Lambda function, we’ll need to install a couple of NPM packages.

$ npm install puppeteer puppeteer-core chrome-aws-lambda

Here are the relevant parts of our Lambda function.
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import path from "path";
import chrome from "chrome-aws-lambda";

const ext = "png";
const ContentType = `image/${ext}`;

// chrome-aws-lambda handles loading locally vs from the Layer
const puppeteer = chrome.puppeteer;

export async function handler(event) {
const { file, template } = event.pathParameters;

const title = parseTitle(file);

// Check if it's a valid request
if (file === null) {
return createErrorResponse();

}

const options = event.rawQueryString;

const browser = await puppeteer.launch({
args: chrome.args,
executablePath: await chrome.executablePath,

});

const page = await browser.newPage();

await page.setViewport({
width: 1200,
height: 630,

});

// Navigate to the url
await page.goto(
`file:${path.join(
process.cwd(),
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`templates/${template}.html`
)}?title=${title}&${options}`

);

// Wait for page to complete loading
await page.evaluate("document.fonts.ready");

// Take screenshot
const buffer = await page.screenshot();

return createResponse(buffer);
}

/**
* Parse a base64 url encoded string of the format
*
* $title.png
*
*/

function parseTitle(file) {
const extension = `.${ext}`;

if (!file.endsWith(extension)) {
return null;

}

// Remove the .png extension
const encodedTitle = file.slice(0, -1 * extension.length);

const buffer = Buffer.from(encodedTitle, "base64");

return decodeURIComponent(buffer.toString("ascii"));
}

function createResponse(buffer) {
return {
statusCode: 200,
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// Return as binary data
isBase64Encoded: true,
body: buffer.toString("base64"),
headers: { "Content-Type": ContentType },

};
}

function createErrorResponse() {
return {
statusCode: 500,
body: "Invalid request",

};
}

Most of the code is pretty straightforward. But let’s look at some of the key points.

• For parsing the Base64 encoded title, you’ll notice that we also URL decode it. This is because
we need to first convert our title to ASCII before Base64 encoding it.

• We set the browser to the right size of the social card images, 1200x630.

• In the page.goto call, we navigate the browser to the templates that are stored locally in the
Lambda function. And it follows the same query string parameters as we talked about above.

• Wewait for the fonts in our template to load using document.fonts.ready. This ensures that
we take the screenshot at the right time.

• Finally, we take the screenshot and return it as binary data with the right headers.

Now to test this, we’ll head over to a URL that looks something like this:

https://l36xnnxdw6.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/serverless-stack-
blog/VGhpcyUyMGlzJTIwYSUyMHNhbXBsZSUyMGJsb2clMjBwb3N0JTIwb24lMjBTZXJ2ZXJsZXNzJTIwU3RhY2s=.png?author=Jay&avatar=jay↪

Where the big encoded string is the Base64 encoded version of:

This%20is%20a%20sample%20blog%20post%20on%20Serverless%20Stack

So visiting this page should give a screenshot of our template.
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Social card image generated from an API

Support Non-Latin Fonts in Lambda

While running SST locally, Puppeteer will pick up the fonts that you have in your system. However,
when deployed to Lambda, you might find that some fonts might be missing. And this will render as
little boxes.
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Social card image generated with tofu font

To fix this we’ll need to set the OS that Lambda runs in, with these fonts.

Start by creating a .fonts/ directory in your project root.

$ mkdir .fonts

Here you candownload and copyover the font youneed fromGoogle’s Notoproject. For this example,
we are going to copy over NotoSansCJKsc-Regular.otf.

.fonts
└── NotoSansCJKsc-Regular.otf

We’ll also configure our Lambda function to copy this directory. And we set the $HOME environment
variable to /var/task (where it’ll be placed) to instruct theOS of the Lambda function to pick it up.

// Create a HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {

routes: {
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"GET /{template}/{file}": {
function: {
handler: "src/lambda.handler",

//...

environment: {
// Set $HOME for OS to pick up the non Latin fonts
// from the .fonts/ directory
HOME: "/var/task",

},

bundle: {
// Copy over templates and non Latin fonts
copyFiles: [
{
from: "templates",
to: "templates",

},
{
from: ".fonts",
to: ".fonts",

},
],

},

//...
},

},
},

});

Now you should notice the characters being displayed correctly.
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Social card image generated with non-latin font

Cache Images in S3

If we visit our API multiple times, it takes a screenshot every time. This is both slow and wasteful. So
let’s cache the image in S3.

First, we’ll create our S3 bucket.

In stacks/MyStack.js above our API definition we have.

// Create S3 bucket to store generated images
const bucket = new sst.Bucket(this, "WebsiteBucket", {

s3Bucket: {
// Delete everything on remove
autoDeleteObjects: true,
removalPolicy: RemovalPolicy.DESTROY,

},
});

We’ll also update our API definition to pass in the name of this bucket as an environment variable.
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// Create a HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {

routes: {
"GET /{template}/{file}": {
function: {
handler: "src/lambda.handler",

// ...

environment: {
HOME: "/var/task",
BucketName: bucket.bucketName,

},

// ...
},

},
},

});

We’ll allow the API to access our S3 bucket.

// Allow API to access bucket
api.attachPermissions([bucket]);

On the Lambda function side, let’s reference the environment variable.

import { S3 } from "aws-sdk";

const Bucket = process.env.BucketName;
const s3 = new S3({ apiVersion: "2006-03-01" });

And after the const options... line in src/lambda.jswe’ll do the following.

const key = generateS3Key(template, title, options);
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// Check the S3 bucket
const fromBucket = await get(key);

// Return from the bucket
if (fromBucket) {

return createResponse(fromBucket);
}

Where generateS3Key looks like.

/**
* Generate a S3 safe key using the path parameters and query string options
*/

function generateS3Key(template, title, options) {
const parts = [
template,
...(options !== "" ? [encodeURIComponent(options)] : []),
`${encodeURIComponent(title)}.${ext}`,

];

return parts.join("/");
}

This gives us a S3 safe key that looks like a directory path using our input params. It’ll allowus to easily
browse our S3 bucket if necessary.

The get(key) function checks if this key already exists in S3.

async function get(Key) {
const params = { Key, Bucket };

try {
const { Body } = await s3.getObject(params).promise();
return Body;

} catch (e) {
return null;

}
}
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If it does, we return it directly by calling createResponse(fromBucket).

And after we take the screenshot with page.screenshot(), we’ll save it to S3.

// Upload to the bucket
await upload(key, buffer);

Where upload looks like.

async function upload(Key, Body) {
const params = {
Key,
Body,
Bucket,
ContentType,

};

await s3.putObject(params).promise();
}

Make sure to check out the full src/lambda.js source here — {{ page.repo | remove: “https://”
}}/blob/main/src/lambda.js

Now if you load your API endpoint a couple of times, you’ll notice it is much faster the second time
around.

Use CloudFront as a CDN

Tomake our requests even faster we’ll add a CDN in front of our API. We’ll use CloudFront for this.

In stacks/MyStack.jswe’ll define our CloudFront distribution.

// Create CloudFront Distribution
const distribution = new cf.Distribution(this, "WebsiteCdn", {

defaultBehavior: {
origin: new HttpOrigin(Fn.parseDomainName(api.url)),
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viewerProtocolPolicy: cf.ViewerProtocolPolicy.REDIRECT_TO_HTTPS,
cachePolicy: new cf.CachePolicy(this, "WebsiteCachePolicy", {
// Set cache duration to 1 year
minTtl: Duration.seconds(31536000),
// Forward the query string to the origin
queryStringBehavior: cf.CacheQueryStringBehavior.all(),

}),
},

});

We are doing a couple of things here:

1. Setting the origin of our CDN as our API.
2. Redirecting the http visitors of our CDN to https.
3. Caching our requests for the maximum of 1 year.
4. And, making the query string parameters as a part of the cached request.

So now you can replace the CloudFront domain in our previously usedURL scheme and it should load
our images really fast.

https://d12c5yrsx1d0su.cloudfront.net/serverless-stack-
blog/VGhpcyUyMGlzJTIwYSUyMHNhbXBsZSUyMGJsb2clMjBwb3N0JTIwb24lMjBTZXJ2ZXJsZXNzJTIwU3RhY2s=.png?author=Jay&avatar=jay↪
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Social card image generated from CloudFront

Adding a Custom Domain

We want to host our social cards service on our own custom domain. For this example, we are
assuming that you have the domain configure in Route 53.

If you are looking to create a new domain, you can follow this guide to purchase one fromRoute 53.

Or if you have a domain hosted on another provider, read this to migrate it to Route 53.

We can do this in our stacks/MyStack.js by adding this block above the CloudFront definition.

const rootDomain = "serverless-stack.com";
const domainName = `social-cards.${rootDomain}`;

const useCustomDomain = scope.stage === "prod";

if (useCustomDomain) {
// Lookup domain hosted zone
hostedZone = route53.HostedZone.fromLookup(this, "HostedZone", {
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domainName: rootDomain,
});

// Create ACM certificate
const certificate = new DnsValidatedCertificate(this, "Certificate", {
domainName,
hostedZone,
region: "us-east-1",

});

domainProps = {
...domainProps,
certificate,
domainNames: [domainName],

};
}

This creates a certificate for our domain. Note that, this needs to be in the us-east-1 region.

We then pass in these domainProps to our CloudFront Distribution.

// Create CloudFront Distribution
const distribution = new cf.Distribution(this, "WebsiteCdn", {

...domainProps,
defaultBehavior: {
origin: new HttpOrigin(Fn.parseDomainName(api.url)),
// ...

Finally, we configure the domain in Route 53.

if (useCustomDomain) {
// Create DNS record
new route53.ARecord(this, "AliasRecord", {
zone: hostedZone,
recordName: domainName,
target: route53.RecordTarget.fromAlias(
new CloudFrontTarget(distribution)
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),
});

}

Make sure to check out the full stacks/MyStack.js source here — {{ page.repo | remove: “https://”
}}/blob/main/stacks/MyStack.js

Now you can load our custom domain URL!

https://social-cards.serverless-stack.com/serverless-stack-
blog/VGhpcyUyMGlzJTIwYSUyMHNhbXBsZSUyMGJsb2clMjBwb3N0JTIwb24lMjBTZXJ2ZXJsZXNzJTIwU3RhY2s=.png?author=Jay&avatar=jay↪

Social card image generated from custom domain

Integrate with Static Site Generators

So our social cards service is ready and optimized for production. Let’s look at how to use it in our
static websites, starting with Jekyll.
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Integrating with Jekyll

Weneed to Base64 encode our titles. We’ll create a simple plugin tomake this easy. Add the following
to _plugins/base64_filter.rb in your Jekyll site.

require "base64"

module Base64Filter
def base64_encode (input)
Base64.encode64(input)

end
end

Liquid::Template.register_filter(Base64Filter) # register filter globally

In your layouts where you have the <head> tag, add the following.

{% if page.id %}
{% assign encoded_title=title | truncate: 700 | url_encode | base64_encode
| url_encode %}↪

<meta content="https://social-cards.serverless-stack.com/serverless-stack-
blog/{{ encoded_title }}.png?author={{
site.data.authors[page.author].name | url_encode }}&avatar={{
page.author }}" property="og:image">

↪

↪

↪

{% endif %}

Here we are adding the og:image tag if the current page is a blog post. We are also doing a couple of
things to the title.

• Limiting it to 700 characters. Aside from keeping the lengthmanageable; the reason we do this
is because the key that we use to cache our files in S3, is limited to 1024.

• We then URL encode it, this converts it to ASCII. And then Base64 encode.
• Finally, we URL encode it onemore time because there are a couple of characters in the Base64
character set that are not URL safe.

In the above code snippet, we are assuming that our blog post has the author set in the front
matter.
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author: jay

We also have a data file in _data/authors.yml that stores all the authors in our site.

jay:
name: Jay

Integrating with Docusaurus

For Docusaurus, we’ll need to wrap around the theme to add our og:image tags.

If you are using theme-original, then you can add the following to
src/theme/DocItem/index.js.

import React from "react";
import { Base64 } from "js-base64";
import Head from "@docusaurus/Head";
import OriginalDocItem from "@theme-original/DocItem";
import useDocusaurusContext from "@docusaurus/useDocusaurusContext";

export default function DocItem(props) {
const { siteConfig } = useDocusaurusContext();
const title = props.content.metadata.title;
const author = props.content.frontMatter.author;
const { authors, socialCardsUrl } = siteConfig.customFields;

const encodedTitle = encodeURIComponent(
Base64.encode(
encodeURIComponent(
title.substring(0, 700)

)
)

);
const encodedName = encodeURIComponent(authors[author].name);

const metaImageUrl = `${socialCardsUrl}/serverless-stack-
blog/${encodedTitle}.png?author=${encodedName}&avatar=${author}`;↪
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return (
<>
<OriginalDocItem {...props} />
<Head>
<meta property="og:image" content={metaImageUrl} />

</Head>
</>

);
}

Here we are wrapping around the original theme component. We are using a Base64 npm package,
so it can run on the client and the server.

Just likewith the Jekyll case, we limit the size of the title and in ourdocusaurus.config.jswehave
a custom field that contains the URL of our social cards service and the author info.

customFields: {
// Used in "src/theme/DocItem/index.js" to add og:image tags dynamically
socialCardsUrl: "https://social-cards.serverless-stack.com",
authors: {
jay: {
name: "Jay"

}
},

},

And that’s it! Our social cards are now dynamically created for all our pages.

Wrapping Up

You can check out how these images look on Serverless-Stack.com and on our Docs site by sharing a
couple of our pages.

Also, make sure to check out the repo that powers our social cards service — {{ page.repo | remove:
“https://” }}
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The repo is setup with Seed, so a git push to the main branch pushes to production. It also sends
us real-time alerts when there are problems generating screenshots.

Social card service deployed through Seed

We used a couple of SST constructs while building this service. You can readmore about themhere:

• Api
• Bucket
• Function

Hope you enjoyed this chapter. Leave a comment below if you have any questions or feedback!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Using Lerna and YarnWorkspaces with
Serverless

In theOrganizingServerlessProjects chapterwecovered the standardmonorepo setup. This included
how to share code between your services and how to deploy a Serverless app with interdependent
services.

This setup works pretty well but as your team and project grows, you run into a new issue. You have
some common code libraries that are used across multiple services. An update to these libraries
would redeploy all your services. If your services were managed by separate folks on your team or by
separate teams, this poses a problem. For any change made to the common code, would require all
the other folks on your team to test or update their services.

Here it makes sense to manage your common code libraries as packages. So your services could
potentially be using different version of the same package. This will allow your team to update to the
newer version of the package when it works best for them. Avoiding the scenario where a small
change to some common code breaks all the services that depend on it.

However, managing these packages in the same repo can be really challenging. To tackle this issue
we are going to use:

• Yarn Workspaces

This optimizes our repoby hoisting all of our separatenode_modules/ to the root level. So that
a single yarn install command installs the NPMmodules for all our services and packages.

• Lerna

This helps us manage our packages, publish them, and keeps track of the dependencies
between them.

Lerna and YarnWorkspaces together helps create amonorepo setup that allowsour serverless project
to scale as it grows.

Starter Templates

To help get you started with this, we created two starter projects for
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• Serverless Framework Lerna + YarnWorkspaces Starter
• SST Lerna + YarnWorkspaces Monorepo Starter

These starter templates are:

• Designed to scale for larger projects
• Maintains internal dependencies as packages
• Uses Lerna to figure out which services have been updated
• Supports publishing dependencies as private npm packages
• Uses Yarn Workspaces to hoist packages to the root node_modules/ directory

Thiswill help get you startedwith this setup. But if you are not familiar with Lerna or YarnWorkspaces,
make sure to check out their docs.

Let’s look at both of these starters.

Serverless Framework Starter

Check out the repo here — github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-lerna-yarn-starter

Installation

To create a new Serverless project

$ serverless install --url
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-lerna-yarn-starter
--name my-project

↪

↪

Enter the new directory

$ cd my-project

Install NPM packages for the entire project
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$ yarn

How It Works

The directory structure roughly looks like:

package.json
/libs
/packages

/sample-package
index.js
package.json

/services
/service1
handler.js
package.json
serverless.yml

/service2
handler.js
package.json
serverless.yml

This repo is split into 3 directories. Each with a different purpose:

• packages

These are internal packages that are used in our services. Each contains a package.json and
can be optionally published to NPM. Any changes to a package should only deploy the service
that depends on it.

• services

These are Serverless Framework services that are deployed. Has a package.json and
serverless.yml. There are two sample services.

1. service1: Depends on the sample-package. This means that if it changes, we want to
deploy service1.

2. service2: Does not depend on any internal packages.
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More on deployments below.

• libs

Any common code that you might not want to maintain as a package. Does NOT have a
package.json. Any changes here should redeploy all our services.

The packages/ and services/ directories are Yarn Workspaces.

Services

The Serverless Framework services are meant to be managed on their own. Each service is based
on our Serverless Node.js Starter. It uses the serverless-bundle plugin (based on Webpack) to create
optimized Lambda packages.

This is good for keeping your Lambda packages small. But it also ensures that you can have Yarn hoist
all your NPM packages to the project root. Without Webpack, you’ll need to disable hoisting since
Serverless Framework does not package the dependencies of a service correctly on its own.

Install an NPM package inside a service.

$ yarn add some-npm-package

Run a function locally.

$ serverless invoke local -f get

Run tests in a service.

$ yarn test

Deploy the service.

$ serverless deploy

Deploy a single function.
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$ serverless deploy function -f get

To add a new service.

$ cd services/
$ serverless install --url

https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-nodejs-starter --name
new-service

↪

↪

$ cd new-service
$ yarn

Packages

Since each package has its own package.json, you canmanage it just like youwould any other NPM
package.

To add a new package.

$ mkdir packages/new-package
$ yarn init

Packages can also be optionally published to NPM.

Libs

If you need to add any other common code in your repo that won’t be maintained as a package, add
it to the libs/ directory. It does not contain a package.json. This means that you’ll need to install
any NPM packages as dependencies in the root.

To install an NPM package at the root.

$ yarn add -W some-npm-package

Deployment

We want to ensure that only the services that have been updated get deployed. This means that, if a
change is made to:
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• services

Only the service that has been changed should be deployed. For ex, if you change any code in
service1, then service2 should not be deployed.

• packages

If a package is changed, then only the service that depends on this package should be deployed.
For ex, if sample-package is changed, then service1 should be deployed.

• libs

If any of the libs are changed, then all services will get deployed.

Deployment Algorithm

To implement the above, use the following algorithm in your CI:

1. Run lerna ls --since ${prevCommitSHA} -all to list all packages that have changed
since the last successful deployment. If this list includes one of the services, then deploy it.

2. Run git diff --name-only ${prevCommitSHA} ${currentCommitSHA} to get a list of all
the updated files. If they don’t belong to any of your Lerna packages (lerna ls -all), deploy
all the services.

3. Otherwise skip the deployment.

Deploying Through Seed

Seed supports deploying Serverless Framework monorepo projects that use Lerna and Yarn
Workspaces. To enable it, add the following to the seed.yml in your repo root:

check_code_change: lerna

To test this:

Add the App

1. Fork this repo and add it to your Seed account.
2. Add both of the services.
3. Deploy your app once.

Update a Service
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• Make a change in services/service2/handler.js and git push.
• Notice that service2 has been deployed while service1was skipped.

Update a Package

• Make a change in packages/sample-package/index.js and git push.
• Notice that service1 should be deployed while service2will have been skipped.

Update a Lib

• Finally, make a change in libs/index.js and git push.
• Both service1 and service2 should’ve been deployed.

SST Starter

Check out the repo here —
github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack/lerna-yarn-starter

Installation

Start by cloning this repo

$ git clone https://github.com/serverless-stack/lerna-yarn-starter my-project

Enter the new directory

$ cd my-project

Install npm packages for the entire project

$ yarn
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How It Works

The directory structure roughly looks like:

package.json
/lib
/frontend

package.json
/src

/services
/service1
handler.js
package.json

/service2
handler.js
package.json

/packages
/sample-package
index.js
package.json

/util

This repo is split into a few parts. Each with a different purpose:

• stacks/

This is where the CDK code for your app lives. It defines the infrastructure of your serverless
app.

• src/

This is where the code for your Lambda function are. It is further organized into services. Where
each service is a collection of Lambda functions.

• src/services/

These are services that are deployed as Lambda functions. Has a package.json and an entry
point. There are two sample services.

1. service1: Depends on the sample-package.
2. service2: Does not depend on any internal packages.
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• src/packages/

These are internal packages that are used in our services. Each contains a package.json and
can be optionally published to npm.

• src/util/

Any common code that you might not want to maintain as a package. Does NOT have a
package.json.

• frontend/

A sample frontend React app that is a part of our serverless app.

The src/packages/, src/services/, and frontend/ directories are Yarn Workspaces.

Services

Each service is a collection of Lambda functions with a similar purpose. They are meant to be
managed on their own. They each have their own package.json and the versions of the
dependencies should be kept separate from the other services. SST internally uses esbuild to
optimally package each Lambda function in a service.

This is good for keeping your Lambda packages small. But YarnWorkspaces also ensures that it hoists
all your npm packages to the project root.

Packages

Since each package has its own package.json, you canmanage it just like youwould any other npm
package.

To add a new package:

$ mkdir src/packages/new-package
$ yarn init

Packages can also be optionally published to npm.

To use a package:

$ yarn add new-package@1.0.0

Note that packages should be added by specifying the version number declared in their
package.json. Otherwise, Yarn tries to find the dependency in the registry.
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Util

If you need to add any other common code in your repo that won’t be maintained as a package, add
it to the util directory. It does not contain a package.json. This means that you’ll need to install any
npm packages as dependencies in the root.

To install an npm package at the root.

$ yarn add -W some-npm-package

While it’s convenient to add all the common code to the util, it has a downside. If a team updates the
util, all the services that are dependent on itwill need to test this changebeforedeploying. In contrast,
a package can be locked to a specific version and can be upgraded when the team chooses to.

Deployment

SST will handle all the dependencies internally and deploy all the services (and the frontend) in
order.

Deploying Through Seed

Seed supports deploying SST monorepo projects that use Lerna and Yarn Workspaces out of the
box.

These starters should give you a great template to build your next monorepo serverless project. So
give it a try and let us knowwhat you think!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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How to add authentication to a serverless app

In this section we’ll look at how authentication works for serverless apps in AWS. Over the course of
the next few chapters we’ll be looking at the various authentication options.

Let’s start with some background. Say I was issued a RFID security badge by my company. Every
morning I’ll need towalk through ametal turnstile in the fence, andwavemy badge in front of a black,
plastic box. It would click and the indicator would turn green. Allowing me to push my way through
the turnstile.

This scenario illustrates two fundamental concepts in security: authentication and authorization.

Authentication vs Authorization

Authentication is the process of verifying that the person making the request is who they say they
are. In the story above, my badge was how I authenticated myself to the turnstile. It had a number
encoded in it that identified who I was. Another example would be showing your photo ID when you
go through security at the airport.

When I waved my badge in front of the black box, the system was able to verify who I was—that’s
authentication. Once it knewwho Iwas, it needed to determine if I hadauthorization—orpermission—
toopen thedoor. Once it decided that I hadpermission toenter, itmade the lighton thebox turngreen
and unlocked the turnstile because I was authorized to enter.

Adding Authentication in Serverless

You can use one of AWS’s built-in authentication methods in your API Gateway or AppSync APIs. Or
if you need some extra features, there are plenty of third-party services, some of which you can self-
host.

1. IAM
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Identity and Access Management, or IAM, is AWS’s authentication system. It’s used for
authentication and authorization for management tasks, like the AWS Console, CLI, or calling
from one resource to another.

2. Cognito

Cognito provides AWS’s native user pool solution. You can authenticate users through a
standard username/password flow or sign in with a social authentication provider. If you need
some more security, it handles multi-factor authentication. Also, AWS provides some React
libraries so you can easily integrate it into your web app.

3. Third-party Auth Providers

If you want to wander outside of AWS’s provided services, you have a few options for
authentication. Auth0 is the most well-known, but there are others like Okta, One Login, and
FusionAuth.

4. API Keys

An honorable mention, API keys provide the least specific form of authentication. It’s a bit like
the combination for a lock. Anyone that you give that number to has access. Anyone they give
the number to will have access as well.

5. Roll Your Own

If you have a unique authentication method or, like a lot of developers, the guilty pleasure of
reinventing thewheel, you canmake your own authentication service. The simplest waywould
be to create a user database, a CRUD API, and an endpoint to generate JWT tokens.

Let’s look at a couple of these options in detail.

AWS IAM

AWS IAM is how AWS controls access to resources natively. When you log in to the AWS console or use
the CLI, your request is authorized by IAM.

You can use IAM to control access to an API Gateway or AppSync API by attaching a role to the resource
that’s making requests. At runtime, the resource will assume the role, which will allow it to make
requests to your API depending on what permissions you’ve given to the role.

For example, if you create a Lambda function that needs access to your AppSync API, you would first
define a role that provides that permission and allows the Lambda service to assume the role. When
your function starts, it will tell IAM that it wants to assume the role that you defined. IAM will
authenticate the request by verifying that it came from a Lambda function and that Lambdas are
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allowed to assume the role. Once the function has been authenticated, IAM will provide it with
temporary credentials to use whenmaking requests to AWS services.

When your Lambda makes a request to your AppSync API, it will send the credentials it got from IAM
along with its request to AppSync. AppSync will verify that the credentials have permission to carry
out the requested action. If the credentials have permission, then AppSync will carry out the request
and return the result.

While you can use Cognito Identity Pools to exchange a social login token for an IAM role, IAM is only
for AWS users to manage authorization and access to resources.

Pricing

IAM is a free service provided as a part of AWS.

AWS Cognito

AWS Cognito is the default choice when you want to enable user login for your serverless application.
It gives a lot of functionality out of the box, like password resets, multi-factor authentication, social
account linking, user groups, andmore.

User Pools

A user’s info is stored in a Cognito User Pool when they sign up. Users will then authenticate with a
username and password. Once the User Pool has authenticated the user, it will send back a token.
Then, when a usermakes a request to your API Gateway, it will attach the token to it. API Gatewaywill
validate the token automatically, check that the authenticated user has authorization to perform the
request, and finally return the response.
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Cognito User Pool authentication flow

Identity Pools

When you open Cognito in the AWS Console, you have two options:

• User Pools
• Identity Pools

So far, we’ve only been talking about User Pools. So, what are Identity Pools?

Identity Pools provide a service called identity federation. Identity federation allows you to offload
authentication to another service. The client authenticates the user with a service like Apple,
Facebook, Google, or even a User Pool. Once the user is authenticated, they get a token from the
service and give it to an Identity Pool.

The Identity Pool will then verify the token came from a valid authentication service. Once it’s
satisfied that the token is valid, it will return temporary AWS credentials that use an IAM role that
you’ve attached to the Identity Pool. So in a way the auth providers here are handling
authentication. While, the Identity Pool is managing authorization.

For a detailed comparison, check out our chapter on Cognito User Pool vs Identity Pool.
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Pricing

User Pool pricing is based on the number of users that interact with the service in a givenmonth. AWS
refers to this asMonthly ActiveUsers orMAU. It doesn’tmatter if the user does a token refresh, or signs
in ten times, they only count as one active user.

The table below shows how much you’ll pay for a specific number of users, but this is just to give a
general idea of cost. For the most accurate information, see the Cognito pricing page.

MAU Total Price

50k $0

100k $275

1 million $4,415

10 million $33,665

Finally let’s take a quick look third-party providers.

Third-party JWT Auth Providers

Third-party providers like Auth0, Okta, One Login, and FusionAuth tend to have a better developer
experience than Cognito.

While, Cognito has fantastic integration with other AWS services, but it does have an ugly side. The
most frustrating issue that is that there are a lot of User Pool properties that cannot be changed once
the pool is created. For example, if you allow usernames to be case-insensitive and your users sign up
usingCognito. Youwon’t be able to change this later. So if youwant to switch to lowercaseusernames,
you would need to create a new User Pool and transition your existing users to it.

Most third-party providers will have the same basic features as a Cognito User Pool, plus some extras.
The user will sign in using OAuth 2, then get a token back. These services also tend to have better
usermanagement tools than Cognito. The Cognito dashboard in AWS is very basic and can be hard to
use.

Each provider has its list of pros and cons. In general, the drawbacks of using a third-party provider
over Cognito are billing and integration with other AWS services.

Most third-party auth providers require you to pay someone besides AWS, so your billing is split to
another company. With Cognito, you can tag each User Pool with your environment (development,
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testing, production, etc.) and group environment resources together on a billing report.

Another advantage of User Pools is they can be defined in a CloudFormation stack—without having to
create custom resources. While you can’t change a lot about a User Pool after creation, it is easier to
build it in the first place if it’s in a CloudFormation template.

Finally, AWS automatically handles User Pool token validation. If you’re using a third-party provider,
you’ll have to manually validate the token against it’s signature.

Next Steps

This chapter should give you a good high-level overview of how to handle authentication in
serverless apps. In the next few chapters we’ll be looking at specific examples of how to use various
authentication providers. Starting with how to use Cognito to add authentication to your serverless
app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Using Cognito to add authentication to a
serverless app

{% capture repo_url %}https://github.com/serverless-stack/serverless-
stack/tree/master/examples/react-app-auth-cognito{% endcapture
%}

In the previous chapter we looked at the basics of adding authentication to a serverless app. In this
chapter we look at how to use Amazon Cognito to add authentication to a serverless API. We’ll also
look at how to connect to this API using AWS Amplify in a React.js app.

Login with Cognito in React.js app

To understand this better we’ll be referencing an example SST application on GitHub that’s been
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created for this guide.

{{ repo_url }}

This example SST app has a couple of key parts:

• The stacks/ directory: This contains the code that describes the infrastructure of your
serverless app. It works by leveraging AWS CDK to create the infrastructure. This includes our
API, our Cognito services, and our frontend static site.

• The src/ directory: This is where the application code resides. The code that will run when
your API is called.

• Thefrontend/directory: This iswhere our frontendReact.js application is. It’ll be connecting
to our APIs.

It also comes with a configuration file, sst.json, which contains the environment configuration
information. Here is what it looks like:

{
"name":"react-app-auth-cognito",
"stage":"dev",
"region":"us-east-1",
"lint":true

}

Theconfigurationabove implies that theappwill bedeployed to thedevelopmentenvironment called
dev in the us-east-1 region.

Let’s start with looking at how to add Cognito User Pool to our app.

How to Add Cognito

In the previous chapterwe talked about the various parts of Cognito (User Pools and Identity Pools).

SSTmakes it easy to add these to your application. In stacks/MyStack.js you’ll notice.

// Create a Cognito User Pool to manage auth
const auth = new sst.Auth(this, "Auth", {

cognito: {
userPool: {
// Users will login using their email and password
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signInAliases: { email: true, phone: true },
},

},
});

This is using the SST Auth construct to create a Cognito User Pool and an Identity Pool.

Aliases

In this case we are allowing users to login with their email and phone number as their username.

You can also optionally allow users to create a username and login using that.

const auth = new sst.Auth(this, "Auth", {
cognito: {
userPool: {
signInAliases: {
email: true,
phone: true,
username: true,
preferredUsername: true,

},
},

},
});

Social Logins

In this example we are not setting up any social logins. We’ll do that in an upcoming chapter. But for
a quick look, here’s roughly what adding other social login providers will look like:

new Auth(this, "Auth", {
facebook: { appId: "419718329085014" },
apple: { servicesId: "com.myapp.client" },
amazon: { appId: "amzn1.application.24ebe4ee4aef41e5acff038aee2ee65f" },
google: {
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clientId: "38017095028-
abcdjaaaidbgt3kfhuoh3n5ts08vodt3.apps.googleusercontent.com",↪

},
});

Cognito Triggers

You also might want to trigger (before and after authentication) some actions. The Cognito Triggers
allow you to define Lambda functions that get executed for specific events.

new Auth(this, "Auth", {
cognito: {
triggers: {
preAuthentication: "src/preAuthentication.main",
postAuthentication: "src/postAuthentication.main",

},
},

});

Adding an API

Now let’s look at how we can use Cognito to secure our API. In stacks/MyStack.js of our example,
you’ll notice our SST Api definition.

// Create an HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {

// Secure it with IAM Auth
defaultAuthorizationType: sst.ApiAuthorizationType.AWS_IAM,
routes: {
"GET /private": "src/private.handler",
// Make an endpoint public
"GET /public": {
function: "src/public.handler",
authorizationType: sst.ApiAuthorizationType.NONE,

},
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},
});

// Allow authenticated users to invoke the API
auth.attachPermissionsForAuthUsers([api]);

We are going to create a simple API that generates random numbers. It’ll have a public and a private
route. While anyone can generate a random number on the public route, only logged-in users can
generate random numbers from the private route.

Notice the defaultAuthorizationType: sst.ApiAuthorizationType.AWS_IAM. This is to
ensure that by default you are setting the authorization to allow only users with a valid AWS_IAM
permission to access your routes.

You’ll also notice that we set the authorizationType to NONE in the public route, overriding the
default behavior described earlier.

Finally, auth.attachPermissionsForAuthUsers([api]) tells AWS that the authenticated users
to our Cognito User Pool can access the API that we just defined.

Adding Lambda functions

Next, let’s quickly look at the Lambda functions that’ll be powering our API. Inside the src/ directory
we have a couple of files that generate random numbers for us.

For example, here’s what src/private.js looks like.

export async function handler() {
const rand = Math.floor(Math.random() * 10);

return {
statusCode: 200,
headers: { "Content-Type": "text/json" },
body: JSON.stringify({ message: `Private Random Number: ${rand}` }),

};
}
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Adding a React Static Site

We can now turn our attention to the frontend part of our application. In stacks/MyStack.js take
a look at the SST ReactStaticSite definition.

// Deploy our React app
const site = new sst.ReactStaticSite(this, "ReactSite", {

path: "frontend",
// Pass in our environment variables
environment: {
REACT_APP_API_URL: api.url,
REACT_APP_REGION: scope.region,
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID: auth.cognitoUserPool.userPoolId,
REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID: auth.cognitoCfnIdentityPool.ref,
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID:
auth.cognitoUserPoolClient.userPoolClientId,

},
});

The key here is that we are setting the outputs from our backend as environment variables in React.
Specifically, we are passing in the:

1. API endpoint
2. Region of our serverless app
3. Id of our Cognito User Pool
4. Id of our Cognito Identity Pool
5. And the Id of the Cognito User Pool client

You can check out the rest of stacks/MyStack.js for reference.

Nowwe are ready to create our React app.

Creating a React app

In this exampleweareusingCreateReact App. Theonly difference is thatweare using@serverless-
stack/static-site-env CLI to load the environment variables from our SST app.

You’ll notice this in the frontend/package.json.
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"scripts": {
"start": "sst-env -- react-scripts start",
"build": "react-scripts build",
"test": "react-scripts test",
"eject": "react-scripts eject"

}

We are also using Bootstrap, React Bootstrap, and React Router in this example but we are not going
into them in detail here.

However, we’ll look at howwe use AWS Amplify to connect to the API that we defined above.

Configure AWS Amplify

To start with, we’ll configure it in frontend/src/index.js.

// Init Amplify
Amplify.configure({

Auth: {
mandatorySignIn: true,
region: process.env.REACT_APP_REGION,
userPoolId: process.env.REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID,
identityPoolId: process.env.REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID,
userPoolWebClientId: process.env.REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID,

},
API: {
endpoints: [
{
name: "random-api",
region: process.env.REACT_APP_REGION,
endpoint: process.env.REACT_APP_API_URL,

},
],

},
});

You’ll notice that we are using the environment variables that we had set above.
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Loading APIs

Our simple React app will be loading the two API routes that we had previously created. We have a
component that renders the homepage of our app.

In frontend/src/components/Home.js you’ll notice that we are loading our random number
generating APIs.

import React, { useState, useEffect } from "react";
import { API } from "aws-amplify";
import "./Home.css";

export default function Home({ isAuthenticated }) {
const [publicMessage, setPublic] = useState(null);
const [privateMessage, setPrivate] = useState(null);

useEffect(() => {
// Load our public and private API
async function onLoad() {
try {
const response = await loadPublic();
setPublic(response.message);

} catch (e) {
setPublic(false);

}
try {
const response = await loadPrivate();
setPrivate(response.message);

} catch (e) {
setPrivate(false);

}
}

onLoad();
}, [isAuthenticated]);

function loadPublic() {
return API.get("random-api", "/public");
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}

function loadPrivate() {
return API.get("random-api", "/private");

}

return (
<div className="Home">
<h3>{publicMessage}</h3>
<h3>
{privateMessage === false
? "Cannot load private message"
: privateMessage}

</h3>
</div>

);
}

This will show us if we are able to load our public or private API endpoints. We are using the API
package from Amplify to make these calls. They use the current session to make authenticated
requests.

For a user to be able to connect to a private endpoint they need to be authenticated, and before they
can do that, they need to be able to sign up!

Handling Signups

To allow users to sign up for our application, let’s look at
frontend/src/components/Signup.js.

First, we have a form that we’ve created using React Bootstrap.

function renderForm() {
return (
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="email" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
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<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="password" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
value={fields.password}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group controlId="confirmPassword" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Confirm Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.confirmPassword}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Button
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
variant="success"
disabled={isLoading || !validateForm()}

>
Signup

</Button>
</Form>

);
}

Then when we submit this form, we use the Amplify Auth package to sign up the user.
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async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
// Sign up the user
const newUser = await Auth.signUp({
username: fields.email,
password: fields.password,

});
setIsLoading(false);
setNewUser(newUser);

} catch (e) {
alert(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

Upon sign up, the user is sent a confirmation code. So we have a form that allows users to enter the
code.

function renderConfirmationForm() {
return (
<Form onSubmit={handleConfirmationSubmit}>
<Form.Group controlId="confirmationCode" size="lg">
<Form.Label>Confirmation Code</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="tel"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.confirmationCode}

/>
<Form.Text muted>Please check your email for the code.</Form.Text>

</Form.Group>
<Button
block
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size="lg"
type="submit"
variant="success"
disabled={isLoading || !validateConfirmationForm()}

>
Verify

</Button>
</Form>

);
}

And finally, we confirm the code and log the user in.

async function handleConfirmationSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
// Check the user's confirmation code
await Auth.confirmSignUp(fields.email, fields.confirmationCode);
// Sign the user in
await Auth.signIn(fields.email, fields.password);

userHasAuthenticated(true);
// Redirect to the homepage
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
alert(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

You can check out the rest of the frontend/src/components/Signup.js for reference.
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Logging in Users

So now our users can sign up with Cognito. Let’s make sure a signed up user can login as well.

In the frontend/src/components/Login.jswe have a simple login form.

<div className="Login">
<Form onSubmit={handleSubmit}>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="email">
<Form.Label>Email</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Form.Group size="lg" controlId="password">
<Form.Label>Password</Form.Label>
<Form.Control
type="password"
value={fields.password}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</Form.Group>
<Button
block
size="lg"
type="submit"
disabled={isLoading || !validateForm()}

>
Login

</Button>
</Form>

</div>

When a user submits this form, we make a request to Amplify to log the user in. You’ll notice it’s the
same call wemade at the end of the sign up process.
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async function handleSubmit(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsLoading(true);

try {
// Log the user in
await Auth.signIn(fields.email, fields.password);
userHasAuthenticated(true);
// Redirect to the homepage
history.push("/");

} catch (e) {
alert(e);
setIsLoading(false);

}
}

Once the user is logged in, we redirect them to the homepage.

You can check out the rest of the frontend/src/components/Login.js for reference.

Loading the Session

To tie all of these together, we need to make sure that the session is loaded when our app is loaded.
We don’t want to have the user to login again and we want to make sure all the components in our
app are aware that the user has been authenticated.

So in frontend/src/App.jswe get the current session from Amplify.

useEffect(() => {
async function onLoad() {
try {
// Check if the user is authenticated
await Auth.currentSession();
userHasAuthenticated(true);

} catch (e) {
if (e !== "No current user") {
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alert(e);
}

}

setIsAuthenticating(false);
}

onLoad();
}, []);

The userHasAuthenticated and setIsAuthenticating are a couple of state variables that we
define.

// Track if authentication is in progress
const [isAuthenticating, setIsAuthenticating] = useState(true);
// Track is the user has authenticated
const [isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated] = useState(false);

Finally we pass these in to the components in our app.

// Props that'll be passed to all the routes
const routeProps = { isAuthenticated, userHasAuthenticated };

<Switch>
<Route exact path="/">
<Home {...routeProps} />

</Route>
<Route exact path="/login">
<Login {...routeProps} />

</Route>
<Route exact path="/signup">
<Signup {...routeProps} />

</Route>
</Switch>

We also allow our users to log out.
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async function handleLogout() {
// Log the user out
await Auth.signOut();

userHasAuthenticated(false);
}

Make sure to check out the rest of the frontend/src/App.js for reference.

Testing our App

SST features a Live Lambda Development environment that allows you to work on your serverless
apps live.

To test our example:

$ npm install
$ npx sst start

The first time you run this command it’ll take a couple of minutes to create your environment.

Once complete, you should see something like this.

===============
Deploying app

===============

Preparing your SST app
Transpiling source
Linting source
Deploying stacks
dev-react-app-auth-cognito-my-stack: deploying...

dev-react-app-auth-cognito-my-stack

Stack dev-react-app-auth-cognito-my-stack
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Status: deployed
Outputs:
ApiEndpoint: https://gcnapdpral.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
SiteUrl: https://d24wffw7qyqjnm.cloudfront.net

ReactSite:
REACT_APP_API_URL: https://gcnapdpral.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com
REACT_APP_IDENTITY_POOL_ID:

us-east-1:ecfb817c-a5a8-43ef-9eba-b4a95fbe9ab0↪

REACT_APP_REGION: us-east-1
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_CLIENT_ID: 6fe8mgiaslpgrd8bphfsg634fe
REACT_APP_USER_POOL_ID: us-east-1_xN4Qv2SQR

We’ll also start up our React application.

$ cd frontend
$ npm run start

Once it loads up, you’ll notice that the public API loads but the private one fails.
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Load public and private APIs in React.js app

Let’s go ahead and sign up.
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Sign up with Cognito in React.js app

We’ll be asked for the confirmation code.
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Sign up confirm Cognito in React.js app

And we’ll get redirected to the homepage, where the private random number API now loads!
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Private API loads in React.js app

You can test refreshing the page and the APIs should load just as before.

We can also hit the logout button, it’ll clear the session and we won’t be able to load the private API
anymore. You can also test the login page as well.
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Login with Cognito in React.js app

Wrapping up

Finally, you can deploy your app to prod by:

$ npx sst deploy --stage prod

And once you are done, you can remove all the resources we’ve created by running.

$ npx sst remove
$ npx sst remove --stage prod

Make sure to check out the example repo on GitHub.

{{ repo_url }}

We’ll be covering another auth provider in an upcoming chapter!
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Understanding React Hooks

React Hooks are a way for your function components to “hook” into React’s lifecycle and state. They
were introduced in React 16.8.0. Previously, only Class based components were able to use React’s
lifecycle and state. Aside from enabling Function components to do this, Hooks make it incredibly
easy to reuse stateful logic between components.

If you are moving to Hooks for the first time, the change can be a little jarring. This chapter is here
to help you understand how they work and how to think about them. We want to help you transition
from themental model of Class components to function components with React Hooks. Here is what
we’ll be covering:

1. A quick refresher on the lifecycle of Class components
2. An overview of the lifecycle of Function components with Hooks
3. A goodmental model to understand React Hooks in Function components
4. A subtle difference between Class and Function components

Note that, this chapter does not cover specific React Hooks in detail, the React Docs are a great place
for that.

Let’s get started.

The React Class Component Lifecycle

If you are used to using React Class components, you’ll be familiar with some of the main lifecycle
methods.

• constructor
• render
• componentDidMount
• ‘componentDidUpdate“
• componentWillUnmount
• etc.
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React Class lifecycle flowchart

You can view the above in detail here.

Let’s understand this quickly with an example. Say you have a component called Hello:

class Hello extends React.Component {
constructor(props) {
super(props);

}

componentDidMount() {
}

componentDidUpdate() {
}

componentWillUnmount() {
}

render() {
return (
<div>
<h1>Hello, world!</h1>

</div>
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);
}

}

This is roughly what React does when creating the Hello component. Note that, this is a simplified
model and it isn’t exactly what happens behind the scenes.

1. React will create a new instance of your component.

const HelloInstance = new Hello(someProps);

2. This calls your component’s constructor(someProps).

3. It’ll then call HelloInstance.render(), to render it for the first time.

4. Next it’ll callHelloInstance.componentDidMount(). Here you can run any API calls and call
setState to update your component.

5. Calling setState will in turn cause React to call HelloInstance.render(). This is also the
case if Reactwants to re-render the component (maybebecause its parent is being re-rendered).

6. After the updated render, React will call HelloInstance.componentDidUpdate().

7. Finally, when it’s time to remove your component (maybe the user navigates to a different
screen), React will call HelloInstance.componentWillUnmount().

The key thing to understand about the lifecycle is that your Class component is instantiated ONCE
and the various lifecycle methods are then called on the SAME instance. This means that you can
save some sort of “state” locally in your class instance using class variables. This has some interesting
implications that we’ll talk about below.

But for now, let’s look at the flow for a Function component.

The React Function Component Lifecycle

Let’s start with a basic React Function component and look at how React renders it.

function Hello(props) {
return (
<div>
<h1>Hello, world!</h1>
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</div>
);

}

React will render this by simply running the function!

Hello(someProps);

And if it needs to be re-rendered, React will run your function again!

Again we are using a simplified React model but the concept is straightforward. For a Function
component, React simply runs your function every time it needs to render or re-render it.

You’ll notice that our simple Function component has no control over itself. Also, we can’t really do
anything with regards to the React render lifecycle like our Class component above.

This is where Hooks come in!

Adding React Hooks

React Hooks allows Function components to “hook” into the React state and lifecycle. Let’s look at an
example.

function Hello(props) {
const [ stateVariable, setStateVariable ] = useState(0);

useEffect(() => {
console.log('mount and update');

return () => {
console.log('cleanup');

};
});

return (
<div>
<h1>Hello, world!</h1>
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</div>
);

}

We are using two Hooks here; useState and useEffect. One tells React to store some state for us.
While the other tells React to call us during the render lifecycle.

• When our component gets rendered, we tell React that we want to store something in the state
by calling useState(<VARIABLE>). React gives us back [ stateVariable,
setStateVariable ], where stateVariable is the current value of this variable in the state.
And setStateVariable is a function that we can call to set the new value of this variable.
You can read about how useState works here.

• Next we the useEffect Hook. We pass in a function that we want React to run every time our
component gets rendered or updated. This function can also return a function that’ll get called
when our component needs to cleanup the old render. So if React renders our component, and
we call setStateVariable at some point, React will need to re-render it. Here is roughly what
happens:

// React renders the component
Hello(someProps);
// Console shows: mount and update

...

// React re-renders the component

// Console shows: cleanup
Hello(someProps);
// Console shows: mount and update

• And finally when your component is unmounted or removed, React will call your cleanup
function once again.

You’ll notice that the lifecycle flow here is not exactly the same as before. And that the useEffect
Hook is run (and cleans up) on every render. This is by design. The main change you need to make
mentally is that unlike Class components, Function components are run on every single render. And
since they are just simple functions, they internally have no state of their own.

As an aside, you can optionally make useEffect call only on the initial mount and final unmount by
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passing in an empty array ([]) as another argument.

useEffect(() => {
console.log('mount');
return () => {
console.log('will unmount');

}
}, []);

You can read about useEffect in detail here.

React Hooks Mental Model

So when you are thinking about Function components with Hooks, they are very simple in that they
are rerun every time. As you are looking at your code, imagine that it is run in order every single time.
And since there is no local state for your functions, the values available are onlywhat React has stored
in its state.

As opposed to Class components, where specific methods in your class are called upon render.
Additionally, you might have stored some state locally in a state variable. This means that as you are
debugging your code, you have to keep in mind what the current value of a local state variable is.

This slight difference in local state can introduce some very subtle bugs in the Class component
version that is worth understanding in detail. On the other hand thanks to JavaScript Closures,
Function components have a more straightforward execution model.

Let’s look at this next.

Subtle Differences Between Class & Function Components

This section is based on a great post by Dan Abramov, title “How Are Function Components Different
from Classes?” that we recommend you read. This isn’t specifically related to React Hooks. But we’ll
go over the key takeaway from that post because it’ll help you make the transition from the Class
components mental model to the Function components one. This is something you’ll need to do as
you start using React Hooks.

Using the example from Dan’s post; let’s compare similar versions of the same component first as a
Class.
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class ProfilePage extends React.Component {
showMessage = () => {

alert('Followed ' + this.props.user);
};

handleClick = () => {
setTimeout(this.showMessage, 3000);

};

render() {
return <button onClick={this.handleClick}>Follow</button>;

}
}

And now as a Function component.

function ProfilePage(props) {
const showMessage = () => {
alert('Followed ' + props.user);

};

const handleClick = () => {
setTimeout(showMessage, 3000);

};

return (
<button onClick={handleClick}>Follow</button>

);
}

Take a second to understandwhat the component does. Imagine that instead of the setTimeout call,
we are doing some sort of an API call. Both these versions are doing pretty much the same thing.

However, the Class version is buggy in a very subtle way. Dan has a demo version of this code for you
to try out. Simply click the followbutton, try changing the selected profilewithin 3 seconds and check
out what is alerted.

Here is the bug in the Class version. If you click the button and this.props.user changes before
3 seconds, then the alerted message is the new user! This isn’t surprising if you’ve followed along
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this chapter so far. React is using the SAME instance of your Class component between re-renders.
Meaning that within our code the this object refers to that same instance. So conceptually React
changes the ProfilePage instance prop by doing something like this:

// Create an instance
const ProfilePageInstance = new ProfilePage({ user: "First User" });
// First render
ProfilePageInstance.render();

// Button click
this.handleClick();
// Timer is started

// Update prop
ProfilePageInstance.props.user = "New User";
// Re-render
ProfilePageInstance.render();

// Timer completes
// where this <=> ProfilePageInstance
alert('Followed ' + this.props.user);

So when the alert is run, this.props.user is New User instead!

Let’s look at how the Functional version handles this.

// First render
ProfilePage({ user: "First User" });

// Button click
handleClick();
// Timer is started

// Re-render with updated props
ProfilePage({ user: "New User" });

// Timer completes
// from the first ProfilePage() call scope
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alert('Followed ' + props.user);

Here is the critical difference, the alert call here is from the scope of the first ProfilePage() call
scope. This is happens thanks to JavaScript Closures. Since there is no “instance” here, your code is
just a regular JavaScript function and is scoped to where it was run.

The above pattern is not specific to React Hooks, it’s just how JavaScript functions work. However, if
you’ve been using Class components so far and are transitioning to using React Hooks; we strongly
encourage you to really understand this pattern.

Summary

This allows us to think of our components just as regular JavaScript functions. No special order of our
lifecycle methods being called and no local state to track. Here’s the key takeaway:

“React simply calls your function components over and over again when it needs to render it.
You’ll need to use React Hooks to store state and plug into the React render lifecycle. And thanks
to JavaScript Closures, your variables are scoped to the specific function call.”

Wehope this chapter helps you create a bettermentalmodel for understanding Function components
with React Hooks. Leave us a comment in the discussion thread below if you want us to expand on
something further.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Code Splitting in Create React App

Code Splitting is not a necessary step for building React apps. But feel free to follow along if you are
curious about what Code Splitting is and how it can help larger React apps.

Code Splitting

While working on React.js single page apps, there is a tendency for apps to grow quite large. A section
of the app (or route) might import a large number of components that are not necessary when it first
loads. This hurts the initial load time of our app.

You might have noticed that Create React App will generate one large .js file while we are building
our app. This contains all the JavaScript our app needs. But if a user is simply loading the login page
to sign in; it doesn’t make sense that we load the rest of the app with it. This isn’t a concern early
on when our app is quite small but it becomes an issue down the road. To address this, Create React
App has a very simple built-in way to split up our code. This feature unsurprisingly, is called Code
Splitting.

Create React App (from 1.0 onwards) allows us to dynamically import parts of our app using the
import() proposal. You can readmore about it here.

While, the dynamic import() can be used for any component in our React app; it works really well
with React Router. Since, React Router is figuring out which component to load based on the path; it
would make sense that we dynamically import those components only when we navigate to them.

Code Splitting and React Router v4

The usual structure used by React Router to set up routing for your app looks something like this.

/* Import the components */
import Home from "./containers/Home";
import Posts from "./containers/Posts";
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import NotFound from "./containers/NotFound";

/* Use components to define routes */
export default () =>

<Switch>
<Route path="/" exact component={Home} />
<Route path="/posts/:id" exact component={Posts} />
<Route component={NotFound} />

</Switch>;

We start by importing the components that will respond to our routes. And then use them to define
our routes. The Switch component renders the route that matches the path.

However, we import all of the components in the route statically at the top. Thismeans, that all these
components are loaded regardless of which route is matched. To implement Code Splitting here we
are going to want to only load the component that responds to the matched route.

Create an Async Component

To do this we are going to dynamically import the required component.

Add the following to src/components/AsyncComponent.js.

import React, { Component } from "react";

export default function asyncComponent(importComponent) {
class AsyncComponent extends Component {
constructor(props) {
super(props);

this.state = {
component: null

};
}

async componentDidMount() {
const { default: component } = await importComponent();
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this.setState({
component: component

});
}

render() {
const C = this.state.component;

return C ? <C {...this.props} /> : null;
}

}

return AsyncComponent;
}

We are doing a few things here:

1. The asyncComponent function takes an argument; a function (importComponent) that when
called will dynamically import a given component. This will make more sense below when we
use asyncComponent.

2. OncomponentDidMount, we simply call theimportComponent function that is passed in. And
save the dynamically loaded component in the state.

3. Finally, we conditionally render the component if it has completed loading. If not we simply
render null. But instead of rendering null, you could render a loading spinner. This would
give the user some feedback while a part of your app is still loading.

Use the Async Component

Now let’s use this component in our routes. Instead of statically importing our component.

import Home from "./containers/Home";

We are going to use the asyncComponent to dynamically import the component we want.
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const AsyncHome = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/Home"));

It’s important to note that we are not doing an import here. We are only passing in a function to
asyncComponent that will dynamically import()when the AsyncHome component is created.

Also, it might seem weird that we are passing a function here. Why not just pass in a string (say
./containers/Home) and then do the dynamic import() inside the AsyncComponent? This is
because we want to explicitly state the component we are dynamically importing. Webpack splits
our app based on this. It looks at these imports and generates the required parts (or chunks). This
was pointed out by [@wSokra](https://twitter.com/wSokra/status/866703557323632640) and
[@dan_abramov](https://twitter.com/dan_abramov/status/866646657437491201).

We are then going to use the AsyncHome component in our routes. React Router will create the
AsyncHome component when the route is matched and that will in turn dynamically import the
Home component and continue just like before.

<Route path="/" exact component={AsyncHome} />

Now let’s go back to our Notes project and apply these changes.

Your src/Routes.js should look like this after the changes.

import React from "react";
import { Route, Switch } from "react-router-dom";
import asyncComponent from "./components/AsyncComponent";
import AppliedRoute from "./components/AppliedRoute";
import AuthenticatedRoute from "./components/AuthenticatedRoute";
import UnauthenticatedRoute from "./components/UnauthenticatedRoute";

const AsyncHome = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/Home"));
const AsyncLogin = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/Login"));
const AsyncNotes = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/Notes"));
const AsyncSignup = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/Signup"));
const AsyncNewNote = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/NewNote"));
const AsyncNotFound = asyncComponent(() => import("./containers/NotFound"));

export default ({ childProps }) =>
<Switch>
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<AppliedRoute
path="/"
exact
component={AsyncHome}
props={childProps}

/>
<UnauthenticatedRoute
path="/login"
exact
component={AsyncLogin}
props={childProps}

/>
<UnauthenticatedRoute
path="/signup"
exact
component={AsyncSignup}
props={childProps}

/>
<AuthenticatedRoute
path="/notes/new"
exact
component={AsyncNewNote}
props={childProps}

/>
<AuthenticatedRoute
path="/notes/:id"
exact
component={AsyncNotes}
props={childProps}

/>
{/* Finally, catch all unmatched routes */}
<Route component={AsyncNotFound} />

</Switch>
;

It is pretty cool that with just a couple of changes, our app is all set up for code splitting. And without
adding a whole lot more complexity either! Here is what our src/Routes.js looked like before.
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import React from "react";
import { Route, Switch } from "react-router-dom";
import AppliedRoute from "./components/AppliedRoute";
import AuthenticatedRoute from "./components/AuthenticatedRoute";
import UnauthenticatedRoute from "./components/UnauthenticatedRoute";

import Home from "./containers/Home";
import Login from "./containers/Login";
import Notes from "./containers/Notes";
import Signup from "./containers/Signup";
import NewNote from "./containers/NewNote";
import NotFound from "./containers/NotFound";

export default ({ childProps }) =>
<Switch>
<AppliedRoute
path="/"
exact
component={Home}
props={childProps}

/>
<UnauthenticatedRoute
path="/login"
exact
component={Login}
props={childProps}

/>
<UnauthenticatedRoute
path="/signup"
exact
component={Signup}
props={childProps}

/>
<AuthenticatedRoute
path="/notes/new"
exact
component={NewNote}
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props={childProps}
/>
<AuthenticatedRoute
path="/notes/:id"
exact
component={Notes}
props={childProps}

/>
{/* Finally, catch all unmatched routes */}
<Route component={NotFound} />

</Switch>
;

Notice that instead of doing the static imports for all the containers at the top, we are creating these
functions that are going to do the dynamic imports for us when necessary.

Now if you build your app using npm run build; you’ll see the code splitting in action.
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Create React App Code Splitting build screenshot

Each of those .chunk.js files are the different dynamic import() calls that we have. Of course, our
app is quite small and the various parts that are split up are not significant at all. However, if the page
that we use to edit our note included a rich text editor; you can imagine how that would grow in size.
And it would unfortunately affect the initial load time of our app.

Now if we deploy our app using npm run deploy; you can see the browser load the different chunks
on-demand as we browse around in the demo.
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Create React App loading Code Splitting screenshot

That’s it! With just a few simple changes our app is completely set up to use the code splitting feature
that Create React App has.

Next Steps

Now this seems really easy to implement but youmight be wondering what happens if the request to
import thenewcomponent takes too long, or fails. Ormaybeyouwant topreloadcertain components.
For example, a user is on your login page about to login and you want to preload the homepage.

It was mentioned above that you can add a loading spinner while the import is in progress. But we
can take it a step further and address some of these edge cases. There is an excellent higher order
component that does a lot of this well; it’s called react-loadable.

All you need to do to use it is install it.

$ npm install --save react-loadable

Use it instead of the asyncComponent that we had above.
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const AsyncHome = Loadable({
loader: () => import("./containers/Home"),
loading: MyLoadingComponent

});

AndAsyncHome is used exactly as before. Here theMyLoadingComponentwould look something like
this.

const MyLoadingComponent = ({isLoading, error}) => {
// Handle the loading state
if (isLoading) {
return <div>Loading...</div>;

}
// Handle the error state
else if (error) {
return <div>Sorry, there was a problem loading the page.</div>;

}
else {
return null;

}
};

It’s a simple component that handles all the different edge cases gracefully.

Toaddpreloadingand to further customize this;make sure tocheckout theotheroptionsand features
that react-loadable has. And have fun code splitting!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Environments in Create React App

While developing your frontend React app and working with an API backend, you’ll often need to
create multiple environments to work with. For example, you might have an environment called dev
that might be connected to the dev stage of your serverless backend. This is to ensure that you are
working in an environment that is isolated from your production version.

Aside from isolating the resources used, having a separate environment that mimics your production
version can really help with testing your changes before they go live. You can take this idea of
environments further by having a staging environment that can even have snapshots of the live
database to give you as close to a production setup as possible. This type of setup can sometimes
help track down bugs and issues that you might run into only on our live environment and not on
local.

In this chapter wewill look at some simple ways to configuremultiple environments in our React app.
There are many different ways to do this but here is a simple one based on what we have built in first
part of this guide.

Custom Environment Variables

Create React App has support for custom environment variables baked into the build system. To set a
custom environment variable, simply set it while starting the Create React App build process.

$ REACT_APP_TEST_VAR=123 npm start

HereREACT_APP_TEST_VAR is the customenvironment variable andweare setting it to the value123.
In our appwe can access this variable as process.env.REACT_APP_TEST_VAR. So the following line
in our app:

console.log(process.env.REACT_APP_TEST_VAR);

Will print out 123 in our console.
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Note that, these variables are embedded during build time. Also, only the variables that start with
REACT_APP_ are embedded in our app. All the other environment variables are ignored.

Configuring Environments

We can use this idea of custom environment variables to configure our React app for specific
environments. Say we used a custom environment variable called REACT_APP_STAGE to denote the
environment our app is in. And we wanted to configure two environments for our app:

• One that we will use for our local development and also to test before pushing it to live. Let’s
call this one dev.

• And our live environment that we will only push to, once we are comfortable with our changes.
Let’s call it production.

The first thing we can do is to configure our build system with the REACT_APP_STAGE environment
variable. Currently the scripts portion of our package.json looks something like this:

"scripts": {
"start": "react-scripts start",
"build": "react-scripts build",
"test": "react-scripts test --env=jsdom",
"predeploy": "npm run build",
"deploy": "aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME",
"postdeploy": "aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id

YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths '/*' && aws cloudfront
create-invalidation --distribution-id YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID
--paths '/*'",

↪

↪

↪

"eject": "react-scripts eject"
}

Recall that the YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME is the S3 bucket we created to host our React app
back in the Create an S3 bucket chapter. And YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID and
YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID are the CloudFront Distributions for the apex and www
domains.

Here we only have one environment and we use it for our local development and on live. The npm
start command runs our local server and npm run deploy command deploys our app to live.

To set our two environments we can change this to:
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"scripts": {
"start": "REACT_APP_STAGE=dev react-scripts start",
"build": "react-scripts build",
"test": "react-scripts test --env=jsdom",

"predeploy": "REACT_APP_STAGE=dev npm run build",
"deploy": "aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_DEV_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME",
"postdeploy": "aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id

YOUR_DEV_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths '/*' && aws cloudfront
create-invalidation --distribution-id YOUR_DEV_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID
--paths '/*'",

↪

↪

↪

"predeploy:prod": "REACT_APP_STAGE=production npm run build",
"deploy:prod": "aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_PROD_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME",
"postdeploy:prod": "aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id

YOUR_PROD_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths '/*' && aws cloudfront
create-invalidation --distribution-id YOUR_PROD_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID
--paths '/*'",

↪

↪

↪

"eject": "react-scripts eject"
}

We are doing a few things of note here:

1. We use the REACT_APP_STAGE=dev for our npm start command.
2. We also have dev versions of our S3 and CloudFront Distributions called

YOUR_DEV_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME, YOUR_DEV_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID, and
YOUR_DEV_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID.

3. Wedefaultnpm run deploy to thedev environment anddev versions of our S3 andCloudFront
Distributions. We also build using the REACT_APP_STAGE=dev environment variable.

4. We have production versions of our S3 and CloudFront Distributions called
YOUR_PROD_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME, YOUR_PROD_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID, and
YOUR_PROD_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID.

5. Finally, we create a specific version of the deploy script for the production environment with
npm run deploy:prod. And just like the dev version of this command, it builds using the
REACT_APP_STAGE=production environment variable and the production versions of the S3
and CloudFront Distributions.
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Note that you don’t have to replicate the S3 and CloudFront Distributions for the dev version. But it
does help if you want to mimic the live version as much as possible.

Using Environment Variables

Now that we have our build commands set up with the custom environment variables, we are ready
to use them in our app.

Currently, our src/config.js looks something like this:

export default {
MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE: 5000000,
s3: {
BUCKET: "YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

}
};

To use the REACT_APP_STAGE variable, we are just going to set the config conditionally.

const dev = {
s3: {
BUCKET: "YOUR_DEV_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_DEV_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_DEV_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
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cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_DEV_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

}
};

const prod = {
s3: {
BUCKET: "YOUR_PROD_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_PROD_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_PROD_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_PROD_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

}
};

const config = process.env.REACT_APP_STAGE === 'production'
? prod
: dev;

export default {
// Add common config values here
MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE: 5000000,
...config

};

This is pretty straightforward. We simply have a set of configs for dev and for production. The configs
point to a separate set of resources for our dev and production environments. And using
process.env.REACT_APP_STAGEwe decide which one to use.
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Again, it might not be necessary to replicate the resources for each of the environments. But it is
pretty important to separate your live resources from your dev ones. You do not want to be testing
your changes directly on your live database.

So to recap:

• The REACT_APP_STAGE custom environment variable is set to either dev or production.
• While working locally we use the npm start command which uses our dev environment.
• The npm run deploy command then deploys by default to dev.
• Once we are comfortable with the dev version, we can deploy to production using the npm run
deploy:prod command.

This entire setup is fairly straightforward and canbe extended tomultiple environments. You can read
more on custom environment variables in Create React App here.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setting serverless environments variables in a
React app

A common question full-stack developers have is “How do I set the environment variables from my
backend in my frontend app?”.

How do I set the environment variables frommy backend in my frontend app?

For example, your React appmight be calling an API endpoint in your backend. You ideally don’t want
to hard code this in your frontend app. The main reason being, you might deploy your full-stack app
to multiple environments and you’d like your React app to call the right API endpoint.

In this chapter, we’ll look at how to do this specifically between a React.js app and a serverless
backend.

Here is a video of it in action.

Let’s look at the two parts of our workflow; developing and deploying.

While Developing

Here’s what we want to happening when developing locally:

1. Start our local serverless development environment.
2. It should output our backend environment variables (API endpoints, S3 buckets, Cognito

authorizers, etc.).
3. Then start our local React development environment.
4. It should automatically pick up the backend environment variables.

As an example, let’s look at a really simple full-stack SST app. It has a simpleHelloWorld API endpoint.
And a React.js app.
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import * as sst from "@serverless-stack/resources";

export default class MyStack extends sst.Stack {
constructor(scope, id, props) {
super(scope, id, props);

// Create a HTTP API
const api = new sst.Api(this, "Api", {
routes: {
"GET /": "src/lambda.handler",

},
});

// Create a React.js app
const site = new sst.ReactStaticSite(this, "Site", {
path: "frontend",
environment: {
// Pass in the API endpoint to our app
REACT_APP_API_URL: api.url,

},
});

// Show the URLs in the output
this.addOutputs({
SiteUrl: site.url,
ApiEndpoint: api.url,

});
}

}

Here we are using the ReactStaticSite construct. It allows us to set React environment variables
from our API.

environment: {
// Pass in the API endpoint to our app
REACT_APP_API_URL: api.url,

}
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Nowwhen we start our local development environment.

$ npx sst start

SST generates a file in the .build/ directory with the environment that we configured. It looks
something like this.

[
{
"path": "frontend",
"stack": "dev-my-react-app-my-stack",
"environmentOutputs": {
"REACT_APP_API_URL":

"https://fp21ziovfk.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com"↪

}
}

]

On the React side, we’ll now want to pick the environment variable up. To do this, we’ll use a really
simple CLI (@serverless-stack/static-site-env) that reads from this file and sets it as a build-
time environment variable in React.

$ npm install @serverless-stack/static-site-env --save-dev

We can use the environment variable in our components using
process.env.REACT_APP_API_URL.

export default function App() {
const url = process.env.REACT_APP_API_URL;

return (
<div className="App">
Our API endpoint is: <a href={url}>{url}</a>

</div>
);

}
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We can nowwrap our start script with it.

"scripts": {
"start": "sst-env -- react-scripts start",
"build": "react-scripts build",
"test": "react-scripts test",
"eject": "react-scripts eject"

}

So if we start our React local environment:

$ npm run start

It’ll contain the environment variable that we had previously set in our serverless app!

Serverless environment variable set in React

Next, let’s look at what happens when we deploy our full-stack app.
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While Deploying

We need our React app to be deployed with our environment variables. SST uses CDK internally, so
the flow looks something like this.

1. Deploy our API.
2. Build our React app.
3. Replace the environment variables in our React app.
4. Deploy our React app to S3 and CloudFront.

SST and the ReactStaticSite construct do this automatically for you.

Serverless environment variable set in a React app deployed to AWS

And that’s it! You now have a full-stack serverless app where the environment variables from your
backend are automatically set in your React app. You don’t need to hard code them anymore and
they work in your local development environment as well!

For further details, check out our example on building a React.js app with SST: How to create a
React.js app with serverless
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Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy a React App to AWS

In this section we’ll be looking at how to deploy your React app as a static website on AWS.

The basic setup we are going to be using will look something like this:

1. Upload the assets of our app
2. Use a CDN to serve out our assets
3. Point our domain to the CDN distribution
4. Switch to HTTPS with a SSL certificate

AWS provides quite a few services that can help us do the above. We are going to use S3 to host our
assets, CloudFront to serve it, Route 53 tomanage our domain, and CertificateManager to handle our
SSL certificate.

So let’s get started by first configuring our S3 bucket to upload the assets of our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create an S3 Bucket

To be able to host our note taking app, we need to upload the assets that are going to be served out
statically on S3. S3 has a concept of buckets (or folders) to separate different types of files.

Abucket canalsobe configured tohost theassets in it as a staticwebsite and is automatically assigned
a publicly accessible URL. So let’s get started.

Create the Bucket

First, log in to your AWS Console and select S3 from the list of services.

Select S3 Service screenshot
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SelectCreateBucketandpickaname for your applicationandselect theUSEast (N.Virginia)Region
Region. Since our application is being served out using a CDN, the region should not matter to us.

Create S3 static website Bucket screenshot

Click Next through the configure options step.
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Create S3 static website Bucket next configure options screenshot

In the permissions step, make sure to uncheck Block new public bucket policies and Block public
and cross-account access if bucket has public policies. Making buckets public is a common security
error, but in our case we’ll be serving our app from the bucket, so want it to be public.
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Create S3 static website Bucket next permissions screenshot

Click Create bucket on the review page to create the bucket.
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Create S3 static website Bucket next review screenshot

Now click on your newly created bucket from the list and navigate to its permissions panel by clicking
Permissions.
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Select AWS S3 static website Bucket permissions screenshot

Add Permissions

Buckets by default are not publicly accessible, sowe need to change the S3 Bucket Permission. Select
the Bucket Policy from the permissions panel.
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Add AWS S3 Bucket permission screenshot

Add the following bucket policy into the editor. Where notes-app-client is the name
of our S3 bucket. Make sure to use the name of your bucket here.

{
"Version":"2012-10-17",
"Statement":[{
"Sid":"PublicReadForGetBucketObjects",

"Effect":"Allow",
"Principal": "*",
"Action":["s3:GetObject"],
"Resource":["arn:aws:s3:::notes-app-client/*"]

}
]

}
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Save bucket policy screenshot

And hit Save.

Enable Static Web Hosting

And finally we need to turn our bucket into a static website. Select the Properties tab from the top
panel.
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Select properties tab screenshot

Select Static website hosting.
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Select static website hosting screenshot

Now selectUse this bucket to host awebsite and add our index.html as the Index Document and
the Error Document. Since we are letting React handle 404s, we can simply redirect our errors to our
index.html as well. Hit Save once you are done.

This panel also shows us where our app will be accessible. AWS assigns us a URL for our static
website. In this case the URL assigned to me is
notes-app-client.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com.
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Edit static website hosting properties screenshot

Now that our bucket is all set up and ready, let’s go ahead and upload our assets to it.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy to S3

Now that our S3 Bucket is created we are ready to upload the assets of our app.

Build Our App

CreateReact App comeswith a convenientway topackage andprepare our app for deployment. From
our working directory simply run the following command.

$ npm run build

This packages all of our assets and places them in the build/ directory.

Upload to S3

Now to deploy simply run the following command; where YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME is the
name of the S3 Bucket we created in the Create an S3 bucket chapter.

$ aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME

All this command does is that it syncs the build/ directory with our bucket on S3. Just as a sanity
check, go into the S3 section in your AWS Console and check if your bucket has the files we just
uploaded.
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Uploaded to S3 screenshot

And our app should be live on S3! If you head over to the URL assigned to you (in my case it is http:
//notes-app-client.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com), you should see it live.
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App live on S3 screenshot

Next we’ll configure CloudFront to serve our app out globally.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a CloudFront Distribution

Now that we have our app up and running on S3, let’s serve it out globally through CloudFront. To do
this we need to create an AWS CloudFront Distribution.

Select CloudFront from the list of services in your AWS Console.

Select AWS CloudFront service screenshot

Then select Create Distribution.
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Create AWS CloudFront Distribution screenshot

And then in theWeb section select Get Started.
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Select get started web screenshot

In the Create Distribution form we need to start by specifying the Origin Domain Name for our Web
CloudFront Distribution. This field is pre-filled with a few options including the S3 bucket we created.
But we are not going to select on the options in the dropdown. This is because the options here are
the REST API endpoints for the S3 bucket instead of the one that is set up as a static website.

You can grab the S3 website endpoint from the Static website hosting panel for your S3 bucket. We
had configured this in the previous chapter. Copy the URL in the Endpoint field.
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S3 static website domain screenshot

And paste that URL in the Origin Domain Name field. In my case it is,
http://notes-app-client.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com.
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Fill origin domain name field screenshot

And now scroll down the form and switch Compress Objects Automatically to Yes. This will
automatically Gzip compress the files that can be compressed and speed up the delivery of our
app.
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Select compress objects automatically screenshot

Next, scroll down a bit further to set the Default Root Object to index.html.
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Set default root object screenshot

And finally, hit Create Distribution.
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Hit create distribution screenshot

It takes AWSa littlewhile to create a distribution. But once it is complete you can find your CloudFront
Distribution by clicking on your newly created distribution from the list and looking up its domain
name.
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AWS CloudFront Distribution doamin name screenshot

And if you navigate over to that in your browser, you should see your app live.
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App live on CloudFront screenshot

Nowbeforewemove on there is one last thingweneed to do. Currently, our staticwebsite returns our
index.html as the error page. We set this up back in the chapter where we created our S3 bucket.
However, it returns a HTTP status code of 404 when it does so. We want to return the index.html
but since the routing is handled by React Router; it does not make sense that we return the 404 HTTP
status code. One of the issues with this is that certain corporate firewalls and proxies tend to block
4xx and 5xx responses.

Custom Error Responses

Sowe are going to create a customerror response and return a 200 status code instead. The downside
of this approach is that we are going to be returning 200 even for cases where we don’t have a route
in our React Router. Unfortunately, there isn’t a way around this. This is because CloudFront or S3 are
not aware of the routes in our React Router.

To set up a custom error response, head over to the Error Pages tab in our Distribution.
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Error Pages in CloudFront screenshot

And select Create Custom Error Response.
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Select Create Custom Error Response in CloudFront screenshot

Pick 404 for theHTTPError Code and selectCustomize Error Response. Enter /index.html for the
Response Page Path and 200 for theHTTP Response Code.
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Create Custom Error Response screenshot

AndhitCreate. This is basically tellingCloudFront to respond toany404 responses fromourS3bucket
with the index.html and a 200 status code. Creating a custom error response should take a couple
of minutes to complete.

Next up, let’s point a custom domain to our CloudFront Distribution. And setup SSL.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set up a Custom DomainWith SSL

Now that our CloudFront Distribution has been created. Let’s configure it with a custom domain and
setup SSL.

Setup a New Domain

Let’s start by setting up your custom domain.

1. If you have an existing domain that is not on AWS, follow these docs tomove it over to Route 53.
2. If you’d like to pruchase a new Route 53 domain, you can follow the step in this chapter —

Purchase a Domain with Route 53

Setup SSL

Now thatwe have our domain, request a certificate to enable us to use SSL or HTTPSwith our domain.
AWSmakes this fairly easy to do, thanks to Certificate Manager.

Select Certificate Manager from the list of services in your AWS Console. Ensure that you are in the
US East (N. Virginia) region. This is because a certificate needs to be from this region for it to work
with CloudFront.
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Select Certificate Manager service screenshot

If this is your first certificate, you’ll need to hit Get started. If not then hit Request a certificate from
the top.
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Get started with Certificate Manager screenshot

And type in the name of our domain. Hit Add another name to this certificate and add our www
version of our domain as well. Hit Review and request once you are done.
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Add domain names to certificate screenshot

Now to confirm that we control the domain, select the DNS validationmethod and hit Review.
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Select dns validation for certificate screenshot

On the validation screen expand the two domains we are trying to validate.
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Expand dns validation details screenshot

Sincewe control the domain through Route 53, we can directly create the DNS record through here by
hitting Create record in Route 53.
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Create Route 53 dns record screenshot

And confirm that you want the record to be created by hitting Create.
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Confirm Route 53 dns record screenshot

Also, make sure to do this for the other domain.

The process of creating a DNS record and validating it can take around 30minutes.

Next up, we’ll associate our domain and its certificate with our CloudFront Distribution.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set up Your Domain with CloudFront

Now that we have our domain and a certificate to serve it over HTTPS, let’s associate these with our
CloudFront Distribution

Add Alternate Domain for CloudFront Distribution

Head over to the details of your CloudFront Distribution and hit Edit.

Edit CloudFront Distribution screenshot

And type in your new domain name in the Alternate Domain Names (CNAMEs) field.
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Set alternate domain name screenshot

Now switch the SSL Certificate to Custom SSL Certificate and select the certificate we just created
from the drop down. And scroll down to the bottom and hit Yes, Edit.
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Select custom SSL Certificate screenshot

Scroll down and hit Yes, Edit to save the changes.
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Yes edit CloudFront changes screenshot

Next, head over to the Behaviors tab from the top.
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Select Behaviors tab screenshot

And select the only one we have and hit Edit.
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Edit Distribution Behavior screenshot

Then switch the Viewer Protocol Policy to Redirect HTTP to HTTPS. And scroll down to the bottom
and hit Yes, Edit.
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Switch Viewer Protocol Policy screenshot

Next, let’s point our domain to the CloudFront Distribution.

Point Domain to CloudFront Distribution

Head back into Route 53 and hit the Hosted Zones button. If you don’t have an existing Hosted
Zone, you’ll need to create one by adding the Domain Name and selecting Public Hosted Zone as
the Type.
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Select Route 53 hosted zones screenshot

Select your domain from the list and hit Create Record Set in the details screen.
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Select create record set screenshot

Leave the Name field empty since we are going to point our bare domain (without the www.) to our
CloudFront Distribution.
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Leave name field empty screenshot

And select Alias as Yes since we are going to simply point this to our CloudFront domain.
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Set Alias to yes screenshot

In the Alias Target dropdown, select your CloudFront Distribution.
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Select your CloudFront Distribution screenshot

Finally, hit Create to add your new record set.
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Select create to add record set screenshot

Add IPv6 Support

CloudFront Distributions have IPv6 enabled by default and thismeans thatwe need to create an AAAA
record as well. It is set up exactly the same way as the Alias record.

Create a new Record Set with the exact settings as before, except make sure to pick AAAA - IPv6
address as the Type.
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Select AAAA IPv6 record set screenshot

And hit Create to add your AAAA record set.

It can take around an hour to update the DNS records but once it’s done, you should be able to access
your app through your domain.
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App live on new domain screenshot

Next up, we’ll take a quick look at ensuring that our www. domain also directs to our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Set upWWWDomain Redirect

There’s plenty of debate over thewwwvs non-wwwdomains andwhile both sides havemerit; we’ll go
over how to set up another domain (in this case the www) and redirect it to our original. The reason
we do a redirect is to tell the search engines that we only want one version of our domain to appear
in the search results. If you prefer having the www domain as the default simply swap this step with
the last one where we created a bare domain (non-www).

To create a www version of our domain and have it redirect we are going to create a new S3 Bucket
andanewCloudFrontDistribution. This newS3Bucketwill simply respondwith a redirect toourmain
domain using the redirection feature that S3 Buckets have.

So let’s start by creating a new S3 redirect Bucket for this.

Create S3 Redirect Bucket

Create a new S3 Bucket through the AWS Console. The name doesn’t really matter but it pick
something that helps us distinguish between the two. Again, remember that we need a separate S3
Bucket for this step and we cannot use the original one we had previously created.
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Create S3 Redirect Bucket screenshot

Next just follow through the steps and leave the defaults intact.
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Use defaults to create S3 redirect bucket screenshot

Now go into the Properties of the new bucket and click on the Static website hosting.
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Select static website hosting screenshot

But unlike last time we are going to select the Redirect requests option and fill in the domain we are
going to be redirecting towards. This is the domain that we set up in our last chapter.

Also, make sure to copy the Endpoint as we’ll be needing this later.
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Select redirect requests screenshot

Change the Protocol to https and hit Save.
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Change S3 Redirect to HTTPS screenshot

And hit Save to make the changes. Next we’ll create a CloudFront Distribution to point to this S3
redirect Bucket.

Create a CloudFront Distribution

Create a new CloudFront Distribution. And copy the S3 Endpoint from the step above as theOrigin
Domain Name. Make sure to not use the one from the dropdown. In my case, it is http://www-
notes-app-client.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com. In addition, select HTTPS Only
as the Protocol Policy.
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Set origin domain name and protocol policy screenshot

Set the Viewer Protocol Policy to Redirect HTTP to HTTPS.
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Set viewer protocol policy screenshot

Next, scroll down to theAlternateDomainNames (CNAMEs) and use thewwwversion of our domain
name here.
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Set alternate domain name screenshot

As before, switch the SSL Certificate to Custom SSL Certificate and select the certificate we created
from the drop down.
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Select custom SSL certificate

Then hit Create Distribution.
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Hit create distribution screenshot

Finally, we’ll point our www domain to this CloudFront Distribution.

Point WWWDomain to CloudFront Distribution

Head over to your domain in Route 53 and hit Create Record Set.
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Select Create Record Set screenshot

This time fill in www as the Name and select Alias as Yes. And pick your new CloudFront Distribution
from the Alias Target dropdown.
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Fill in record set detials screenshot

Add IPv6 Support

Just as before, we need to add an AAAA record to support IPv6.

Create a new Record Set with the exact same settings as before, exceptmake sure to pick AAAA - IPv6
address as the Type.
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Fill in AAAA IPv6 record set details screenshot

And that’s it! Just give it some time for the DNS to propagate and if you visit your www version of your
domain, it should redirect you to your non-www version.

Next up, let’s look at the process of deploying updates to our app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploy Updates

Now let’s look at how we make changes and update our app. The process is very similar to how we
deployed our code to S3 but with a few changes. Here is what it looks like.

1. Build our app with the changes
2. Deploy to the main S3 Bucket
3. Invalidate the cache in both our CloudFront Distributions

We need to do the last step since CloudFront caches our objects in its edge locations. So tomake sure
that our users see the latest version, we need to tell CloudFront to invalidate it’s cache in the edge
locations.

Let’s assume you’ve made some changes to your app; you’ll need to build these changes first.

Build Our App

First let’s prepare our app for production by building it. Run the following in yourworking directory.

$ npm run build

Now that our app is built and ready in the build/ directory, let’s deploy to S3.

Upload to S3

Run the following from our working directory to upload our app to our main S3 Bucket. Make sure to
replace YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME with the S3 Bucket we created in the Create an S3 bucket
chapter.

$ aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME --delete
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Note the --delete flag here; this is telling S3 to delete all the files that are in the bucket that we
aren’t uploading this time around. Create React App generates unique bundles when we build it and
without this flag we’ll end up retaining all the files from the previous builds. Our changes should be
live on S3.

Now to ensure that CloudFront is serving out the updated version of our app, let’s invalidate the
CloudFront cache.

Invalidate the CloudFront Cache

CloudFront allows you to invalidate objects in thedistributionbypassing in thepathof the object. But
it also allows you to use awildcard (/*) to invalidate the entire distribution in a single command. This
is recommended when we are deploying a new version of our app.

To do this we’ll need the Distribution ID of both of our CloudFront Distributions. You can get it by
clicking on the distribution from the list of CloudFront Distributions.

CloudFront Distributions ID screenshot

Now we can use the AWS CLI to invalidate the cache of the two distributions. Make sure to replace
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YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID and YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_IDwith the ones from above.

$ aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id
YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths "/*"↪

$ aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id
YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths "/*"↪

This invalidates our distribution for both the www and non-www versions of our domain. If you click
on the Invalidations tab, you should see your invalidation request being processed.

CloudFront Invalidation in progress screenshot

It can take a few minutes to complete. But once it is done, the updated version of our app should be
live.

And that’s it! We now have a set of commands we can run to deploy our updates. Let’s quickly put
them together so we can do it with one command.
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Add a Deploy Command

NPM allows us to add a deploy command in our package.json.

Add the following in the scripts block above eject in the package.json.

"predeploy": "npm run build",
"deploy": "aws s3 sync build/ s3://YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME --delete",
"postdeploy": "aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id

YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths '/*' && aws cloudfront
create-invalidation --distribution-id YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths
'/*'",

↪

↪

↪

Make sure to replace YOUR_S3_DEPLOY_BUCKET_NAME, YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID, and
YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_IDwith the ones from above.

For Windows users, if postdeploy returns an error like.

An error occurred (InvalidArgument) when calling the CreateInvalidation
operation: Your request contains one or more invalid invalidation paths.↪

Make sure that there is no quote in the /*.

"postdeploy": "aws cloudfront create-invalidation --distribution-id
YOUR_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths /* && aws cloudfront create-invalidation
--distribution-id YOUR_WWW_CF_DISTRIBUTION_ID --paths /*",

↪

↪

Nowsimply run the following command fromyourproject rootwhenyouwant todeploy yourupdates.
It’ll build your app, upload it to S3, and invalidate the CloudFront cache.

$ npm run deploy

And that’s it! Now you have a workflow for deploying and updating your React app on AWS using S3
and CloudFront.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Deploying a React App to Netlify

In this section we’ll be looking at how to deploy your React.js app as a static website to Netlify. You’ll
recall that in the main part of the guide we used the SST ReactStaticSite construct to deploy our
React app to AWS.

Netlify allowsyou tohost yourReact app for freeand it allowsyour togit push todeploy your apps.

The basic setup we are going to be using will look something like this:

1. Setup our project on Netlify
2. Configure custom domains
3. Create a CI/CD pipeline for our app

We also have another alternative version of this where we deploy our React app to S3 and we use
CloudFront as a CDN in front of it. We use Route 53 to configure our custom domain. We also need
to configure the www version of our domain and this needs another S3 and CloudFront distribution.
The entire process can be a bit cumbersome. But if you are looking for a way to deploy and host the
React app in your AWS account, we have an Extra Credit chapter on this — Deploying a React app on
AWS.

Let’s get started by creating our project on Netlify.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Setting up Your Project on Netlify

Now we are going to host our React app on Netlify. For reference, here’s our React app in a GitHub
repo.

https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-client

Recall that our React app is a single page app. Where the routes in the app are handled by our client
side JavaScript code. We have a single index.html at the root of our app that handles all the routes.
Sowe need to tell our hosting provider (in this case Netlify), to redirect any other requests back to this
index.html file.

Add a Redirects File

Create a file called _redirects in the public/ directory of your React app with the
following.

/* /index.html 200

This is basically saying that any requests should be sent to the index.html of our React app.

Note that this file doesn’t have an extension. It is just called _redirects.

And we are now ready to host our app on Netlify!

Create a Netlify Account

Start by creating a free account.
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Signup for Netlify screenshot

Next, create a new site by hitting the New site from Git button.
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Hit new site from git button screenshot

Pick GitHub as your provider.
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Select GitHub as provider screenshot

Then pick your project from the list.
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Select GitHub repo from list screenshot

The default settings are exactly what we want for our React app. Hit Deploy site.
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Hit Deploy site screenshot

This should be deploying our app. Once it is done, click on the deployment.
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View deployed site screenshot

And you should see your app in action!
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Netlify deployed notes app screenshot

Just like that, our app is live! You can share it with your friends and the rest of the world!

By default, a site hosted on Netlify uses their domains. But wewant to host our notes app on our own
domain. Let’s do that next!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Custom Domains in Netlify

Now that we have our React app hosted on Netlify, let’s configure a custom domain.

Before we get started, make sure to follow this chapter to purchase a domain on Amazon Route 53.

Pick a Netlify Site Name

From the project page in Netlify, hit Site settings.

Netlify hit Site settings screenshot

Under Site information hit Change site name.
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Hit Change site name screenshot

The site names are global, so pick a unique one. In our case we are using serverless-stack-2-
client. And hit Save.
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Save change site name screenshot

This means that our Netlify site URL is now going to be
https://serverless-stack-2-client.netlify.com. Make a note of this as we will use this
later in this chapter.

Domain Settings in Netlify

Next hit Domainmanagement from the side panel.
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Select Domain management screenshot

And hit Add custom domain.
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Click Add custom domain screenshot

Type in the name of our domain, for example it might be demo-serverless-stack.com. And hit
Save.
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Enter custom domain screenshot

Thiswill ask you to verify that youare theownerof this domain and toadd it. ClickYes, adddomain.
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Add root domain screenshot

Next hit Check DNS configuration.
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Hit check DNS configuration screenshot

This will show you the instructions for setting up your domain through Route 53.
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DNS configuration dialog screenshot

DNS Settings in Route 53

To do this we need to head back to the AWS Console. and search for Route 53 as the service.
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Select Route 53 service screenshot

Click onHosted zones.
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Select Route 53 hosted zones screenshot

And select the domain we want to configure.
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Select Route 53 domain screenshot

Here click on Create Record Set.
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Create first Route 53 record set screenshot

Select Type as A - IPv4 address and set the Value to 104.198.14.52. And hit Create. We get this IP
from the Netlify docs on adding custom domains.
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Add A record screenshot

Next hit Create Record Set again.

SetName towww,Type toCNAME-Canonicalname, and thevalue to theNetlify sitenameaswenoted
above. In our case it is https://serverless-stack-2-client.netlify.com. Hit Create.
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Add CNAME record screenshot

And give the DNS around 30minutes to update.

Configure SSL

Back in Netlify, hit HTTPS in the side panel. And it should say that it is waiting for the DNS to
propagate.
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Waiting on DNS propagation screenshot

Once that is complete, Netlify will automatically provision your SSL certificate using Let’s Encrypt.
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Provisioning Let’s Encrypt Certificate screenshot

Wait a few seconds for the certificate to be provisioned.
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SSL certificate provisioned screenshot

Now if you head over to your browser and go to your custom domain, your notes app should be up
and running!
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Notes app on custom domain screenshot

Now our React.js app is hosted on Netlify with a custom domain! Next, let’s look at how to use Netlify
as a CI/CD pipeline for our React app.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Creating a CI/CD pipeline for React

In the last couple of chapters, we set our React.js app up in Netlify and added a custom domain to it.
In this chapter we’ll look at how to use Netlify to create a CI/CD pipeline for our React app.

Here’s what the CI/CD pipeline for our React app will look like.

React CI/CD pipeline

Let’s go over the workflow.

• Our repo will be connected to our CI/CD service.
• Any commits that are pushed to the master branch will be automatically built and deployed
under our production url.
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• While any other commits that are pushed to a non-master branch, will be built and deployed to
a unique development url.

The one thingwe haven’t talked about for our React app is, environments. Wewant our development
branches to connect to our development backend resources. And likewise for our production branch.
We’ll need to do this before we can automate our deployments.

So let’s do that next!

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Manage Environments in Create React App

Wewant to ensure that our React.js app connects to the right version of the backend resources when
we deploy it to different environments. Let’s look at how to do that.

Let’s start by looking at a simple config. The src/config.js stores the info for all of our backend
resources.

const config = {
STRIPE_KEY: "pk_test_1234567890",
MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE: 5000000,
s3: {
REGION: "us-east-1",
BUCKET: "notes-app-uploads"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "us-east-1",
URL: "https://5by75p4gn3.execute-api.us-east-1.amazonaws.com/prod"

},
cognito: {
REGION: "us-east-1",
USER_POOL_ID: "us-east-1_udmFFSb92",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "4hmari2sqvskrup67crkqa4rmo",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "us-east-1:ceef8ccc-0a19-4616-9067-854dc69c2d82"

}
};

export default config;

We need to change this so that when we push our app to dev it connects to the dev environment of
our backend and for prod it connects to the prod environment. Of course you can add many more
environments, but let’s just stick to these for now.
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Environment Variables in Create React App

Our React app is a static single page app. This means that once a build is created for a certain
environment it persists for that environment.

Create React App has support for custom environment variables baked into the build system. To set a
custom environment variable, simply set it while starting the Create React App build process.

$ REACT_APP_TEST_VAR=123 npm start

HereREACT_APP_TEST_VAR is the customenvironment variable andweare setting it to the value123.
In our appwe can access this variable as process.env.REACT_APP_TEST_VAR. So the following line
in our app:

console.log(process.env.REACT_APP_TEST_VAR);

Will print out 123 in our console.

Note that, these variables are embedded during build time. Also, only the variables that start with
REACT_APP_ are embedded in our app. All the other environment variables are ignored.

Stage Environment Variable

For our purpose let’s use an environment variable called REACT_APP_STAGE. This variable will take
the values dev and prod. And by default it is set to dev. Now we can rewrite our config with this.

Replace src/config.jswith this.

const dev = {
STRIPE_KEY: "YOUR_STRIPE_DEV_PUBLIC_KEY",
s3: {
REGION: "YOUR_DEV_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_REGION",
BUCKET: "YOUR_DEV_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_DEV_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_DEV_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
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cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_DEV_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_DEV_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

}
};

const prod = {
STRIPE_KEY: "YOUR_STRIPE_PROD_PUBLIC_KEY",
s3: {
REGION: "YOUR_PROD_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_REGION",
BUCKET: "YOUR_PROD_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"

},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_PROD_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_PROD_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_PROD_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_PROD_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

}
};

const config = {
// Add common config values here
MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE: 5000000,
// Default to dev if not set
...(process.env.REACT_APP_STAGE === "prod" ? prod : dev),

};

export default config;

Make sure to replace the different version of the resources with the ones from your app.

Note that we are defaulting our environment to dev if the REACT_APP_STAGE is not set. This means
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that our current build process (npm start and npm run build) will default to the dev
environment. Also note that we’ve moved config values that are common to both environments (like
MAX_ATTACHMENT_SIZE) to a different section.

We don’t need to worry about the prod version just yet. But as an example, if we wanted to build the
prod version of our app we’d have to run the following:

$ REACT_APP_STAGE=prod npm run build

OR for Windows

set "REACT_APP_STAGE=prod" && npm start

Next, we’ll create a build script to deploy our React.js app to Netlify.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Create a Netlify Build Script

To automate our React.js deployments with Netlify we just need to set up a build script. If you recall
from the previous chapter, we had configured our app to use the REACT_APP_STAGE build
environment variable. We are going to create a build script to tell Netlify to set this variable up for
the different deployment cases.

Add the Netlify Build Script

Start by adding the following to a file called netlify.toml to your project root.

# Global settings applied to the whole site.
# “base” is directory to change to before starting build, and
# “publish” is the directory to publish (relative to root of your repo).
# “command” is your build command.

[build]
base = ""
publish = "build"
command = "REACT_APP_STAGE=dev npm run build"

# Production context: All deploys to the main
# repository branch will inherit these settings.
[context.production]

command = "REACT_APP_STAGE=prod npm run build"

# Deploy Preview context: All Deploy Previews
# will inherit these settings.
[context.deploy-preview]

command = "REACT_APP_STAGE=dev npm run build"
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# Branch Deploy context: All deploys that are not in
# an active Deploy Preview will inherit these settings.
[context.branch-deploy]

command = "REACT_APP_STAGE=dev npm run build"

The build script is configured based on contexts. There is a default one right up top. There are three
parts to this:

1. The base is the directory where Netlify will run our build commands. In our case it is in the
project root. So this is left empty.

2. The publish option points to where our build is generated. In the case of Create React App it is
the build directory in our project root.

3. The command option is the build command that Netlify will use. If you recall the Manage
environments in Create React App chapter, this will seem familiar. In the default context the
command is REACT_APP_STAGE=dev npm run build.

The production context labelled, context.production is the only one where we set the
REACT_APP_STAGE variable to prod. This is when we push to master. The branch-deploy is what
we will be using when we push to any other non-production branch. The deploy-preview is for
pull requests.

If you commit and push your changes to Git, you’ll see Netlify pick up your build script.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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FrontendWorkflow in Netlify

Now that we have our Netlify build script configured, let’s go over what our development workflow
with Netlify will look like.

Working in a Dev Branch

A good practise is to create a branch when we are working on something new.

Run the following in the root of your project.

$ git checkout -b "new-feature"

This creates a new branch for us called new-feature.

Let’s make a couple of quick changes to test the process of deploying updates to our app.

We are going to add a Login and Signup button to our lander to give users a clear call to action.

To do this update our renderLander function in src/containers/Home.js.

function renderLander() {
return (
<div className="lander">
<h1>Scratch</h1>
<p className="text-muted">A simple note taking app</p>
<div className="pt-3">
<Link to="/login" className="btn btn-info btn-lg mr-3">
Login

</Link>
<Link to="/signup" className="btn btn-success btn-lg">
Signup

</Link>
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</div>
</div>

);
}

And import the Link component from React-Router in the header.

import { Link } from "react-router-dom";

And our lander should look something like this.

App updated lander screenshot

Let’s commit these changes to Git.

$ git add .
$ git commit -m "Updating the lander"
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Create a Branch Deployment

To be able to preview this change in its own environment we need to turn on branch deployments in
Netlify. From the Site settings sidebar select Build & deploy.

Select Build & deploy screenshot

And hit Edit settings.
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Edit build settings screenshot

Set Branch deploys to All and hit Save.
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Set branch deploys to all screenshot

Now comes the fun part, we can deploy this to dev so we can test it right away. All we
need to do is push it to Git.

$ git push -u origin new-feature

Now if you hop over to your Netlify project page; you’ll see a new branch deploy in action. Wait for it
to complete and click on it.
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Click on new branch deploy screenshot

Hit Preview deploy.
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Preview new branch deploy screenshot

And you can see a new version of your app in action!
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Preview deploy in action screenshot

You can test around this version of our frontend app. It is connected to the dev version of our
backend API. The idea is that we can test and play around with the changes here without affecting
our production users.

Push to Production

Now if we feel happywith the changeswe can push this to production just bymerging to
master.

$ git checkout master
$ git merge new-feature
$ git push

You should see this deployment in action in Netlify.
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Production deploy after merge screenshot

And once it is done, your changes should be live!
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Production deploy is live screenshot

Rolling Back in Production

Now for some reason if we aren’t happy with the build in production, we can rollback.

Click on the older production deployment.
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Click on old production deployment screenshot

And hit Publish deploy. This will publish our previous version again.
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Publish old production deployment screenshot

And that’s it! Now you have a CI/CD pipeline for building and deploying your Create React App with
serverless.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums
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Manage User Accounts in AWS Amplify

If you’ve followed alongwith the first part of Serverless Stack guide, youmight be looking to addways
your users can better manage their accounts. This includes the ability to:

• Reset their password in case they forget it
• Change their password once they are logged in
• And change the email they are logging in with

As a quick refresher, we are using AWS Cognito as our authentication and user management provider.
And on the frontend we are using AWS Amplify with our Create React App.

In the next few chapters we are going to look at how to add the above functionality to our serverless
notes app. For these chapters we are going to use a forked version of the notes app. You can view the
hosted version here and the source is available in a repo here.

Let’s get started by allowing users to reset their password in case they have forgotten it.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
User Management Frontend Source
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Handle Forgot and Reset Password

In our serverless notes app we’ve used Cognito User Pool to sign up and login our users. In the
frontend we’ve used AWS Amplify in our React app. However, if our users have forgotten their
passwords, we need to have a way for them to reset their password. In this chapter we will look at
how to do this.

The version of the notes app used in this chapter is hosted in a:

• Separate GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-user-mgmt-client

• And can be accessed through: https://demo-user-mgmt.serverless-stack.com

Let’s look at the main changes we need to make to allow users to reset their password.

Add a Reset Password Form

We are going to create a src/containers/ResetPassword.js.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";
import { Link } from "react-router-dom";
import {

FormText,
FormGroup,
FormControl,
FormLabel,

} from "react-bootstrap";
import { BsCheck } from "react-icons/bs";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./ResetPassword.css";
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export default function ResetPassword() {
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
code: "",
email: "",
password: "",
confirmPassword: "",

});
const [codeSent, setCodeSent] = useState(false);
const [confirmed, setConfirmed] = useState(false);
const [isConfirming, setIsConfirming] = useState(false);
const [isSendingCode, setIsSendingCode] = useState(false);

function validateCodeForm() {
return fields.email.length > 0;

}

function validateResetForm() {
return (
fields.code.length > 0 &&
fields.password.length > 0 &&
fields.password === fields.confirmPassword

);
}

async function handleSendCodeClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsSendingCode(true);

try {
await Auth.forgotPassword(fields.email);
setCodeSent(true);

} catch (error) {
onError(error);
setIsSendingCode(false);

}
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}

async function handleConfirmClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsConfirming(true);

try {
await Auth.forgotPasswordSubmit(
fields.email,
fields.code,
fields.password

);
setConfirmed(true);

} catch (error) {
onError(error);
setIsConfirming(false);

}
}

function renderRequestCodeForm() {
return (
<form onSubmit={handleSendCodeClick}>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="email">
<FormLabel>Email</FormLabel>
<FormControl
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</FormGroup>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
bsSize="large"
isLoading={isSendingCode}
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disabled={!validateCodeForm()}
>
Send Confirmation

</LoaderButton>
</form>

);
}

function renderConfirmationForm() {
return (
<form onSubmit={handleConfirmClick}>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="code">
<FormLabel>Confirmation Code</FormLabel>
<FormControl
autoFocus
type="tel"
value={fields.code}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
<FormText>
Please check your email ({fields.email}) for the confirmation code.
</FormText>

</FormGroup>
<hr />
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="password">
<FormLabel>New Password</FormLabel>
<FormControl
type="password"
value={fields.password}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</FormGroup>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="confirmPassword">
<FormLabel>Confirm Password</FormLabel>
<FormControl
type="password"
value={fields.confirmPassword}
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onChange={handleFieldChange}
/>

</FormGroup>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
bsSize="large"
isLoading={isConfirming}
disabled={!validateResetForm()}

>
Confirm

</LoaderButton>
</form>

);
}

function renderSuccessMessage() {
return (
<div className="success">
<p><BsCheck size={16} /> Your password has been reset.</p>
<p>
<Link to="/login">
Click here to login with your new credentials.

</Link>
</p>

</div>
);

}

return (
<div className="ResetPassword">
{!codeSent
? renderRequestCodeForm()
: !confirmed
? renderConfirmationForm()
: renderSuccessMessage()}

</div>
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);
}

Let’s quickly go over the flow here:

• We ask the user to put in the email address for their account in the
renderRequestCodeForm().

• Once the user submits this form, we start the process by calling
Auth.forgotPassword(fields.email). Where Auth is a part of the AWS Amplify library.

• This triggers Cognito to send a verification code to the specified email address.
• Then we present a form where the user can input the code that Cognito sends them. This form
is rendered in renderConfirmationForm(). And it also allows the user to put in their new
password.

• Once they submit this form with the code and their new password, we call
Auth.forgotPasswordSubmit(fields.email, fields.code, fields.password).
This resets the password for the account.

• Finally, we show the user a sign telling them that their password has been successfully reset.
We also link them to the login page where they can login using their new details.

Let’s also add a couple of styles.

Add the following to src/containers/ResetPassword.css.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.ResetPassword {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.ResetPassword form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 320px;

}

.ResetPassword .success {
max-width: 400px;

}
}
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.ResetPassword .success {
margin: 0 auto;
text-align: center;

}
.ResetPassword .success .glyphicon {

color: grey;
font-size: 30px;
margin-bottom: 30px;

}

Add the Route

Finally, let’s link this up with the rest of our app.

Add the route to src/Routes.js.

<UnauthenticatedRoute exact path="/login/reset">
<ResetPassword />

</UnauthenticatedRoute>

And import it in the header.

import ResetPassword from "./containers/ResetPassword";

Link from the Login Page

Nowwe want to make sure that our users are directed to this page when they are trying to login.

So let’s add a link in our src/containers/Login.js. Add it above our login button.

<Link to="/login/reset">Forgot password?</Link>

And import the Link component in the header.
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import { Link } from "react-router-dom";

And finally add some style to the link by adding the following to
src/containers/Login.css

.Login form a {
margin-bottom: 15px;
display: block;
font-size: 14px;

}

That’s it! We should now be able to navigate to /login/reset or go to it from the login page in case
we need to reset our password.

Login page forgot password link screenshot

And from there they can put in their email to reset their password.
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Forgot password page screenshot

Next, let’s look at how our logged in users can change their password.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
User Management Frontend Source
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Allow Users to Change Passwords

For our Serverless notes app, wewant to allow our users to change their password. Recall that we are
using Cognito to manage our users and AWS Amplify in our React app. In this chapter we will look at
how to do that.

For reference, we are using a forked version of the notes app with:

• A separate GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-user-mgmt-client

• And it can be accessed through: https://demo-user-mgmt.serverless-stack.com

Let’s start by editing our settings page so that our users can use to change their password.

Add a Settings Page

Replace the return statement in src/containers/Settings.jswith.

return (
<div className="Settings">
<LinkContainer to="/settings/email">
<LoaderButton block bsSize="large">
Change Email

</LoaderButton>
</LinkContainer>
<LinkContainer to="/settings/password">
<LoaderButton block bsSize="large">
Change Password

</LoaderButton>
</LinkContainer>
<hr />
<Elements
stripe={stripePromise}
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fonts={[
{
cssSrc:

"https://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans:300,400,600,700,800",↪

},
]}

>
<BillingForm isLoading={isLoading} onSubmit={handleFormSubmit} />

</Elements>
</div>

);

And import the following as well.

import { LinkContainer } from "react-router-bootstrap";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";

All this does is add two links to a page that allows our users to change their password and email.

Replace our src/containers/Settings.csswith the following.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.Settings {
padding: 60px 0;
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 480px;

}

.Settings > .LoaderButton:first-child {
margin-bottom: 15px;

}
}
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Settings page screenshot

Change Password Form

Now let’s create the form that allows our users to change their password.

Add the following to src/containers/ChangePassword.js.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import { FormGroup, FormControl, FormLabel } from "react-bootstrap";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./ChangePassword.css";

export default function ChangePassword() {
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const history = useHistory();
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
password: "",
oldPassword: "",
confirmPassword: "",

});
const [isChanging, setIsChanging] = useState(false);

function validateForm() {
return (
fields.oldPassword.length > 0 &&
fields.password.length > 0 &&
fields.password === fields.confirmPassword

);
}

async function handleChangeClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsChanging(true);

try {
const currentUser = await Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser();
await Auth.changePassword(
currentUser,
fields.oldPassword,
fields.password

);

history.push("/settings");
} catch (error) {
onError(error);
setIsChanging(false);

}
}

return (
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<div className="ChangePassword">
<form onSubmit={handleChangeClick}>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="oldPassword">
<FormLabel>Old Password</FormLabel>
<FormControl
type="password"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.oldPassword}

/>
</FormGroup>
<hr />
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="password">
<FormLabel>New Password</FormLabel>
<FormControl
type="password"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.password}

/>
</FormGroup>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="confirmPassword">
<FormLabel>Confirm Password</FormLabel>
<FormControl
type="password"
onChange={handleFieldChange}
value={fields.confirmPassword}

/>
</FormGroup>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
bsSize="large"
disabled={!validateForm()}
isLoading={isChanging}

>
Change Password

</LoaderButton>
</form>
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</div>
);

}

Most of this should be very straightforward. The key part of the flow here is that we ask the user for
their current password alongwith their newpassword. Once they enter it, we can call the following:

const currentUser = await Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser();
await Auth.changePassword(
currentUser,
fields.oldPassword,
fields.password

);

The above snippet uses the Authmodule from Amplify to get the current user. And then uses that to
change their password by passing in the old and new password. Once the Auth.changePassword
method completes, we redirect the user to the settings page.

Let’s also add a couple of styles.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.ChangePassword {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.ChangePassword form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 320px;

}
}

Let’s add our new page to src/Routes.js.

<AuthenticatedRoute exact path="/settings/password">
<ChangePassword />

</AuthenticatedRoute>
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And import it.

import ChangePassword from "./containers/ChangePassword";

That should do it. The /settings/password page should allow us to change our password.

Change password page screenshot

Next, let’s look at how to implement a change email form for our users.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
User Management Frontend Source
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Allow Users to Change Their Email

We want the users of our Serverless notes app to be able to change their email. Recall that we are
using Cognito to manage our users and AWS Amplify in our React app. In this chapter we will look at
how to do that.

For reference, we are using a forked version of the notes app with:

• A separate GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-user-mgmt-client

• And it can be accessed through: https://demo-user-mgmt.serverless-stack.com

In the previous chapter we created a settings page that links to /settings/email. Let’s implement
that.

Change Email Form

Add the following to src/containers/ChangeEmail.js.

import React, { useState } from "react";
import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";
import { useHistory } from "react-router-dom";
import {

FormText,
FormGroup,
FormControl,
FormLabel,

} from "react-bootstrap";
import LoaderButton from "../components/LoaderButton";
import { useFormFields } from "../lib/hooksLib";
import { onError } from "../lib/errorLib";
import "./ChangeEmail.css";
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export default function ChangeEmail() {
const history = useHistory();
const [codeSent, setCodeSent] = useState(false);
const [fields, handleFieldChange] = useFormFields({
code: "",
email: "",

});
const [isConfirming, setIsConfirming] = useState(false);
const [isSendingCode, setIsSendingCode] = useState(false);

function validateEmailForm() {
return fields.email.length > 0;

}

function validateConfirmForm() {
return fields.code.length > 0;

}

async function handleUpdateClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsSendingCode(true);

try {
const user = await Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser();
await Auth.updateUserAttributes(user, { email: fields.email });
setCodeSent(true);

} catch (error) {
onError(error);
setIsSendingCode(false);

}
}

async function handleConfirmClick(event) {
event.preventDefault();

setIsConfirming(true);
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try {
await Auth.verifyCurrentUserAttributeSubmit("email", fields.code);

history.push("/settings");
} catch (error) {
onError(error);
setIsConfirming(false);

}
}

function renderUpdateForm() {
return (
<form onSubmit={handleUpdateClick}>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="email">
<FormLabel>Email</FormLabel>
<FormControl
autoFocus
type="email"
value={fields.email}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
</FormGroup>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
bsSize="large"
isLoading={isSendingCode}
disabled={!validateEmailForm()}

>
Update Email

</LoaderButton>
</form>

);
}

function renderConfirmationForm() {
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return (
<form onSubmit={handleConfirmClick}>
<FormGroup bsSize="large" controlId="code">
<FormLabel>Confirmation Code</FormLabel>
<FormControl
autoFocus
type="tel"
value={fields.code}
onChange={handleFieldChange}

/>
<FormText>
Please check your email ({fields.email}) for the confirmation code.
</FormText>

</FormGroup>
<LoaderButton
block
type="submit"
bsSize="large"
isLoading={isConfirming}
disabled={!validateConfirmForm()}

>
Confirm

</LoaderButton>
</form>

);
}

return (
<div className="ChangeEmail">
{!codeSent ? renderUpdateForm() : renderConfirmationForm()}

</div>
);

}

The flow for changing a user’s email is pretty similar to howwe sign a user up.

1. We ask a user to put in their new email.
2. Cognito sends them a verification code.
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3. They enter the code and we confirm that their email has been changed.

We start by rendering a form that asks our user to enter their new email in renderUpdateForm().
Once the user submits this form, we call:

const user = await Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser();
Auth.updateUserAttributes(user, { email: fields.email });

This gets the current user and updates their email using the Auth module from Amplify. Next we
render the form where they can enter the code in renderConfirmationForm(). Upon submitting
this formwe call:

Auth.verifyCurrentUserAttributeSubmit("email", fields.code);

This confirms the change on Cognito’s side. Finally, we redirect the user to the settings page.

Let’s add a couple of styles to src/containers/ChangeEmail.css.

@media all and (min-width: 480px) {
.ChangeEmail {
padding: 60px 0;

}

.ChangeEmail form {
margin: 0 auto;
max-width: 320px;

}
}

Finally, let’s add our new page to src/Routes.js.

<AuthenticatedRoute exact path="/settings/email">
<ChangeEmail />

</AuthenticatedRoute>

And import it in the header.
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import ChangeEmail from "./containers/ChangeEmail";

That should do it. Our users should now be able to change their email.

Change email page screenshot

Finer Details

Youmight notice that the change email flow is interrupted if the user does not confirm the new email.
In this case, the email appears to have been changed but Cognito marks it as not being verified. We
will let you handle this case on your own but here are a couple of hints on how to do so.

• You can get the current user’s Cognito attributes by calling
Auth.userAttributes(currentUser). Looking for the email attribute and checking if it is
not verified using attributes["email_verified"] !== "false".

• In this case show a simple sign that allows users to resend the verification code. You can do this
by calling Auth.verifyCurrentUserAttribute("email").
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• Next you can simply display the confirm code form from above and follow the same flow by
calling Auth.verifyCurrentUserAttributeSubmit("email", fields.code).

This canmake your change email flowmore robust and handle the case where a user forgets to verify
their new email.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
User Management Frontend Source
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Facebook Login with Cognito using AWS Amplify

In our guide so far we have used the Cognito User Pool to sign up users to our demo notes app. This
means that our users have to sign up for an account with their email and password. But you might
want your users to use their Facebook or Google account to sign up for your app. It also means that
your users won’t have to remember another email and password combination for the sites they use.
In this chapter we will look at how to add a “Login with Facebook” option to our demo app.

The version of the notes app used in this chapter is hosted in :

• A separate GitHub repository:
https://github.com/AnomalyInnovations/serverless-stack-demo-fb-login-client

• And can be accessed through: https://demo-fb-login.serverless-stack.com

The main ideas and code for this chapter have been contributed by our long time reader and
contributor Peter Eman Paver Abastillas.

To get started let’s create a Facebook app that our users will use to login.

Creating a Facebook App

Head over to http://developers.facebook.com/ and create a new app by clickingMy Apps > Add New
App.
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Create a Facebook app screenshot

Under Facebook Login, select Set Up.
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Select Facebook Login screenshot

And selectWeb.
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Select Web option for Login screenshot

In the first step of the Quickstart, set the URL for your app to be http://localhost:3000. Or
https://localhost:3000 if you use the HTTPS option in Create React App. Hit Save.
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Set Website URL screenshot

You can hit Continue to go through the rest of the Quickstart.
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Complete Quickstart screenshot

Finally, head over to Settings > Basic andmake a note of your App ID.
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Copy App ID from Settings screenshot

We are going to need this when we configure the AWS and React portion of our app.

Next we are going to use Cognito Identity Pool to federate our identities. Thismeans that when a user
signs up with their Facebook account, they will get added to our Identity Pool. And our serverless
backend API will get an Id that we can use. This Id will remain the same if the user signs in later at any
point. If you are a little confused about how the Identity Pool is different from the User Pool, you can
take a quick look at our Cognito user pool vs identity pool chapter.

Add Facebook as an Authentication Provider

Head over to your AWS Console, and go to Cognito and clickManage Identity Pools.
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Select Manage Identity Pools screenshot

Select the Identity Pool that you are using for your app.
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Select Identity Pool for app screenshot

Hit Edit identity pool from the top.
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Hit Edit identity pool screenshot

Scroll down and expand the Authentication providers.
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Expand Authentication providers screenshot

You’ll notice that you have Cognito as the default option. Select the Facebook tab. And Hit Unlock
and paste your Facebook App ID from above.
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Set Facebook App ID in Authentication providers screenshot

And scroll down and hit Save Changes.
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Hit Save Changes in Identity Pool screenshot

Now that we have the AWS side configured, let’s head over to our React app.

Configure Facebook Login with AWS Amplify

In our React appwe are going to use the Facebook JS SDK and AWSAmplify to configure our Facebook
login. A working version of our app is available in the GitHub repo here.

Let’s take a quick look at the key changes that were made.

TostartweaddourFacebookApp ID tooursrc/config.js. So it should looksomething
like this.

export default {
s3: {
REGION: "YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_REGION",
BUCKET: "YOUR_S3_UPLOADS_BUCKET_NAME"
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},
apiGateway: {
REGION: "YOUR_API_GATEWAY_REGION",
URL: "YOUR_API_GATEWAY_URL"

},
cognito: {
REGION: "YOUR_COGNITO_REGION",
USER_POOL_ID: "YOUR_COGNITO_USER_POOL_ID",
APP_CLIENT_ID: "YOUR_COGNITO_APP_CLIENT_ID",
IDENTITY_POOL_ID: "YOUR_IDENTITY_POOL_ID"

},
social: {
FB: "YOUR_FACEBOOK_APP_ID"

}
};

Make sure to replace YOUR_FACEBOOK_APP_IDwith the one from above.

Next we load the Facebook JS SDK in the our src/App.js in the componentDidMount
method.

async componentDidMount() {
this.loadFacebookSDK();

try {
await Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser();
this.userHasAuthenticated(true);

} catch (e) {
if (e !== "not authenticated") {
alert(e);

}
}

this.setState({ isAuthenticating: false });
}

loadFacebookSDK() {
window.fbAsyncInit = function() {
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window.FB.init({
appId : config.social.FB,
autoLogAppEvents : true,
xfbml : true,
version : 'v3.1'

});
};

(function(d, s, id){
var js, fjs = d.getElementsByTagName(s)[0];
if (d.getElementById(id)) {return;}
js = d.createElement(s); js.id = id;
js.src = "https://connect.facebook.net/en_US/sdk.js";
fjs.parentNode.insertBefore(js, fjs);

}(document, 'script', 'facebook-jssdk'));
}

And we also load the current authenticated user using the Auth.currentAuthenticatedUser
method. Where Auth is a part of the AWS Amplify package.

Make sure to import the config at the top of src/App.js.

import config from "./config";

Now we’ll create a Facebook login button component in
src/components/FacebookButton.js.

import React, { Component } from "react";
import { Auth } from "aws-amplify";
import LoaderButton from "./LoaderButton";

function waitForInit() {
return new Promise((res, rej) => {
const hasFbLoaded = () => {
if (window.FB) {
res();

} else {
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setTimeout(hasFbLoaded, 300);
}

};
hasFbLoaded();

});
}

export default class FacebookButton extends Component {
constructor(props) {
super(props);

this.state = {
isLoading: true

};
}

async componentDidMount() {
await waitForInit();
this.setState({ isLoading: false });

}

statusChangeCallback = response => {
if (response.status === "connected") {
this.handleResponse(response.authResponse);

} else {
this.handleError(response);

}
};

checkLoginState = () => {
window.FB.getLoginStatus(this.statusChangeCallback);

};

handleClick = () => {
window.FB.login(this.checkLoginState, {scope: "public_profile,email"});

};
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handleError(error) {
alert(error);

}

async handleResponse(data) {
const { email, accessToken: token, expiresIn } = data;
const expires_at = expiresIn * 1000 + new Date().getTime();
const user = { email };

this.setState({ isLoading: true });

try {
const response = await Auth.federatedSignIn(
"facebook",
{ token, expires_at },
user

);
this.setState({ isLoading: false });
this.props.onLogin(response);

} catch (e) {
this.setState({ isLoading: false });
this.handleError(e);

}
}

render() {
return (
<LoaderButton
block
bsSize="large"
bsStyle="primary"
className="FacebookButton"
text="Login with Facebook"
onClick={this.handleClick}
disabled={this.state.isLoading}

/>
);
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}
}

Let’s look at what we are doing here very quickly.

1. We first wait for the Facebook JS SDK to load in the waitForInitmethod. Once it has loaded,
we enable the Login with Facebook button.

2. Once our user clicks the button, we kick off the login process using FB.login and listen for
the login status to change in the statusChangeCallback. While calling this method, we are
specifying that we want the user’s public profile and email address by setting {scope:
"public_profile,email"}.

3. If the user has given our app the permissions, then we use the information we receive from
Facebook (the user’s email) and call the Auth.federatedSignIn AWS Amplify method. This
effectively logs the user in.

Finally, we can use the FacebookButton.js in our src/containers/Login.js and
src/containers/Signup.js.

<FacebookButton
onLogin={this.handleFbLogin}

/>
<hr />

Add the button above our login and signup form. And don’t forget to import it using import
FacebookButton from "../components/FacebookButton";.

Also, add the handler method as well.

handleFbLogin = () => {
this.props.userHasAuthenticated(true);

};

The above logs the user in to our React app, once the Facebook sign up process is complete. Make
sure to add these to src/containers/Signup.js as well.

And that’s it, if you head over to your app you should see the login with Facebook option.
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Login with Facebook option screenshot

Clicking on it should bring up the Facebook dialog asking you to login with your app.
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Facebook login dialog screenshot

Once you are logged in, you should be able to interact with the app just as before.
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Logged in demo app screenshot

A final note on deploying your app. You might recall from above that we are telling Facebook to use
the https://localhost:3000URL. This needs to be changed to the live URL once you deploy your
React app. A good practice here is to create two Facebook apps, one for your live users and one for
your local testing. That way you won’t need to change the URL and you will have an environment
where you can test your changes.

Help and discussion
View the comments for this chapter on our forums

For reference, here is the code we are using
Facebook Login Frontend Source
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